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High Energy (Cosmic-Ray. Gamma-Ray. X-Rav 0030 0059
Solar Physics 0060 0099
1.2
	
Earth and Planetary Exploration (0100) (0199)
Planetary Observations 0100 0119
Solar System Missions 0120 0139
Earth Dynamics 0140 0149
Crustal Motion 0150 0159
Geopotential Fields 0160 0169
Earth Resources 0170 0199
1.3
	




Atmospheric Research 0260 0279
1.4	 Life Sciences (0300) (0399)
Biological	 Science 0300 0319
Operational Medicine 0320 0339
Life Support 0340 0359
1.5
	
Materials Processing (0400) (0499)
SECTION'2 COMMERCIAL MISSIONS 1000 1999
2.1
	






Materials Processing (1200) (1299)
2.4
	
Industrial	 Services (1300) (1399)
SECTION 3	 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 2000 2999
3.1	 Materials & Structures (2000) (2099)
3.2	 Energy Conversion (2100) (2199)
3.3	 Computer Science S Electronics (2200) (2299)
3.4	 Propulsion (2300) (2399)
3.5	 Control & Human Factors (2400) (2499)
3.6	 Space Station Systems/Ops (2500) (2599)
3.7	 Fluid & Thermal	 Physics/PACE (2600) (2699)
LTION4	 OPERATIONS 3000	 4999
ntenance
4.2	 Other (4000)	 (4999)
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• Guidelines for Preparation of NASA LaRC Payload Element Data
Descriptions
• Guidelines for Preparation of Payload Element Operations Descriptions
• Guidelines for Preparation of Payload Element Synthesis Data
DATA SHEETS
• Science and Applications Missions
• Commercial Missions
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INTRODUCTION
The Space Station Mission requirements data base consists of 149 attached and
free-flying missions each of which is documented by. a set of three
interrelated documents as shown in Figure 1-1:
Type A - NASA LaRC Data Sheets - with three sheets comprising a set for
each payload element described. These sheets contain user
payload element data necessary to drive Space Station
architectural options.
Type B - GDC-derived operations descriptions that supplement the LaRC
payload element data in the operations areas such as further
descriptions of crew involvement, EVA, etc. One operations
sheet is provided for each payload element.
Type C - Payload elements synthesis - sheets used by ADC to provide
requirements traceability to data sources and to provide a
narrative describing the basis for formulating the payload
element requirements. One or more synthesis sheets are provided
for each payload element identified.
The data base has been developed for the set of 149 missions that are
categorized and tabulated in ascending order in this appendix. Each of the
payload elements is documented by a package consisting of all three types of
data items identified above. A minimum of five descriptive data sheets is
contained in each "package" - three LaRC summary data sheets, one operations
description data sheet, and one or more payload synthesis sheets. The
following paragraphs describe the content and preparation guidelines for each
type of data sheet in further detail.
It should be noted that the payload elements contained in this appendix are
described in terms of their prefered accommodation mode. If a payload is
alternatively accommodated in an acceptable mode, the physical characteristics
may change, e.g., a pointing mount that is part of an attached payload may be
eliminated if the payload is alternatively accommodated on a free-flyer that
has the required pointing accuracy.
National security payload elements are not discussed in this appendix.
Discussion is contained in Volume II Book 4.
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GUIDELINES FOR PREPARATION OF NASA LaRC PAYLOAD ELEMENT DATA DESCRIPTIONS
The General Dynamics Convair Division interpretation of selected entries
appearing on the NASA LaRC payload element data sheets is described in the
following paragraphs and includes any field size, or other limitations that
have been provided by LaRC. LaRC data constraints are flagged by an asterisk
in the data descriptor title. For convenience the sample blank forms shown
have been annotated with reference designators that may be used to key to the
following descriptions of the data `o be entered in each applicable area.
Pane I of 3
PAYLOAD ELEMENT NAME
	 O CODE	 O TYPE










Tele p honeA s Development
STATUS O
O Operatlonal O Planned O Operations
O Approved O Candidate
O Opportunity Type Number
(see Table A)First flight, yr
of fliq'.ts	 _( n Importancs of theDu
Duration of Fli
	 ht Space Station to
this ElementOBJECTIVE
I	 -	 low value but
^G could use
I8 -	 vital
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CODE	 O
G - D - C o	 page 2 of 3
ORBIT CHARACTERISTICS	 O	
0Apoggee, k• _ — Perigee, km	 t3	 Tolerance •
Inclination,	
t3
deg	 Tolerance •	 is	 - is
Nodal Angle, deg	 Ephemerts Accuracy, m
Eaca a dV Re uired m/s
POINTING/ORIEHT^TIQN
Utew dlrectlon a	 Inert ul	 q Solar u q Earth
Truth Sites (if sown)
Pointing accuracHH,arc sec — is 	 Field of view, deg
Pointing Stabili0y (Jitter)arc sec/sec 	 Q
S ecial Restrictt_ons (Avoidance)
POUERCAC u	
q DC




Volts a V	 Fre uenc Hs
DATA/COMMUNICATIONS
Me toring requirements ► 	 33
None	 OO Realties q Offllne	 q Other
Eneryptlon/Decryption Required
Uplink Req.1Command Rate (KOS)	 Frequency (MHZ)
On-Board Data Processing Required
Description 3^
Data Types	 Analog	 D1gItat	 Hre/Day





Data Due: Frequency (Per Orbit)
Recordin R to ( BP ) 	 9-77,,",k Fro u n	 (MHZ)
266.592.1-3
CODE	 O
-6- D-C-D,	 page 3 of 3
THERM8	 0Active	 q Pe::ive
Temperature, deg C	 operational min max
non-operational•in max
Heat Rejection, w	 operational min max
noft-onerational MID max
EQUIPMENTPHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
QLocation s 	 q Interns lQ External	 C^ Reroote isU Preasurlsed8 Unpr9ssurLzadEquipment ID/Function
L,m	 U,m	 (3o	 H,m 30 Stowed




Consumable& Types 33 O
Acceleration 3*R3L%ivLtU, 	 a	 min max
CREU REOUIREMENTS O
Crew Size	 Task Assl nment
Skills	 (See	 Table	 B)	 SKILL	 37
LV
Nra/D•	 3s








 kQQ	 Man Hours — q
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DATA DESCRIPTORS
1. Payload Element Name* - Descriptivf. title (32-character limit)























3. TYPe* - Select the most appropriate payload element type and enter the























12. Computer Science and Electronics
13. Propulsion
14. Controls and Human Factors
15. Space Station Systems and Operations




WContact Nacre Address Tel hone* - Enter the following standard.
ame,	 ne,	 -c arac er mit; address, 4 lines, 24-character/line
limit; telephone, 1 line, 32-character limit)
W. Hardy/J. Peterson MZ 21-9530
General Dynamics Convair
P.O. Box 85357
San Diego, CA 92138
(619) 277-8900, Ext 3778/2130
OStatus - The single most appropriate category. Reserve "approved" status
o^fiose payload elements appearing as line itmes un the current NASA
budget.
7O. First Flight - Initial launch year. If more than one launch is required,
enter the other launch dates elsewhere on the data sheet. For a mission
launched before the Space Station era (before 1990) and still in operation
during the 1990-2000 decade, show the initial launch date. For a mission
launched before 1990 but returned to earth for refurbishment and
relaunched, enter the later launch date after which Station interfacing
operations will occur. (NOTE: The first flight date reflects the baseline
mission data set prescribed in Volume II, Book 1, Section 4-4 and has in
some cases been slipped from the user desired data as described in Book 1,
Section 3-4.)
8. Number of Flights - The total number of flights required to accomplish the
mi ssion o ect ves. Does not account for multiple flights to deliver an
oversize payload element, or multiple flights for service, or flights for
earth return.
ODuration of Flight - Mission duration for the initial launch. If different
m sus on durations forsubsequent flights, describe elsewhere on the data
sheet.
10. Objective - (7 lines, 72-characters/line limit)
11. Description* - (9 lines, 108-characters/per line limit)
I-viii
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12. Importance - Values near 1 indicate a benefit. Values near 10 show that the
Space Station is vital to accomplishment of the objective of the mission.
Values between 1-10 reflect the degree of significance judged appropriate.
13. Preferred Orbit - Preferred orbit apogee and perigee altitude and
inclination.
	 not critical, ANY is entered. If Space Station altitude is
preferred, enter LEO.
14. 15. Acceptable Orbit - The tolerance from the perferred orbit
characteristic  denoting the acceptable range of orbit altitudes and
inclinations that will permit the primary payload objectives to be
accomplished. Some degradation it overall mission results may occur.
16. Escape dV Required - For planetary payload elements only.
11. Viewing Direction - Desired viewing direction or orientation, i.e.,
inertial, so aror earth. Any ether appropriate direction requires
explanation, and is recorded as "special considerations", item 44.
18. Truth Sites* - Truth site description, e.g., location, type, etc.
-c arac er limit).
19. Pointing Accuracy - The required pointing accuracy at the interface
between  a Instrument and its carrier. Where the payload definition
includes a pointing mount, the accuracy required at the base of the mount
is typically 30 to 60 arc minutes (see Figure I-2).
20. Pointin Jitter - The maximum allowable angular rate of the line-of-sight
see Figure rM.
21. S ecial Restrictions (Avoidance)* - Describe pointing constraints
(50-character M7`17.
22. Power - Describe the input power level and duration when operating, peak
power input level and corresponding time, or other pa ger related
parameters. For a payload element attached to the Space Station, the
power matches the integrated payload definition at the interface. For
free-flyers the power level can be for the science payload and/or
spacecraft while operating, or, if known, the power level while attached
to the Station for service/checkout.
23. Data Monitoring Requirements* - Other requirements (30-character limit).
24. On-Board Data Processing Description* - (80-character limit).
25)- 	 Data Types* - (30-character limit).
Q
26Recordin Rate - The ditigal data rate flowing from the payload (including
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BIAS OR REFERENCE ERROR ENVELOPE
(ANGLE) IS THE UNCOMPENSATED,
CONSTANT OFFSET BETWEEN TARGET
& AVERAGE LOS ANGLE. THIS IS A
"STATIC" ERROR, WHICH RESULTS FROM
MECHANICAL MISALIGNMENTS, SENSOR
NULL ERRORS& ELECTRICAL BIASES•
STABILITY ERROR ENVELOPE (4NOLE)
IS VARIATION IN LOS DURING OBtER-
VATION INTERVAL. TIJS IS A "DYNAMIC"
ERROR, WHICH RESULTS FROM OEADBAND,
SENSOR NOISE, OR OTHER CONTROL
SYSTEM PROBLEMS.
POINTING ERROR ENVELOPE (ANGLE)
DEFINES MAXIMUM EXPECTED
DEVIATION BETWEEN LOS & TARGET. IT
IS THE SUM OF BIAS PLUS STABILITY
ERRORS.
JITTER (STABILITY RATE) IS ANGULAR
RATE OF I ^-..
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21. Thermal - The thermal characteristics needed by the payload equipment at
he i nterfac a wi th the Spac a Stati on (unl ess otherwi se spec i f i ed, e. g. , the
payload requirements for a free-flyer).
28. 
D9. 
Equipment  Location ID Function - 'the primary equipment location,
e.g., external u npressurl zed. if equipment is both pressurized and
unpressurized, explain the secondary equipment elsewhere in the data
sheet.
30. Stowed Dimensions - The estimated ?imensions when stowed for delivery in
Thie Shuttle  cargo bay with length (L) axis corresponding to cargo-bay
longitudinal axis. If cylindrical shape, enter width (W) and height (H) as
same dimension.
Deployed Di mensions - The envelope dimensions of payload equipment mounted
internally or externally to the Station or in the free- flying configuration
when the equipment is fully deployed, erected, or constructed. Unless
otherwise specified, excludes consideration of crew access volume, aisle
spa-e, or other packaging effects.
32. Launch Mass - Normally the mass of the payload equipment as defined for the
expected accommodation mode, e.g., the payload weight for a
station-attached payload, which could include: a mounting structure, power
and signal interface units, cold plates and coolant pump packages, and
appropriate instrument pointing system or merely the individual instruineats
or instrument groups. For free-flyers the mass may L)e for either the
integrated instrument package or complete spacecraft/scientific equipment
weight; or the total upper stage payload weight ("throw" weight), which
includes satellite subsystem.
33. Consumabl es Type* - Usable materials included-in Launch Mass, e.g.,
spicecraft propellants (30-character limit).
34. Accel eration Sensitivity: The highest permissible acceleration level during
crMcal periods--of—experiment or processing operations. This is relatively
long term, unidirectional acceleration as induced by atmospheric drag,
drag, stationkeeping or reboost thruster operation, or rc'ation for
reori entat ion.





­ - I , - i)
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36. Task Ass nment - The critical function(s) performed by the crew to support
routine pay oad element operations.
37. 38. Skill Tyee, Skill Level* - The minimum skill requirements to perform
e mission o ec ves. If more than one, specify each in accordance
with Table B. Note: more than one skill does not necessarily imply





1. No Special Skill Required
2. Medical/Biological
3. Physical Sciences








39. Crew Time - The total number of hours per day devoted to planned payload
oper— aeons. This is an average over the mission duration.
40. EVA/Reason* - An x check indicates that EVA is required for the reason
noted, e.g., to set up, operate, service, and/or reconfigure or tear down
the payload equipment (the EVA reason is limited to 20 characters).
41. HRS/EVA - Interpreted to be the summation of EVA hours for all mission
EVA related operations to include, for example, the EVA portion of all
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42. Service (Manhours) - The total number of manhours estimated for a s^^i__n^^le
service operation. Manhours for service can include both IVA and
	 ime.
If EVA time is needed, the total EVA time for all the service operations
during the mission are totaled and included in item 41. The total number
of servicing operations may be derived from the service interval and
mission duration, or by consulting the related operations data sheet.
Reconfiguration ( Manhours) - The same concept described for service
operations manhours app ies to reconfiguration operations manhours.
44. Special Considerations * - Includes special requirements or other pertinent
intormat on about payToad configuration, resources, multiple payloads,,
etc., and includes the following examples: ( 6 lines, 108-character/
line limit).
Examples of this category*
Special environmental criteria









GUIDELINES FOR PREPARATION OF PAYLOAD El _MENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTIONS
Operations data cap tared in the Payload Element Operations Description data
sheet is intended io augment the data contained in.the NASA LaRC
documentation. GDSD code numbers and payload element names are the same. The
total EVA hours at the bottom of the operations sheet is the sum of all the
EVA hours and corresponds to the entry on the third LaRC data sheet.
Accommodation is the user preferred mode. Requirements for OTV/TMS are noted
only when required by the mission, e.g., for geosynchronous orbit placement,
however, derived requirements for use of specific elements (such as TMS for
servicing) are not precluded in subsequent accommodation analyses.
A sample operations data sheet format has been annotated with reference
designators to provide a key to the follow4ng descriptions of data to be
entered on the sheet for each payload element.
I-xiv
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION
GOCO CODE	 ELEMENT NAME
	ACCOMODATION:	 q ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATE(S)
	 1 1	 INT. HRS	 1'2	 EVA HRS
	 1'3	 EVA CREW	 1.4
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 2.1 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 2.2
q TMSIOTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE	 2.3
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE 	 2.4
EVA CREW SIZE	 2.5
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
3.1 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
3'2 HRS PER GAY (EVA)
• q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 4.1 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
	
4.2
C3TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 4.3
q NOT APPLICABLE






	 5'1	 INT. HRS.	 5'2	 EVA HRS	 5'3	 EVA CREW	 5.4
q NOT APPLICABLE













1.1 Date. The date after which the Space Station will accommodate and interface
715  the payload. ( Not necessarily the payload first flight date.)
Int. Hrs. Station hours required for initial checkout. If no internal
TTYAT- urs are shown here, it is because:
a) payload is a free-flyer, or
b) initial checkout hours are not unique (e.g., assembly) and, therefore,
are considered part of normal station operations.
EVA Hrs. EVA hours required to initially assemble or attach a payload to
the space Station. Routine placement of a payload on a berthing port or
similar operations is considered part of station operations. Reference
TM-82482, MSFC, April 1982, for typical operations to be assigned to man,
man-machine, or machine.
EVA Crew. The estimated minimum EVA crew size (not a multiplier of item
T. 31—
2. SERVICE
2.1 Interval. The service interval as shown in NASA LaRC data sheets.
Total Services. Total number of service trips over the life of the payload,
normally between the years 1990 and 2000.
0 Station Hrs Per Service. The time required for the internal crew perservice e.g., to control the TMS (or equivalent) for retrieval of
free-flyers or for support of EVA. Excludes any station operations support
that is not payload peculiar.
2.4 EVA Hrs Per Service. The EVA time required per service by the EVA
crewmen er s	 is required for manned functions such as reconfiguration
as defined in NASA TM-82482, MSFC April 1982, Figure 4. EVA is also
assumed for consumables replacement on payloads launched before the TMS
becomes available.
(2^5 EVA Crew Size. The estimated minimum EVA crew required to perform the
ask.	 o a multiplier of item 2.4.).
­r
a 
... ,. .f. 	^t Al^ 	 _	 _ _
_	 r
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3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
3.1 Hrs Per D
	 (Internal ). The average number of LVA hours the Space Station
crew wi I I spend in controlling and monitoring an attached payload over
the life of mission.
Hrs Per D	 (External). If applicable, the average number of hours that EVA
would a required on a continuing and routine payload peculiar task such
as daily inspection.
4. RECONFIGURATION
4.1 Interval. The reconfiguration interval as shown in NASA LaRC data sheets.
Total Reconfiguration. The total number of reconfigurations planned for the
payToaaTlTetime, normally between the station activation date and the
year 2000.
4.3 Station Hrs Per Reconfiguration. The payload peculiar time required inside
the Space Station to support an individual reconfiguration.
4.4 EVA Hrs Per Reconfiguration. The EVA time required per reconfiguration -
i eference TM-dZ4BZ.
EVA Crew Size. The estimated EVA crew required to perform the task ( not a
mu	 p ier o item 4.4).
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
5.1 Date. The date the payload is deactivated or removed from station
accommodation. N/A is used if the payload remains to support a later
experiment or if payload continues past year 2000.
Int. Hours. Station hours required for special removal and repackaging of
payload. Routine removal considered part of station operations.
5.3 EVA Hours. EVA hours required for the disassembly of a payload.
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GUIDELINES FOR PREPARATION OF PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS DATA
Traceability of requirements is a key factor to the validation of payload
element requirements. The payload element synthesis sheet (following) shows
the guidelines for preparation of supporting data.
Code: GDCD	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Code No. and Name from NASA LaRC Data Sheets
Payload Element Name:
Reference Documents:
Prepare a bibliography of reference documents, meetings, telecons, etc. used
as source material to prepare payload element requirements. Be as specific as
possible. Include report titles, dates, and page number(s) if applicable.
Narrative:
Describe the payload element synthesis process.
Reference the key requirements data sources (from documents above), and
identify assumptions, ground rules, scaling factors, derived data, estimates,
augmentation, etc, used to prepare the payload element description on the data
sheet. Be as specific as possible in tracing requirements. Attempt to answer
the question. 
cific 
did that requirement come from?". Use continuation sheets
as necessary.
In addition to payload element synthesis/traceability, this sheet should be
used to describe or collect background data and technical features of the
payload element which could not adequately be described on the 3-page LaRC
data sheets. Reference to the LaRC data entries where appropriate. Attach
sketches or whatever would be useful. This sheet may also be used to document
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix 1
GOCO CODE 0000	 ELEMENT NAME STARI AR
ACCOMODATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER* q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHE:i(OUT)
OATEW 1992	 INT. HRS
	
EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL,_,_,,, DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
7. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR. INSPECT. ETC.)
2
	 MRS PER DAY IINTERVAL)
MRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 360 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 2
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER P.ECUNFIG.
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.	 8
EVA CREW SIZE	 2
5. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL
OATE (Sl	 199 _ INT. HAS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY OESCAISE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
* Free Fl ,,er accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will
require re-evaluation of ai'i requirements
1. Attach to Station - Station OPS
J. Pointing control and monitoring
4. Equipment update
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0000	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Starlab
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, NASA Hq., P 10,
RC VD 11 /17/82.
2. Astrophysics Project Concept Document, GD: Document No. 10-004H, October
1980.
3. Science and Application Space Platform Payload Accommodations Study, SP
82-MSFC-2583, March 1982 p. A-13.
Narrative:
A change from Shuttle payload to station - attached P/L in 1992 is assumed.
Crew time includes some real-time target acquisition plus station processing
of data (snapshot), and interaction with ground PI. The crew time and skill
are derived, including consideration of international involvement with a
number of PI. All crew-related data and payload durations are derived.
Pallet-mounted weight and powe- are from Ref 2. Dimensions are derived from
Ref 3. P/L requires station interface for activr tuermal control, using a
f reon loop (Ref 3). The payload element provides its own pointing.
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Major Experiment Equipment and Consumables
Identification/Function Qty Wt (kg)
Oimension (m)
L W H
Telescope 1 1336 5 1.5*
Camera Module Assembly 1 294
Electronics Module Assembly 1 104 i
Memory Platform Assembly 1 66
Consumables:
Total	 L 1800	 *diameter
266.892-400
R0	 if r
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Volume II, Book 1
Code: GDCD 0000	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	 Appendix I
From Ref 3.
MASS (kg) POWER (W) ATC DATA (kbps)
SCI STATUS CMDITEM UP/DOWN OP./PEAK (W)
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS:
STARLAB 1800/1800 1400/1900 200 7000 2.0 n.5*
INTEGRATION HARDWARE:
Signal	 Interface Unit	 3) 30 75 75 - TBO TBD
Power Interface Unit	 1) 40 50 50 - TBO TBO
Pointing System 470 370/1540 315 - (2.0) (0.5)*





Berthing Adapter Assembly 100
PAYLOAD TOTAL 3280/3280 2220/3890 965 7000 (4.2) 1	 (1.1)
* In command column indicates ancillary data.
( ) TBE estimate.	 266.592-413
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Activity Cycle: For a typical orbit identify type and duration of instru-
ment activities (represent as bars). Describe relationship of activity to
target availability, identifiable events, or special conditions (lighting,
latitude, magnetic field, etc.).
Mode	 Target Available20-30 minutes Typ.
Retarget ^--
Operate	 ►----+ *------------
Staadbv	 5 minutes Typ.
0	 Sunlight	 Shadow	 90 min




















Cycle Repetition (Describe considerations affecting cycle repetition):
Target availability is primary driver. Typical exposure times range up
to 45 minutes. Two to four targets per orbit is typical. Desire retar-
geting during orbit day or SAL passage. Objective is to have 2/3 of the
time productive. Intermittent calibration sequences are required (order
of once per day) .
Is coordination with other instruments required? 	 Yes [j No M
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1Appendix 1
LOCO CODE 0001	 ELEMENT NAME LARGE DEPLOYABLE REFLECTOR
ACCOMOOATION: 	 Q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 Q OTV OPS
a
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/A I'TACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S)
	 1998 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS 40	 EVA CREW	 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 720 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES _ 2
(Z TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PEI. _r.RVICE	 8
q NOT APPLICABLE 	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
E
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL. SUPPORT IAVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT. ETC.)
HRSPER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
© NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 1095 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.













B. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Reflector will be assembled at station and then deployed
as a Free Flyer.
2. 2 Service Trips @ 8 hours each - TMS in situ service
4. 3 year configuration change
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Code: GDCD 0001	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	 Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Large Deployable Reflector (LDR)
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station NASA Hq., p.11,
RC VD 11/17/82
2. Astrophysics Project Concept Document, GDC Document No. 10-004N, October
1980
3. NASA TM-82482, MSFC, April 82
Narrative:
The free-flying accommodation is from Ref 1.
The launch date, duration, and crew-related requirements are derived. The
weight for a 20-m reflector requiring man-assisted deployment is extrapolated
from Ref 2, 12-meter reflector. Two shuttle launches are assumed.
It was assumed that the LDR is assembled in space station orbit by EVA.
service is assumed to be compatible with TMS. Configuration change will be
accomplished at the station by man (Ref 3) using EVA.
Remaining data based on Ref 1 and 2.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0002	 ELEMENT NAME FAR UV SPFrTRQqrQPY FXPI (1RFR
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED	 (M FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS












q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
53 NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA ?IRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)







q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG._
© NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S)	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Launched by Shuttle/upper stage in 1989
5. Spacecraft assumed to boost itself out of
Geosynchronous orbit.
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
Jr. 'r r - -A•
Go
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Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0002	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopy Explorer (FUSE)
Reference Documents:
Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station NASA Hq. , p.10,
RCVD 11/17/82
2. Astrophysics Project concept Document, GOC Document No. 10-004J, October
1980
Narrative:
The Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopy Explorer (FUSE) is assumed to be best
accomodated in the free-flying mode as sugested in Ref 1, with
station-attached accommodiaions based on acceptable contamination
countermeasures and pointing.
The pointing accuracy objective, description, an;1 special considerations are
from Ref 1.
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PAYLOAD E'.EMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE 0003	 ELEMENT •::'►ME VERY LON ^ BASELINF INTERFEROMETRY DEMO
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED
	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET- UP/ASSEMBLY /ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)




2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 360 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES_,_._




EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME F:IR MONITOR. INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-
MRS PER DAY (EVA)
® NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REOUIREO
	




EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1998	 INT. HRS.
	
EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element assumes accommodation on a platform or modified
Leasecraft-type spacecraft which has orbit transfer propulsion.
2. 2 servicings via TMS or equivalent
5. Shuttle/TMS/OTV Retrieval
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Payload Element Name: Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) Demo
Reference Documents:
I. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, NASA Hq., p. 11,
RCVD 11/17/82
2. Astrophysics Project Concepts Document, GDC Document No. 10-004Q, October
1980
3. Science and Applications Space Platform Payload Accommodations Study,
SP82-MSFC-2583 p. A-25, March 1982
4. LANL Discussion, December 1982
5. Nominal Mission Model, Rev 6, MSFC PSO1, 9/30/82
Narrative:
The VLBI payload element is assumed to be best accommodated (due to size and
pointing) as a free-flyer (Ref 5), although station-attached accommodation is
also suggested Ref 1.
The weight is for instrumentation package and integration structure (pallet)
and does nrt include propulsion system. A Leasecraft-type spacecraft could be
added (modified for freon loop thermal control) to provide spacecraft
resources and orbit transfer propulsion, platform accommodation.
The crew-related data and launch date are derived.
Remaining data based on Ref 1, 2, 3.
This payload element assumes accommodation on a platform or Leasecraf t type
spacecraft which has orbit transfer propulsion.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 0004	 ELEMENT NAME SPACE TELESCOPE
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED
	 3 FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S)	 1992	 INT. HRS
	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
Z SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 720 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 2
® TMS/OTV REQUIREO
	
STATION HRS PER SERVICE 12
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
® NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 7?n DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.	 2
q TMSJOTV REQUIRED
	 STATION HRSPER RECONFIG.	 8
q NOT APPLICABLE









6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Space Telescope launched in 1985. Refurbished and relaunched
for Space Station support in 1992.
4. TMS retrieval with EVA for reconfig.
5. Shuttle/TMS Retrieval
TOTAL EVA HRS 64
TGDC-ASP-83-002
	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0004	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Ele:,ent Name: Space Telescope (ST)
Reference Docw",,nts:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, NASA Hq., p. 10,
RCVD 11/17/82
2. Nominal Mission Model, Rev 6, MSFC PSOI, 9/30/82
3. NASA TM-82482, MSFC, April 82
4. LANL Discussions, Dec 1982
Narrative:
The free-flying accommodation is from Ret 1. Launch date is from Ref 2 for
space station supported operations. An additional service was added in 1996.
Configuration change is assumed to be accomplished at the station by man (Ref
3) using EVA. The spacecraft has no propulsion system (Ref 1). The
crew-related data are derived.
Remaining data based on Ref 1.
The ST would probably continue as a national facility beyond the year 2000.
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	 Voluip:s 11, Book 1PAYLOAD ELSMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION Appendix I
LOCO CODE 0005	 ELEMENT NAME SHUTTLLIRTELESCOPE FACILITY (SIRTF)
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER* q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLI/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATE(S) 1990	 INT. MRS
	
_ EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES _ 9
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED.	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE 	 4
EVA CREW SIZE 	 1
3. STATION OPERAMN& SUPPORT (AVJ. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.5	 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-








q TMWOTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
S. 0 EACTIVATION/ REMO% AL
OATEW 1995	 INT, MRS.
	
EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT I-.PPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH S ABOVE)
* Free Flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will
require re-evaluation of all requirements.
1. SIRTF launched in 1989. Reconfigured for station and attached
in 1990.
2. Replace consumables (helium) every 6 mo.
3. Instrument control and monitoring
5. Remove and repackage for earth return (station OPS)
TOTAL EVA HRS 36
.	 O
11
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GDC-ASP-83-002
Code: GDCD 0005	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Shuttle IR Telescope Facility (SIRTF)
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, NASA Hq., p.11,
RCVD 11/17/82
2. Astrophysics Project Concept Document, GDC Document No. 10-004L, October
1980
3. LANL Discussions, December 1982
Narrative:
The SIRTF is assumed to be reconfigured for Station operations in 1990. The
Station-attached accommodation mode was selected from among alternatives
listed in Ref 1 and 2. The basis of this recommended mode is to reduce
spacecraft or TINS cryogenic cooling service trips. Since the Shuttle-based
SIRTF will have developed suitable countermeasures for contamination
(restricted operations) it is assumed that the attached accommodation will be
cost-effective.
The SIRTF will provide a pointing system (IPS), Ref 2. Length is estimated
and includes IPS.
The crew will start and monitor operation, assisted by ground-based
astronomers, Ref (2). The crew-related data and mission launch/duration data
are derived.
Remaining data based on Ref 1 and 2.
k
GDC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GDCD CODE 0030	 ELEMENT NAME GAMMA RAY QRSFRVATQRY (r.PQ)
ACCOMODATION:	 q ATTACHED
	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)




2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 365 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES -A
® TMS/OTV RAM AI TFRNATF	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 8
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER SERVICE	 4
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	









6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element has orbit transfer propulsion.
1. Payload launched by shuttle in 1988.
2. Three service trips, 1990, 1391, 1992 via TMS or equivalent and EVA
TOTAL EVA HRS 12
GDC -ASP-83-002
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0030	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name:Name: Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO)
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, NASA Hq., p.11,
RCVD 11 /17/82
2• Nominal Mission Model, Rev b, MSFC PS O1, 9/30/82
3. LANL Discussions, December 1982
Narrative:
The GRO is designed and deployed in orbit in 1988 prior to the Space
Station/TMS era. It is assumed that the TMS will have capability to retrieve
the GRO for service at the station, or the GRO could return to the station
using spacecraft propulsion. In either event, servicing at the station is
assumed vs in-situ servicing due to potential incompatibility with TMS.
The launch date and weight are from Ref 2, and the mission duration is
estimated. The crew-related data are derived.







	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book 1
Code: GDCD 0031	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS 	
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: High Throughput Mission (HTM)
Reference Documents:
1. Science ane Applications Requirements for Space Station, NASA Hq., p. 14,
REVD 11/11/d2
Narrative:
Station-attached accomodation is assumed for the HTM. Crew-related
requirements are derived.
Flight dates and duration are assumed; however, this payload element could
continue operating after the year 2000.
The remaining data are based on Ref ( 1) which uses Large Area Modular Array(LAMAR) as representative requirements for HTM.
.r.t t • . '^ 1 ♦ A .CT ^:
GDC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
	
Appendix I	 4
GDCD CODE 0031	 ELEMENT NAME HIGH THROUGHPUT MISSION
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER* q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT ANU CHECKOUT)






2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 360 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 3
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE	 12
EVA CREW SIZE 	 1
3. STATION OPERA TIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
1.O MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-















INT. HRS.	 EVA MRS _	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
* Free Flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will
require re-evaluation of all requirements.
1. Attachment to station considered station OPS.
2. 3 Service EVA's - replace det. gas
3. Instrument control and monitoring
5. Remains attached beyond year 2000
i
TOTAL EVA HRS 36
—0b + • /kI 0 - -X< h .
0
dW1
ORiC^FNA'_ 6"i' ► =`=, 171
OF POOR QUALITY GDC-ASP-83-002 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0032	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Large Area Modular Array (LAMAR)
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, NASA Hq., p. 14,
RCVD 11/17/82
2. Astrophysics Project Concept Document, GDC Document No. 10-004E, October
1980
3. Science and Applications Space Platform Payload Accommodations Study
SP82-MSFC-2583, p. A-51, March 1982
4. LANL Discussions, December 1982
Narrative:
Station-attached accommodation is assumed for LAMAR. Launch weight is from
Ref 3.
Crew-related requirements and service requirements are derived.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix i
LOCO CODE 0032	 ELEMENT NAME LARGE AREA MODULAR ARRAY (LAMAR )
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER* q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)




2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 360 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 4
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERV:CE
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PER SERVICE	 16
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL-SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.5 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-







q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOTAPPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL
DATES) 1999	 INT. HRS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
* Free Flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used
will require re-evaluation of all requirements.
1. Attachment to station considered station OPS
2. 4 service EVA's - replace det. gas
3. Instrument control and monitoring
5. Removal/return to earth considered station OPS
TOTAL EVA MRS 64
^1
GDC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION Volume II, Book 1Appendix I
GOCO CODE nn -1-	 ELEMENTNAME AnV Nr.Fn X-RAY ASTRQPHYSTCC FArTUTY (AXAF)
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1991	 INT. HRS
	 EVA HRS	 EMA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 720 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 4




EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA ;"W SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL.SUF nORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
-
MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-
MRS PER DAY (EVA)
13 NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 720 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 4
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG. 8
q NOT APPLICABLE
	












S. N gTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
2. 4 service trips, 1993, 1995, 1997, 1999
4. Reconfiy. slated to coincide with service trips
5. Remains active beyond year 2000
TOTAL EVA MRS 128
WI -..^ ^ 0 -. -ft-f 0 - -X, ... . -	
ID - '
rGDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0033	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name. Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF)
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requi^ ^rxi. 	 for Space Station, NASA Hq., p. 14,
RC VD 11/17/82
2. Nominal Mls3ion Model, Rr
	 'SFC PSO1, 9/30/82
3. NASA TM-82482, MSFC, April
4. Astrophysics Project Concept Document, GDC Document No. 10-004D, October
1980
5. LANL Discussions, December 1982
Narrative:
The free-flying accommodation is from Ref 1. The spacecraft does not contain
orbit transfer propulsion system
Launch and schedule are from Ref (2) modified for constar* 2-year service
interval (versus 2- and 3-year service intervals).
Configuration change is assumed to be accomplished at the station by man (Ref
3) using EVA.
Remaining data based in Ref 1 and 4.
From Ref 4.
266.552-414
Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility
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GDC-ASP-83-002	 Volume 11, Book 1PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION Appendix I
LOCO CODE 0034	 ELEMENT NAME HI RESOLUTION X-RAY $ GAMMA RAY SPECTROMEr[R
ACCOMOOATION:	 Q ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER* q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1993	 INT. HRS	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 	 5
q TMS/OTV REQUIREO	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE 1_
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.5 HRSPER OAY (INTERNAL)
-








q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1996	 INT. HRS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CRt7N
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
*Free Flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will
require re-evaluation of all requirements.
1. Attached to station. Considered station OPS
2. Service @ 6 mo. - replace gas
3. Instrument control and monitori,ig
5. Removal and return to Earth-Station OPS
TOTAL EVA HRS 60
r.. . • . s. i -=..3 .	 ,
mGDC -ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, rook 1
Code: GDCD 0034	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: High Resolution X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (HRS)
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Spare Station, NASA Hq., p. 14,
RCVD 11/17/82
2. Science and Applications Space Platform Payload Accommodations Study,
SP-82-MSFC-2583, p. A-50, March 1982
3. LANL Discussions, December 1982
Narrat ive:
From among the options listed in Ref 1, the HRS is assumed to be best
accommodated in a station-attached mode.
The crew-related data and launch /mission data are derived.
The remaining data are based on Ref 1 and 2. Dimensions include an estimate
for the pointing mount.
16
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0035	 ELEMENTNAME HIGH ENERGY ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT ;HEIE)
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER * q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1997	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. 1iERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 5
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA ARS PER SERVICE	 8
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSP_CT, Iu.,
0.5 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVAI
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
C] TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE





`:VA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES tBRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
*Free Flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will
require re-evaluation of all requirements.
1 & 5 are consiGered as station OPS
TOTAL F.VA HRS 40
77-
GDC-ASP-83-002
	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Hook 1
Code: GDCD 0035
	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS 	
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: High Energy Isotope Experiment (HEIE)
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, NASA Hq., p. 17,
RCVD l l A 7182
Narrative:
The attached accommodation mode is assumed for HEIE as suggested by Ref (1).
The orbit of 57 degrees (or greater) is from Ref 1.
Remaining data derived.
MC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0036	 ELEMENT NAME SPECTRA OF COSMIC RAY NUCLEI
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED
	 q FREE FLYER * q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1995	 INT. MRS	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
[j NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPP' Y)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE	 8
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONALSUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0. 2 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL.
-
H RS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL
OATEIS) 1998	 INT. HRS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
*Free Flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will
require re-evaluation )f all requirements.
1. Attached to station. Considered station OPS
2. Replace Ne, CO2, FREON
3. Instrument control and monitoring
5. Removal/return considered station OPS
TOTAL EVA HRS	 3
I!^ L r w ors r
	 D-1
GDC -ASP-8 3-002
Code: GDCD 0036	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Spectra of Cosmic Ray Nuclei (SCRN)
r
'I
Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, 3ook 1
Appendix I
Reference Documents:
1. Sciece and Applications Requirements for Space Station, NASA Hq. , p. 17,
RCVD 11/17/82
2. Science and Applications Space Platform Accommodation Study
SP82-MSFC-2583, p A-37, March 1982
Narrative:
SCRN is assumed to be accommodated in the station-attached mode, continuing
the present short-duration space lab accommodation.
The launch mission data orientation and crew related data are derived.
Remaining data based on Ref 1 and 2.
GDC-ASP-33-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION	 Volume I I, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCDCODE 0037	 ELEMENT NAME TRANSITION RADIATJON & ION CALORIMETER (TRIC)
,CCOMODATION:	 ® ATTACHED
	 q FREE FLYER* [] OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP/ASSEMBI.Y/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)




2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTALSERVICES 3
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE 	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE 3
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.5 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
MRS PER DAY (FVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL '	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
S. OEACTIVATI ONi REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1998	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY OESCRIBE i'AEKS iN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
*Free Flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will
require re-evaluation of all requirements.
1. Attached to station. Considered station OPS
3. Instrument control and monitoring
5. Removal/return considered station OPS




Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book 1
Apperdi x I
Code: GDCD 0037	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Transition Radiation and ION Calorimeter (TRIC)
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, NASA Hq., p. 17,
RCVD 11/17/82
Narrative:
TRIC is assumed to be accomodated in the space station attached mode based on
an extension of spacel ab experiment with more stringent requirements.
The power and weight data, as well as mission objectives and description, are
from Ref 1.
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MICROCOPY RESOLUTION TEST CHART
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIAL 1010a
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume I I, Book 1Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 0038 	 ELEMENTNAME X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER
A=MOOATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE










EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY ONTERNAU













EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. O EACTI V AT I O N/ R EM O V A L
OATE(SI 1 992	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element has orbit transfer propulsion.
2. No scheduled service. Station is available for emergency service.
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Payload Element Name: X-Ray Timing Explorer (XTE)
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAM Study Orientation Meeting, NASA Hq. , 14-15 September
1982
2. Astrophysics Project Concept Document, GDC Document No. 10-OOAC -c, October
1980
3. LANL Discussions, December 1982
Narrative:
The XTE is a shuttle launched, free-flying payload element per Ref 2.
The spacecraft is designed with an on-board propulsion system, using hydrazine.
The mission duration, orbit, pointing accuracy, power, weight and TDRSS
requirements are from Ref 2.
Remaining data derived.
Initial launch shown as 1988 in Ref 1; however, an additional launch is
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE	 0060	 ELEMENT NAME SOLAR INTERNAL DYNAMICS MISSION ( SIDM)
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED
	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1991	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EYA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2 SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMSIOTV REQUIRED	 STATION HAS PER SERVICE
El NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HAS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HAS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-
H AS PER DAY (EVA)
® NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL_ DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HAS PER RECONFIG.
	
NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HAS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1992	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HAS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN i THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element has orbit transfer propulsion.
1. Placed in orbit by shuttle or ELV
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0060	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Solar Internal Dynamics Mission (SIDM)
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, NASA Hq., p. 19,
RC VD 11/17/82
2. Nominal Mission Model, Rev 6, MSFC PSOI, 9/30/82
Narrative:
SIDM requires a sun-synchronous orbit (Ref 1). A free-flyer accomodation was
assumed based on Ref 2.
The spacecraft weight is from Ref 2 and assumes orbit transfer provided
propul sion.
The pointing, power, thermal control data generation rate, and service
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 %'olumr 1 1, bf►ok 1
Anpes
GOCO CODE 0061	 ELEMENT NAME SOLAR CORONA DIAGNOSTICS MISSI r) y , SC^M'
ACCOMODATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. Si ATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY /ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEISI 1993	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
	
K] NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONALSUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY !INTERNAL)
—










EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
S. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL






S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH S ABOVE)
5. Shuttle/TMS retrieved
TOTAL EVA MRS _ 0
2GOC-ASP-83-002
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Code: GDCD 0061	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS 	
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Solar Corona Diagostics Mission (SCDM)
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, NASA liy. , p. 19,
RC VD 11 /11/82
2. Nominal Mission Model, Rev 6, MSFC PSOI, 9/30/82
Narrative:
SCDM is assumed to be accommodated as a free-flyer.
The weight is from Ref 2 and is assumed to include orbit transfer propulsion.
The pointing, power, thermal control, data generation rate, aik1 service
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0062	 ELEMENT NAME ADVANCED SOLAR OBSERVATORY
ACCOMODATION: 	 q ATTACHED
	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1995	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 720 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 3
© TMS/OTVXM A 3B Al tprnata	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE 	 8
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
MRS PER DAY (INTEINAL)
-







q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	





INT. HRS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN i THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element assumes accommodation on a platform or
Leasecraft type spacecraft which has orbit transfer propulsion.
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Payload Element Name: Advanced Solar Observatory (ASO)
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, NASA 1Iq., p. 20,
RCVD 11/17/82
2. Science and Applications Space Platform Payload Accommoaations Study,
SP82-MSFC-2503 p. A-67, March 1982
3. LANL Discussion, December 1982
Narrative:
A free-flying accommodation is assumed primarily due to oroi t inclination
requirements although a station attached option is also suggested in Ref 1.
The crew-related data, launch and mission data, and special considerations are
derived.
Remaining data from Ref (2).
The observatory as defined in Ref (2) is without supporting subsystems or
orbit transfer propulsion and would require a Leasecraft-type spacecraft or
alternatively platform accommodation.
The sketch is from Ref (2), with typical instruiments from Ref (1) as follows:
SSXRTF = Solar soft x-ray telescope facility
SXUVTF = Solar extreme UV telescope facility
SOT	 = Solar optical telescope
P/OF	 = pinhole/occulter facility (not shown)
Although specific reconfiguration is not shown, the long life of this national
facility suggests periodic changes of telescope instruments.
This payload element assumes accommodation on a platform or Leasecraft type
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0103	 Mars Geochemistry/Climatology Orbiter
	
0104	 Mars Aeronomy Orbiter
	





















0121	 Comet T2 Rendezvous
	
0122	 Main-Belt Asteroid Rendezvous
	
0123
	 Comet HMP Sample Return
	
0124	 Near-Earth Asteroid Rendezvous
EARTH DYNAMICS
No payload elements identified in this Discipline.
CRUSTAL MOTION
	
0151	 Detection and Monitoring of Episodic Events
	
0152	 Geoscience - Crustal Dynamics Studies
GEOPOTENTIAL FIELDS
	
0161	 Earth Science Research - Geophysical Investigation
EARTH RESOURCES
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Appendix I
Section 1.2 (Continued)
Discipline Earth and Planetary Exploration
GDCD
	
ID	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT NAME
NO.
	
0172	 Operational Land Systems
	
0173	 Shuttle Active Microwave Experiment (SAMEX-C)
	
0174	 Earth Observations Instrument Development (Microwave Technology)
4
	0175	 Earth Observations Instrument Development (Extra Visible & Broad RF)
	
0176	 ED Sensor/Techniques/Analysis/Automated System Development
	




1079	 imaging Radar for Earth Resources Inventory & Monitoring
	








0184	 Z-Continuous and Special Coverage
GDC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION	 Volume 11, Book 1Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0103	 FLEMENTNAME MARS OEOCHEMISTRUCLIMATOL00 ORRITER
ACCOMOOATION: 	 q ATTACHED
	 ® FREE FLYER	 Q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEIS) 1992	 INT. MRS	 EVA HRS_ EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE




q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8	 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)







CO TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
Q NOT APPLICABLE
	











S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
3. Station involvement is for mating of spacecraft with upper stage
(OTV or equivalent) using RMS or equivalent.Station could store
spacecraft until ready for mating. Involvement ends with launch
from LEO into escape trajectory. No station-resources are required,
however a spacecraft-to-ground data link is required for checkout.








Volume II, Book 1
Appendi x I
Code:	 GDCD 0103 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Mars Geochemistry /Climatology Orbiter
Reference Documents:
1. MSFC Letter, D. Saxton Tv Boeing and GDC, "Planetary Mission Requirements
for OTV," 7/30/79
2. Paper, Astronautics and Aer^ nautics Journal, Jesse W. Moore (NASA),
"Effective Plan tart' Exploration at Low Cost," Oct 1982
3. S.A.I. Report No. SAI 1-120-340-T19, Sept 1982; Telecon, J. Neihoff, Oct
1982
4. MSFC, Solar System Exploration Scenario, Sept 1982; GDC Visit, Oct 1982
5. JPL Internal Memo, A . Y. Nakata, "Mariner Mark Ii Preliminary Mission
Requirements Report," Rev 2, 10/1/82; GDC Visit, Oct 1932
Solar Systen Exploration Committee Recommended Core Program, Nov 1982
Narrative:
This payload element is recommended in the Ref G program, judged to be most
authorative planning document on planetary and solar system exploration
available at this time. The objectives and rationale were obtained from Ref
5. Technical data are given in Ref 3, pp 4345. Crew requirements and station
operations were derived. The importance of the space station to the mission
was rated a "5" because the payload could be launched from the shuttle with
existing upper stage vehicles. However, the availability of a space station
does permit bringing the spacecraft to LEO well in advance of escape launch,
reducing reliance on the availability of a shuttle during the launch window.
Ref 1, 2 and 4 also identify this mission.
----- AW	 —rs .• ^-fi t, ^ w rot• 4	 _
r_,a,.w .`
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0104	 ELEMENT NAME MAkS AERONOMY NB ITER
ACCOMOOATION: 	 q ATTACHED
	 (N FREE FLYER.	 Q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G.. SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATHS) 1992	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G.. REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
© 140T APPLICABLE	 E-VA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
I STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
S. OEACTIVATI ON/ REMOVAL
OATE(S)	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
Z' NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
3. Station involvement is for mating of spacecraft with upper stage
(OTV or equivalent)
	 using RMS or equivalent.Station could store
spacecraft until ready for mating. Involvement ends with launch
from LEO into escape trajectory. A spacecraft-to-ground data link
is required for checkout.
Two men required (4 hours each) for 1 day.
TOTAL EVA HRS	 0 _
GDC-ASP-83-002
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0104	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Mars Aeronomy Orbiter
Reference Documents:
1. MSFC Letter, D. Saxton To Boeing and GDC, "Planetary Mission Requirements
for OTV," 7/30/79
2. Paper, Astronautics and Aeronautics Journal, Jesse W. Moore (NASA),
"Effective Planetary Exploration at Low Cost," Oct 1982
3. S.A.I. Report No. SAI 1-120-340-T19, Sept 1982; Telecon, J. Neihoff, Oct
1982
4. MSFC, Solar System Exploration Scenario, Sept 1982; GDC Visit, Oct 1982
5. JPL Internal Memo, A.Y. Nakata, "Mariner Mark II Preliminary Mission
Requirements Report," Rev 2, 10/1/82; GDC Visit, Oct 1982
6. Solar System Exploration Committee Recommended Core Program, Nov 1982
Narrative:
This payload element is recommended in the Ref 6 program, judged to be most
authorative planning document on planetary and solar system exploration
available at this time. The objectives and rationale were obrained from Ref
5. Technical data are given in Ref 3, pp 43-45. Crew requirements and station
operations were derived. The importance of the space station to the mission
was rated a "5" because the payload could be launched from the shuttle with
existing upper stage vehicles. However, the availability of a space station
does permit bringing the spacecraft to LEO well in advance of escape launch,
reducing reliance on the availability of a shuttle during the launch window.
Ref 1, 2 and 4 also identify this mission.
1111
MC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE 0105	 ELEMENT NAME VENUS ATMOSPHERE PROBE
AC%OMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 ® ATV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1993	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS
	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE








STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)








	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE








6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH J ABOVE)
3. Station involvement is for mating of s pacecraft with upper stage
(OTV or equivalent)
	 using RMS or equivalent.Station could store
spacecraft until ready for mating. Involvement ends with launch
from LEO into escape trajectory. No statior • resources are required,
however a spacecraft-to-ground data link is required for checkout.
Two men require) (4 hours each) for 1 day.
k
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Payload Element Name: Venus Atmosphere Probe
Reference Documents:
1. Solar System Exploration Committee Recommended Core Program, Nov 1982
2. NASA Lunar and Planetary Mission Handbook, Volume IV, May 1979
Narrative:
This is a recommended mission in the Ref 1 program. An additional Venus
mission, the Venus radar mapper, is also one of the recommended missions but
is planned in the pre-space-station time frame, It was therefore not included
as a payload in this study. Ref 2, sections VLB and VSR, was used for mission
objectives and background information.
Crew requirements and station operations were derived. The importance of the
space et,4*1-- to the mission was rated a "5" because the payload could be
launc:+r ' prom the shuttle with existing upper stage vehicles. However the
availability of a space station does permit bringing the spacecraft to LEO
well in advance of escape launch, reducing reliance on the availability of a
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 0106	 ELEMENTNAME LUNAR GEOCHEMISTRY ORBIT„ ER
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED
	
® FREE FLYER	 © OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G.. SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1993	 INT. MRS	 _ EVA MRS _ E1(A CREW
0 NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED ___	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
_-L_ HAS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-







q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATIO41 MRS PER RECONFIG.
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S)	 INT. HRS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
3. Station involvement is for mating of spacecraft with upper stage
	
(OTV or equivalent)
	 using RMS or equivalent.Station could store
spacecraft until ready for mating. Involvement ends with launch
from LEO into escape trajectory. No station-rE;ources are required,
however a spacecraft-to-ground data link is required for checkout.
Two men required (4 hours each)for 1 day.
TOTAL EVA MRS	 0
Ak
GDC-ASP-83-002
	 Page 1	 of 1
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0106	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Lunar Geochemi stry Orbiter
Reference Documents:
1. Paper, Astronautics and Aeronautics Journal, Jesse W. Moore (NASA),
"Effective Planetary Exploration at Low Cost," Oct 1982
2. Solar System Exploration Committee Recommended Core Program, Nov 1982
3. NASA Lunar and Planetary Mission Handbook, Volume IV, May 1979
Narrative:
This i s a recommended mission in the Ref 2 program. Program objectives and
description were obtained from Ref 3 section LPO. The launch date in the
payload sheets is arbitrary since a launch opportunity occurs every month.
Ref 1 also identifies this as a recommended mission.
Crew requirements and station operations were derived. The importance of the
space station to the mission was rated a "S" because the payload could be
launched from the shuttle with existing upper stage vehicles. However the
availability of a space station does permit bringing the spacecraft to LEO
well in advance of escape launch, reducing reliance on the availability of a
shuttle during the launch window.
--W ^ 0 - - -ft^ F ^ W ^ -X - 1'-, .	 -	 J-O .
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION
GOCD CODE 0107	 ELEMENT NAME TITAN PROBE
ACCOMODATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 (I OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S)	 1995	 INT. MRS	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
	




2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES




EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL, SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETCJ
8 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-







q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.







EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
EN NOT APPLICABLE
G. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
3. Station involvement is for mating of spacecraft with upper stage
	
(OTV or equivalent)
	 using RMS or equivalent.Station could store
spacecraft until ready for mating. Involvement ends with launch
from LEO into escape trajectory. No station.resources are required,
however a spacecraft-to-ground data link is required for checkout.
Two men required (4 hours each) for 1 day.
TOTAL EVA MRS	 0
, ., • -- s 1. y - --W1 ! .
1GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 1
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0107	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Titan Probe
Reference Documents:
1. MSFC Letter, D. Saxton to Boeing and GDC, "Planetary Mission Requirements
for OTV," 7/30/79
2. Paper, Astronautics and Aeronautics Journal, Jesse W. Moore (NASA),
"Effective Planetary Exploration at Low Cost," Oct 1982
3. S.A.I. Report No. SAI 1-120-340-1`19, Sept 1982; Telecon, J. Neihoff, Oct
1982
4. MSFC, Solar System Exploration Scenario, Sept 1982; GDC Visit, Oct 1982
5. JPL Internal Memo, A.Y. Nakata, "Mariner Mark II Preliminary Mission
Requirements Report," Rev 2, 10/1/82; GDC Visit, Oct 1982
6. Solar System Exploration Committee Recommended Core Program, Nov 1982
Narrative:
This is a recommended mission, in the Ref 6 program. Program objectives and
description were obtained from Ref 5 section 2.6. Technical data are given in
Ref 3, pp 89 and 90.
Crew requirements and station operations were derived. The importance of the
space station to the mission was rated a "5" because the payload could be
launched from the shuttle with existing upper stage vehicles. However the
availability of a space station does permit bringing the spacecraft to LEO
well in advance of escape launch, reducing reliance on the availability of a
shuttle during the launch window.
Ref ', 2 and 4 also identify this mission.
D-`.
GDC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE 0108	 ELEMENT NAME SATURN ORBITER
ACCOMODATION: 	 Q ATTACHED
	
® FREE FLYER	 ® OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEW 1997	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE-






q TMIS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-
H RS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED
	
STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
© NOT APPLICABLE
	







EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
91 NOT APPLICABLZ
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN I THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
3. Station involvement is for mating of spacecraft with upper stage
(OTV or equivalent) 	 using RMS or equivalent.Station could store
spacecraft until ready for mating. Involvement ends with launch
from LEO into escape trajectory. No station.resources are required,
however a spacecraft-to-ground data link is required for checkout.
Two men required (4 hours each) for 1 day.
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Appendix I
T
P"yload Element Name: Saturn Orbiter
Reference Documents:
1. MSFC Letter, D. Saxton to Boeing and GDC, "Planetary Mission Requirements
for OTV," 7/3079
2. Paper, Astronautics and Aeronautics Journal, Jesse W. Moore (NASA),
"Effective Planetary Exploration at Low Cost," Oct 1982
3. S.A.I. Report No. SAI 1-120-340-T19, Sept 1982; Telecon, J. Neihoff, Ict
1982
4. MSFC, Solar System Exploration Scenario, Sept 1982; GDC Visit, Oct 1982
5. JPL Internal Memo, A.Y. Nakata, "Mariner Mark II Preliminary Mission
Requirements Report," Rev 2, 111182; GDC Visit, Oct 1982
6. Solar System Exploration Committee Recommended Core Program, Nov 1982
Narrative:
This is a recommended mission in the Ref 6 program. Objectives and
description used material from Ref 5, Section 2.7.
Crew requirements and station operations were derived. The importance of the
space station to the mission was rated a "5" because the payload could be
launched from the shuttle with existing upper stage vehicles. However the
availability of a space station does permit bringing the spacecraft to LEO
well in advance of escape launch, reducing reliarce on the availability of a
shuttle during the launch  window.
Ref 1, 2, 3, and 4 also identify this 'mission.
s
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0109	 ELEMENT NAME MARS LANDER
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 ® OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTAC4MENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1997	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
	
NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.















S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
3. Station involvement is for mating of spacecraft with upDer stage
	
(OTV or equivalent)
	 using RMS or equivalent.Station could store
spacecraft until ready for mating. Involvement ends with launch
from LEO into escape trajectory. No station resources are required,
however a spacecraft-to-ground data link is required for checkout.
Two men required (4 hours each) for 1 day.
	TOTAL EVA HRS	 0
k
rGDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0109	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Mars Lander
Reference Documents:
1. Solar System Exploration Committee Recommended Core Program, Nov 1982
2. NASA Lunar and Planetary Mission Handbook, Volume IV, May 1979
Narrative:
This is a recommended mission in the Ref 1 program. Launch opportunities to
Mars occur approximately yearly (Ref 2, Section MSR). The 1997 launch date is
therefore somewhat arbitrary. It was selected late in the decade since two
Mars orbiters were scheduled in the 1992 time frame.
Crew requirements and station operations were derived. The importance of the
space station to the mission was rated a "5" because the payload could be
launched from the shuttle with existing upper stage vehicles. However the
availability of a space station does permit bringing the spacecraft to LEO
well in advance of escape launch, reducing reliance on the availability of a
shuttle during the launch window.
of
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION
GOCO CODE 0110	 ELEMENT NAME	 SATURN PROBE
ACCOMOOATION: 	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 ® OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEIS) 1997	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
q AOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORY (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGUH„TION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.











EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
El NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
3. Station involvement is for mating of spacecraft with upper stage
	
(OTV or equivalent) 	 using RMS or equivalent.Station could store
spacecraft until ready for mating. Involvement ends with launch
from LEO into escape trajectory. No station . resources are required,
however a spacecraft-to-ground data link is required for checkout.
Two men required (4 hours each) for 1 day.
TOTAL EVA HRS	 0
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0110	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Saturn Probe
Reference Documents:
1. Solar System E.ploration Committee Recommended Core Program, Nov 1982
Narrative:
This is a recommended mission in the Ref (1) program.
Crew requirements and station operations were derived. The importance of the
space station to the mission was rated a 'T' because the payload could be
launched from the shuttle with existing upper stage vehicles. However the
availability of a space station does permit bringing the spacecraft to LEO
well in advance of escape launch, reducing reliance on the availability of a
shuttle during the launch window.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 0121	 ELEMENT NAME COMET T2 RENDEZVOUS
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHEO	 ® FREE FLYER	 ® OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP /ASSEMBLWATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEW 1992	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW_
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HAS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8 HAS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 'TGTAL RECONFIGS.
(] TMS/OTV REQUIRED
	
STATION HAS PER RECONFIG._,
q NOT APPLICABLE
	





INT. HRS.	 EVA HAS	 EVA CREW
3 NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
3. Station involvement is for mating of spacecraft with upper stage
(OTV or equivalent)	 using RMS or equivalent.Station could store
spacecraft until ready for mating. Invol y-r,:ent ends with launch
from LEO into escape trajectory. No station resources are required,
however a spacecraft-to-ground data link is required for checkout.
Two men required (4 hours each) for i day.
TOTAL EVA HAS	 0
k
V
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0121	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Comet Tempel 2 Rendezvous
Reference Documents:
I. MSFC Letter, D. Saxton to Boeing and GDC, "Planetary Mission Requirements
for OTV," 7/30/79
2. S.A.I. Report No. SAI 1-120-340-T19, Sept 1982; Telecon, J. Niehoff, Oct
1982
3. Solar System Exploration Committee Recommended Core Program, Nov 1982
4. NASA Lunar aod Planetary Mission Handbook, Volume IV, May 1979
Narrative:
A Comet Rendezvous is one of the missions recommended in the Ref (3) program.
Tempel 2 was selected because of the existence of a good launch opportunity
during the 1990s and the availability of a good mission analysis in Ref i2).
Objectives and description are based on material in Ref (4). The mission is
also included in Ref (1).
Crew requirements and station operations were derived. The imporU nce of the
space station to the mission was rated a "5" because the payload could be
launched from the shuttle with existing upper stage vehicles. However the
availability of a space station does permit bringing the spacecraft to LEO
well in advance of escape launch, reducing reliance on the availability of a
shuttle during the launch window.
^I
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0122	 ELEMENTNAME MAIN-BELT ASTEROID RENDEZVOUS
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED
	
® FREE FLYER	 ® OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEIS) 1992	 INT. HRS	 EVA HP.S	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TIMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
.	 HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.










6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
3. Station involvement is for mating of spacecraft with upper stage
(OTV or equivalent)
	 using RMS or equivalent.Station could store
spacecraft until ready for mating. Involvement ends with launch
from LEO into escape trajectory. No stat i on resources are required,
however a spacecraft-to-ground data link is required fnr checkout.
Two men required (4 hours each) for 1 day.
k
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
of
-- R • _ -Pa. a . r -- —. -
r^
GDC -ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0122	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Main-Belt Asteroid Rendzvous
Reference Documents:
1. JPL Internal Memo, A.Y. Nakata, "Mariner Mark II Preliminary Mission
Requirements Report,: Rev. 2, 10/1/82; GDC Visit, Oct 1982
2. Solar System Exploration Committee Recommended Core Program, Nov 1982
Narrative:
This is a recommended mission in the Ref ( 2) program. Objectives and
description are based on material in Ref (1).
Crew requirements and station operations were derived. The importance of the
space station to the mission was rated a "5" because the payload could be
launched from the shuttle with existing upper stage vehicles. However the
availability of a space station does permit bringing the spacecraft to LEO
well in advance of escape launch, reducing reliance on the availability of a
shuttle during the launch window.
MC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 0123	 ELEMENT NAME COMET HMP SAMPLE RETURN
ACCOMODATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 ® OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1994	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL. 33ERVICEF
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED
® NOT APPLICABLE
RTAT10N HRS PER SERVICE
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8	 HRS PER OA f (INTERNAL)
HRS PER RAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/ REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1998	 INT. HRS. 8	 EVA HRS 4	 EVA CREW	 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS iN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
3. Station involvement is for mating of spacecraft with upper stage
(OTV or equvivalent)
	 using RMS or equivalent.Station could store
spacecraft until ready for mating. Involvement ends with launch
from LEO into escape trajectory. No station resources are required,
however a spacecraft-to-ground data link is required for checkout.
Two men required (4 hours each)for 1 day.
5. Inspection/packaging of sample for Earth return (one time)
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Payload Element Name: Comet HMP iample Return
Reference Documents:
1. Paper, Astronautics and Aeronautics Journal, Jesse W. Moore (NASA),
"Effective Planetary Exploration at Low Cost," Oct 1982
2. JPL Internal Memo, A.Y. Nakata, Mariner Mark II Preliminary Mission
Requirements Report,: Rev. 2, 10/1/82; GDC Visit, Oct 1982
3. Solar System Exploration Committee Recommended Core Program, Nov 19b2
4. NASA Lunar and Planetary Mission Handbook, Volume IV, May 1979
Narrative:
This is a recommended mission in the Ref (3) program. Objectives and
description are based on material in Ref (2), Section 2.3 and Table 4.2-4, and
Ref (4), Section CSR. The mission is also included in Ref (1).
Crew requirements and station operations were derived. The importance of the
space station to the mission was rated a "5" because the payload could be
launched from the shuttle with existing upper stage vehicles. However the
availability of a space station noes permit bringing the spacecraft to LEO
well in advance of escape launcn, reducing reliance on the availability of a
shuttle during the launch window.
AGDC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 0124	 ELEMENT NAME NEAR EARTH ASTEROID RENDEZVOUS
ACCOMOOATION: 	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 (M OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION IE.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S)	 1997	 INT. HRS	 VA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE




q TMSIOTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
ri NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL. SUP°ORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS FLR RCCONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL
OATE(S)	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
20 NOT APPLICABLE
B. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
3. Station involvement is for mating of spacecraft with upper stage
(OTV or equivalent)	 Using RMS or equivalent.Station could store
spacecraft until ready for mating. Involvement ends with launch
from LEO into escape trajectory. No station resources are required,
however a spacecraft-to-ground data link is required for checkout.
Two men required (4 hours each) for 1 day.
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Volume II, Book 1
Code: GDCD 0124	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS	
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous
Reference Documents:
1. Paper, Astronautics and Aeronautics Journal, Jesse W. Moore (NASA),
"Effective Planetary Exploration at Low Cost," Oct 1982
2. S.A.I. Report No. SAI 1 -120-340-T19, Sept 1982; Telecon, J. Niehoff, Oct
1982
3. MSFC, Solar System Exploration Scenario, Sept 1982; GDC Visit, Oct 1982
4. JPL Internal Memo, A.Y. Nakata, "Mariner Mark II Preliminary Mission
Requirements Report,: Rev. 2, 10/1/82; GDC Visit, Oct 1982
5. Solar System Exploration Committee Recommended Core Program, Nov 1982
6. NASA Lunar and Planetary Mission Handbook, Volume IV, May 1979
Narrative:
This is a recommended mission in the Ref (5) program. Objectives and
description were obtained 'rom Ref (6), Section AMR. Ref 1, 2, 3, and 4
include this mission..
Crew requirements and station operations were derived. The importance of the
space station to the mission was rated a "5" because the payload could be
launched from the shuttle with existing upper stage vehicles. However the
availability of a space station does permit bringing the spacecraft to LEO
well in advance of escape launch, reducing reliance on the availability of a
shuttle during the launch  window.
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I	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0151	 ELEMENT NAME DETECTION AND MONITOR OF EPI5001C EVENTS
ACCOMOOATION: (XJ ATTACHED
	 q FREE FLYER	 C OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1998	 INT. MRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CHEW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 365 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 4
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE	 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PER SERVICE	 2
EVA CREW SIZE
	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL_ SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
1.0 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-
MRS PER DAY (EVA,)
q NOT-APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 700 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 	 2
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.	 4
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PER RECONFIG. 	 4










6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
2. Assume resupply cryogenics
3. Assume ground provides alert to on-board crew, and/or on-board
software provides cues to events
4. Sensor reconfiguration
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Volume Ii, Book 1
krendi x I
Code: GDCD 0151	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Detection Monitoring of Episodic Events
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study, Orientation Meeting Handout, NASA Headquarters,
14-15 September 1982
2. Space Platform Payload Data, Science and Application Space Plaztform
Payload Accommodations Study, SP82 -MSFC-2583, March 1982
3. Strawman Payload Data for Science and Applications Space Platforms, Final
Report, SP80-MSFC-2403, January 1980
4. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, Draft, Provided
17 November 1982 at Interim Review at NASA Headquarters
Narrative:
The principal feature of this payload is the capability of providing data in
near real time as related to hazards attributable to earth crustal events.
The principal data were obtained from Ref ( 1), p. 79 and verified by Ref 4, p.
68.
The flight date, duration, and crew requirements were estimated by GOC.
The power and dimensions were based on similar equipment data found in Ref 2
and 3.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCOCbOE 0152	 ELEMENTNAME GEOSCIENCE-CRUSTAL DYNAMICS STUDIES
ACCOMODATION:	 (M ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER * q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLIC,%aLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 550 DAYS	 TOTALSERVICES 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE	 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER SERVICE	 2
EVA CREW SIZE	 I
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT IAVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0
. 2 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)







q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
GATES) 1993	 INT. HRS.	 _ EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
*Free flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, an,i if used will




TOTAL EVA HRS 2
O
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0152	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Geoscience-Crustal Dynamics Studies
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, Draft, Provided
17 November 1982 at Interim Review at NASA Headquarters
Narrative
The payload is to provide measurements of earth crustal deformation which can
provide information on stresses within the earth, the interior rheology, and
subsurface structure.
Crustal deformation can be interpreted in terms of tectonic plate motion,
strain accumulation and release, and other horizontal and vertical motions.
This study will provide data needed for fundamental, theoretical, and
computational studies of both earthquakes and other processes that deform the
earth's surface, which are necessary to provide a framework for interpreting
geodetic measurements and for modeling the underlying physical processes.
The Spaceborne Laser Ranging System consists of a pulsed laser distance
measurement system that sequentially measures the distance to a number of
retrorefl ector arrays on the ground. From orbit, the laser measures the range
to the corner reflectors on the earth's surface as it passes overhead. The
measurements can be stored on the station and, subsequently, relayed to a
ground terminal. The measurement objective of the system is a relative
position uncertainty in the locations of the reflectors of 1 cm precision or
better for separations of reflectors on the order of several thousand
kilometers.
The technical requirements were obtained from Ref (1), paragraph 3.1.3.2.2.
The schedule and crew requirements were estimated by GDC.
J
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0161	 ELEMiNT NAME	 EARTH SCIENCE RESEARCH
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 CO FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UPIASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1995	 INT. HRS 8	 EVA HRS__	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.5 ^0RS PER DAY (INTERNAL)






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIV ATION/REMOVX
OATE(S) 1997	 INT. HRS. 8 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station ops plus deploy boom
3. Monitor, deploy/retrieve satellite
5. Station ops plus retract bonm
	
TOTAL EVA H RS	 0
fk
^a
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0161	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Earth Science Research - Geophysical Investigation
Reference Documents:
1. Space Platform Payload Data, Science and Application S pace Platform
Payload Accommoda
t
ions Study, SP82-MSFC-2583, March 1982
Narrative:
It is believed that the earth's crustal magnetic anomalies can be inferred
from gradients measured at orbital altitudes. The payload will use
magnetometer bearing tethered satellite(s).
The payload's principal requirements were obtained from Ref 1.
The crew, orbit altitude, and schedule were estimated by GDC.
Data rate, power, and plysical characteristics were estimated based on
similarity to equipment listed in Ref 1.
J`
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION
	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0171	 ELEMENT NAME RENEWABLE RESMURCES_FARTH sr. TFNCFS RESOURCES
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED
	
q FREE FLYER* q OTV OPS






2 SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 9
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED




EVA MRS PER SERVICE
	 2
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
1.0 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECGNFIGURATION
INTERVAL 365 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
	
4
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 4
q NOT APPLICABLE






	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
* Free flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will
require re-evaluation of all requirements
1. Station oos
2. Cryo service
3. 2 men @ 0.5 hours each (average)
4. Sensor changeout
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Code: GDCD 0171
	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	 Appendix I
PPyload Element Name: Renewable Resources-Earth Science Research
Reference Documents:
I. Space Station NAAO Study, Orientation Meeting Handout NASA Headquarters,
14-15 September 1982
2. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, Draft, Provided
17 November 1982 at Interim Review at NASA Headquarters
Narrative:
The payload is intended to increase through spectral band measurements,
understanding of earth's renewal resources for solution of food and fiber
resources problems.
The payload requirements were obtained initially from Ref 1, p. 30 and refined
based on Ref 2, (para. 3.1.3.1).
The schedule and crew requirements were estimated by GDC.
Mass Estimates: Renewable Resources - Earth Science Research
k






5. Active Radar (15m antenna)
6. Passive µ-wave Radiometer (150 antenna)
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIFTION
LOCO CODE 0172	 ELEMENT NAME OPERATIONAL LAND SYSTEMS
ACCOMODATION:	 CO ATTACHED
	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1990	 INT. MRS
	 E`/A MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE




q TMS/OTV NE11110M Al TFRNATF	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE 2
q NOT APPLICABLE 	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE	 2
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-
MRS PER DAY (EVA)
® NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 730 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 4
[3 TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG. 4
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PER RECONFIG. 	 4
EVA CREW SIZE	 1








S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH S ABOVE)
This payload element has orbit transfer propulsion
2. Cvyo Service
4. Change sensors
5. Free flyer continues past year 2000
24
TOTAL EVA MRS
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Code: GDCD 0172	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	 Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Operational Land Systems
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study, Orientation Meeting Handout 'SA Headquarters,
14-15 September 1.982
2. NASA TM-82482, MSFC, April 1982
Narrative:
A free-flyer accommodation was selected primarily due to orbit inclination
required in the early time frame. The payload is assumed to provide
LANDSAT-type data.
Requirements were derived from Ref 1. The spacecraft includes orbit transfer
propul sion.
Service and maintenance requirements and schedule were estimated. The
configuration change is assumed to be accomplished by man Ref 2.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION
i^
Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
i)'-^,j
TOTAL EVA MRS 2
+^ jw
GOCO CODE 0173	 ELEMENT NAME S AMEX-C
ACCOMOOATION:(R^ ATTACHED
	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET •UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)











q TMSIOTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL. SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-
H RS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 365 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. -_
q TMS/OTV REOU,REO	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG. 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.	 2
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1994	 INT. HRS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station ops
3. Equip operations (average)
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Code: GDCD 0173	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Shuttle Active Microwave Experiment (SAMEX-C)
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Stuay, Orientation Meeting Handout NASA Headquarters,
14-15 September 1982
2. Space Platform Payload Oata, Science and Application Space Platform
Payload Accommodations Study, SP82-MSFC-2583, March 1982
3. Strawman Payload Data for Science and Applications Space Platforms, Final
Report, SP80-MSFC-2403, January 1980
4. Spac eborne Imaging Radar Probe "In-Depth," IEEE Spectrum, November 1982,
Elachi A Granger of JPL.
Narrative:
This payload is another step to NASA development of imaging radar. This
schedule is shown in Ref 1.
The data were derived from Ref (4) except: a) The physical size and mass
which was estimated by GDC based on similar equipment found in Ref 2 and 3,
and b) orbit which was given by GDC as preferred for global coverage.
SAMEX-C Mass Estimate
SAR - MSFC/JPL
Radar	 800 kg	 6000 W.
Integration HW	 1,076 kg	 486 W.
	
1,876 kg	 6486 W.
+ growth:	 124 kg
Total:	 2,000 kg
GDC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0174	 ELEMENT NAME EARTH OBS INST DEVELOPMENT
ACCOMODATION:	 ® ATTACHED
	
q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1991	INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






CO TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL. SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.25 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 365 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.. 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 4
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL
DATES) 1993	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station ops
3. Deployment of Antenna, c/o, monitor
4. Reconfiguration for internal equipment only.
5. Station ops
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0174	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Earth Observations Instrument Development
(Microwave Technology)
Reference Documents:
I. Space Station NAAO Study, Orientation Meeting Handout NASA Headquarters,
14-15 September 1982
Narrative
The payload is to develop passive microwave sensors for imaging radiometry
related to oceanic surface phenomenon. A technology advancement is postulated.
The payload is based on data contained in Ref 1, attachment A, Technology,
page 50.
The crew requirements and schedule are estimates of GDC.
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Cod e: GDCD 017 4
	
PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION CESCRIPTION
Mission Title: Earch Observation Instrument Langley Contact: R.F. Harrington
Experiment Title: Microwave Remote Sensing Technology-Passive Systems
Mission Objectives: Demonstration of smart sensor technology for passive
microwave remote measurements with real time target adaptable sensor mode
optimization such as resolution cell size and measurement accuracy.
Mission Description: A multiple frequency, multiple bea-i imaging microwave
radiometer system would be deveioped and evaluated in space to measure several
geophysical parameters simultaneous. These parameters are soil moisture, sea
surface temperature, ocean surface wind speed, rain rate, sea ice
classification data, atmospheric data, etc.
Benefit: This mission is needed to develop and demonstraLe the technology for
future operational earth observational satellites for measurement of many
important geophysical parameters casing passive techniques.
Justification: The feasibility of geophysical parameter measurements from
passive microwave instruments has been demonstrated using satellite
radiometers such as ESMR and SMMR. However, additional microwave instrument
and algorithm development work is required to bring these measurements from a
feasibility demonstration to an optimum operational basis.
Mission Requirements and Capability: Oribt: Altitude 500 to 1500 km





Space Station vs. Free Flyer: Space station preferred to take advantage of
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book t
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0175	 ELEMENT NAME EARTH OBS 1liS TRUMENT DEVELOPMENT
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 C1 FREE FLYER	 q OOTLOPS 
RF
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY /ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1994	INT. MRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 365 DAYS TOTAL SERVICES_
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE 2
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE	 2
EVA CREW SIZE 	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.25 HAS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-
MRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 365 GAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.	 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 2
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRSPE9 RECONFIG. 	 2
EVA CREW SIZE 	 1
S. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATEIS) 1996	 INT. HRS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
B. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station ops
2. Resupply cryogenics
3. Routine record and monitoring
4. Sensor reconfiguration
5. Station ops
TOTAL EVA HRS d
GDC-ASP-83-002
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Code: GDCD 0175	 PAYLOAD ELEI•IENT SYNTHESIS	
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Earth Observations Instrument Development
(Extra Visible and Broad RF)
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAn Study, Orientation Meeting Handout NASA Headquarters,
14-15 September 1982
Narrative:
This payload (outlined in Ref 1, Attachment A, p. 52) is essentially the same
in requirements as GDCD 0174 except this payload concerns broad-band RF
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0176	 ELEMENT NAME EO SENSOR/TECHNIQUE/AUTO SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S)






2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 7
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE 2
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE	 2
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONALSUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
1.0 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
MRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 730 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.	 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED
	
STATION MRS PER RECONFIG. 4
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PER RECONFIG. 	 4
EVA CREW SIZE
	 I
S. OEACTIVATI ON/ REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1996	 INT. MRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
G. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station OPS
2. Resupply Cryogenics
3. 2 crew men @ 0.5 hours each
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Payload Element Name: Earth Observations Sensor/Technique/Anslysis
Automated System Development
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAA.O Study, Orientation Meeting Handout NASA Headquarters,
14-15 September 1982
Narrative:
This payload was initially considered to be three distinct payloads; one to
develop instruments, one to develop observing techniques, and a third to use
manned earth observations to study remote sensing research with a goal of
defining/refining analytical techniques. They are presented separately in Ref
1, attachment A, pp 78, 82, 85.
It is felt however, that the three can be combined (or at least expand) into
one payload/mission.
This payload also has a great potential for demonstrating or determining the
usefulness of man in space to observe, analyze, and select "next" target.
The requirement parameters are generic and based on such payloads as GDCD
0173, 0174, etc.
The first-flight date (schedule) was chosen based on the necessity of having
it started as soon as feasible.
,,Rib,
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE	 0177	 ci c-MENTNAME GEOSCIENCE-GEOLOGY REMOTE SENSING
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER* q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)












q Tl{MSIOTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS rER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL-SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0 .2 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOTAPPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 365 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 4
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.	 2
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
5. DEACTIVATI UNI REMOVAL
DATES) 1995	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE	 I
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
*Free flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will





TOTAL EVA HRS 8
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Code: GDCD 0177	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS	
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Geosc ience-Geology emote Sensing
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, Draft, Provided
17 November 1982 at Interim Review at NASA Headquarters
Narrative:
The goal of geology is to acquire sufficient information on composition,
structure, and chronology to reconstruct the geologic evolution of an area.
Remote sensing is particularly useful for determining structure and
lithology. By the advent of the space station in the early 1990s, we will
have learned how to use the visible and infrared imagery obtained by Landsat
to discriminate and identify rock units and map surface structure.
Significant advances in radar remote sensing will have been made toward
understanding the effect of variable incidence angles, wavelengths, and
polarizations on the i nterpre tabi 1 i ty of orbital radar imagery. The r;ext stap
will be to combine these two types of data in a controlled manner (registered
and calibrated) to determine what geological information can be obtained from
the combined data sets. The advantage offered by the space station is its
capability of supporting marry large instruments so that data may be acquired
over a particular area simultaneously with all instruments (from Ref 1, para
3.1.3.2.1).
The following measurements will be considered:
Visible and reflected infrared methods obrain measurements of reflected solar
radiation at wavelengths of .4-2.5 micrometers.
Thermal infrared methoos measure emitted thermal radiation, primarily in the
m crome er region.
Radar imaging techniques measure backscatter microwave radiation at
wavelengths or	 cm.




Code: GDCD 0177	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Geoscience - Geology Mass Estimate
1. SAR -	 300 kg
2. Imaging Spectrometer	 500
3. Multi spectra 1 Scanner	 (included in 1)
4. Scanning laser altimeter 	 185
5. Polar Subsurface Sounder	 300
6. Active Fluorescence Spectrometer 	 300
7. Luminescence detector	 300
+ Growth	 115 kg
Total: 2,000 kg
Page 2 ut 2
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0179	 ELEMENTNAME IMAGING RADAR FOR EARTH RESOURCES INVENTORY
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED
	
q FREE FLYER * (0 OTV OPS







2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q T1MS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
I STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2 MRS PER DAY ONTERNAL)
-






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVAYI ON/REM OVAL
OATE(S) 1999	 INT. MRo.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (iRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
*Free flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0179	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Imaging Radar for Earth Resources Investigating and
Monitoring
Reference Documents:
1. Strawman Payload Data for Science and Applications space Platforms, Final
Report, SP80-MSFC-2403, January 1980
Narrative:
Soil moisture distribution, including depth, can be determined by spaceborne
radar. Also the radar is useful in crop classification, snow dynamics,
geological mapi ng, etc. The primary instrument is a synthetic aperture radar.
The payload and characteristics were suggested by Dr. Fawwaz T. Ulaby of the
University of Kansas.
Instrument size, etc., were obtained as typical and scaled up from Ref 1, p 60.
Schedule, crew requirements, and servicing requirements were estimated based
on similarity to other payloads of this type.
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W e	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0180	 ELEMENTNAME FREE FLYING IMAGING RADAR EXP (FIR EX)
ACCOMODATION: 	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1992 	INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 1220 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 1




EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONALSUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)












EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
S. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1 999	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element assumes accommodation on a platform or
Leasecraft type spacecraft which has orbit transfer propulsion
2. Spacecraft propellant
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
GDC-ASP-83-002
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Payload Element Name: Free-Flying Imaging Radar Experiment (FIREX)
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study, Orientation Meeting Handout NASA Headquarters,
14-15, September 1982
2. Spac eborne Imaging Radar Probe "In-Depth," IEEE Spectrum, November 1982,
Elachi b Granger of JPL.
Narrative:
This payload is a free-flying satellite that will be used for imaging ocean,
ice b land features on a global basis. It has a high probability of being a
joint effort between Canada and USA. The Canadian counterpart is RADARSAT.
Weight assumes no omit transfer propulsion or support resources such as could
be provided by a Leasecraf t-type spacecraft or platform accommodation.
This payload element assumes accommodation on a platform or Leasecraft type
spacecraft which has oroit transfer propulsion.
The basic data on requirements were taken from Ref 1, pp 8-18 and supporting
data were obtained from Ref (2).
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCR;PTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE 0181	 ELEMENTNAME Z—CONTINUOUS COVERAGE
ACCOMODATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATICA ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1996	 INT. HRS
	 EVA HRS 8	 EVA CREW 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 365	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
® TMS/OTV *OXIXAQtl( ALTERNATE	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 	 1rt
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
,
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)










	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 12
q NOT APPLICABLE
	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG. 12
EVA CREW SIZE 1
S. OEACTIVATI ON/ REMOVAL
OATE(S)




S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element has orbit transfer propulsion
1.	 Instrument calibration
2.	 Satellite service for propellants may be required -
	 if needed,
could be performed concurrent with Item 4.
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Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Z-Continuous Coverage
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirements Supplement, System Z. NASA HQ, 11
January 1983.
Narrative:
The system Z continuous coverage payload element is described in Re` (1) as
the "starter set" of the system Z series of interdisciplinary earth
observations conducted from high inclination orbit. A free-flying accomodation
is described, Ref (1) .
Crew related data, service data and launch mission duration data are derived.
Power level is for science payload only. The deployed width includes solar
panels.
The payload is assumed to De delivered to low altitude orbit by the shuttle.
Final orbit wou 14 be achieved using spacecraft propulsion. Servicing could use
TMS/OTV.
Remaining data from Ref 1
JJ
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INSTRUMENT Ik91 IkWI IkDpsI CHARACTERISTICS SPECIAL REOUIREMENTS
1. MODERATE FOY IMAGING 100 0.1 30,000 50-12,000 m RES, 400-100 km 0.1 mrd POINTING STABILITY
RADIOMETER IMFIRI SWATH WIDTH, 11 BANDS 0.4-12.5 pm CRYU DET T
100-500 nm RES
2. WIDE FOY IMAGING 50 0.05 10,000 30D-600 m RES, 1000-2000 km SWATH 0.6 mrad POINTING STABILITY
RADIOMETER IWFRR • 10-20 nm BANOS 0.4-0.6 CRYO DET T
1 AVHRR • OCI I B VIS-TIR BANDS, 0.4-12.5 pm,
200-1000 nm RES
3. TM EQUIVALENT 250 0.35 0,000 30 m RES. 185 nm SWATH, 0.020 mrd STABILITY
BO nm - 1200 nm RES CRYO DET T
7 BANDS, 0.4-12.5
4. RADAR ALTIMETER 150 0.2 10 1.2-12 km FOOTPRINT, NADIR- NONE
LOOKING, 13 GHr, I m ANT.,
MODIFIED FOR SIMULTAASOUS
OPT WAS
5. OCEAN WAVE DIRECTIONAL 100 0.1 1 14 GHr IM CONICAL SCAN
SPECTROMETER IOWOS 1 110' CONE ANGLE)
6. SCANNING MULTIFREQUENCY 300 0.5 200 6-50 GHz 4M CONICAL SCAN
MICROWAVE RADIOMETER 160' CONE ANGLE)
1 UMMR 1
7. RADAR SCATTEROMETER 150 0.2 10 13 GHr, 100' FOY 6 2M STICK ANTENNAS
288.592-415
Rcprescntative Payload
VGDC-ASP-83-002 Page 3 of 5
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0181	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
WT POWER DATA RATE
INSTRUMENT ikgl (kWI IkbpsI CHARACTERISTICS SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
IL IR/MICROWAVE SOUNDER SIZE 0.32 6.6 1 FOV S km IR, 25 km µWAVE AMTS . AMSU
IHIRS + MSU 0 SSNI 1. 5X 31 SCAN 1450
SUSSKINOICHAHINE 0.8M 28 IR CHANNEIS 3.1 16.5 pn+
380 20 µ WAVE CHANNEL.. 22-60 CHI
9. MULTIFREQUENCY IOD 0.4 10 10200 Gllz LIMB POINTABLE
MICROWAVE LIMB
SOUNDER
10. UV SPECTROMETER LIMB 100 0.2 10 SIMILAR TO NIMBUS SBUV/TOMS LIMB POINTABLE
SOUNDER
11. CRYO IR GAS 300 0.5 20D 1.5.25µ COMBINATION OF GAS LIMB POINTABLE
CORRELATION CORRELATION AND CRYO COOLED
SPECTRORADIOMETER IR SPECTROMETERS
4 IOM BOOM12. DATA COLLECTION AND 200 0.1 10 50 Kllz B.W. AT 400 MHz
LOCATION SYSTEM 120' FOV 01511
IDCLS)
13. SOLAR MONITORING SUNWARD LOOKING
PACKAGE
LOW RES SPECTROMETER 125 0.13 1 EUV AND UV
BROADBAND RADIOMETER 20 0.01 0.11 VIS AND IR 0.4-50 m
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COMMAND i DATA 150 0,15
DATA STORAGE 142 '0. 50 
AACS 1100 0.92
PROP !019Y) 538 0:31
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1	 r'.
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0182	 ELEMENTNAME Z-HYDROLOGIC CYCLE
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHE^.KOUT)
DATES) i998	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS 8	 EVA CREW 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 365 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 1
® TMS/OTv 090Mb ALTERNATE	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 16
q NOT APPLICABLE 	 EVA HRS PER SERV'.CE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA).
® NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 365 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 	 I
® TMS/OTV nammm ALTERNATE	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 12
q NOT APPLICABLE 	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.	 12
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
5. OEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE{S) 2000	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
I
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element has orbit transfer propulsion
1. Instrument calibration
2. Satellite service for propellants may be required. If needed, could be
performed concurrent with Item 4.
4. Instrument or instrument module changeout.
TOTAL EVA HRS 20
V
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Code: GDCD 0182	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Z-i*drologic Cycle Priority
Reference Documents.
Science and Applications Requirements Supplement, System Z, NASH HQ, 11
January 1983.
Narrative:
The system Z hydrologic priority payload element is described in Ref (1) as
the "red" payload of the system Z series of interdisciplinary Earth
observations conductea from high inclination orbit. A free-flying
accommodation is described (Ref 1).
It was assumed that this payload element was delivered by the shuttle. Final
orbit would be achieved using spacecraft propulsion. servicing could use
TMS/OTV. A possible approach is to perform major reconfiguration of GDCD 0181
on the ground (or possibly on orbit) after about two years of operation.
Crew-related data, service data, and launch/mission duration data are derived.
Power level is for instruments only and is derived assuming that for peak
power all red payload instruments are "on", and for average power all
instruments except special coverage instruments are "on". Relay data rate is
assumed to be tine-shared. Maximum data rate to the ground will be 600 MBPS.
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Code: GDCD 0182	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
MASS POWER
SUBSYSTEM (kg) (kW) 
TELECOM 83 0.25
POWER 925 0.31
COMMAND I DATA 150 0.75
DATA STORAGE 142 0.50
AACS 1100 0.92
PROP (DRY) 538 0.31
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Appendix I
GDCD CODE	 0183	 ELEMENT NAME Z-SPECIAL COVERAGE
ACCOMODATION: 	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
CATE(S) 2000	 INT. MRS	 EVA MRS
	
A	 EVA CREW_ 	-,
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 365 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 1
® TMS/ow RRtMNi6D ALTERNATE	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE 16
q NOT APPLICABLE	 -EVA MRS PEN SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
MRS PER DAY (IN i iRNAL)
-
MRS PER DAY (EVA)
® NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 365	DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 1
M TMSIOTV XERVNM ALTERNATE
	
STATION MRS PER RECONFIG. 12
q NOT APPLICABLE
	 EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.	 12









S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element has orbit transfer propulsion.
1. Instrument calibration
2. Satellite service for propellants may be required. If needed, could
be performed concurrent with Item 4.
4. Instrument or instrument module changeout.
5. Operations continue after year 2000.
TOTAL EVA HRS 20
.—a . • . s:• / • 7c. . .
	 JI
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Code: GDCD-0183	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Z-Special Coverage
Reference Documents:
1. Science and Applications Requirement-!$ Supplement, System Z, NASA HQ, 11
January 1583.
Narrative:
The system Z special coverage payload element is described in Ref (1) as the
growth version of the system Z series of interdisciplinary earth observations
conducted from high inclination orbit. A free-flying accomodation is described
in Ref (1).
The delivery wei ght of this payload element will require both the shuttle and
on board propulsion. Servicing will be by the OTV.
The payload could possibly be reconfigured from GDCD 0182 on the ground (or on
orbit) after about two years of operation.
Crew, service weight, and launch/mission  dura t i ors data are derived. Power
level is for instruments only and is time shared so as not-to-exceed 10 KW
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INSTRUMENT Ik91 IkWI IkbpsI CHARACTERISTICS SPECIA! REQUIREMENTS
14. IMAGING SPECTROMETER 500 2 300,000 IOM SPATIAL RES, 20 nm SPEI:(RAL, 2>r POINTABLf WITH 0.01 mrad
0.4-2.5 µm, 10 km SWATH 1240 BANDS) STABILITY CRYO DET
15. HI RES IMAGING 600 0.6 300,000 5 IOM SPATIAL RES, 100 km SWATH, 2a POINTABLE WITH 0.1 mrad
RADIOMETER IPHIRI 14 BANDS BETWEEN 0.4-12.' µm 20 nm STABILITY
20 nm SPECTRAL CRYO DET T
16. THERMAL IR MULTI- 300 0.2 10,000 8-13, 100M SPATIAL RES, 50 km 2 i POINTABLE
SPECT. IMAGER ITIMSI SWATH 200-500 nm CRYO DET T
17. SCANNING LASER RANGE 500 10 300 0.5 3M VERT RES. 50 m HORIZONTAL SCAN t45° CROSS-TRACK
ILR • SLAI
18. MULTIFREQUENCY LIDAR 2300 3-10 2000 0.3-13, 1.2M DIA TELESCOPE, LASER CHANGEOUT
FACILITY 3M LONG 45° CONICAL SCAN MIRROR
19. REAL APERTURE RADAR 1500 1 1000 6-35 GHz 10M CONICAL SCAN




WT POWER DATA RATE
INSTRUMENT Ik91 IkWI Ikbpsl
I
CHARACTERISTICS SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
20. PRECISION FAST SCANNING 1000 0.5 100 30-200 GHz 10 mrad POINTING ACCURACY
LARGE APERTURE MICRO- 4M CONICAL SCAN
WAVE RADIOMETER/ (0-80° CONE ANGLE) ANT..
SCATTEROMETER ( PF 1 30 rpm
21. MULTIFREQUENCY, BDO 5 300.000 25M RES, 100 km SWATH 2 Y 15 m PLANAR ARRAY
MULTIPOLARIZ, POINTABLE 0-60° CROSS
MULTILOOK ANGLE SAR TRACK IONE SIDE)





10 kWl LINK 
266.592-420
Representative Payload Special Coverage Instruments
16
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Code: GDCD 0183	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS (Contd)














(*Derived from Ref 1)
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE 0184	 ELEMENT NAME Z-CONTINUOUS AND SPECIAL COVERAG E
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UPlASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 2002	 INT. HRS
	 EVA HRS 60	 EVA CREW 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENiSH/RESUppLY'
INTERVAL 90 DAYS	 .FRVICES 35
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 3
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE	 3
	
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
2.0 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOTAPPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 19
q TMS10TV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 2
q NOT APPLICABLE





OATE(St 	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station OPS - rescheduled beyond year 2000
3. Operate multidiscipline facility (e.g, target acquision,
anamoly detection, etc.)
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Code: GDCD 0184	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Z-Continuous and Special Coverage
Reference Document:
1. Science and Applications Requirments Supplement, System Z, NASA Hq., 11
January 1983.
Narrative:
This payload element contains the full System Z instrument complement as shown
in Table 0184-1. The complement is from Ref 1.
This is a multi -disciplinary payload that covers all areas of Earth resources,
weather and climate and crustal motion. In the year 2002-2012 time frame it
will replace the use of manly individual free-flyers. Utilization of sensors is
shown in Table 0184-2.
All instruments comprising this payload are developed and proven out on
free-flyers during the 1990s decade.
This payload is configured as two integrated sets of instruments, similar to
the configurations of the "Continuous Coverage" and "Special Coverage"
free-flyer payload complements. The weight estimate is based upon the breakout
given in Table 0184-3.
The two integrated instrument carriers can be delivered by multiple shuttle
flights. EVA is required to assemble and checkout the payload, and for
periodic servicing and updating. .
i
......_ ..... 
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Code: GDCD 0184	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Table 0184-1. System Z Instruments
DATA
WT POWER RA TE SPECIAL
INSTRUMENT (kg) (kW) (kbps) CHARACTERISTICS REQUIREMENTS
1. MODE.IATE FOV 100 0.1 30,000 50-12,000 m RES, 0.1 mrad
IMAGING 400-800 km SWATH POINTING
RADIOMETER WIDTH, 11 BANDS STABILITY CYRO
(MFIR) 0.4-12.5µm 100-500 CRYO DET T
nm RES
2. WIDE FOV 50 0.05 10,000 300-600 m RES, 0.6 mrad
IMAGING 100-200 km SWATH POINTING_
RADIOMETER 10-20 nm BANDS STABILITY CRYO
(WRFF + 1 0.4-0.6 8 ViS-TIR DET T
AVHRR+OCI) BANDS, 0.4-12.5	 m,
(WFIR) 200-1000 nm RES
3. TM EQUIVALENT 250 0.35 55,000 30 m RES, 185 nm 0.020 mrad
(TM) SWATH, 80 nm-1200 nm STABILITY CRYO
RES 7 BANDS, DET T
0.4-12.5
4. RADAR 150 0.2 10 1.2-12 km FOOTPRINT, NONE
ALTIMETER NADIRLOOKING, 13




5. OCEAN WAVE 100 0.1 1 14 GHz 1M CONICAL
DIRECTIONAL SCAN (10	 „uNE
SPECTROMETER ANGLE)
(OWDS)
6. SCANNING 300 0.5 zOO 6-50 GHz 4M CONICAL
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..
Table 0184-1. System Z Instruments
8. IR/MICROWAVE (SIZE 0.32 6.6 1	 FOV 5 km IR, 25 AMTS + AMSU
1.5x km	 WAVE SCAN	 45
3x 28 IR CHANNELS
0.8M'► 3.7-16.5	 m 20
380 WAVE CHANNELS,
22-60 GHZ




10. UV SPECTRO- 100 0.2 10 SIMILAR TO NIMBUS LIMB POINTABLE
METER LIMB S BUV /TOMS
SOUNDER
11. CRYO IR GAS 300 0.5 200 2.5-25	 COMBINATION LIMB POINTABLE
CORRELATION OF GAS CORRELATION
SPECTRO- AND CRYO COOLED IR
RADIOMETER SPECTROMETERS
12. DATA COLLEC- 200 0.1 10 50 KHz B.W.	 at 400 4 IOM BOOMS
TION AND MHz 120	 FOV DISH
LOCATION
SYSTEM (DCLS)
13. SOLAR MONI- SUNWARD
TORING PACK- LOOKING
AGE
LOW RES 125 0.13 1 EUV AND UV
SPECTROMETER 20 0.01 0.17 VIS AND IR 0.4-50 m
BROADBAND
RADIOMETER
14. IMAGING SPEC- 500 2 300,000 10M SPATIAL RES. 2	 POINTABLE
TROMETER (IS) 20 nm SPECTRAL, WITH 0.01	 mrad
0.4- 2.5	 m, 10 km STABILITY CRYO
SWATH (240 BANDS) DET T
15. HI RES 600 0.6 300,000 5 IOM SPATIAL RES, 20 POINTABLE
IMAGLAG 100 km SWATH, 24 WITH 0.1 mrad
RADIOMETER BANDS BETWEEN STABILITY
(PHIR) 0.4-12.5	 m 20 nm CRYO DET T
20 nm SPECTRAL
16. THERMAL IR 300 0.2 10,000 8-13, 100M SPATIAL 20	 POINTABLE
MULTISPECT, RES, 50 km SWATH CRYO DET T
IMAGER (TIMS) 200-500 nm
17. SCANNING 500 10 300 0.5 3M VERT RES, 50 SCAN	 45°
LASER RANGER m HORIZONTAL CROSS-TRACK
(LR + SLA)
,GDC -ASP-8 3-002	 Paye 4	 of 6
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Code: GDCD 0184	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Table 0184-1. System Z Instruments
18. MULTIFRE- 2300 3-10 2000 0.3-13,
	
1.2M DIA LASER CHANGE-
QUENCY LIDAR TELESCOPE, 3M LONG OUT 45	 CON-
FACILITY ICAL SCAN
MIRROR
19. REAL APER- 1500 1 1000 6-35 GHz IOM CONICAL
TURE RADAR SCAN (0-80
FACILITY CONE ANGLE)(GP-1) ANT., 30 rpm
20. PRECISION 1000 0.5 100 30-200 GHz 10 mrad POINT-
FAST SCAN- ING ACCURACY






21. MULTIFRE- 800 5 300,000 25M RES, 100 km 2 x 15 m
QUENCY, SWATH PLANAR ARRAY
MULTIPOLARIZ, POINTABLE
MULTILOOK 0-60	 CROSS
ANGLE SAR TRACK (ONE
(SAR) SIDE)
J
^ . • .. -aw. 0 / h Z ~ 1 -
aw
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#202 #2^	 b 2W	 ^yi^pr2U pis p	 0y^f Uy	 yW Q ^.
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INSTRUMENT CLASSES
	
U TU (ay	 G	 at,	 ^U ^O	 U V
ViSIIR MODERATE i WIDE FOV IMAGERS X X X X X X X X
VISIIR HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGERS X X X X X
LASER RANGERSIALYIMETER X X X X
LIDAR FACILITY X X X X X X X
PASSIVE CHEMICAL SPECIES SENSORS X X X
MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS X X X X X X
IR i MICROWAVE SOUNDERS X X X X
SCATTEROMETERS X X X X X
REAL APERTURE RADARS X X X X
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADARS X X X X X
SOLAR SENSORS X X
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GDCD	 0184 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Table 0184-3
CONFIGURATION SIZING-ATTACHED MODE
POWER AND MASS ESTIMATE
CONTINUOUS SPECIAL
MASS	 POWER MASS POWER
SUBSYSTEM	 (k9)	 (kW) (k9) (kW)
TELECOM 0	 0 0 0
POWER 25	 0 174 0
COMMAND/DATA 150	 0.75 150 0.75
DATA STORAGE 142	 0.50 142 0.50
AACS 0	 0 0 0
PROP (DRY) 0	 0 0 0
STRUCTURE, CABLING, THERMAL CONTROL	 950	 0.50 2700 1.0
PAYLOAD 2325	 3.16 75OV 32.






(1) Provided by Space Station
(2) Power distribution at 5 kg/kW
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0201	 Satellite Doppler Meteorolcgical Radar Technology Development
	




	0204	 Geosynchronous Microwave Sounder
	
0205	 Meteorology Instrument Group Operations Payload
	





0221	 Ocean Instrument Payload (DIP)
	
0222	 Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPER)
SOLAR TERRESTRIAL
	
0241	 Earth Radiation - Budget Experiment (ERBEj
	
0242	 Incoherent Scatter Radar
	
0243	 Topside Digital Ionosonde/HF Radar
	
0244	 Solar Ter-estrial Observatory - Advanced
	






0241	 Space Plasma Physics Payload
ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
	
0261	 High Resolution Doppler Imager (HRDI)
	
0262	 Measurement of Air Polution from Satellites (MAPS)
	









	0267	 Upper Atmosphere Research Payload-Operational
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0201	 ELEMENTNAME SATELLITE TWI FR ME TEOROLOGICAL RADAR TECH.
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATE(S) 1999	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS 16	 EVA CREW 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
2 SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE d
q NOTAPPLICABLE 	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE	 4
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)




INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED
	
STATION HRS PER RECON FIG. 4
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.	 4
EVA CREW SIZE
	 I
5. OEACTIVATI ON/ REMOVAL
DATES) 2000	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Assemble large antenna
2. Assume resupply of cryogenics
3. 2 crew @ 0.2 hrs
4. Assume additional equipment
5. Station OPS
E
24TOTAL EVA HRS 
GDC -ASP-8 3-0 02
	 Page 1	 of 2
Volume II, Book
Code: GDCD 0201	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS	
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Satellite Doppler Me teoroligical Radar Technology
Department
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study Orientation Meeting Handout at NASA Headquarters
14-15 September 1982
2. Space Platform Payload Data, Science and Application Space Platform
Payload Accomodations Study, SP82-M SFC-2583, March 1982.
Narrative:
This payload element was listed as a candidate technology development mission
on Page 50 of Attachment A to Ref 1. The mission utilized a large (50m) phased
array antenri that is assembled by EVA in a modularized form. Different and/or
adc"A onal receiver channels and antenna beams can be implemented as the
experiment matures towards a Proof -of -Concept design for potential operational
use. Attachment to a Space Station would allow ease of modification of antenna
and other radar components as experiments prngre ssed.
Physical characteristics for the payload element were derived from Ref 2, P
C-4, "Synthetic Aperture Radar." Tile antenna size was scaled up from 12.3m to
50m and the system mass was scaled up from 800 kg to 2,6u0 kg. The SAR system
operating potter of 6 kW was used.
An orbit inclination of 28 1/2 degrees is satisfactory for development
missions, but more useful operational data would be obtained at 57 degrees or
hi gher.
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Volume II, Book
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0201	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title: Earth Observations-
Instrument Development
Experiment Title: Satellite Doppler Meteorological Rauar Technology Development
Mission Objectives: Develop enabling technology required for pushbroom Doppler
radar measurement of global rainfall rates and ocean surface wind vector
associated with storm systems and other meteorological features. Developmental
techniques using millimeter waves will also be evaluated to provide three
dimensional definition of non precipitating clouds.
Mission Description: A multifrequency spaceborne meteorological radar will be
assembled for in -orbit operations in a modularized form so that different
and/or additional receiver channels and antenna beams can be implemented as
the experiment matures towards a Proof-of-Concept design fo • potential
operational use.
Benefit: Measurement of cloud thickness and height, rain rates, and winds
within cloudy environments not accessible to other regions of the spectrum and
on a global scale would have enormous benefit to meteorology, crop
predictions, flood predictions, and related activities.
Justification: Testing of the pushbroom Doppler radar and its ability to make
geophysical measurements using a low developmental cost modularized Add-On
approach would allow a final cost effective instrument to be realized and at
the same time guarantee its usefulness in operational applications.
Mission Requirements and Capability: A relatively large ( 50m) phased array
antenna would be assembled by EVA in a modularized form. Attachment to space
station ( at least in initial configurations) would allow ease of modification
of antenna and other radar components as experiments progressed. Space station
would house the modularized electronics, data handling equipment, and primary
power.
Space Station vs. Free Flyer: Space Station
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GOCO CODE 0202	 ELEMENT NAME METEOROLOGY INSTRUMENT GROUP DEVELOPMENT PAYLOAD
ACCOMOOATION:
	 ® ATTACHED
	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1993	 INT. HRS
	
EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 90 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 3
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 2
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE	 2
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.4 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 90 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.	 3
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG._`
q NOT APPLICABLE
	




OATE(S) 1994	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
r
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station OPS
2. Assume resupply of cryogenics
3. 2 crew @ 0.2 hours each
4. Assume adjustments
5,	 station OPS
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Payload Element Name: Meteorology Instrument croup Development Payload
Reference Documents:
I. Space Platform Payload Data, Science and Application Space Platform
Payload Accommodations Study, SPa2-MSFC-2503, March 1982.
Narrative:
This group of instruments was originally defined for the MSFC SASP. The
instrument selection, size, weight, and power are all taken directly from Ref
1, Page D-1.
For developmental missions, the instruments can benefit from the availability
of man for real-time monitoring and control, adjustments, repair, updating,
and seriticing.
A similar payload is envisioned for later operational use in a high
inclination orbit, either in a manned or unmanned mode.
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® FREE FLYER	 ® OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S)
	




Z SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES




EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
I STATION OPERATIONAL-SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-








	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
'.OT APPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/ REMOVAL
OATE(S)
	
INT. HRS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
5. Operations continue after year 2000
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
^.^	 a,
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Code: GDCD 0203	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Lightning Mapper
Reference Documents:
I. Space Station NAAO Study Orientation Meeting Handout, NASA Headquarters 14
15 September 1982.
2. MSFC MEMO PS06 (97) W.T. Carey to R. Bownan, GDC re: Lightning Mapper, 19
September 1980.
Narrative:
This payload element was included as a proposed modest initiative in Ref 1 ,
P 8-20. Mission objectives and measurement requirements were listed in Ref 1,
P 8-25.
The sensor system is a f/1.0 15cm aperture optical telescope with a low-light
level TV detector. A pointing system is required that will yield an accuracy
of 10 arc seconds and a stability of 1.0 arc second. Sensor system
requirements were defined by Dr. Hugh Christian at the MSFC/SSL, and were
transmitted to GDC with Ref (2).
This payload element description assumes that the sensor system is integrated
with a small support spacecraft that provides attitude control, power,
communications, and data handling, etc. (Wt. = 900 kg). AKM is not provided.
The spacecraft would by an OTV payload. Ideally, all five Lightning Mapper
spacecraft would be emplaced by a single OTV flight.




Location and strengtn of lightning flashes
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P. O. Box 80847
Mail Zone 21-9504
San Diego, CA 92138
SUBJECT: Lighning Mapper
As you know the . Lightning Mapper Sensor System has been identified
by NASA Headquarters OSTA as a candidate payload for the Expersnental
Geostationary Platform. The attached data sheet, developed by
Dr. Hugh Christian of MSFC/SSL, describes the system as it is
currently known. it was previously thought that the sy_te_rn would be
comprised cf both an RF and an optical system, ho:vever, the RF ele-ment
has now been dropped. This was done because of --"-.e  current belief
that RF lightning emissions Will be in wavelengths too long to penetrate
the earths atmosphere to a measurable amount.
:f further information on this system is needed please ca l  ?:ne and we
can set up a teleconference.
W i
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CHARACTERISTICS OF STP_- fWRAN
LIGHTNING MAPPER SENSOR SYSTEM
Telescope:
f/1.0
15 cn. aperture (5 km resolution)
Pointing:
Platform - Earth pointing with accuracy of _+0.05e
Sensor System -
Accuracy +10.0 sec (continuous)




Sensor - 60 kg








Detector Control - TBD
Co ns unables
TB D
Unlink for Hybrid r. f -Optical System:
100 kb/s
These figures assure that the p latform providcs:
1) Power
2) Telemetry
Limited interruption of operation is tolerable; however, it will^
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GDCD CODE 0204	 ELEMENT NAME GEOSYNCHRONOUS MICROWAVE SOUNDER
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED	 CO FREE FLYER	 ® OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKUUT)
OATE(S) 1999	 INT. MRS
	
EV J MRS 40	 EVA CREW	 1
CO NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G.. REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL800 DAYS	 TOTALSERVICES 1
® TMS/OTV REOUIREO	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE 16
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL. SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-







q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.







EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Antenna deployment and alignment
2. Assume service in situ
5. Operation continues after year 2000
TOTAL EVA HRS 40
.MI, . ,.
k
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Code: GDCD 0204	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Geosynchronous Microwave Sounder
Reference Documents.
1. Space Station NAAO Study Orientation Meeting Handout NASA Headquarters, 14
- 15 September 1982.
2. MSFC Memo PS06(90), 28 August 1979. Re: Space Science Payloads for the
Geostationary Platform.
3. JPL Report 710-12, pp 5-2 and 7-10
Narrative:
This payload element is listed as an example of an advanced meteorological
remote sensor in Ref (1), Pg. 8-31.
The operational and physical characteristics of the sounder were taken from
the description furnished by MSFC for they Geostationary Platform Study, Ref
(2).
A 33 m diameter antenna suitable for operation up to 150 GHz was chosen. This
requires a precision surface (E - 0.035 mm RMS). The antenna consists of 30
high-precision gore sections assembled an4 aligned at LEO. Antenna weight is
estimated to be 3,000 kg, based on Ref (3).
The antenna and mission electronics are mounted on a standard support bus.
A spacecraft weight statement is given in Table 0204-1.
The spacecraft is transferea from LEO to GEO by a low thrust OTV.
Launch data and mission duration were derived by GDC.
,o
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Code: GDCD 0204	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
EXAMPLE: Geosynchronoi.is Microwave Sounding
Measurement:	 Microwave emissions of land, ocean, and atmosphere
ObJectives:
	
All weather time variation of atmospheric temperature
structure, moisture, and surface temperature
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Code: GDCD 0204	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
MICROWAVE SOUNDER
Objectives
1. General purpose receiving system for cm and mm wavelength emisions from
the Earth and Sun.
2. Global mapping of atmospheric constituents such as precipitable water
vapor.
3. Mapping of dispersion patterns of certain atmospheric pollutants with
emission lines in the mm.
4. Measurements of ocean surface perturbations.
5. Measurements of solar emissions in wavelength bands unaccessible from
within the atmosphere.
Requirements:
1. 33 m steerable parabolic antenna with surface smoothness of a few tenths
of a mm.
2. Pointing: 20 arc seconds
3. Receives: 1 GHz to 150 GHz
4. Power. 200w (exclusive of pointing and steering)
S. Electronics Volume: 0.5 m3 mounted with the antenna
0.5 m3 mounted seperately
6. Weight: 50 kg (exclusive of antenna)
Antenna ( from JPL Report);
Transported to LEO in shuttl e. Consists of 30 high-precision gore sections
assembled and aligned to surface accy. of 0.035 mm rms. Graphite/epoxy
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2 ,972 (2,823 useable)
12,897 lb.	 (5,850 kg)
AV a  I sp g l n ws - 230 x 32.2 x l n 12T6 d
&V - 1,830 fps
Propellant supply is good for about seven years of operation at av - 260 fps
per year. This allows about 55 fps per year for repositi^ning to different
longitudes in addition to normal station keeping and momentum wheel unloading.
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GDCD CODE 0205	 ELEMENT NAME METEOROLOGY INSTRUMENTS GROUP OPERATIONS PAYLOAD
ACCOMODATION: 	 q ATTACHED 71 FREE FLYER	 Q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G.. SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)




2. SERVICE (E.G.. REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 700 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 1
[$ TMS/OTV Rafta .Q Al T RNATF	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 4
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
® NOT APPLICABLE
$. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONF)G.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1999	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element assumes accommodation on a platform or Leasecraft
type spacecraft which has orbit transfer propulsion.
2. Satellite service for propellant may be needed.
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This group of instruments was originally defined for the MSFC SASP. The
instrument selection, size, weight, and power are all taken directly from Ref
(1) p D-1.
For operational missions, a high inclination (57-90 degrees) orbit is
required. Periodic manned servicing and updating will be required. Operational
control and monitoring may be via remote links. The weight is for the
integrated instrument package only and would require orbit. transfer propulsion
and supporting services such as provided by Leasecraft-type spacecraft or
platform accommodation.
(This is an operational version of the payload element described in GDCD 0202.)
Launch date and mission duration were derived by GDC.
This payload element assumes accommodation on a platform ur Leasecraft-type
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0206	 ELEMENTNAMEGEOSTATIONARY OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE
ACCOMOOATION: 	 Q ATTACHED
	 O FREE FLYER	 Q OTV OPS	 ( GOES) FOLLOW -ON
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)










q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)




INTERVAL __ DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATION/REMOVAL





6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
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Volume II, Book 1
Code: GDCD 0206	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	 Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
Follow-On
Reference Documents:
1. "GOES Executive Summary," Hughes Aircraft Co., May 1y08
Narrative:
GOES is a component of the international World Weather Watch system. In this
program, five geosynchronous orbit satellites supply continuous weather
coverage of the Earth. Three GOES satellites operated by the S.S. are
complemented by satellites operated by Europe and Japan.
The GOES Follow-on is an advanced version or GOES that could be launched from
a space station OTV base. Remote servicing and repair in geosynchronous orbit
are a potential role for a TMS that is transported by an uTV.
The physical characteristics are based upon those of the current GOES -D, -E
and -F, excluding the apogee kick motor mass (Ref 1).
As an alternative accommodation mode, the meteorological instruments aboard
GOES (Visible and IR spin scan radiometer atmospheric sounder, magnetometer,
solar x-ray sensor, energetic particle detector, data relay system) could be
installed on geostationary platforms.
Launch data and mission duration were derived by GOC.
16
O
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ANALYZE, AND PREDICT	 INFORMATION
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*	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
	 -
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 0207	 ELEMENT NAME TIROS FOLLOW-ON
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED	 (3 FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S)1992	INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE




q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
® NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	





INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
5. Payload operation continues after year 2000.
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0207	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: TIROS Follow-On
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study, 14 b 15 September 1982 Orientation Meeting
handout at NASA Headquarters
Narrative:
The TIROS/NOAA multi-mission sensing satellites provide daily (day and night) 	 f
observations of the global weati+er. They collect data on atmosphereic
temperature and humidity profiles, cloud coverage profiles, solar particles,
ocean currents and temperatures, sea ice, and atmospheric/stratospheric
conditions. Also, the NOAA series collects data from remote fixed or moving
sensing platforms. Advanced satellites will also proviue search-and-rescue
(SAR) functions for ships and aircraft, ozone mapping of the atmosphere, and
measurement of the incoming and outgoing planetary thermal radiation.
Instrument complements (Ref 1) are listed on p 2 and indentified on p 3.
These satellites require near polar, sun-synchronous orbits. At least two must
operate simultaneously.
These spacecraft will be shuttle launched into LEO. Self-contained propulsion
systems are employed for orbit adjustments. An orbit transfer propulsion
system is not included.
Launch date and mission duration were derived.
JI
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LAUNCH AVHRR HIRS-2 MSU SSU DCS SSUV ERBE SEM SAR
DATE
TIROS-N 10/78 • • • O • •
NOAA-A 6/79 • • • O • •
NOAA-C 8/81 • • • O • •
NOAA-D 10/81 • • • •
NOAA-E 5/83 • • • O • • •
NOAA-F 10/83 • • • '! • O O -)E •
NOAA-G 5/85 • • • O • O O • •
NOAA-H 10/86 • • • • O 1^1
NOAA-I 6/87 • • • O • O t^1' •
NOAA-J 10/87 • • • * • a
* SPACE, WT, POWER UNASSIGNED
*,POSSIBLE DOE NUCLEAR TESTING DEVELOPMENT DETECTOR IN PLACE OF SEM ON NOAA-F
266.592-427
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1. AVHRR - Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(Visible/IR with Field of View Imaging Radiometer)
2. HIRS-2 - High Resolution Infra Red Sounder
3. MSU - Microwave Sounding Unit
4. SSU - Stratospheric Sounding Unit
S. DCS - Data Collection System
6. SBUV - Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet
7. ERBE - Earth Radiation Budget Experiment Scanner
(Wide/Medium Field of View)
8. SEM - Space Environment Monitor
9. SAR - Search and Rescue
0
266 592428
Low Larth Polar Orbiters Provide
. - AS-.	 1
OR1r,;mAL TIA13c r±la
OF POOR QJ! L i'y
Code. GDCD 0207
GDC -ASP -8 3-002
PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
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Volume II. Book 1
Appendix I
As an alternative to the integrated spacecraft concept shown on page 4, the
sensors could be accommodated or an instrument platform which is supported by
a Leasecraft-type bus.
This would increase the mass to around 1000-8000 kg but would provide for much
greater AV for orbit adjustments and for on-orbit servicing by the shuttle or
TMS/space station.
GDC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE, 0 '^21'.	 — ELEMENTNAME '3C EAN INSTRUMENT PAYLOAD (OIP)
ACCOMOrPA-II'N'	 Ll ATTACHEn	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV On
1. STATION ACTIVAT; ON (E.^,., SEI-JP/A.^Ft; MBLYIATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1994	 INT. MRS	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
1999
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 730 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 2
® TMS/OTV A>savow ALT RNATE	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT IAVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
—







q TMSIOTV REWIRED	 _	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
NOT APPLICABLE
	
	 EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/ REMOVAL
OATEW 1999	 INT. HRS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
2nd oavload continues after 2000
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element assumes accommodation on a platform or Leasecraft
type spacecraft which has orbit transfer ;iropulsion.
2. Satellite service for propellant may be needed.
TOTAL EVA MRS 0
ip




Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code. GDCD 0221	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload  Element Name: Ocean Instrument Payload (DIP)
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study Orientation Meeting Handout, NASA Headquarters,
14-15 September 1982
2. Science and Applications Requirements for Space Station, Draft, Provided
17 November 1982 at Interim keview at NASA Hq.
Narrative:
This payload was conceived to be two separate items - Ocean Color Imager (OCI)
and Wind Scatterometer (SCATT) - as suggested in Ref (1). However, it seemed
that the two might be combined into one payload as GDCD 0221 for study of the
ocean surface characteristics. Uther instruments were added to expand the
instrument package. The sun synchronous orbit was chosen to accommodate the
color imager, (Ref 1), pp 8-14, 8-17, and 8-28.
Data for the instruments and their requirements were obtained from Ref (2),
paragraph 3.1.2.4.
The variety of instruments will drive the payload ('esign as to potential
mutual interference. The weight includes only the instrument package and would
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0222	 ELEMENTNAME OCEAN TOPOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT (TOPEX)
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED
	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION IE.G., SET-UPIASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)




2 SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 1000 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 3




EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
® NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED
	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
© NOT APPLICABLE
	
	 EVA HRS PER RECONF!G.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S1 1998	 INT. HRS.
	 EV 1 HRS
	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Initially launched in 1988.
2. Replacement of attitude control and propellants assumed.
s
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
GD.-ASP-83-002
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Payload Element Name: Ocean Topography Experiment (roPEX)
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study, 14 la September 1892 Orientation Meeting Handout
at NASA Headquarters.
2. Science and Applications Re^uitaments for Space Station, Draft, Provided
17 November 1982 at Interim Review at NASA Hq.
Narrative:
The payload objective is to determine the general structure of ocean
circulation currents.
The orbit is unique: 1384 :;i` ,)meters altitude, 63.4 deg inclination creating a
10-day cycle repeating ground track.
The payload will ti launched prior to Space Station 1TMS ERA (1990). The first
Space Station-to-payload interface will be the servicing of the spacecraft,
which does not contain orbit transfer propulsion.
The data were obtained from Ref (1), p 8-16, 8-24 and from Ref (2), paragraph
3.1.2.4.
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GDC-ASP-83-002
PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCD CODE 0241	 ELEMENT NAME EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED
	
© FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1991	 INT. MRS	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE










EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)












EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/  REMOVAL






S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element assumes accommodation on a platform or
Leasecraft type spacecraft which has orbit transfer propulsion.
1. Two payloads ride piggyback on other P/L (2 different inclinations)
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
GOC -ASP-83-002
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Payload Element Name: Eartn Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study Orientation Meeting Handout, NASA Headquarters,
14-15 September 1982
2. Space Platform Payload Data, Science and Application Space Platform
Payload Accommodations Stuay, SP82-MSFC-2583, March 1982.
Narrative:
This payload element was listed as an approved mission in development in Ref
(1) p 8-20.
The instruments are required to be displayed on multiple spacecraft in
different orbits to obtain a large number of observations uniformly in space
and time.
The first instrument set will be launched aboard the Earth Radiation Budget
Satellite (ERBS) in 1984. It will be shuttle launched (STS-17) into LEO. An
orbit adjust propulsion system will raise the satellite into a 600 km, 46 deg
inclined circular orbit.
Additional instrument sets wi l l be launched in 1983 and 1985 aboard NOAA
satellites.
In the 1990s, advanced instruments will be developed and will be employed on
manned or unmanned platforms at high inclination. (46 deg and 98 deg).
Physical descriptions were taken from Ref 2, pp D-80 and -81. This payload
element assumes accommodation on a platform or Leasecraf t-type spacecraft
which has orbit transfer propulsion.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS





MASS UP/DOWN (kg): 30/30
SIZE (m):	 0.67 z 0.25 z 0.24
POWER OP./PK.(kW): 0.017/TBD
HEAT REJECTION:	 Passive
DATA SCI./STAT.(kbpS): 0.246 Total




ORBIT (km/deg): 600/46 or SS polar
FLIGHT DURATION (mo.): TBD
DESCRIPTION: Sensors for the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (EASE) are
contained in two instrument packages, a Wide and Medium Field of View (W/MFOV)
unit and a Scanner unit. The W/MFOV unit contains two nadir pointing sensors
(FoV -130') viewing the entire Earth disk, two nadir pointing sensors (FOV -75')
viewing a 100 Earth central angle, and a solar viewing cavity radiometer. This
unit contains its own azimuth pointing gimbal.
EMISSIONS SUSCEPTIBILITIES: ERBE W/MFOV measurement channels are 0.2-5 Um and
0.2-50+ us. ERBE W MFOV would be sensitive to contaminants effective within
these spectral ranges.
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Duty cycle of ERBE W/HFOV unit was not specified but
continuous operation is anticipated. Data is averaged on a monthly basis. Monthly
sampling of the solar flux density is desired. Earth viewing sensors (wire-wound
thermopiles) view internally during launch and outgassing and view the sun, space
and internal black-body sources for periodic in-flight calibration.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: USE objectives esquire simultaneous sampling of the radiation
reflected from and witted by Earth. A minimum of two flight vehicles are needed,
one in a 46• , 600 ka orbit and the other in a high inclination orbit (polar mid-
morning or mid-aftarnoon prof arred).
CONTACT:	 D. Miller, RASA Headquarters
REFERENCE: Handbook of Sensor Technical Characteristics, compiled for
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SI11: (m):	 0.36 x 0.33 x 0.30
POWER OP./PK.(kW): 0.035/TID
NEAT REJECTION: _ Passive
DATA SCI./STAT.(kbps): 0.880 Total
POINTING TYPE: Earth nadir, solar
ACC.(	 )/STAB.(	 ): TED
OPERATING COND: Continuous
ORBIT ( km/deg):	 600/46 or SS polar
FLIGHT DURATION (mo.): TED
DESCRIPTION: Sensors for the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERIE) are contained
In two instrument packages, a Vida and Medium Field of View (W/MFOV) unit and a
Scanner unit. The Scanner unit contains three boresighted senors (3' FOV),
mounts faciae Earth nadir, and scans the sensors cross-track from horizon to
horizon.
EMISSIONS /SUSCEPTIBILITIES: FREE Scanner measurement channels are 0.2-5 1a.
S-SO Um, and 0 .2-50 ma. The ERBE Scanner would be sensitive to contaminants
effective within these spectral ranges.
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: The duty cycle of the ERBE Scanner unit was not specified
e continuous operation is anticipated. Data is averaged on a monthly basis. The
eontinuousl} rotating scan drum sequencaq each sensor (pyroelectric type) through
the Earth scan, a deep space vlew, and either a i:lack-body view (long wave and
total bands) or a sun view (short wave and total bawds).
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: ERIE objectives require siaultansous sampling of the
radiation ref ece	 raga and mexrtod by Earth. A minim m of tao flight vehicles
are needed, one in a 46% 600 km orbit and the other in a high inclination orbit
(polar mid-morning or aid-afternoon preferred).
CONTACT:	 D. Diller, NASA Headquarters
REFERENCE: Handbook of Swior Technical Characteristics, compiled for
NASA OSTA by systematics General Corp., September 1981.
	
0-81	 Change No. 1*
8-16-82
288.592.429.2
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GDC-ASP-83-002
PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION
GOCO CODE	 0242	 ELEMENTNAME INCOHERENT SCATTER RADAR
	
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
	
OATE(S) 1996	 INT. MRS 4	 EVA MRS 4	 EVA CREW 1
	
1998
	 4	 4	 1
q NOT APPLICABLE




q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.5	 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)







q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
	




OATEIS) 1997	 INT. hRS. 4	 EVA MRS 4	 EVA CREW 1
	
1999	 4	 4	 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Antenna Assembly plus station OPS
3. Monitor/operate equipment
5. Antenna removal plus station OPS
TOTAL EVA MRS 16
-0 t • - - .011. I. ,i - -X 4 -s ,
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Payload Element Name: Incoherent Scatter Radar
Reference Document:
1. Space Station Missions Upper Atmospheric Research, Lewis M. Duncan, ESS-7,
MS466 Los Alamos Nat. Lab., Received September 30, 1982.
2. L.M. Duncan, Telecon, February 18, 1982.
Narrative:
This mission was suqgested by Dr. Lewis M. Duncan of Los Alamos National
Laboratory (Ref 1).
The physical characteristics of the payload element were derived, based on
similarity to other UHF radar equipment, and assuming a 25m diameter
deployable antenna such as the deployable truss type.
This payload element has applications in several scientific disciplines; i.e.,
Atmospheric Physics and Plasma Physics.
Launch date and mission duration were derived.
Crew time was averaged, over the life of the experment based on four hours per
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BASIC STUDIES OF UPPER ATMOSPHERE
(AERONOMY)
SOLAR - TERRESTRIAL RELATIONS
IONOSPHERE - MAGNETOSPHERE COUPLING






Incoherent Scatter Radar (contd)
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i
WHAT DOES AN INCOHERENT SCATTER RADAR DO?
HIGH SPATIAL- AND TEMPORAL-
RESOLUTION MEASUREMENTS OF:
ELECTRON DENSITY
ELECTRON & ION TEMPERATURES





LONG-DURATION, GLOBAL COVERAGE MISSIONS
LARGE POWER, CAPACITOR BANK, HEAT
DISSIPATION REQUIREMENTS
LARGE ANTENNA WITH POINTING REQUIREMENTS
ANTICIPATED MAN-MACHINE INTERFACING NEEDS
266.592-433
Incoherent Scatter Radar (contd)
k
0
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INCOHERENT SCATTER RADAR .
I. Mil ion Oblectivgs
To develop and operate from near-earth space a UHF incoherent scatter
radar for remote-sensing of the earth's upper atmosphere.
II. Mission Description
The proposed mission will provide worldwide observations of upper atmos-
pheric morphology and dynamics through the monitoring of ionospheric
electron densities, electron and ion temperatures, ionospheric drifts
and background winds, ion composition, and plasma wave turbulence.
Incoherent scatter radar has the advantage over in-situ passive plasma
diagnostics in that it provides high-resolution observations of the
ambient aerospace environment well beyond the local region disturbed by
the instrumented vehicle. Th p
 radar can be used both for long-term
global observations of the ambient upper atmospheric behavior, and for
specific diagnostic support to active space plasma physics experiments
such as HF radiowave modification of the ionosphere, wave and chemical
in,jeotion experiments, and beam-plasma interaction studies.
III. B„ eng its
A space-based incoherent scatter radar would provide a multi-purpose,
global-coverage diagnostic for research studies of the earth's upper
atmosphere, with important potential contributions to the investigation
Of solar-terrestrial relations and in particular to ionosphere-
magnetosphere coupling, to the study of communications dependence on the
upper atmosphere, and to basic space plasma physics research exploicing
the aerospace environment as a large, natural plasma laboratory-without-
walls. Such an instrument might also find unique applications to
specific radio astronomy observations.
IV. justification
Virtually an unlimited number of aeronomy and space plasma physics
experiments could be supported by a space-based incoherent scatter
radar. Such a radar requires long-duration space deployments; large
antenna, power source, capacitor bank, and heat dissipation capabili-
ties; and for optimum flexibility, some level of man-machine inter-
facing. For specific experimental applications, event point tracking
would be necessary.
jP
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0242	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
V.	 Milsion Reouirgmgnts and Capabilities
(a) Orbital Parameters -- Both low inclination and near polar orbits
are desirable. Orbital altitudes of 400-500 km are preferred.
(b) Mass, Volume -- TED, but a large (at least tens of meters) antenna
can be anticipated.
(c) Power -- The power requirements depend on a number of inter-related
TBD parameters, including antenna size, capacitor bank and heat
dissipation limi tations, and desired radar transmitter pulsing
characteristics and operational duty cycle.
(d) Thermal Control -- TBD, but considerable heat dissipation require-
ments can be anticipated.
(e) Attitude, Stabilization -- An earth-looking attitude is required.
Pointing characteristics may in part be determined by the antenna
size and resultant radar beamwidth.
(f) Viewing -- An earth-viewing capability is required. For potential
radio astronomy applications this may need to be extended to
include full sky coverage.
(g) Environmental Constraints -- TBD, possible RF noise background
constraints.
(h, i) Data Management, Communications, Crew Timeline -- For general
atmospheric monitoring purposes, unmanned operation may be
acceptable. However, for specific experimental observations,
manned operation will be necessary for real-time data management..
(,j) Operations Schedule, Maintenance, Lifetime -- TBD.
VI.	 :pace Station vs. Free Flyer
Power, capacitor bank,. heat dissipation, and antenna size requirements,
as well as probable frequent man-machine interfacing needs, determine
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GDCD CODE 0243	 ELEMENT NAME TOPSIDE DIG. IONOSONDE/HF RADAR
ACCOMODATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP /ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATE(S) 1997	 INT. HRS 4	 EVA HRS 4 	 EVA CREW 1
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
I STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT ' AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.5 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)







q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION / REMOVAL
DATEIS) 1998	 INT. HRS. 4	 EVA HRS 4 	 CREW L.
2000	 , 4	 ^_	 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Assemble Antenna plus station OPS
3. Operate/monitor data
5. Remove Antenna plus station OPS
TOTAL EVA HRS 16
...- ..-- .m-f . or - -Jr. Ir .
1%=
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Code: GDCD 0243	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Ia n*: Topside Digital Ionosonde/HF Radar
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station Missions Upper Atmospheric Research, Lewis M. Duncan, ESS-1,
MS466 Los Almos plat. Lab., Received September 30, 1982.
2. L.M. Duncan, Telecon February 18, 1982.
Narrative:
This mission was suggested by Dr. Lewis M. Duncan of Los Alamos National
Laboratory (Ref 1).
The physical characteristics of the payload element were derived, based on the
use of graphite-epoxy expandable boom technology.
This payload element has applications in several scientific disciplines; i.e.,
Atmospheric Physics, Plasma Physics, and Radio Astronomy. it also has
potential as a surveillance radar.
Scientific objectives would benefit most from high or polar inclination orbits.
Launch date and mission duration were derived.
Crew time was averaged over the life of the experiments based on four hours
per week per Ref 2.
r r
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WHAT DOES A TOPSIDE DIGITAL IONOSONDE / HF RADAR DO?
HIGH SPATIAL— AND TEMPORAL —
RESOLUTION MEASUREMENTS OF:





c— AALL SCALE STRUCTURE /TURBULENCE
(SPREAD F)
TOPSIDE VERTICAL LAYER MOTIONS	 266.592-436
JUSTIFICATION :
LONG—DURATION, GLOBAL COVERAGE MISSIONS
SCIENTIFIC
SURVEILLANCE / NATIONAL SECURITY
LARGE ANTENNA ARRAY 	 266.592.437
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Code: GDCU 0243	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
DIGITAL TOPSIDE IONOSONDE/HF RADAR
I. Mission Objectives
To develop and operate from near-earth space on HF digital topside
ionosonde/HF radar.
II. fission De ecriDtion
The proposed mission will provide worldwide observations of upper
atmosphere/ionosphere morphology and dynamics through the monitoring of
topside ionospheric electron densities and structure motions. HF
ionosondes have the advantage over in-situ passive plasma diagnostics in
that they provide high-resolution observations of the ambient space
environment well beyond the local region disturbed by the instrumented
vehicle. The ionosonde can be used both for long term global observa-
tions of the ambient topside ionospheric behavior, and for specific
diagnostic support to active space plasma physics experiments. In
addition, global surveillance coverage of the ionosphere is within the
scope of such a spaceborne ionosonde/HF radar.
III. Benefits
A space-based digital HF ionosonde would provide a multi-purpose, global-
coverage diagnostic for research studies of the topside ionosphere.
Potential contributions to the investigation of (1) solar-terrestrial
relationships, (2) ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling dynamics, and (3)
space communications are available. In addition, such a facility would
allow dramatic advances in the HF radio astronomy field, heretofore
"blinded" by the earth's ionospheric shield.
IV. ,justification
A large number of ionospheric and space plasma physics experiments could
be supported by a space-based digital HF ionosonde. Such an ionosonde
requires long-duration space deployments, large antennas and power
sources. Although not expected to need constant human attention, for
optimum flexibility some level of man-machine interfacing would be
required.
V. Misaion Aecuirements and Capabilities
(a) Orbital Parameters -- Both low inclination and near polar orbits
are desirable. Orbital altitudes of 400-500 km are preferred.
(b) Mass, Volume -- TBD, but a large (at least tens of meters) antenna
array can be anticipated.
(c) Power -- The power requirements depend on a number of inter-related
TBD parameters, including antenna size, capacitor bank and heat
dissipation limitations, and desired radar transmitter pulsing
characteristics and operational duty cycle.
^1
__ ,. - in' d- 0 , -x'
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Code: GDCD 0243	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
(d) Thermal Control -- TBD, but heat dissipation requirements can be
anticipated to be small.
(e) Attitude, Stabilization -- An earth-looking attitude is required.
Pointing characteristics may in part be determined by the antenna
size and spacings.
(f) Viewing -- An earth-viewing capability is required. For potential
radio astronomy applications this may need to be extended to
include full sky coverage, using backlobes of the receiving
antennas.
(g) Environmental Constraints -- TBD, possible RF noise background
constraints.
(h, i) Data Management, Communications, Crew Timeline -- For general
atmospheric monitoring purposes, unmanned operation may be accept-
able. However, for specific experimental observations, manned
operation may be necessary for real-time data management.
(,j) Operations Schedule, Maintenance, Lifetime -- TBD.
VI. Space Sta&ion vs. Free Flyer
Antenna size requirements, as well as possible frequent man-machine
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
C OCO CODE 0244	 ELEMENT NAME SOLAR TERR. OBS - ADVANCED
ACCOMOOATION-	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 2000	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY
INTERVAL 365 DAYS	 L :HVICES 5
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED__	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 2
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE 	 2
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONALSUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
1-1/3 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 365 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. _5_,__
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 2
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.	 2
EVA CREW SIZE	 1





EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station OPS
2. Assume servicing equipment
3. 2 crew @ 2 hours each 2 days/week (6 day work).
4. Sensor/detector reconfiguration assumed
5. Payload operation continues past year 2000
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Payload Element Name: Solar Terrestial Observatory - Advanced
Reference Documents:
1. Space Platform Payload Data, Science and Application Space Platform
Payload Accommodations Study, SP82-MSFC-2583, March 1982.
Narrative:
This payload element is based upon the STO description originally developed
for the MSFC SASP. The mission description and physical characteristics were
taken directly from Ref 1, p D-57.
For this late time frame,a manned platform in high inclination (57-90 degrees)
orbit is required.
A mission duration of at least six years (one-half of a solar activity cycle)
is assumed.
Manned interaction with both natural and artifically-induced phenomena is
required. Servicing, updating, resupply and reconfiguration also require
manned support. This payload element would be operated intermittantly; i.e.,
two days per week. A crew of two will be required during operation to monitor,
control and coordinate the use of the equipment.
Launch date and mission duration was derived.
..	
-- -- • -
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SOLAR TERRESTRIAL OBSERVATORY: (STO)
DESCRIPTION
STO contains hardware for 17 flight experiments and constitutes a mission
in itself. The instruments are grouped onto two single pallets and a
two-pallet train. One of the pallets contains a pointing mount. The
Chemical Release module (CRM), a free-flyer, will be launched separately.
OBJECTIVE
The STO science objectives lie in the following areas: Solar Variability,
Wave-Particle Processes, Magnetosphere-Ion sphere Mass Transport, Global
Electric Circuit, Upper Atmospheric Dynamics, Middle Atmosphere Chemistry
and Energetics, lower Atmospheric Turbidity, and Planetary Atmospheric
Waves. Investigations in the above-listed areas require extensive
simultaneous operation of the STO instruments.
Instruments assigned to each of the four pallets are listed in Table 0244.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS/CLARIFICATIONS
EMMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES
Since STO occupies the whole Space Platform, emissions and susceptibilities
are an internal matter. In general STO instruments are sensitive to H20,
CO2, and optical contaminants effective in the IR-visible-UV spectral
regions. STO emits particle beams (electrons, He, and Ar) rf radiation (1-30
kHz 0.1 MHz, -140 MHz, and -400 MHz), laser light (IR-UV), and purge gases
(Xe, CH, and CO2).
VIEWING REQUIREMENTS
STO instruments have a variety of view; ng requirements to include solar, limb,
limb through solar occultation, nadir, and magnetic field pointing. Desire
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Table 0244
Selar Terrestrial Observatory (STO) . Instruments
ACRONYM NAME FUNCTION
1. ACR Active Cavity Radiometer Total irradiance
monitor
2. SUSIM Sour Ultraviolet Spectral UV irradiance
Irradiance Monitor monitor
3. SX Sift X-Ray Telescope
4. Lyman Alpha White Light Coro nagraph
S. ATMOS-P Atmmspheric Time Molecules Observed by IR Spectrometers
Spectroscopy Absorption/Emission
6. ERBE Earth Radiation Budget Experiment Radiation Balance
Monitor
7. SEPAC Space Experiments with Particle Particle Injector
Accelerators
8. MMP Magnetospheric Multiprobes F.F. Plasma
Measurement
Installation
9. LIDAR Light Detection and Ranging Facility
10. AEPI Atmospheric Emission Photometric Imaging Low Light Level TV
11. MX Atmospheric X-Ray Telescope (AXET) Aural Monitor
12. ISO Imaging Spectrometric Observatory UV and Visible
Spectrometer
13. ALS Advanced Limb Scanner Upper Atmospheric
Temperature Sounder
14. HRDI High Resolution Doppler Imager Upper Atmospheric
Wind Sensor
15. WISP Waves In Space Plasmas
16. CRM Chemical Release Module
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GDCD CODE	 0245	 ELEMENT NAME SPACE PLASMA PHYSICS vii--. ADVANCED
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. ZTATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1998	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
Z SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 3
q TMSIOTV REQUIRED	 _	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 16
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)




INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMSIOTV REQUIRED
	
STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/RE"'OVAL
OATE(s) 2000	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station OPS
3. Monitor
5. Assume Station OPS
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Code: GDCO 0245	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Names: Space Plasma Physics Payload - Advanced
Reference Documents:
1. Space Platform Payload Data, Science and Application Space Platform
payload Accommodations Study, SP82-MSFC-2583, March 1982.
Narrative:
This payload element is based upon the Space Plasma Physics (SPD) descriptions
originally developed for the MSFC SASP. The mission description and physical
characteristics were taken directly from Ref 1, p D-14.
For this late time frame,a manned platform in high inclination orbit is
required.
After two years of on-orbit development and operations the instruments of
this payload element become part of the STO (GOCO-02443.
Launch date and mission duration were derived.
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Space Plasma Physics - SPP
DESCRIPTION
The SPP payloads contains the SEPAC, WISP, and AEPI instruments. The
integration hardware includes an active thermal control loop, a shelf on which
to mount the SEPAC electrongun, MPD arcjet, and instruments, and a special
structure for mounting the WISP dipole antenna. The SPP payload is packaged on
a Spacelab pallet.
INSTRUMENTS
SEPAC = Space Experiments with Particle Accelerators.
WISP = Waves in Space Plasmas.
AEPI = Atmospheric Emission Photometric Imaging.
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
As a baseline scenario devote 1 week/month of intensive operation to SEPAC and
WISP. Assuming WISP is in a passive mode while SEPAC is operating and vice
versa. Provide additional operation where resources permit. Coordinated
transmissions (interleaved pulses) is a SEPAC/WISP operational objective and
capability to support such operation should be assessed. AEPI is included in
the payload only to support SEPAC and WISP FOs. AEPI is desired for all SEPAC
operations and some WISP operations. AEPI is typically pointed along the
magnetic field line to look for an auroral spot.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS/CLARIFICATIONS
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES:
SEPAC emits an electronic beam (1-20 keV energy, 1-25 kW power), a He or Ar
Magneto-plasma-dynamic arcjet (2-10 kJ pulse, 250 eV particle energy), and a
neutral gas plume. WISP transmits high power plasma/ radio waves in two
broadcast bands, VLF (1-30 kHz) and HF (0.1-30 mHz ,). AEPI is sensitive to
standard optical contaminants.
k
L^C,`"^ ^ JskL^: a
47.AAI
AEPI
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0245	 PAYLGAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
VIEWING REQUIREMENTS:
A 45 degree (half angle) avoidance cone is required for the SEPAC particle
beams. The electron beam has a divergence angle of -5 degrees and is steerable
with a 30 degree (half angle) cone. The WISP dipole antenna must have a clear
view to space. Most SEPAC and WISP functional objectives (FOs) require
pointing with respect to the geomagnetic field vector. AEPI would point along
magnetic field lines to support SEPAC and AEPI FOs.
ecoer
Ia
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book i
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0246	 ELEMENT NAME SOLAR TERRESTRIAL OBSERVATORY
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER* q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1 994	 INT. HRS
	
EVA HRS _EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 8
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE	 8
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
2	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-






C3 TMS/OTV REOC(9E0	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA H RS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/R EM OVAL
OATE(S) 1995	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES !BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN t THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
* Free flyer accommodation i^ an alternate mode, and if used will
require re-evaluation of all requirements.
Land 5. above - assume station operations
2. Service on probe/satellite consumables
3. Operate/point instruments and analyze data
TOTAL EVA HRS 8
J
W .
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Code: GDCD 0246	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Solar Terrestrial Observatory - (STO)
Reference Documents:
1. Space Platform Payload Data, Science and Application Space Platform
Payload Accommodations Study, SP82-MSFC-2583, March 1982.
Narrative:
This payload element is the same as the STO description originally developed
for the MSFC unmanned SASP. The mission description and physical
characteristics were taken directly from Ref 1, p D-57.
For this early time frame, a manned accommodation is preferred although an
unmanned platform in high inclination orbit (57 degrees) is acceptable.
Launch date ani mission duration were derived.
I'
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Code: GDCD 0246	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Solar Terrestrial Observatory .
 (STO)
DESCRIPTION
STO contains hardware for 17 flight experiments and constitues a mission in
itself. The instruments are grouped onto two single pallets and a two-pallet
train. One of the pallets contains a pointing mount. The Chemical Release
Module (CRM), a free-flyer, will be launched separately.
OBJECTIVE
Yhc STO science objectives lie in the following areas: Solar Variability,
Wave-Particle Processes, Magneto sphere- Ion sphere Mass Transport, Global
Electric Circuit, Upper Atmospheric Dynamics, Middle ATmosphere Chemistry and
Energetics, lower Atmospheric Turbidity, and Planetary Atmospheric Waves.
Investigations in the above-listed areas require extensive simultaneous
operation of the STO instruments.
Instruments assigned to each of the four pallets are listed in Table 0246.
SPECIAL CCNSIDERATIONS/CLARIFICATIONS
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES
Since STO occupies the whole Space Platform, emissions and susceptibilities
are an internal matter. In general STO instruments are sensitive to H2O,
CO2 , and optical contaminants effective in the IR-visible-UV spectral
regions. STO emits particle beams (electrons, He, and Ar) rf radiation )1-30
kHz 01.40 MHz, -140 MHz, and -400 MHz), laser light (IR-UV), and purge gases
(Xe, CH, and CO2).
VIEWING REQUIREMENTS
STO instruments have a variety of viewing requirements to include solar, limb,
limb throuah solar occultation, nadir, and magnetic field pointing.
Desire attul ;nment of latitude extremes (magnetic) between 2200 and 2400 local
time.
J'V - 14 4'.
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Solar Terrestrial Observatory (STO)_Instruments
ACRONYM NAME FUNCTION
1. ACR Active Cavity Radiometer Total	 irradiance
monitor
2. SUSIM Solar Ultraviolet Spectral UV irradiance
Irradiance Monitor monitor
3. SX Soft X-Ray Telescope
4. Lyman Alpha White Light Coronagraph
5. ATMOS-P Atoospheric Time Molecules Observed by IR Spectrometers
Spectroscopy Absorptien/Emission
6. ERBE Earth Radiation Budget Experiment Radiation Balance
Mo ni for
7. SEPAC Space Experiments with Particle Particle Injector
Accelerators
8. MMP Magnetospheric Multiprubes F.F.	 Plasma
Measurement
Installation
9. LIVAR Light Detection and Ranging Facility
10. AEPI Atmospheric Emission Photometric Imaging Lcw Light Level TV
11. MX Atmospheric X-Ray Telescope (AXET) Aural Monitor
12. ISO Imaging Spectrometric Observatory UV and Visible
Spec trometer
13. ALS Advanced Limb Scanner Upper Atmospheric
Temperature Sounder
14. HRDI High Resolution Doppler Imager Upper Atmospheric
Wind Sensor
1 S. WISP	 Waves In Space Pkasmas
16. CRM	 Chemical Release Module
17. RPDP	 Recoverable Plasma Di agno sti , •:ckage	 :,ub ;ate' l i to
f
General Disclaimer 
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1	 q{.




ACCOMOOATION ,	(M ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER* q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEIS) 1992	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
1. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 8
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE	 8
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.25 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)








q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG. _
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1993	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
* Free flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will
require re-evaluation of all requirements.
Land 5. above - assume station operations
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Code: GDCD 0247	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element dame: Space Plasma Physics Payload
Reference Documents:
1. Space Platfor.^ Payload Data, Science and Application Space Platform
Payload Accommodations Study, SP82-MSFC-2583, March 1982.
Narrative:
This payload element is based upon the Space Plasma Physics (SPP) description
originally developed for the MSFC unmanned SASP. The mission description and
physical characteristics were taken directly from Ref 1, p D-14.
For this early time frame a manned accommodation is preferred although an
unmanned platform in high inclination (57-90 degrees) is acceptable.
After a year of on-orbit development and operations, the instruments of this
payload element become part of the STO (GDCD-0246).
Launch date and mission duration were derived.
k
a^ n
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Code: GDCD 0247	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Space Plasma Physics - SP.P
DESCRIPTION
The SPP payloads contains the SEPAC, WISP, and AEPI instruments. The
integration hardware includes an active thermal control loop, a shelf on which
to mount the SEPAC electron gun, MPD arcjet, and instruments, and a special
structure for mounting the WISP dipole antenna. The SPP payload is packaged on
a Spacelab pallet.
INSTRUMENTS
SEPAC = Space Experiments with Particle Accelerators.
WISP = Waves in Space Plasmas.
AEPI = Atmospheric Emission Photometric Imaging.
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
As a baseline scenario devote 1 week/month of intensive operation to SEPAC and
WISP. Assuming WISP is in a passive mode while SEPAC is operating and vice
versa. Provide additional operation where resources permit. Coordinated
transmissions (interleaved pulses) is a SEPAC/WISP operational objective and
capability to support such operation should be assessed. AEPI is included in
the payload only to support SEPAC and WISP FOs. AEPI is desired for all SEPAC
operations and some WISP operations. AEPI is typically pointed along the
magnetic field line to look for an auroral spot.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS/CLARIFICATIONS
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES:
SEPAC emits an electronic beam (1-20 keV energy, 1-25 kW power), a He or Ar
Magneto-plasma-dynamic arcjet (2-10 kJ pulse, 250 eV particle energy), and a
neutral gas plume. WISP transmits high power plasma/ radio waves in two
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0247	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
VIEWING REQUIREMENTS:
A 45 degree (half angle) avoidance cone is required for the SEPAC particle
beams. The electron beam has a divergence angle of -5 degrees and is steerable
with a 30 degree (half angle) cone. The WISP dipole antenna must have a clear
view to space. Most SEPAC and WISP functional objectives (FOs) require
pointing with respect to the geomagnetic field vector. AEPI would point along
magnetic field lines to support SEPAC and AEPI FOs.
i
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0261	 ELEMENT NAME HIGH RESOLUTION DOPPLFR IMAGER ( NORI )
ACCOMOOATION:ATTACHED
	
q FREE FLYER* (IOTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY /ATTACHM ENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS
	
EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIREO	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPE RATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0 .1	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION / REMOVAL






S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
* Free flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will
require re-evaluation of all requirements
1. and 5. above - assume station operations
3. Periodic calibration and monitoring
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Payload Element Name: High Resolution Doppler Imager (HRDI)
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study, 14-15 September 1982 Orientation Meeting Handout
at NASA Headquarters.
2. Space Platform Payload Data, Science and Application Space Platform
Payload Accommodations Study, SP82-MSFC-2583, March 1982.
Narrative:
Payload element objectives and measurement characteristics were stated in Ref
1, p 8-26.
This payload is one of a number of remote sensing instruments proposed for the
MSFC SASP. The physical characteristics were taken directly from Ref 2, p 0-51.
After undergoing on-orbit development test for a year, the instrument is
integrated into the Upper Atmosphere Research instrument group. Similar
instruments are also incorporated into the Solar Terrestrial Observatory.
During developmental testing, manned interaction and access for servicing is
benef-cial. When mature, the instrument can be remotely operated with periodic
servicing.
Launch date and mission duration were derived.
ccnnr
266.592-442











Example: High Resolution Doppler Imager (HRDI)
Doppler shift in visible emissions on the limb
Direct measurement of middle atmosphere winds
Pointing stability and knowledge: 0.03 deg control,
0.002 deg/100 sec stability, 0.025 deg yaw knowledge
Spacecraft design and operations
Stable platform
`T3
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Appendix I
PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
HRDI is an imaging triple etal on Fabry-Perot interferometer fed by a two axis
gimbaled telescope. It observes absorption features of 02 and bands in the
scattered light in the 10-50 km altitude range and atmospheric emission
features in the 60-300 km altitude range. Velocity broadening and
doppl er-shift measured. Both-side viewing desired. Desired wind measurement
accuracy is 5m/sec.
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES:
Sensitive to emission or absorption in lines measured, and to deposition on
opti cs.
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS:
HRDI operates in daylight only. Observations are made of the earth's limb at
azimuth angles of 45 and 135 degrees with respect to the veolcity vector.
Measurement of one wind component requires one scan (20 sec), one side
viewing. Measurement of two wind components requires two scans spaced 136
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE 0262	 ELEMENT NAME MEASUREMENT OF AIR POLLUTION
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED
	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)





2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 90 DAYS	 TOTALSERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 1
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE	 1
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT ( AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 90	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.	 3
C] TMS/OTV REQUIRED
	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 1
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
	 1
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
5. DEACTIVATION/ REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1991	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE




4. Assume equipment changeout (filters, sensors, etc.)
5. Station OPS
TOTAL EVA HRS 6
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Code: GDCD 0262	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellites (MAPS)
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study, 14-15 September 1982 Orientation Meeting Handout
at NASA Headquarters, Attachment A, p 47.
2. Strawman Payload Data for Science and Applications Space Platforms, Final
Report, SP80-MSFC-2403, January 1980.
Narrative:
This payload element was suggested as a Technology Development Mission in
Attachement A to Ref 1.
An instrument with similar objectives and capabilities was developed for
Shuttle flights and proposed for use on the MSFC SASP. The instrument is
dexcribed in Ref 2, p 116.
For Space Station, an instrument with similar size characteristics could be
used, but the film camera would be replaced by an electronic imaging
instrument. The weight and power estimates from Ref 1 were used, rather than
Ref 2.
Altitude and inclination are not critical for development testing, but most
useful data would be obtained in high inclination orbits.
A mature version of this instrument could be used for air pollution detection
and tracking per GDCD-1001.
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title:	 Langley Contact:
Earth Observations Instrument Development
	 H. G. Reichle, Jr.
Experiment Title:
MAPS (Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellites)
Mission Objectives:
To provide technology base for the development of passive remote
sensor of atmospheric trace gases
Mission Description:
Modular instruments which would allow changing of components would
be flown. Various tests to determine such things as optimum bandpasses,
flitering, and scanning could be performed for different instrument
concepts and target gases.
Benef it:
Current test methods involve the use of Shuttle sortie missions for
techniques development. Lead times for integration are long and
available missions are very few in number causing development to
be very slow. Accelerated development would allow much earlier
global trace gas assessments.
Justification:
Need space environment. Wide geographical coverage affording a
variety of atmospheric conditions. Ability to make instrument
adjustments on orbit to optimize test results.
Mission Requirements and Capability:
Altitude and inclination not critical. Must be Earth viewing
attitude (Nadir'!
 5 0). Weights generally of order 100 kg, power of
order 200 watts. Instrument thermal control required.
Space Station vs. Free Flyer:
Free flyer would suffer all disadvantages of sortie mission but
to an even greater degree. Free flyer would not allow easy on orbit
instrument modifications, hence is not a viable alternative.
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PAYLOAD ELEWNT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GDCD CODE 0263	 ELEMENT NAME CO L IDAR FOR ATMOS GAS MEAS
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1998	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 q
q TMSIOTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 2
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE 	 2
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.25 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 365 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 4
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 8
q NOT APPLICABLE
	






	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
Q NL T APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station OPS
2. Assume routine servicing
3. Operate
4. Assume equipment change
5. Operations continue after year 2000
to
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Code: GDCD 0263	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: CO 2
 LIDAR for Atmospheric Trace Gas Concentration &
Wind Velocity/Transport Measurements
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study, 14-15 September 1982 Orientation Meeting
Handout at NASA Headquarters, Attachment A, P 48.
2. Space Platform Payload Data, Science and Application Space Platform
Payload Accommodations Study, SP82-MSFC-2583, March 1982.
Narrative:
This payload element was suggggested as a Technology Development mission in
Attachment A to Ref 1 p 12-75. The referenced power input of 25 kW was used.
The physi cal characters were derived by GDC by scaling-up to LIDAR facility
described in Ref 2, p D-83.
This large CO2 LIDAR facility is conceived as a 3-pallet train which holds
the telescope, pointing mount, electronics and cooling system equipment. The
pallet train is berthed to a standard port which furnishes power, cooling
fluid and data bus interfaces.
Manned access is required periodically for servicing and for changing lasers
and detectors.
Developmental testing can be carried out at 28.5 degrees inclination, but
global weather studies require at least 57 degree orbit.
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CO22 Lidar for Atmospheric Trace Gas Concentration and Wind
Velocity/Transport Measurements
Mission Objective:
To provide the technology for high pulse energy and high repetition CO2
lasers with high frequency stability and wide tuning range and longer
laser life times
Mission Description:
The mission will provide the technology for the mission objectives. Key
issues are establishment of the laser characteristics in the space station
environment with benefits from the manned technology laboratory
Benefit:
The availability of higher power than on the Shuttle will provide vital
information for environmental atmospheric studies and for meteorology for
improved weather pre dicition for civilian and military purposes.
Justification:
Demonstration of CO2 Lidar from the space station with availability of
high powers, is of great importance for global environmental and
meterological studies, which cannot be conducted from the ground. The
experiment could also be applied to evaluation of rendezvous with
non-cooperative targets
Mission Requirements and Capability:
Power requirements of 25 kw and higher
Space Station vs. Free Flyer:
Applicability of experiment to free flyer will be determined by
demonstration
k
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GOCOCODE	 0264	 ELEMENTNAME LIDAR FACILITY
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER* q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1992	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISHAESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 2
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE	 2
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 8
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.	 8
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
S. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
DATE(S) 1993	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN i THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
* Free flyer accommodation is an alternate mode and if used will
require re-evaluation of all requirements.
1. Station OPS
2. Routine servicing
3. Operate and measure response
4. Updating equipment
5. Assume Station OPS
TOTAL EVA HRS 10
J
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Code: GDCD 0264	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: LIDAR Facility
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study, 14-15 September 1982 Orientation Meeting
Handout at NASA Headquarters.
2. Space Platform Payload Data, Science and Application Space Platform
Payload Accommodations Study, SP82-M SFC-2583, March 1982.
Narrative:
This payload element is listed as a major proposed mission in development in
Ref 1, P 8-20. Examples of the mission objectives and measurement description
are given in Ref 1, P 8-30.
The LIDAR facility proposed for the MSFC SASP was chosen as representative of
the required mission equipment. The physical characteristics of the payload
element were taken directly from Ref 2, P D-83.
The LIDAR and its support equipment are installed on a pallet which berths to
a standard docking port. Manned access is required for servicing and updating.
A high inclination (57-90 degrees) orbit is desired tc obtain global
meteorological coverage.
The LIDAR later is integrated into the Solar Terrestrial Observatory.
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Example: LIDAR
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Measurement:	 Atmospheric response to laser radiation
Ob3ectives:	 Sound for winds and chemical composition of the atmosphere







Polar orbit, large spacecraft
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PAYLOAD ELE14ENT SYNTHESIS
Light Detection and Ranging Facility (LIDAR)
DESCRIPTION
MASS UP/DOWN (kg):	 1930/1900






ACC. (dog) /STAB. (min): 1/6
OPERATING COND:	 TED
ORBIT (km/deg):	 300/57
FLIGHT DURATION (mo.): TED
DESCRIPTION: LIDAR is a modular multiuser facility consisting of several
elements: (1) Laser sources - Nd: Tag, Dye system, CO=; detection packages;
1.25 meter class telescope; and controlling electronics. LIDAR will occupy a
full pallet. Science objectives include profiling the abundance of atomic and
molecular species and aerosols and collecting meteorological data (wind velocity,
cloud height, temperature and pressure profiles). Pointing direction is mostly
nadir.
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES: Laser output is in the 0.2 -12.0 Um spectral range.
LIDAR would be sensitive to the standard range of optical contaminants effective
in this spectral range. Dye laser (215-940 as) puts out 5 -200 yJ pulses at a
repetition rate of 10 Hz. COI laser puts out 10 J pulses at a 15 Rz repetition
frequency.
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Meaningful data may be taken over the 24-hour day.
Some observations of particular target zones may be desired.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: 	 Radiator requires view to space/sun avoidance.
NASA STO CONTACT: Bill Roberts, MSFC
REFERENCE: Solar Terrestrial Observatory Conceptual Design and Analysis Study,
March 1982
266.592.450
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume Il, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE 0265	 ELEMENT NAME UPPER ATMOS. RES. PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION IE.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEiS) 1994	 INT. MRS	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 225 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE 6
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE	 6
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.8 
1 
MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
MRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
t. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 225 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. I_
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRSPER RECONFIG. 12
q NOT APPLICABLE
	




DATES) 1996	 INT. MRS	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY OESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station OPS
2. Replace cryogenics
3. 2 crew @ 0.4 hrs. each
4. Assume equipment update
5. Station OPS
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Code: GDCD 0265	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Upper Atmosphere Research Payload - Development
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study, 14-15 September 1982 Orientation Meeting
Handout at NASA Headquarters.
2. Space Platform Payload Data, Science and Application Space Platform
Payload Accommodations Study, SP82-MSFC-2583, March 1982.
Narrative:
This mission is listed as a major proposed mission in Ref 1, P 8-20. Status of
the UAR satellite is given on pp 8-9 of Ref 1. The satellite is proposed for
launch in 1988.
A group of experiments (OARS E) with similar objectives and measurement
requirements is given in Ref 1, pp 8-23.
The group of instruments was further defined for accommodation on the MSFC
SASP. The instruments, mounting structure and integration hardware are
described in Ref, 2 p D-46. This payload element description was taken
directly from this latter reference, although the actual instruments would be
2nd generation models.
The instrument group is flown on a manned space station for a one year
development period where manned access is required for adjustments, servicing,
and interchanging detectors and other active elements.
The instruments are later flown operationally on a high inclination orbiting
platform or space station.
Launch schedule and mission duration were derived.
-GDC-ASP-83-002
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Code: GDCD 0265	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	
Appendix I




Obtain integrated global measurements of upper
atmo ,:phere composition, dynamics, and energy input
kt:r7ommended By:	 Space science board
Committee on solar terrestrial relationships
Study Phase
	
Scientific working group October 1977 - July 1978
Ad Released:	 September 15, 1978
Preliminary Selection:
	
April 1980 (16 experimental & 10 theoretical
investigations)
Phase B Instrument Studies: May 1980 - November 1981




	 Experiments and mission studies. FY1982 Space-
craft and ground segments: FY1984 candidate
Launch:	 Fall 1988
Center:	 Goddard Space Flight Center





Visible, infrared, ultraviolet, and microwave
observations of the Earth's limb, UV Nadir sounding for




Understand the coupling of dynamics, energetics and
composition of the stratosphere
Special Needs: Simultaneous viewing of Nadir, both limbs, sun, and limb 45
degrees of satellite, massive payload ( 2000KG), solid hydro-
gen cryogen (10 K), global coverage at limb
Impacts:	 One instrument lifetime limited (18 months), orbits of roughly
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DESCRIPTION
Payload contains UARS instrument group (HALOE.
TWM. CLAES. ISAMS. MLS, HROI. USSIE. AND SUSIM)
plus integration hardware. It is anticipated
that a special carrier structure would be utilized
which would satisfy the viewing requirements of
the instrument group and optimize utilization of
the Orbiter cargo envelope.
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES
Cryogen system on CLAES vents hydrogen. The
payload is sensitive to absorption, emission, or
scattering through the spectrum (UV through IR).
deposition on optics. and microwave interference
to (MLS).
VIEWING REQUIREMENTS
The payload requires viewing in multiple direc-
ticas: solar, solar occultation. stars, earth
limb cross track (one side and both sides), and
earth's limb at 45 and 135 degrees from the
velocity vector on one side.
ORBIT CHARACTERISTICS
Altitude (ko):	 400
Inclination (deg): 	 51
Other requirements:
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
HALOE operato3 at dawn/dusk. The remaining instru-
ments all operate on the day side of the orbit and
some also operate on the night side. Solar obser-
vations are required at least once per day by SUSIM
and USSIE. USSIE also requires occassional obser-
vations of stars for calibration. The atmosphere
viewing instruments require global coverage as
continuously as possible.
STS INTERFACES
Cryogenic system on CLAES may require monitering
for safety.
266.592-452
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Code: GDCD 0265	 PAYLOAD REMEPT SYNTHESIS
Upper Atmosphere Research Project
HALOE	 Halogen Occultation Experiment
Limb - Solar occultation - 2 axis gimbal.














HRDI	 Hi 6:, F solution Doppler Imager
Limb - 2 axis glimbal
USSIE	 Ultraviolet Solar Spectral Irradiance Experiment
Solar pointing - mount on pointing platform
SUS IM
	
Solar Ultraviolet Spectral Irradiance Monitor
Solar pointing - mount on pointing platform
i
i
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Code: GDCD 0265	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
MASS (kg) POWER (W) ATC DATA (kbps)
SCI STATUS CMDITEM UP/DOWN OP./PEAK (W)
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS:
NALOE 96 65/96 Passive 4.0 TBD (0.5)*
TWM 65 47/TBD Passive 1.1 TBD
CLAES 450/430 20/TBD Passive 3.0 TBD
ISAMS 85 125/TBD Passive 0.6 TBD
MLS 234 470/TBD (400) 4.1 TBD
► IRDI 76 82/TBD Passive 4.0 TBD
USSIE 8 5/TBD Passive 0.064 TBD
SUSIM 94 100/TBD Passive 1.0 TBO
INTEGRATION HARDWARE:
Signal	 Interface Unit(2) 20 50 50 - TBD TBD
Power Interface Unit 	 1 40 50 50 - TBD TBD
Freon Pump Package 63 325 325 - TBD TBD
S/S Coldplate 14
Experiment Coldplate	 (1) 22
CARRIER:
Special Carrier 1000
Bert ing Adapter Assembly 100
PAY13AD TOTALS 2367/2347 1	 1339/TBD 1	 (825) 18 (2) (U.6)
* in CMD column indicates ancillary data
( ) TBE estimate	 266-592-455
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE	 0266	 ELEMENT NAME WINDSAT
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED
	 3 FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UPIASSEM8LY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)




2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 730 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 3
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HAS PER SERVICE 1_
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HAS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)









	 STATION HAS PER RECONFIG.






	 EVA HAS	 EVA CREW
M AOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station OPS
2. Resupply cryogenics
5. Operation continues after year 2000
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
If R . 1 ^• T's a
Al
GDC-ASP-83-002 	 Page 1	 of 1





Payload Element Name: WINDSAT
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study, 14 b 15 September 1982 Orientation Meeting
Handout at NASA Headquarters
2. NASA TM 82435, "Accommodation Assessment - Spac eborne Doppler Lidar-Wind
Measuring System", August 1981.
Narrative:
This mission is listed as a major proposed initiative in Ref 1, pp 8-20. The
mission objectives and measurement needs are listed in Ref 1, pp 8-12.
Conceptual studies of the doppler LIDAR system and the total spacecraft have
beenpperfo n*d by LMSC and MSFC, respectively. The physical characteristics of
the WINDSAT used in this payload element description were taken directly from
Ref 2.
The 800 km, sun synchronous orbit requirement dictates that this be a
free-flyer mission. Servicing/updating at 2-year intervals is envisioned.
Since the spacecraft described has no propulsion subsystem, it is a candidate
for TMS emplacement and retrieval. Alternatively, it could be redesigned to be
supported by a Leasecraft bus with self-contained propulsion.
The launch schedule and mission duration were derived by GDC, based on a
4-year development program following a 1988 new start (Ref 1).
WINDSAT
Objective:	 Measure wind vector prof-Iles using doppl er 1 i dar
Measurement Needs:	 Global coverage for one year plus
1 km vertical resolution to >15 km altitude
1 M/S accuracy in wind speed
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 0267	 ELEMENT NAME UPPER ATMOS INST. RES P/L-OPERATIONAL
ACCOMODATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1994	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
	
INTERVAL_ DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 1
® TMSIoTvxrllssAN1ARR ALTERNATE	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 16
	
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)





' DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
	
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
WEIS) 1998	 INT. HRS.
	
EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element assumes accommodation on a platform or Leasecraft
type spacecraft which has orbit transfer propulsion.
1. Station OPS
2. Cryogenics resupply
5. Assume Station OPs
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Payload Element Name: Upper Atmosphere Research Payload - Operational
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station NAAO Study, 14-15 September 1982 Orientation Meeting
Handout at NASA Headquarters
2. Space Platform Payload Data, Science and Application Space Platform
Payload Accommodations SStudy, SP82-MSFC-2583, March 1982.
Narrative:
This is an operational version of GDCD-0265.
Following a 1-year development flight on a manned space station, the
instrument group is flown on a high inclination orbit platform or manned space
station. The weight is for instrument package only; a Leasecraft type
spacecraft would be required to provide orbit transfer propulsion, and support
resources.
Manned presence would be desireable, but the instruments could be remotely
operated with periodic manned servicing. The CLAES would require expanded
capacity of its cryogenic cooling supply to extend its oper, `,i ng time from 18
to 24 months.
















0300	 Human Research Laboratory
	
0301	 Animal and Plant Research Laboratory
OPERATIONAL MEDICINE
	




	 H20/O2/CO2/N2 Regenerative Systems
	
0341
	 CELSS Experimental Systems
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LOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO COOS 0300	 ELEMENT NAME HUMAN RESEARCH LAB
ACCOMOOATION: 	 []ATTACHED 	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEW 1994	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2 SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 90	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 40
q TMS/OTV REDUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL-SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
10 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
[I NOTAPPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 720 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 	 4
q TMS/OTV REWIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 40
q NOT APPLICABLE
	





INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station OPS
2. Assume time included under station operations
3. Operation of equipment + adt as subject
4. Update of equipment
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Payload Element Name: Human Research Library
Reference Documents:
1. Biomedical Results from Skylab; edited by R.S. Johnson and L.F. Dietlein,
Scientific and Technical Information Office, NASA, Washington, DC, NASD,
SP-377, 1977
2. Operational Medicine Support to Long Duration Manned Missions in Low
Earth Orbit and Beyond; edited by S. Furukawa, M.D., Operational Medicine
Office, Life Sciences Division (EB-3) Space Science and Applications,
NASA Headquarters, Washington, DC, February 1982
3. Foundations of Space Biology and Medicine, Volume III, Space Medicine and
Biotechnology; edited by M. Calvin (USA) and O.G. Gazenko (USSR);
Scientific and Technical Information Office, NASA, Washington, DC 1975.
(Chapter 17, An Appraisal of Future Space Biomedical Research by S.P.
Vinograd, NASA Washington, DC)
4. Space Station Needs, Attributes and Architectural Options; Contractor
Orientation Meeting, September 14 & 15, 1982; Section 6, Life Science
Concerns for Space Station, briefing by W.P. Bishop, 14 September 1982
5. Life Sciences Considerations for Space Station, Life Sciences Division
(EB-3), Office of Space Science and Application, NASA, Washington, DC
20546. September 14, 1982
6. Life Sciences Research and the Science and Applications Space Platform,
E.W. Gomersall, Coordinator, Biosystems Division, Ames Research Center,
February 1982
7. Life Sciences Experiments for a Space Platform/Station; J.D. Fabricant,
University of Texas, Medical Branch, Galveston Texas; Society of
Automotive Engineers Technical Paper 820834, Twelfth Intersociety
Conference on Environmental Systems, San Diego, July 1982
8. Life Sciences Mission Requirements Document (Draft) edited at Ames
Research Center, November 1982
9. Life Sciences Flight Experiments Program, Mission Science Requirements
Document for The First Life Sciences Dedicated Spacelab Mission (Parts I
& II); J.A. Rummel, Johnson Space Center Report 18295, 1 June 1982.
10. Medical Operations and Life Sciences Activities on Space Stations; edited
by P.C. Johnson and J.A. Mason, NASA TM 58248, Johnson Space Center,
October 1982
r.:
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11. Spac elab Mission 4, Mission Definition Study Report Summary; Study
Manager, M.J. Harnage, Jr., Johnson Space Center, November 1982
12. Future Directions for the Life Sciences in NASA; A Report of the Life
Sciences Advisory Committee of the NASA Advisory Council; edited by G.D.
Whedon, Chairman, Life Sciences Advisory Committee, NASA, November 1979.
13. Life Beyond the Earth's Environment, The Biology of Living Organisms in
Space, edited by N.S. BRicker and L.G. FIne, National Academy of
Sciences, 1979
14. Life Sciences Laboratory Equipment (LSLE) Handbook, Johnson Space Center,
1981
15. Space Station User Fact Sheets and Contact Reports (attachments to letter
to W. Hardy from R. Farrell, December 1982)
16. Life Sciences and Life Support Development Experiments on a Space
Station, A.T. Skoog, Dornier System, GmbH, Document No. TN-SSS-DS-005,
February 1983
Narrative:
This payload supports experiments concerning human physiological response,
behavioral response and clinical technology pertinent to human adaption to
space flight. Representative experiments are listed (Table 1); module weights
and power are estimated.
Eight discipline groupings (payload, sub-elements) are listed, traceable to
data in Ref 1 through 16 as will be described; see Figure 1. Groups 1 to 7
relate to space medical problems, group 8 relates to the development and
validation of equipment and procedures to support operational medicine; e.g.
altered drug responses, zero-g fluid handling, in flight surgical procedures.
Long term human exposure to weightlessness of space heightens the need to
obtain useful solutions to medical problems that have been encountered. Among
these are: cardiovascular deconditioning, bone mineral loss, loss of lean body
mass and muscle strength, decrease in red blood cell mass and nausea
associated with space motion sickness. These results and others are described
in the SKYLAB report, Ref 1, which summarizes biomedical test results of the
last extensive space biomedical study done by the U.S.
-D
,ate - • - - Al. / - I .. -vr+ h
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Ref 2 contains a "Comprehensive List of NASA Life Science Concerns" (p I-A-1,
therein) without attention to priori ties. Similar material in summary form, is
listed in Ref 3, 12 and 13. Ref 4 describes NASA's Life Science Program. The
graph on page 6-8 therein shows on interpretation of effect of time in space
on seven human physiologic changes discovered and/or extrapolated from results
of past spaceflight; these seven groups are contained in the synthesis of Ref
1 to 3 and 5-10 which also describe some of the tasks /research for each group
(e.g., see Ref K Space Station resources requirements for this payload
element are derived from Ref 9, 11, and 14. Ref 5 to 10 also describe crew









on-board blood, urine and fecal analyses
non-invasive bone density tests
bone biopsy
mineral analysis
3. Lean Body Metabolism
balance studies
dietary studies
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7. Radiation Effects (interactive with 0301 and Operational Medicine)
environment
crew radiation monitoring
long term medical statistics
8. Medical Care Technology
Zero gravity verification of surgical/orthopedic procedures
(interactive with 0301)
Fluid handling
Pharmacol ogi cal kinetic
Weight of the Human Research Lab payload is based on 7300 kg, derived from
SPACELAB data in Ref 11 and 14 for a similar set of medical experimental
equipment (assuming additional onboard analysis instrumentation replacing
weight and power requirements of animal holding facilities). SPACELAB payload
is 6371 kg (page 121, Ref 11) including a 21% mission managers reserve (914
kg). The 7300 kg value derives from replacing the 21% reserve with a 33%
reserve, i.e., (6371-914) (1.33) = 7300 kg. This weight is for experiment
equipment and mission peculiar equipment and does not include module weight,
the volume however is for the complete module.
Average power requirement of 2000 watts is taken from SPACELAB payload data
(Ref 11, p 68). Peak power of 3000 watts (AC) is taken from Ref 11, p 63.
Crew time requirements are derived from Ref 9 (Part II, p 15) aoareaatirg
individual operations typical of these types of medical experiments, and using
a frequency of measurement based on the NASA Life Sciences hypotheses of Ref
4, p 6-8
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION
GOCO CODE	 0301	 ELEMENT NAME ANIMAL AND PLANT RESEARCH LAB
ACCOMODATION: 	 ® ATTACHED
	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 90 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 40
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
6	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 1080 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 3
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 16
q NOT APPLICABLE
	











S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station OPS
2. Assume time included under station operations
3. 2 Crewen - 6 hours/day total; tend animal and plant,
monitor instrumentation, handle specimens, biochemical
and data analysis.
4. Update equipment for larger specimens.
5. Payload continues operation after 2000
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
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Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Animal & Plant Research Lab
Reference Documents:
1. Life Sciences Considerations for Space Station, Life Sciences Division
(EB-3), Office of Space Science and Applications NASA, Washington, DC
20546. September 14, 1982.
2. Report of the Study Panel for Plant Biology in Space Exploration, R.W.
Krauss, Chairman, American Institute of Biological Sciences, June 24-25,
1978
3. Letter from R.W. Krauss, Executive Director, Federation of American
Societies for Experimental Biology, to Dr. G.A. Soffen, NASA. Subject:
Report of Committee Considering the Problems in Understanding the Effects
of the Space Environment on Higher Plant Growth, July 6, 1982
4. Man Tended Life Sciences Research Facility: A Conceptual Design and
Analysis Study; NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, January 1982
5. Spac elab Mission 4, Mission Definition Study Report Summary; Study
Manager, M.J. Harnage, Jr., Johnson Space Center, November 1982
6. Final Reports of U.S. Experiments Flown on the Soviet Satellite Cosmos
782, edited by S.M. Rosenzweig and K.A. Souza, Ames Research Center,
September 1978
7. Final Reports of U.S. Experiments Flown on the Soviet Satellite Cosmos
936, edited by S.M. Rosenzweig and K.A. Souza, Ames Research Center,
September 1978
8. Life Sciences Research and the Science and Applications Space Platform,
E.W. Gomersall, Coordinator, Biosystems Division, Ames Research Center,
February 1982
9. Life Sciences Experiments for a Space Platform/Station; J.D. Fabricant,
University of Texas, Medical Branch, Galveston Texas; Society of
Automotive Engineers Technical Paper 820834, Twelfth Intersociety
Conference on Environmental Systems, Sam Diego, July 1982
10. Life Sciences Mission Requirements Document (Draft) edited at Ames
Research Center, November 1982
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12. Space Station User Fact Sheets and Contact Reports (attachments to letter
to W. Hardy from R. Farrell, December 1982)
13. Life Sciences and Life Support Development Experiments on a Space
Station, A.I. Skoog, Dornier System, GmbH, Document No. TN-SSS-DS-005,
February 1983
Narrative:
This payload will enable the investigation of plants and animals living in a
microgravity environment over their entire life cycle. The animal studies will
include experiments for validating animal models of human physiology and
experiments to elucidate basic mechanism of adaptation to microgravity (Ref 1,
p 13, Ref 8 and 9). Plant research will include 14 areas of study of basic
mechanisms ( Ref 2 and 3) as well as applied research in support of future
operational CELSS.
Facilities will be needed to hold live specimens including rodents, primates,
aquatic species, higher plants and simple plants, microbial species, and
tissue cultures. Facilities will also be needed for manipulation of the
specimen and containment of all fluids and particulars associated with these
manipulations (e.g., mass measurement, surgical procedures, drawing blood,
biochemical analyses of plant/animal tissues, and specimen preservation and
storage). A laminar air flow/glove-box type design is envisioned, such as the
Spacelab-4 General Purpose Work Station. A centrifuge will be needed to
provide various g levels from C.lg to 1.25g for a subset of the plant and
animal population.
The specimen demands for the full range of research described in Ref 2, 3, 8,
9, and 10 would, if performed on the same mission, exceed the
capabilties of the module recommended by Convair. However, a research program
could be time-phased so that six single-rack-sized animal holding facilities
and three single rack-sized plant holding facilities could accommodate a
continuing Spacelab-4 design, and a representative experiment program would
include 72 mice and 60 rats, and using a new design, three small rhesus
monkeys. In the later years, new hardware would be needed to support the
inclusion of larger primates in the payload.
30
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Data in Ref 4 is taken for estimating payload weight, size and power required.
From ppage 112 of Ref 4 (Spacelab long module #3A) payload weight is derived at
9520 lb (4320 kg), obtained from sum weight of ECLS (1762 lb), Equipment (1744
lb), assorted other items (1908 lb), expendables (3328 lb) and 25% contingency
of (1762 + 1744). Module and associated equipment weight are not included in
payload weight).
An operating power of 2kW is taken for this payload based on data in Ref 5.
standby and peak powers of 1 and 4 kW, respectively, are judgemental values.
Data transmission rates are taken from Ref 5. Ref 5 is jsed for power and data
rates (vs Ref 4). The volume of 7 by 3.4 by 3.4 = 
8l 
Om approximates to
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0322 	 ELEMENT NAME EVA PERFORMANCE AND PRODUCTIVITY
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 90 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 40
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
. 25 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
.25 HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 720 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 4
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL
OATE(S)	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
2. Video tapes, etc. crew time included under Station OPS
3. 1 crewman is for EVA routine operations associated with experiment
4. Change equipment
5. Payload continues operation after 2000
k
TOTAL EVA HRS 75^ 0 _T	
a)
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	 SPACELAB Payload Accommodation Handbook SLP /2104. Issue No. 1, Revision
No. 5. January 31, 1981
Narrative:
Mary EVA tasks will be required for the Space Station. A new (hard) suit is
planned as well as new tools. To assure that such tasks are done safely and
efficiently, with best use made of the new equipment, goals will need to be
developed for human performance and productivity. Training methods need to be
devised. This Payload encompasses these aspects. Double racks are planned to
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1	 %j
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0340	 ELEMENTNAME 1-1,0/02/02/N 2 REGENERATIVE SYSTEMS
ACCOMOOATION:
	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G.. SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEIS) 1991	 INT. MRS 24	 EVA MRS	 EVA C7:-W
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
© NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
1 • Q MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 720 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. _ 4
q TMSIOTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG. 6 & 48











S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
I. Experiment peculiar setup time
3. Equipment operation
4. Reconfiguration: Initially 1993 at 6 hours; two years later
massive reconfiguration 48 hours
Repeat cycle three times. 	 total = 108 m hours
5. Payload continues operation after 2000














Payload Element Name: H20/CO2/02/N2 Regenerative System
Reference Documents:
1. Extended Mission Life Support Systems by P.O. Quattrone, NASA AMES
Research Center, June 1981.
2. Space Station Technology Readiness by R.F. Carlisle and J.H. Romero. ASME
National Meeting, Phoenix, Arizona. November 1982.
3. Space Station Technology by P.T. Holloway. NASA LRC presented at the 33rd
International Astronautical Federation Congress, Paris, France, 1982
4. Space Station Environmental Control and Life Support System, Prel Eminary
Conceptual Design by C.H. Lin. NASA JSC. Doc. No CSD-SS-059, JSC-117?7,
September 1982.
5. A Regenerative Life Support System for Space Operations Center (SOC). A
probable First Flight application by H.F. Bros (Ham. Std.) ASME Paper
81-ENAs-12, 1981
6. Life Sciences Considerations for Space Station, Life Sciences Division
(EB-3) Office of Space Science and Applications; NASA, Washington, D.C.
20546, Sept. 14, 1982.
7. Space Station Needs, Attributes and Architectural Options Contractor
Orientation Meetings. Preliminary Agenda. Life Sciences Section by Dr. W.
Bishop. Sept. 1982.
Narrative:
Life support of a space crew on an extended stay mission requires
considerat4 on of supply logistics for items such as cabin air, water, and
removal of atmosphere contaminants like CO2. The tack chosen here for this
payload is research/development/integration experiments to obtain an
operational closed type regenerative life support system by 1996. Time phasing
is based initially on a system sized for a crew of two with sequential 90-day
tests and modifications for a period of six yeas:: starting in 1991. After
1994, the system will be sealed-up to support a crew of eight operationally by
1996. Support for 8 people is assumed in Ref 1-5, including prior work.
_,.. .	 - ,a,, 'V •• -z.
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By 1992, the system will recover potable water from humidity, waste water, and
remove CO2 from the atmosphere; this is t partially closed system to which
reference will be made later with Figure 1. By 1994, further development will
obtain additional closure, producing 02 by electrolysis of reclaimed water,
N2 from tWdrazine dissociation and reducing CO2 to produce additional
water; this is the additionally closed system. The foregoing 1990-1996
components of the regenerative systems are found in Ref 1 to 7; the 1991-1996
time phasing is Convair's judgement.
A 10-year completion time phasing for the regenerative system is projected in
Ref 1, p 16, including in-flight demonstrations and system/subsystem/component
developments. Using this 10-year period, the Convair 1996 projected
operational date would require about 1986 as a work start date. An operational
system is taken to include redundancies, fail safe/operational etc., which
need not be full; included in years prior to 1994, while experiments are in
progress. Two regenerative units, each supporting four persons can also be
considered.
Table 1 summarizes weight, volume and power for the 1 y91 launch, 1992 and 1994
updates, uarived f rom the literature. Figure 1 taken from Ref 1 shows launch
weights versus person days in space for an open loop and varying amounts of
loop closure; the use of Figure 1 to obtain Tab l - 1 will also be described.
The life support system is considered as "open loop" if much consumable
resupply is needed. H2O especially is a costly resupply payload item. Life
support consumables can be regenerated on-board. Figure 1 predicts
considerable launch weight reduction only by regenerating H 2O and removing
CO2; additional launch weight reduction is predicted w4 th 02 generation by
electrolysis of water and CO2 reduction to produce more water.
As example, Figure 1 shows with CO2 removal, abou t. 7700 pounds launch weight
for 8 x 90 = 720 person days; the weight doubles if allowance is made for a
90-day contingency according to Ref 2, p 11. With decreasing mission duration,
Figure 1 predicts more launch weight with increasing loop closure.
Ref 2 (p 11) and Ref 3 	 11) suggest that the partially closed-loop system be
included in the initi^' pace Station module. Whether the system will be
operational by 1991 is it certain and seems to depend on the proof testing
that can be done by the late 1980s. Ref 6, p 28 indicates the initial Space
Station will use more consumables than required by the regenerative system and
suggests that technology module packages be added-on to achieve an
evolutionary regenerative capability; existing life support systems (open
loop) would remain functional as a back-up, causing the early years consumable
i ncrease.
f r_.
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Table 1. Regenerative Life Support Time Phasing
CREW MISSION
WEIGHT° VOLUME POWER, KW
SUNLIT ECLIPSED'
EXPERIMENT YEAR NO. DAYS KG LB M 3 (FT. 3 ) (58 MIN) (38 MIN) AVERAGE"















* ON BATTERY POWER
KW, AVERAGE = ((SUNLIT KW) (58) + (ECLIPSE) (38)1196
OPERATIONAL AFTER 1996
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250 500 750 1,000 1,250 1,500 1,750 2.000
MISSION DURATION, person -days
SEQUENTIAL STEPS IN LOOP CLOSURE
DEFINITION DESCRIPTION
PARTIAL WATER RECOVERY HUMIDITY CONDENSATE COLLECTION
WATER RECOVERY POTABLE WATER RECOVERY AND TREATMENT
FROM URINE AND WASH WATER
CO? REMOVAL REPLACEMENT OF EXPENDABLE L,OH WITH
INONEXPENDABLE) REGENERATIVE 602 COLLECTION TECHNIOUE
02 GENERATION GENERATION OF OZ THROUGH WATER ELECTROLYSIS
USING RECLAIMED WATER
N2 GENERATION GENERATION OF NZ THROUGH OISSOCIATION
OF HYDRAZINE*
CO-2 REDUCTION DECREASE IN EXPENDABLE WATER BY RECOVERING
PRODUCT FROM CO? REDUCTION ISABATIERI PROCESS
Approximating Equations for Figure
	 **
Open loop weight =	 27.2	 (PD), lb
Water recovery weight =	 13.5	 (PD)	 + 1250,	 lb
CO2 removal weight =	 9	 (PD) + 1200,	 lb
0	 generation weight =	 6.5	 (PD)	 + 3050,	 lb
CO2 reduction weight =	 3.75(PD)
	 + 3875,	 lb
*	 assuming hydrazine is available,say,for thruster control
** PD = person days
266.592-451
Figure 1. Regenerative vs Open Loop EC/LSS
J^
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The status of regenerative technology is discussed in Ref 5, p 8, noting that
such technology is defined currently either from space tests or laboratory
work. However, Ref 5, p 8, refers to the need for continued research and
development to accomplishing the following: optimize equipment, require less
crew monitoring, improve maintainability, increase system life, decrease
weight and reduce power consumption.
These remarks imply a need for further development; a prototype regenerative
system might be available for a 1990 launch if pertinent component tests are
made before 1990 of a complete unit. In view of this current implied status,
Table 1 denotes a 1991 launch of a partial regenerative unit for a crew of 2
and requiring in-orbit experiments for futher development. The 1992 launch
also for a crew of 2 is shown in Table 1 as an update to include additional
regenerative closure. Finally, the 1994 launch will be an updated 1992 system,
but sized for a crew of 8 - and developed until operational in 1996.
Weight, volume, and power in Table 1 are estimated from data in Ref 1 and 5 as
follows:
EXPERIMENT 1 (Table 1)
1. A 1991 launch weight of 2820 lb (1280 kg) is obtained from the Figure 1
water recovery line and is based on a crew of 3 for a 90-day mission
(180-person days). This weight includes recovery of potable water from
humidity, waste water and CO2 removal from the atmosphere. There is no
contingency supply in Figure 1.
2. System volume for the above weight can be estimated from data in Ref 6,
p 7 showing 12, 379 lb rei ght and a 959 ft volume. These values yield
12, 379/959 = 12.9 1 b/ft . Applying this density to the previous
2,820-1b weight leads to 2820/12.9 =219 ft3 (6 m3 ). Intuitively, the
expection is for a volume to decrease slower than the weight ratio.
However, the 12, 379 pounds in Ref 5 includes more features than the
2820-1b. system, such as CO2 reduction of N2, 02, etc.
Consequently, the 6 m3 value will be taken.
3. System power for the 2820 lb system (item 1) is estimated at 4.2 kW
during the sunlit part of the orbit and 2.4 when eclipsed (batteries
required). These power values are based on Ref 6 data (12,379 lb system)
of 16.8kW (sunlit, 58 minutes) and 9.5 kW (eclipsed, 38 minutes), reduced
by the crew ratio 2/8; intuitively, the powering for air/water flow rates
would seem dependent on crew number. Average power for a 96--minute orbit
is estimated from (4.2 kW x 58 min. + 2.4 kW x 38 min.)/96 min. = 3.5 U.
Similarly, an average 13.9 kW value can be calculated for the 12, 379-1b
system in Ref 6; for comparison Ref 4, p 4 lists a 21-day, 10-kW
emergency electrical power for crew survival.
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Similarly, for the 1992-1994 period, the following weight, volume, power is
noted.
EXPERIMENT II (Table 1)
1. System weight in 1992 is estimated at 4550 lb (2064 kg) due to additional
modules for further loop closure with 02, N2 generation, and CO2
reduction. This weight is based on 180 person days in Figure 1. The
weight increase 4550-2820 pounds above the Experiment I weight is
inherent to the trade-off data in Figure 1 with decreasing person days.
2. Corresponding system volume is estimated at 423 ft 3 (12 m3 ) and
obtained from (4550/12.9) x (1.2) = 423 ft J . This result is for a
reduced scale of the system in Ref 5 p 7; the 1.2 factor is a judgement
that volume may not decrease directly with weight for the scaled down
version.
3. System power is estimated 16.8 x 2/8 = 4.2 kW (sunlit) and 9.5 x 2/8 =
2.4 kW (eclipsed) - assuming, as before, that power is proportional to
the crew number, data in Ref 5, pp 7 and 8. Average power, similarly is
3.5 kW.
The operational system in 1996 for 8 persons is a scale-up from the 2
person experimental system of 1992-1994; weight volume, power of the 8
person system follow next.
EXPERIMENT III (Table 1)
1. Weight is 12, 379 lb (5515 kg) for a crew of 8 on a 90-day mission, taken
directly from Ref 5, p 7. This weight is about twice the value obtained
from Figure 1 for the CO2 reduction line at 720 person days. The weight
difference is due mostly to the additional functions in Ref 5 that are
not believed to be included in Figure 1; namely, cabin ventilation and
thermal control, heat transport and rejection; health and hygiene,
EVA/IVA support and spares.
2. Correspoonding volume is 959 ft 3 (27 m3 ), taken directly from Ref 5.
3. Corresponding power taken from Ref 5 is 16.8 kW (58 min. sunlit), 9.5 kW
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GOCO CODE 0341	 ELEMENTNAME CELSS EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1992 	 INT. HRS 24	 EVA HRS. EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 90 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 24
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
Q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
2.0 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 720 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.	 2
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED
	
STATION HRSPER RECONFIG. 8 & 48
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1998	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Experiment peculiar setup time
2. Plant nutrients, consumables. Crew time assumed as part or routine ops.
3. Equipment tests
4. Initial reconfiguration needs 8 man hours; 2nd reconfigurations
is a major reconfiguration and requires 48 man hours.
5. Station CIPS
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
i),
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Payload Element Name: CELSS Experimental Systems
Reference Documents:
1. NASA Information Bulletin on CELSS. Ames Research Center. 10/82
2. Foundations of Space Biology and Medicine. Volume III, Space Medicine and
Biotechnology, Chapter 10. Biological Life Support Systems, Washington,
D.C. 1975.
3. Life Science and the Science and Applications Space Platform by E.W.
Gomersall, Ames Research Center January 1982.
4. Controlled Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS) Program Plan. WASA
EBT-3/Chief, Biological Systems Research. March 1982.
5. Life Sciences considerations 'r Space Station, Life Sciences Division
(EB-3). Office of Space Sciencr. and Application; NASA, Washington, D.C.
20541. September 14, 1982.
6. Controlled Ecological Life Support System: Transportation Analysis by E.
Gustan, T. Vinopal. NASA Contractor Report 166420 by Boeing Aerospace Co.
for ARC. November 1982.
7. Controlled Ecological Life Support System. First Principal Investiggators
Meeting. Edited by B. Moore, III, R. A. Wharton, Jr. and R. D. MacElroy.
NASA Conference Publication 2247. Published 1982.
8. CELSS Principal Investigators Conference. Abstracts. December 6-8.
Narrative:
A Controlled Ecolog ca' Life Support System (CELSS) has the potential to
provide food and envito nmental control with energy input and a minimum of
resupply. CELSS is a closed-loop type system, requiring equipment to recycle
water, air, waste (human, plant), monitor water/air, grow food, and store
supplies produced; see Ref 1. Estimates are given for CELSS weight, volume and
power, starting from a 1992 launch with upgrades until operational in 1996.
Fundamental CELSS background aspects are described, for example, in Ref 2 on
plant growth, waste utilization, experimental systems and mathematical
modeling. From Ref 2, the basic CELSS operations are seen to be: water
reclamation, air revitalization, waste management, food growing; these items
are combined in Ref 3 to denote three major CELSS research areas; namely,
waste management, food production, and system control.
Ed
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Time phasing for the above CELSS development, design, and test is given in Ref
4, p. 43, showing: by 1985 definition of food to be grown, and subsystem waste
management; by 1987 selection of optimal system approach, by 1990 start of
experiments. With experiments starting in 1990, Ref 3 suggests that CELSS may
be able to supplement Space Station food supply by the mid 1990's (page 12,
Program Plan); this ability includes H2O and 02 generation, implicit to
the CELSS concept.
A CELSS equipment build-up for experiments, in modular form is anti-ipated
after 1992; some CELSS equipment is similar to that for regenerative life
support experiments in GDCD 0340. This similarity is noted in Ref 5, p 29,
offering the possibility for equipment sharing during the development of both
systems and when both are operational.
Ref 6 considers a complete CELSS food growing installation (4 men) and
trade-offs with an equivalent 100% resupply system. Conventional type
vegetables are assumed for the Ref 6 CELSS study. Other food types are being
considered in NASA's programs, such as yeast and algae; see Ref 7 and 8.
An estimate of the CELSS characteristics will be made using data in Ref 6;
there, the 1990 CELSS launcn weight is given for 0, 50, and 97% food closures
based on growing conventional food-vegetables for a crew of 4 - in all three
cases, water/air closure is 100%. The 1990 CELSS launch availability requires
continuous development starting from the mid-1980s, as noted.
Convair's projected time phasing for CELSS is listed in Table 1; assumptions
made are: CELSS will be operational in 1998 (versus 1990 in Ref 6), feeds 4
persons with 50% food closure and 100% water/air closure. Reasons for
selecting this 50% value are:
1. Less launch weight after 1996 vs 0% food closure,
compared with a 1998 breakeven data for 97% food
closure, see Ref 6, p 83 (a 0% food closure
requires 100% food resupply).
2. A $20,000,000 lower cumulative cost estimate (at
this stage of development) between the 1996 (50%)
and 1998 (97%) dates for item 1 - see Ref 6. p 100.
3. A 50% vegetarian diet may be acceptable to a non-
vegetarian crew person (or one not preconditioned
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f	 Table 1. CELSS Time Phasing Experiments*
(50% Food Closure/Person, 100% water/air closure/person)
CELSS	 WEIGHT°	 VOLUME(a)	 CONSUM-
	
CREW	 POWER ARLES,
ITEM YEAR TASK	 SIZING	 kg	 lb	 M3	 FT3	kW
	 kg oo
1	 1992- EXPERI-	 1	 2625	 5790	 28	 980	 4.4	 138
1994 MENTAL	 (7560)
	 (16,700)






4	 10,500	 (23,200)	 111	 3920	 17.5	 550
1998 MENTAL	 (15,500)- (34,400)
4	 1998 OPERA-
	 4	 10,500
	 23,200	 111	 3920	 17.5	 550
TIONAL	 (15,500)
	 34,100
*	 Based on data in Ref 6, p 76 showing 10,500 kg CELSS weight for a crew of
4
**	 10,500/4
o	 Numbers in parenthesis includeCELSS module weight of 4888 kg plus 47 kg
(resupply module with volume 1.7 m ); see Ref 6, pp 70 and 76.
oo	 Consumables = 550/crew where 550 is Ref 6 value for four persons (p 76)
(a) Does not include 1.7 m 3
 vo 1 ume of resupply module, Ref 6 p 76.
Table 1 assumes CELSS weight, volume and power vary directly with crew size
being fed by CELSS; the nominal CELSS weight is 10,500 kg (4 people) given in
Ref 6, p 76.
The study of Ref 6 locates CELSS equipment in a pressurized module of 4888 kg
weigh and 111 m3
 volume. Ref 6 also uses a resupply module, weight 47 kg,
1.7 m volume (p 76). Mission data set sheets do not include the weights and
volume of a CELSS and resupply module.
CELSS food growing components are listed in Ref 6, p 58; included in the
listing are a plant growth area of 14 m2/person and 150 watts/m2
illumination power for 4 persons ,38 watts/person); these values are based on
50% food closure/4 persons.
Additional background data on NASA's funded CELSS program are found in Ref 7
and 8.
' - . 7 
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Though Table 1 is based on conventional vegetable type food, Ref 4, p 38
includes algae, bacteria, yeast, and chemical synthesis as food to be
evaluated. These food types need consideration of toxicity to humans relative
to environmental interaction, Ref 6, p 39.
Perhaps one other food type besides the conventional vegetables can be CELSS
evaluated in space between 1990-1992; equipment commonality will be needed for
the two food types and a decision made by 1992. If not, the food choice by
1988 seems needed if CELSS is to be space operational by 1998. The subject
needs early attention relative to CELSSs.
Regarding early year CELSSs activities, Ref 5, p 29 foresees the following
experiments.
e Evaluating equipment performance (similar to regenerative life support
systems)
• Biological processes in weightlessness
e Biological systems interacting with the spacecraft environment -
during first three years
A final point concerns continuing experimentation with algae, yeast, etc. well
into the 1990s. The CUSS pallet concept GDCD 0343 supports this possibility
in conjunction with GDCD 0301 - the Animal and Plant Research Laboratory.
16
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GDC-ASP-83-002
PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 0342	 ELEMENT NAME DEDICATED CELSS MODULE
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1996	 INT. HRS 48	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2 SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 90
	
DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 16
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
6 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL X20 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 2
0 TMS10TV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 40
q NOT APPLICABLE
	







EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
C NOT APPLICABLE
5. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Experiment peculiar setup
2. Bring new plants, seeds from earth, unpackage (incl. in station ops support)
3. Planting new crops, maintaining crops
4. Updating waste processing and other hardware
5. Payload operation continues after 2000
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 1
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0342	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Dedicated CELSS Module
Reference Documents:
1.	 GDCD 0341, payload element synthesis for CELSS Experimental Systems
Narrative:
This payload development derives from Ref 1 for an operational CELSS in 1996,
for a four person crew, providing 50% food (vegetables), 100%
water/atmosphere. Ref 1 describes a CUSS experiment program starting from a
1992 launch with 1994, 1996 upgrades. From 1996 until 1998, the CUSS
configuration should be close to the operational CELSS relative to size,
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GDC-ASP-83-002
PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0343	 ELEMENT NAME CELSS PALLET
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1996	 INT. MRS 8	 EVA MRS 6	 EVA CREW 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 90	 DAYS	 TOTALSERVICES	 16
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE 4
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.5 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PEA OAY (EVA) See Note 3
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
,p TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.











S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Initial setup of plants
3. EVA 0.5 hr to inspect 1/month = 27 hours total through 2000
5. Payload operation continues after 2000
TOTAL EVA MRS 33
wn
o:^
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 2
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0343	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: CUSS Pallet
Reference Documents:
1. Life Sciences Considerations for Space Station, Life Sciences Division
(EB-3), Office of Space Science and Application; NASA. Washington, D.C.
20546.
2. Controlled Ecological Life Support System (CELSS) Program Plan. NASA
EBT-3/Chief, Biological Systems Research. March 1982.
3. Air Pollutant Production By Algal Cell Cultures by F. Fongand, E.A.
Funkhouser in Controlled Ecological Life Support System. First Principal
Investigators Meeting. NASA Conference Publication 2247. Published_1982.
4. CUSS Principal Investigators' Conference. (NASA). Abstracts. December
1982.
Narrative:
The use of a pallet for holding algae and yeast type cultures in tanks is
based on the following reasons:
• Saves module space since the required culture environment is
a water environment.
• Ease of exposing tanks (transparent) to sunlight.
• Reduced risk for toxic interaction with module environment.
The need for the cultures is in relation to CELSS food growth experimentation.
Cultures are to be drawn off from the tanks into a work module for
experimentation.
Ref 1, p 30 suggests the use of sunlight for transparent containers. Possible
toxicity of cultures is noted in the literature, Ref 2, p 39 and Ref 3, p 57.
The foregoing considerations suggest the use of a pallet.
Culture nominal temperature in the tanks will probably be in the range similar
to the normal values for human beings (20 to 26 C)•. However, Ref 4, p 17 notes
a test at 30 C with one culture type.
GDC-ASP-83-002
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0343	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Four tanks are chosen to hold the cultures, each at 80 gallons. Ref 1, p 30
mentions tanks of about 200 gallons, however, the 80-gallon size seems suited
to the pallet concept. Culture weight, water based, in 320 gallons is about
2500 lb; weight of four tanks (dry) is estimated at about 300 lb (minimum).
Total weight, tank plus culture becomes 2800 lb. ( 1300 kg).
CDC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 0400	 ELEMENTNAME RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
ACCOMODATION:	 Cl ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G.. SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT ANG CHECKOUT)













STATION HRS PER SERVICE
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
4	 1 HRS PER DAY ( INTERNAL) 26 days per month
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 GAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIREO
	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
3 NOT APPLICABLE
	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/ REMOVAL





S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. Station operations
3. Crew activity description: Monitor control/manipulate, measure/
record, load/unload samples, clean out equipment, preserve and
package samples. Repair equipment as required.
Some equipment operates 24 hours per day
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
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Payload Element Name: Research and Development Facility
Reference Documents:
1.	 TRW Report MPS .6-80-286, Vol. II, NEC Payloads Handbook," 30 January
1981.
Narrative:
This is a general purpose R&D fac i 1 i ty for Materials Science research and
physics and chemistry experiments in fluid behavior, chemical reactions and
combustion. Limited product analytical capabilities are included, therefore,
most analyses must be conducted after the products are returned to ground
laboratories.
The facility contains three sets of processing modules and three corresponding
support modules as shown below.
,m
Since the four furnaces share one support module, only one can be operated at
a time.
Equipment physical characteristics were derived from Ref 1. They are
summarized in Table 0400-1.
Launch date and mission duration were derived.
The following general comments apply to 0400, 0401, and 1200 th ru 1205:
GDC -ASP-8 3-002	 Page 2	 of 3
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 0400	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
1. Description data for all attached payload elements is based upon MPS
.6-80-286, Vol. II, MEC Payloads Handbook ( TRW). All mass and volume
values include a 25% growth factor.
2. Power levels shown are for the largest specimen sizes.




Advanced Solidification Experiment System
BIO	 Biological








High Gradient Directional Solidification
IEF	 Isolectric Focusing
SCG	 Solution Crystal Growth
SEC	 Stationary Electrophoresis Column
VCG	 Vapor Crystal Growth
4. The source data expresses equipment size in terms of volume rather than
dimensions. In a manned laboratory the equipment would be packaged in
equipment racks, or with dimensions similar to racks. Therefore, to
derive the L by E by H dimensions required for the Payload Element Data
Sheets, rack cross -sections of 2m high by 0.751m deep were assumed. The
rack length was then calculated by: L = V m
J' .^]
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(QTY) MASS VOLPE MASS
	
VOLPE MASS VOLUME
kg m kg	 m33 kg m3
ASES/HGDS (1) 512 1.4
FZ (1) 186 0.5
VCG (1) 100 0.5 488	 2.25 1336 5.15
SCG (1) 50 0.5
BIO (2) 30 0.1 170	 0.5 200 0.6
Fluids/
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GDCD CODE 0401	 ELEMENT NAME R&D/PROOF OF CONCEPT FACTLTT Y
ACCOMODATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1994	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EIiA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
I STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)	 26 days per month








q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA. HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S)	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 p EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. Station operations
3. Crew activity description: monitor, control/manipulate, measure/record,
load/unload samples, clean out equipment, analyze samples, preserve
and package samples. Repair equipment as required.
Some equipment operates 24 hours per day.
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
^• - - A. • 	..	 a
Q%n
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Code: GDCD 0401	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS




1.	 TWR Report MPS .6-80-286, Vol. II, NEC Payloads Handbook", 30 January
1981.
Narrative:
This facility provides materials Science R&D capabilities in all MPS areas,
	 F
and supports proof of concept expperiments. It includes the same furnace and
fluids/chemistry equipment as P/L-0400, but expands the BID capabilities by a
factor of three and adds containerless processing capabilties. Moderate
product analysis capabi lties are included.
The facility contains four sets of processing modules and four corresponding
sets of support modules as shown below
PROCESSING MODULE	 SUPPORTMODULE	 Pwr, kW
ASFS/HGDS	 (1)




EMC (1) 1	 2.5-25 25/35
ESC (1)
BIO (6) 1	 1.0-10
F/C (1) 1	 0.2-1.0
The furnaces share support modules and only one can be operated at a time per
support module.
Equipment physical characteristics were derived from Ref 1. They are
summarized in Table 0401-1.
Launch date and mission duration were derived.
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Code: GDCD 0401
	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS 	
Appendix I
1. Description data for all attached payload elements is based upon MPS
.6-80-286, Vol. II MEC Payloads Handbook (TRW). All mass and volume
values include a 2h growth factor.
2. Power levels shown are for the largest specimen sizes.
3. Abbreviations used are as follows:
AC	 Acoustic Containers
ASES	 Advanced Solidification Experiment System
BID	 Biological
CFE
	 Continuous Flow Electrophoresis
EMC	 Electromagnetic Containerless




HGDS	 High Gradient Directional Solidification
IEF	 Isolectric Focusing
SCG	 Solution Crystal Growth
SEC	 Stationary Electrophoresis Column
VCG	 Vapor Crystal Growth
4. The source data expresses equipment size in terms of volume rather than
dimensions. In a manned laboratory the equipment would be packaged in
equipment racks, or with dimensions similar to racks. Therefore, to
derive the L by W by H dimensions required for the Payload Element Data
Sheets, rack cross-sections of 2m high by 0.75m deep were assumed. The
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(QTY) MASS	 VOLPE MASS	 VOLPE MASS VOLPE
kg	 mss kg	 mss kg mss
ASES/HGDS (1) 512	 1.4
FZ (1) 186	 0.5
VCG (1) 100	 0.5 488	 21 .25 1336 5.15
SCG (1) 50	 0.5
AC (1) 288	 1.0




BID (6) 90	 0.3 260	 0.9 350 1.2
Fluids/
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE 1000	 ELEMENT NAME GEOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE
ACCOMOOATION: 	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE




q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONALSUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY ( INTERNAL)










STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1995	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE	 '
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. are accounted for in
	 GDCD 172 payload
which accommodates the requirements of the payload element.
TOTAL EVA HRS	 0
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Am
Payload Element Name: Geological Reconnaissance
Reference Documents:
1. Mobil Research b Development Corporation, USer Fact Sheet
Narrat've:
Ref 1 describes a two-phase plan: 1) Station attach for experimental phase; 2)
free-flyer for operational phase. The payload element described is the
commercial free-flyer.
All data is based on REF 1.
GDCD Payload elements 0174 and 0175 in the Science and Application - Earth
Exploration Discipline appear adequate to provide sensors and facility in
which experimental development can be conducted. GDCD Payload element 0172
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Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 1001	 ELEMENT NAME REMOTE ATMOSPHERIC SENSING
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE








EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)








q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(s) 2000	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. are accounted for in
	 GDCD 0262 and 0206
payload which accommodates the requirements of this payload
element.
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
GOC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book
Code: GDCD 1001
	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Remote Atmospheric Sensing
Reference Documents:
1. Southern California Edison Company, User Fact Sheet.
Narrative:
Ref 1 describes a geosynchronous orbit accommodation for real-time pollutant
monitoring. Instrument development for this commercial application could be
accommodated on a NASA Science and Applications payload element (GDCD 0262)
Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellite (MAPS). The operation satellite
would also monitor those weather conditions relative to pollutant monitoring
and contributing to optimizing power plant operations. Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) Follow-on GDCD 0206 could provide
the desired real-time coverage for this payload element.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE	 1002	 ELEMENT NAME COTTON ACREAGE AND PRODUCTION
ACCOMODATION:	 q ATTACHED
	
® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS - EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G.. REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
99 NOT APPLICABLE	 .
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
El NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
S. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1995	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN I THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. are accounted for in
	 GDCD 0172 payload




GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 1LL?	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element	 Worldwide Cotton Acreage and Production
Reference Documents:
1. Cotton Incorporated, User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
Flight date and orbit altitude data is derived. The remaining data is from Ref
1. NASA Payload element GDCD 0172 Operational Land Systems is adequate to
accommodate this payload element requirements.
GDC-ASP-83-002
Volume 11, Book 1
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION
GOCO CODE 1003	 ELEMENTNAME PETROLEUM AND MINERAL LOCATION
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS
	
EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMSIOTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)










STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
DATE IS)	 1995	 INT. HRS.
	
EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES ( BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and. 5 are accounted for in
	 GDCD 0172 payload
which accommodates the requirements of this payload element
2. Assumes electronic sensors vs film










Volume II, Book 1
Code: GDCD 1003	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	 Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Petroleum and Mineral Location
Reference Documents:
1. Amoco Production Co., User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
The data is based on Ref 1 that suggests two possibilities for future natural
resources data acquisition:
1. Cameras
2. High Resolution Scanners
The High Resolution Scanner approach was selected as most cost effective for
the 1990 era to reduce logistic requirements and the probability of multiple
service trips by the spacecraft or STS or TMS/OTV to retrieve/resupply film. A
free-flyer accommodation was assumed due to the specific orbit paramaters
required by the payload element.
The weight of this P/L element is for sensors only, which would be
accommodated as part of a Leasecraft-type spacecraft.
Objectives accomplished by 0172.
C*O
GDC-ASP-83-002





ID	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT NAME
N0.
1100 Small Communication Satellite
1101 Medium Communication Satellite
1102 Large Communication Satellite
1103 Experimental Geo Platform
1104 Operational Geo Platform
1105 Reserved
1106 Large Deployable Antenna
1107 RFI Measurements
1108 Laser Communications
1109 Open Envelope Tube
1110 Spaceborne Interferometer
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ORIGINAL PiiGE ?'S	 Volume 11, Book 1
OF POOR QUALITY	 Appendix I
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GDC-ASP-83-002
PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 1100	 ELEMENT NAME SMALL COMMUNICATIONS SATFI I TTFS
ACCOMOOATION:	 Q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 ® OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEISI 1990	 INT. HRS	 8	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
thru 2000
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3_ STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)








STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.







EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Task is to transfer satellite to OTV (when available) and verify
mating operations (2 men x 4 hrs. = 8 man hours)
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 5





Payload Element Name: Small Communications Satellite
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station Study, Commercial Communications Satellites, SPACECOM, Feb.
83, (GDC subcontract)
2. Task II Report Planning Assistance for the 30/20 GHz Program - Worldwide
Market Demand Forecast, Western Union Report Sponsored by NASA, June 1981.
3. STS Mission Model 1983-2000, Advanced Planning Division, NASA
Headquarters, Dec. 10, 1982
4. Mission Requirements and Network Support Forecast (STDN No. 803), Goddard
Space Flight Center, Dec/Jan 1982/1983
5. The Satellite Communications Market in North America, 1982-1991, Frost
and Sullivan, July 1981
6. The Market, SPACECOM Study, 4-5/1982 Presentation
7. Space Operations Center Systems Analysis Study Extension, Final Report,
Volume I Executive Summary, By Boeing Aerospace, January 1982.
8. Growth and Status of Commercial Communications Satellites, NASA/LeRC,
Oct. 15, 1982
9. A 25-Year Forecast for Commercial COMSA TS and the Congestion of the
Geostationary Arc, Future Systems Inc., Nov. 1977
10. Future of Communications Satellites, STS Users Conference, Sept. 1982, By
Goddard Space Flight Center
11. National Space Outlook, National Space Club, June 22-23, 1982
12. Nominal Mission Model, Rev. 6, PS01 MSFC, 30 Sept. 1982.
Narrative:
The method used to estimate commercial communication satellite traffic is
documented in Ref 1. References 2-11 contain projections made in various
studies and were used as primary sources. Plots of seven principal traffic
projections are in Figure 1. Figure 2 presents the two extremes and an average
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Table 1 presents traffic projections for three size classes of satellites as
made by three separate sources (Ref 9, 1, 3) along with an average. The
averages from Figure 2 and Table 1 are essentially equal. Ref 12 and internal
analyses were used to validate satellite weights. Lengths were derived based
on a modest improvement in density from current satellites. As most of the
missions occur in the frame when an OTV is available, kick motors are not
included. A more optimum packaging design could be forecast, which would
reduce transportation costs.
Separate payload elements are defined for each payload class and identified as
small, medium, and large communication satellites.
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00—STS MISSION MODEL 1983.2000
NASA. DECEMBER 1982
*—STDN NO. 903 SHUTTLE MANIFEST
DECEMBERIJANUARY 1982.1983
A —THE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
MARKET IN NORTH AMERICA
1981 .1981, FROST AND SULLIVAN
*—THE MARKET, SPACECOM STUDY,
APRIL 1982
(:]A —SOC SYSTEMS ANALYSIS STUDY EX-
TENSION VOL I. JUNE 1982
--"A 28-YEAR FORECAST FOR COM-
MERCIAL COMSATS AND THE CON-
GESTION OF THE GEOSTATIONARY
ARC", FSI, 1977
*—FUTURE OF COMMUNICATIONS SAT-
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MODEL A MODEL B MODEL C AVG.
YEAR SMALL MEDIUM LARGE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE
81 — — — 5130 0 0 — — — 4 0 0
82 9 • 0 312 0 0 — — — 5 4 0
83 10 t 1 512 211 0 5 0 2 53 3 1
84 10 9 2 513 311 0 7 0 2 6 3 1
85 14 t 1 513 312 1 17 0 0 10 3 1
86 9 12 4 414 412 210 17 2 2 83 5 2
87 12 10 6 013 413 510 21 4 0 9 5 2
88 11 12 6 ON 313 910 1217 310 311 7 4 4
89 14 10 6 013 013 1211 1016 510 _NO _ 7 _— 4—	 — 6 —_
00
_11 _	 _12 7 _012 _	 _015 _7511 1015 _	 _312 211 6 4 5
91 11 12 9 0 015 1311 919 311 2(3 6 4 6
92 10 13 10 0 015 1513 20110 312 212 B 6 6
93 13 11 9 0 015 1713 22113 114 113 10 1 7
94 11 10 11 0 Olt 1917 26114 0 1012 10 3 10
95 11 is 11 0 O 2017 17121 310 813 10 4 10
96 t 13 13 0 0 2219 1216 310 1017 5 3 12
97 9 13 13 0 0 26110 17111 0 1115 7 3 13
96 11 11 12 0 0 30111 1219 0 916 6 3 14
99 8 13 14 0 0 33112 14110 0 516 6 3 14
00 _—B 13 17 0----0 38115 17110 0 1113 7 _—3 17




— — 8 13 14
02 7 12 /8 — — — — — — 7 12 1t
SMALL	 UP TO 1800 Ib& (RCA SATCOMINUGHES 376 CLASS)
MEDIUM 1900-45001bs. (FORD INTELSAT V CLASS)
LARGE	 51001bs.+	 ITORSS CLASS)
•HIGHILOW MODEL
266.592.217
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GOCO CODE 1101	 ELEMENTNAME MED COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ^,] FREE FLYER	 OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS 8	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREWth ru -20UT—
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
© NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)






q TMS/OTV REQUIREO	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	







EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Task is to transfer satellite to OTV (when available) and verify
mating operations (2 men x 4 hours = 8 man hours)
TOTAL EVA HRS _-
of
^ . • - - /1. I • r .. -X- h
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Payload Element Name. Medium Communications Satellite
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station Study, Commercial Communications Satellites, SPACECOM, Feb.
83, (GDC subcontract)
2. Task II Report Planning Assistance for the 30/20 GHz Program - Worldwide
Market Demand Forecast, Western Union Report Sponsored by NASA, June 1981.
3. STS Mission Model 1983-2000, Advanced Planning Division, WASA
Headquarters, Dec. 10, 1982
4. Mission Requirements and Network Support Forecast (STDN No. 803), Goddard
Space Flight Center, Dec/Jan 1982/1983
S. The Satellite Communications Market in North America, 1982-1991, Frost
and Sullivan, July 1981
6. The Market, SPACF'COM Study, 4-5/1982 Presentation
7. Space Operations Center Systems Analysis Study Extension, Final Report,
Volume I Executive Summary, By Boeing Aerospace, January 1982.
8. Growth and Status of Commercial Communications Satellites, NASA/LeRC,
Oct. 15, 1982
9. A 25-Year Forecast for Commercial COMSATS and the Congestion of the
Geostationary Arc, Future Systems Inc., Nov. 1977
10. Future of Communications Satellites, STS Users Conference, Sept. 1982, By
Goddard Space Flight Center
11. National Space Outlook, National Space Club, June 22-23, 1982
12. Nominal Mission Model, Rev. 6, PS01 MSFC, 30 Sept. 1982.
Narrative:
The method used to estimate commercial communication satellite traffic is
documented in Ref 1. References 2-11 contain projections made in various
studies and were used as primary sources. Plots of seven principal traffic
projections are in Figure 1. Figure 2 presents the two extremes and an average
of Figure 1 data. Not all of these data distinguish between satellite sizes.
.:J
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Table 1 presents traffic projections for three size classes of satellites as
made by three separate sources (Ref 9, 1, 3) along with an average. The
averages from Figure 2 and Table 1 are essentially equal. Ref 12 and internal
analyses were used to validate satellite weights. Lengths were derived based
on a modest improvement in density from current satellites. As most of the
missions occur in the frame when an OTV is available, kick motors are not
included. A more optimum packaging design could be forecast, which would
reduce transportation costs.
Separate payload elements are defined for each payload class and identified as
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go —STS MISSION MODEL 1983.2000
NASA, DECEMBER 1982
$—STDN NO. 803 SHUTTLE MANIFEST
DECEMBERMANUARY 1982.1983
A—THE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
MARKET IN NORTH AMERICA
1981 .1991, FROST AND SULLIVAN
0—THE MARKET, SPACECOM STUDY,
APRIL 1982
q A —SOC SYSTEMS ANALYSIS STUDY EX-
TENSION VOL. 1, JUNE 1982
Q —"A 2&YEAR FORECAST FOR COM-
MERCIAL COMSATS AND THE CON-
GESTION OF THE GEOSTATIONARY
ARC", FBI, 1977
^—FUTURE OF COMMUNICATIONS SAT-
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0RFGir,'Rl. P,'A^'7
OF POOR
MODEL A MODEL 8 MODEL C AVG.
YEAR SMALL MEDIUM LARGE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE
81 — — — 5130 0 0 — — — 4 0 0
92 9 8 0 312 0 0 — — — 6 4 0
83 10 e 1 612 211 0 6 0 2 6.5 3 1
84 10 9 2 513 311 0 7 0 2 6 3 1
85 14 9 1 513 312 1 17 0 0 10 3 1
N 9 12 4 4/4 412 210 17 2 2 ILA 5 2
87 12 10 8 013 413 510 21 4 0 9 5 2
a 11 12 6 014 313 910 1217 310 311 7 4 4
99 14 10 8 013 _013_ 1211 1016 &V 410 7 4 8 _
— &:r- ^/5 1511 — 1015 312 711—
91 11 12 9 0 015 1311 919 311 213 6 4 6
92 10 13 10 0 015 1513 20110 312 212 8 5 6
93 13 11 9 0 016 1713 22113 114 113 10 4 7
94 11 10 11 0 Olt 1917 26114 0 1012 10 3 10
95 11 16 11 0 0 2017 17121 310 913 10 4 10
96 8 13 13 0 0 2219 1216 310 1017 5 3 12
97 9 13 13 0 0 26110 17111 0 1115 7 3 13
98 11 11 12 0 0 30111 1219 0 916 6 3 14
9! 8 13 14 0 0 33112 14/10 0 616 6 3 14
00 ^_f 13 17 0 0 39115 17170 0 1113
_J_ ___3 17






— — 8 13 14
02 7 12 18 — — — — — — 7 12 19
SMALL	 UP TO 1900 4s. IRCA SATCOMIHUGHES 376 CLASS)
MEDIUM 19004600 lbs. WORD INTELSAT V CLASS)
LARGE
	 5100 lbs. +	 ITORSS CLASS)
•HIGIVLOW MODEL
2µ.f9]417
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GOCO CODE 1102	 ELEMENTNAME LARGE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 &] OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY /ATTACHMENT  AND CHECKOUT)
O TE ,(u) 199_ INT. HRS 12	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE




q TMSIOTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONALSUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER GAY (INTERNAL)






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
ZI NOT APPLICABLE
	







EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Task is to transfer satellite to OTV (when available) and verify
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Payload Element Name: Large Communications Satellite
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station Study, Commercial Communications Satellites, SPACECOM, Feb.
83, (GDC subcontract)
2. Tas-. II Report Planning Assistance for the 30/20 GHz Program - Worldwide
Mai:et Demand Forecast, Western Union Report Sponsored by NASA, June 1981.
3. STS Mission Model 1983-2000, Advanced Planning Division, NASA
Headquarters, Dec. 10, 1982
4. Mission Requirements and Network Support Forecast (STDN No. 803), Goddard
Space Flight Center, Dec/Jan 1982/1983
5. The Satellite Communications Market in North America, 1982-1991, Frost
and Sullivan, July 1981
6. The Market, SPACECOM Study, 4-5/1982 Presentation
7. Space Operations Center Systems Analysis Study Extension, Final Report,
Volume I Executive Summary, By Boeing Aerospace, January 1982.
8. Growth and Status of Commercial Communications Satellites, NASA/LeRC,
Oct. 15, 1982
9. A 25-Year Forecast for Commercial COMSATS and the Congestion of the
Geostationary Arc, Future Systems Inc., Nov. 1977
10. Future of Communications Satellites, STS Users Conference, Sept. 1982, By
Goddard Space Flight Center
11. National Space Outlook, National Space Club, June 22-23, 1982
12. Nominal Mission Model, Rev. 6, PS01 MSFC, 30 Sept. 1982.
Narrative:
The method used to estimate commercial communication satellite traffic is
documented in Ref 1. References 2-11 contain projections made in various
studies and were used as primary sources. Plots of seven principal traffic
projections are in Figure 1. Figure 2 presents the two extremes and an average
of Figure 1 data. Not all of these data distinguish between satellite sizes.
•
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Table 1 presents traffic projections for three size classes of satellites as
made by three separate sources (Ref 9, 7, 3) along with an average. The
averages from Figure 2 and Table 1 are essentially equal. Ref 12 and internal
analyses were used to validate satellite weights. Lengths were derived based
on a modest improvemprrt in density from current satellites. As most cf the
missions occur in the frame when an OTV is available, kick motors are not
included. A more optimum packaging design could be forecast, which would
reduce transportation costs.
Separate payload elements are defined for each payload class and identified as
small, medium, and large communication satellites.
J
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00 —STS MISSION MODEL 1983.2000
NASA, DECEMBER 1982
O—STDN NO. 803 SHUTTLE MANIFEST
DECEMBERMANUARY 1982.1983
A—THE SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
MARKET IN NORTH AMERICA
1981-1991, FROST AND SULLIVAN
Q—THE MARKET, SPACECOM STUDY,
APRIL 1982
q Q —SOC SYSTEMS ANALYSIS STUDY EX-
TENSION VOL I, JUNE 1982
Q —"A 2&YEAR FORECAST FOR COM-
MERCIAL COMSATS AND THE CON-
GESTION OF THE GEOSTATIONARY
ARC", FSI, 1977
*—FUTURE OF COMMUNICATIONS SAT-
ELLITES, STS USERS CONFERENCE,
SEPTEMBER 1982, GSFC
1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 2001
YEAR
	 266.592-215
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Code: GDCD 1102	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
ORIGINAL PAGE i9
OF POOR QUALITY










, . * . - Ojb. '. " .. -77^ '^L
MODEL A MODEL B MODEL C AVG.
YEAR SMALL MEDIUM LARGE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE
513• 0 0 — — — 4 0 0
82 9 8 0 3lZ 0 0 — — — 5 4 0
83 10 8 1 512 211 0 5 0 2 55 3 1
84 10 9 2 513 311 0 7 0 2 6 3 1
85 14 8 1 513 312 1 17 0 0 10 3 1
86 9 12 4 414 412 210 17 2 2 6.5 5 2
87 12 10 6 013 413 510 21 4 0 9 5 2
Be 11 12 6 014 313 910 121 310 311 7 4 4
89 14 10 6









_ 015 1511 1015 312 2J1 6 4 5
91 11 12 9 0 015 1311 919 311 213 6 4 6
92 10 13 10 0 015 1513 20110 312 212 8 6 6
93 13 11 9 0 015 1713 22113 114 113 10 4 7
94 11 10 11 0 011 1917 26114 0 1012 10 3 10
95 11 16 11 0 0 2017 17121 310 813 10 4 10
96 8 13 13 0 0 2219 1216 310 1017 5 3 12
97 9 13 13 0 0 26110 17111 0 1115 7 3 13
98 11 11 12 0 0 30111 1219 0 916 6 3 14
99 8 13 14 0 0 33112 14110 0 516 6 3 14





1401 8 13 14 — — — — — — 8
02 7 12 18 — — — — — — 7 12 18
SMALL	 UP TO 1800 Ibs. (RCA SATCOMIHUGHES 376 CLASS)
MEDIUM 1900.4500 Ibs. (FORD INTELSAT V CLASS)
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 1103	 ELEMENT NAME EXPERIMENTAL GEO PLATFORM
ACCOMODATION:
	 ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 Q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1990 	 INT. HRS 40	 EVA HRS 15	 EVA CREW 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 130 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 I_
® TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	











S. NOTES !BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Task is to ready platform for
'
 launch
Internal hours based on crew of 2 each working 4 hours/day for
5 days for a total of 40 hours.
EVA is based on 1 man 3 hours/day for 5 days
2. One in situ service/revisit at GEO assumed
TOTAL EVA HRS 15
.J
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 1103	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Experimental GEO Platform
Reference Documents:
1.	 Nominal Mission Model, Rev. 6, MSFC PSO1, 30 Sept 1982
Narrative:
The detailed description of this pa load was obtained from prior GDC studies.
The experimental GEO platform will be a satellite of about 10-12k lb.
Consisting of mostly communications (85%) and some multidiscipline experiments
(15%). It will be carried by the Shuttle to LEO, where antennas and other
appendages will be deployed before t is transferred to GEO (at low thrust) by
the OTV.
Ref 1 shows the launch as taking place in 1989; more realistically it will be
at least 1990 before the mission is accomplished.
Although listed as a commercial P/L element in accordance with LaRC
payload-categorization, this is a NASA provided payload element, per Ref 1.
mbM
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 1104	 ELEMENT NAME OPERATIONAL GEO PLATFORM
ACCOMOOATION:	 q ATTACHED	 © FREE FLYER	 ® OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AN  CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1994 	INT. HRS 20	 EVA HRS	 60	 EVA CREW 2
thru 2000
q NOT APPLICABLE







TMSIOTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STA110N OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
E3 NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIaS.
L,• TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.





INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Internal hours based on 4 Tours/day for 5 days
EVA hours based on crew of 2 working
	 hours/day for 5 da.,s
2. One service/revisit every year 1995 G.,1 on through 2000.
2 revisits planned in 1997 and 2000 (8 total)
GDC -ASP-83-002
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Payload Element Name: Operational GEO Platform
Reference Documents:
1.	 Nominal Mission Model, Rev. 6, MSFC PS01, 30 Sept. 1982
Narrative:
The detailed description of these payloads was obtained from prior GDC
studies. There will be two platforms, one consisting of five modules and the
other six modules. Each module will re uire an OTV flight to GEO, where it
will be mated with the other modules. Each module will be roughly the size
and weight of the experimental GEO platform.
Although listed as a commercial payload element in accordance with LaRC
payload categorization; the first two platform modules will be provided as
NASA payload elements per Ref 1.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 1106	 ELEMENT NAME LARGE DEPLOYABLE ANTENNA
	ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
	
OATE(S) 1992	 INT. HRS 5	 EVA HRS 10	 EVA CREW 2
	
1994	 3	 10	 2
q NOT APPLICA81 E






q TMSIOTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRSPER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SU PPO RT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
5	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED
	








OATE(S) 1992	 INT. HRS.
	
EVA HRS 10	 EVA CREW	 2
	
1994	 _ 0	 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
G. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. EVA req. for construction assist and surface measurement.
3. OP support req. for 2 periods of 14 days each for performance
monitoring (28 days total)
5. Ready for earth return
TOTAL EVA HRS 40
s.. / .. Tr
► , r+11
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Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 1106	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Large Deployable Antenna
Reference Documents:
Supplied by SPACECOM under subcontract to GDC
Narrative:
The Space Station would provide the "bus" housing and support for the
undeployed antenna brought to orbit by the shuttle. The antenna would be
placed on the station where it could be observed during the deployment
sequence. If communications experiments are to be conducted with the antenna,
such as WI, then the station would provide electrical power, a stable
platform, and a location for the RF equipment.
The astronauts would have the responsibility to set up the experiment,
position the antenna on the station, photograph the antenna deployment,
perform the surface accuracy measurements employing RF or laser scanning
techniques and conduct communications or RFI measurements with the antenna.
When the antenna experiment is completed, the astronaut is to cut the antenna
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCD CODE 1107	 ELEMENT NAME	 2FI MEASUREMENTS
ACCOMOOATION:	 Q ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1994	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQU'REO 	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.5	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 7 GAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. _ 2
q TMS/OTV REaIJIREO	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 2






1994	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station OPS
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Volume II, Book
Code: GDCD 1101	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: RFI Measurements
Reference Documents:
Supplied by SPACECOM under subcontract to GDC
Narrative:
A need exists to be able to detect and measure the signal strength of
terrestrial-based radio emissions operating out of band or transmitting higher
than permitted signal levels. The FCC attemp ts to monitor these emnissions b^
ground-based vehicles. A low-altitude satellite containing a sensitive
receiver and high G /T antenna should be capable of detecting sources of
terrestrial transmissions in frequency bands of interest, determine its
spectral signature and antenna pattern and locate the source ( to a few
kilometers). To accomplish this experimental test, a large antenna having a
"zoom" capability to narrow its beam coverage will be required, plus a low
noise receiver and a spectrum analyzer. The antenna should have a capability
to operate within a frequency range from 100 MHz to 30 GHz.
A sc4entist-astronaut on the Space Station can aid this experiment by setting
up the antenna, change feeds when required, operate the zoom feature of the
antenna, observe the spectral data, and verify the interfering source's
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix 1
GOCO CODE	 1108	 ELEMENT NAME LASER COMMUNICATIONS
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G.. SET-UPIASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)













q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.(
0.5 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-













EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL
OATEW 1991	 INT. HRS. 2.5	 EVA HRS 2.5	 EVA CREW	 1
1992	 2.5	 2 5	 l
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Set up laser
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Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 1108	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Laser Communications
Reference Documents:
Supplied by SPACECOM under subcontract to GDC
Narrative:
Space Station offers a unique opportunity to develop the technology for
space-to-space, very high data rate communications employing lasers.
Competing laser technologies, such as CO2 and NdYAG can be tested and
results compared for signal /noise, bit error rate, sensitivity to jitter and
capability to lock-on to a receiver or transmitter.
The approach to the conduct of a laser intersatellite test requires that an
optical receiving system be located some distance from the Space Station-based
laser transmitter. This can be accomplished by the deployment of a suitable
equipped subsatellite from the Space Shuttle, use of a shuttle-based pallet or
cooperation with some other laser receiver equipped satellite, U.S. or
international. The Space Station will house an instrument pointing system for
the laser transmitter which should have an accuracy of better than 0.5 degree.
The astronaut-scientist on the station will be responsible for attaching the
laser package to the pointing system and power supply, seeing that the
equipment is operating, assist in calibrating the instrument, point it in the
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GDC-ASP-83-002
PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION
GOCO CODE	 1109	 ELEMENT NAME OPEN ENVELOPE TUBE
ACCOMOOATION:	 j@ ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLYi ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1993	 INT. HRS
	 2	 EVA HRS	 2	 EVA CREW 1
1994	 2	 2	 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.25	 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED
	
STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PEA RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1993	 INT. HRS. 2	 EVA HRS	 2	 EVA CREW	 1
1994	 2	 2	 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)




1. Set up plus station OPS
3. 2 experiments, 1 days each with .25 hours/day req.
5. Station OPS
TOTAL EVA HRS 4 (per fl i aht )
I
y	 7	 t	 4
GDC -ASP-83-002
	






Payload Element Name: Open Envelope Tube
Reference Documents:
Supplied by SPACECOM under subcontract to GDC
Narrative:
A major technical problem to the development of long life, high performance
space communications electronic tubes is the deterioraztion of the vacuum
inside the tube envelope caused by outgassing, overheating, barium deposition,
or insulators and onput window cracking due to thermal stresses. One concept
to maintain vacuum is to utilize the infinite pamping capacity of space by
opening the tube to the space vacuum. Such a tube could be redesigned for
simpler fabrication by eliminating the ion pump employed to maintain vacuum
and the removal of output waveguide windows.
Space Station affords the communications engineer the opportunity to test a
number of competing techniques for tube envelope removal in space. The tube
should be placed on an extendible boom and deployed at a distance from the
station to avoid any contamination. An electrical command from the astronaut
will "blow" the cover. Tube operating characteristics and temperature
distribution in the collector will be measured and transmitted to earth.
- - - -E)
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GDC-ASP-83-002
PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GDCD CODE 1110	 ELEMENT NAME SPACE BORNE INTERFEROMETER
	ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED
	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
	
DATEW 1995	 INT. HRS 8	 EVA HAS	 8 _ EVA CREW	 1
	
1997	 8	 8	 _..1__
Q NOT APPLICABLE




Q TMSIOTV REQUIRED	 STATION HAS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HAS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.5 HAS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HAS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.'
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HAS PER RECONFIG.




OATEiS) 1995	 INT. HRS. 8	 EVA HAS A	 EVA CREW	 1
	
1997	 8	 8	 1
CO NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Set up plus station OPS
	
3. Based on	 flights in 1995 and 1997 of 15 days each with
.25 hours/day required.
5. Station OPS
TOTALEVAHRS 16 (per flight)
14









Code: GDCD 1110	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Spaceborne Interferometer
Reference Do,:uments:
Supplied by SPACECOM under subcontract to GDC
Narrative:
The spaceborne interferometer is a space station system using widely spaced
antennas to track various moving platforms such as airplanes, ships, balloons,
bouys, etc.
This feature could provide an air traffic control or ship coordination
appl ication.
The technology for space-based interferometers needs to be developed and
demonstrated. Potential technical problems of boom deflection and spacecraft
,fitter and stabilization on the location accuracy must be tested. Space
Station affords the opportunity to develop the techniques and demonstrate the
position determination accuracy of interferometers.
Booms of varying length and antennas with different RF feeds could be housed
on Space Station to demonstrate different applications. Aircraft and ship
positioning should use the 1.5 GHz band, while search and rescue and data
collection would use the 401-406 MHz band. The astronauts would install the
antenna and feed booms at the ends of Space Station elements to form a long,
crossed-baseline interferometer. They would periodically inspect the antenna
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	
Volume 11, Bock 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 1111	 ELEMENT NAME MILLIMETER WAVE PROPAGATION
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)








q TMSIOTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
© NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.25HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)








STATION HRS PER RECONFIG. 2











6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Set up plus station OPS
3. 2 flights, 1991 and 1992, 5 days each with .25 hrs/day. Relaunch
in 1993 with continuous monitoring and adjustments from 1993-2000,
0.25 hr/day.
4. Reconfig. for 1993 (launch only)
5. Station OPS for 1991 and 1992 launches. Launch in 1993 continues
after year 2000 and does not require deactivation
TOTAL EVA HRS 4(per flight)
V
fZV






Payload Element Name: Millimeter Wave Propagation_
Reference Documents:
Supplied by SPACECOM under subcontract to GDC
Narrative:
The 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) assigned new frequency
bands for future comsat applications and research needs in the millimeter
waveband (30-300 GHz). Prior to use of these barns for space applications and
communications, the basic characteristics of the frequency band is required,
such as: effects on the signal due to fog, rain, snow, elevation angle, and
terrain. The performance data of the various new RF components, antenna, and
antenna feeds are also to be obtained. Some of the bands of interest to
comsat developers and users are: Broadcast - 41.5 and 48.5 GHz; Mobile-40 and
51 GHz; and Fixed Service - 43/39 GHz. Space Station affords the opportunity
to place various laboratory developed receivers, transmitters, antennas,
feeds, and associated components in space to conduct propagation and
performance (S/N, EIRP, G/T) tests.
The Space Station will provide the platform to house the different antennas
and associated RF equipments and conduct the propagation tests. The
astronauts will be required to connect power lines to the equipments, assure
that the antenna is properly stabilized and observe instruments that indicate
that a proper RF signal is being transmitted. Installation of a new feed
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE 1200	 ELEMENTNAME PILOT PRODUCTION - BIOLOGICAL PROCESSING FACILITY
ACCOMODATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)












STATION HRS PER SERVICE
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL-SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
4	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL) 26 days per month.
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIG&
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED
	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
13 NOT APPLICABLE
	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATION/REMOVAL





B. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. Station operations.
3. Crew activity description: Monitor, control/manipulate, measure/record,
load/unload samples, preserve and store samples, clean out equipment.
Repair equipment as necessary
Some equipment operates 24 hours per day
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Payload Element Name: Pilot Production - Biologicall Processing Facility
Reference Documents:
1.	 TRW Report MPS .6-80-286, Vol. II, NEC Payloads Handbook", 30 January
1981
Narrative:
This is a pilot production facility for biological processing process
development and optimization, and for initial commercial output.
The facility contains processing and support modules as shown below:
Processing Module	 Support Module	 Pwr, kw
CFE	 (10 Columns)
SEC	 (5 Columns)	 1	 2-8/10
IEF	 (10 Columns)
Multiple columns can be run in parallel, but all columns cannot be run
simultaneously.
Equipment physical characteristics were derived from Ref 1, Section 11. They
are summarized in Table 1200-1.
Launch date and mission duration were derived.
1. Descriptive data for all attached payload elements is based upon MPS
.6-80-286, Vol. II, MEC Payloads Handbook (TRW). All mass and volume
values include a 25% growth factor.




Code: GDCD 1200	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
3.	 Abbreviations used are as follows:
Page 2	 of 3




	 Advanced Solidification Experiment System
BID	 Biological
CFE





HGDS	 High Gradient Directional Solidification
IEF	 Isoelectric Focusing
SCG	 Solution Crystal Growth
SEC	 Stationary Electrophoresis Column
VCG	 Vapor Crystal Growth
4.	 The source data expresses equipment sinze in terms of volume rather than
dimensions. In a manned laboratory the equipment would be packaged in
equipment racks, or with dimensions similar to racks. Therefore, to
derive the L by W by H dimensions required for the Payload Element Data
Sheets, rack cross-sections of 2m high by 0.751m deep were assumed. The
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCD CODE	 1201	 ELEMENT NAME PILOT PRODUCTION - CONTAINERLESS PROCESSING
ACCOMOOATION:	 Q ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT.
OATE(S) 1994	 INT. MRS	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2 SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
(0 TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONALSUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
a	 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL) 26 days per month (crew and equipment)
-
H RS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE	 .
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/ REMOVAL
GATES) 1 997	 INT. HRS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. Station operations.
3. Crew activity description: Monitoring, Control/mainpulate, measure/record,
load/unload samples, clean out equipment, package samples.
	TOTAL EVA H RS	 0
ot
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 2
Volume II, Book 1
Code: GDCD 1201	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Pilot Production - Contai nerl ess Processing Fac i 1 i ty
Reference Documents:
1.	 TRW Report MPS .6-80-286, Vol. II, "MEC Payloads Handbook", 30 January
1981
Narrative:
This is a pilot production facility for contai nerl ess processing process
development and optimization, and the initial commercial output.
The facility contains processing and support modules as shown below:
Processing Module	 Support Module	 Pwr, kw
AC	 (2)
EMC (1)	 1	 2.5-12/25
ESC (2)
The furnaces share the support module and either two AC or ESC furnaces or the
EMC furnace can be supported simultaneously.
Equipgent physical characteristics were derived from Ref 1, Sections 6, 7, and
8. They are summarized in Table 1201-1.
Launch date and mission duration were derived.
to
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(QTY) MASS	 VOLUME MASS	 VOLUME MASS	 VOLUME
kg	 m3 kg	 m3 kg	 m3
AC	 (2) 700	 2.0
EMC
	
(1) 1460	 4.8 1040	 4.1 3,900	 12.9
ESC	 (2) 700	 2.0
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 1202	 ELEMENT NAME PILOT PRODUCTION - FURNACE PROCESSING
ACCOMOOATION:$ ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEIS) 1994	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES




EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
4 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL) 26 days per month
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.




EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. 06CTIVATI ON/ REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1 997	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)




Crew activity description: Monitoring, control/manipulate, measure/
record, load/unload samples, clean out equipment, package samples.
Repair equipment as required.
Some equipment operates 24 hours per day.
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Payload Element Name: Pilot Production - Furnace Processing Facility
Reference Documents:
1.	 TRW Report .6-80-286, Vol. II, "MEC Payloads Handbook", 30 January 1981
Narrative:
This is a pilot production facility for several types of furnace processing
process development and optimization, and for initial commercial output.
The facility contains processing and support modules as shown below:
Processinq Module	 Support Module	 Pwr, kw
ASES	 (2)
HGDS	 (2)	 1	 2.5-12/25
VCG	 (5)	 30/50
SCG	 (12) }	 1	 2.5-30
Various combinations of furnaces can be run simultaneously, depending upon
specimen sizes, but all furnaces cannot be run simultaneously.
Equipment physical characteristics were derived from Ref 1, Sections 3, 4, 5,
9, and 10. They are summarized in Table 1202-1.
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Code: GDCD 1202	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
1. Description data for all attached payload elements is based upon MPS
.6-80-286, Vol. II, MEC Payloads Handbook ( TRW). All mass and volume
values include a 25% growth factor.
2. Power levels shown are for the largest specimen sizes.
3. Abbreviations used are as follows:
AC	 Acoustic Containers
ASES	 Advanced Solidification Experiment System
BID	 Biological






HGDS	 High Gradient Directional Solidification
IEF	 Isolectric Focusing
SCG	 Solution Crystal Growth
SEC	 Stationary Electrophoresis Column
VCG	 Vapor Crystal Growth
4. The source data expresses equipment size in terms of volume rather than
dimensions. In a manned laboratory the equipment would be packaged in
equipment racks, or with dimensions similar to racks. Therefore, to
derive the L by W by H dimensions required for the Payload Ilement Data
Sheets, rack Gros:; -sections of 2m high by 0.15m deep were assumed. The
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E	 (Q-i Y) MASS	 VOLUME MASS	 VOLUMEkg	 m3 kg	 m3
ASES (2) 1082	 1.0
HGDS (2) 1125	 2.75 875	 3.8
FZ (1) 310	 1.0
VDG (5) 410	 1.2
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 1203	 ELEMENTNAME COMMERCIAL BIOLOGICALS PROCESSING
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1995	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL) 26 days per month






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
DATES)	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station Operations
3. Crew activity description: Monitor equipment operation, load/unload
products, clean out equipment, perform quality control checks,
preserve and store products. Repair equipment as required.
Equipment operates 24 hours per day.
5. Continues after year 2000
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
tk
-
♦ - - ~t. 'V '1. T 1 . -
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Payload Element Name: Commercial Production - Biol_ogical Processing Facility
Reference Documents:
1.	 TRW Report MPS .6-80-286, Vol. II, NEC Payloads Handbook", 30 January
1981
Narrative:
This is a commercial production facility for biological products.





SEC (10 Columns) 1	 1	 4-16/20
IEF (20 Columns)
Multiple columns can be run in parallel, but all columns cannot be run
simultaneously.
Equipment physical characteristics were derived from Ref 1, Section 11. They
are summarized in Table 1203-1.
Launch date and mission duration were derived.
JI
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(QTY) MASS	 VOLUME	 MASS	 VOLUME MASS	 VOLUME
kg	 m	 kg	 ms kg	 m
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 1204	 ELEMENT NAME COMMERCIAL CONTAINERLESS PROCESSING
ACCOMODATION: 	 92 ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEM8LY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
	
„1n
OATE(S) 1997	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G.. REPLENISHIRESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES _
q TMS/OTV REQUIREO	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE im
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL) 26 days per month
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.











S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station operations.
3. Crew activity description: Monitor equipment operation, load/unload
products, clean out equipment, perform quality.control checks, package
products. Repair equipment as required.
Some equipment operates 24 hours per day.
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Payload Element Name: Commercial Production - Containerless Processing
Facility
Reference Documents:
1.	 TRW Report MPS .6-80-286, Vol. II, NEC Payloads Handbook", 30 January
1981
Narrative:
This is a commercial production facility using containerless processing.
The facility contains processing and support modules as shown below:
Processing Module 	 Support Module	 Pwr, kw
AC	 (3)	 1	 26
EMC
	 (1)	 1	 12	 26/38
ESC	 (3)	 1	 26
Each type of processing module can be run simultaneously. Chambers can be run
simultaneously for small specimens, and singly for large specimens.
Equipment physical characteristics were derived from Ref 1, Section 6, 7, and
8. They are summarized in Table 1204-1.
Launch date and mission duration were derived.
__.... - AN.. ", .. -W.. 21. - - -
	 JI
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Code: GDCD 1204	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
1. Description data for all attached payload elements is based upon MPS
.6-80-286, Vol. II, MEC Payloads Handbook (TRW). All mass and volume
values include a 25% growth factor.
2. Power levels  shown are for the largest specimen sizes.
3. Abbreviations used are as follows:
AC	 Acoustic Containers
ASES
	 Advanced Solidification Experiment System
BID	 Biological








High Gradient Directional Solidification
IEF	 Isolectric Focusing
SCG	 Solution Crystal Growth
SEC	 Stationary Electrophoresis Column
VCG	 Vapor Crystal Growth
4. The source data expresses equipment size in terms of volume rather than
dimensions. In a manned laboratory the equipment would be packaged in
equipment racks, or with dimensions similar to racks. Therefore, to
derive the L by W by H dimensions required for the Payload Element Data
Sheets, rack cross-sections of 2m high by 0.15m deep were assumed. The




Code: GDCD 1204	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
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kg	 m3	 kg	 m3
AC	 (3)	 1100	 3.4	 500	 2.3
EMC	 (1)	 1460	 4.8	 1040	 4.1
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1205	 ELEMENT NAME COMMERCIAL FURNACE PROCESSING
ACCOMOOATION:	 Q ATTACHED
	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1997	 INT. MRS
	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE








STATION MRS PER SERVICE
EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
8 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL) 26 days per month
-







q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE









6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Station operations.
3. Crew activity description: Monitor equipment operation, load/unload
products, clean out equipment, perform quality control checks, package
products. Repair equipment as required.
Some equipment operates 24 hours per day.
5. Continues after year 2000
TOTAL EVA H RS 0
^I












Payload Element Name: Commercial Production - Furnace Processing Fac i 1 i ty
Reference Documents:
1.	 TRW Report MPS .6-80-286, Vol. II, NEC Payloads Handbook", 30 January
1981
Narrative:
This is a commercial production facility using several types of furnace
processing.






ASES	 (4)	 1	 2-24
HGDS	 (4)	 1	 2.5-40	 40/70
FZ	 (2)	 1	 4-40
VCG	 (5)	 1	 2.5-30
SCG	 (12)	 1	 1.5-14
Each type of processing module can be run simultaneously. FL.naces can be run
simultaneously for small specimens, and in various combinations for large
specimens.
Equipment physical characteristics were derived from Ref 1, Section 3, 4, 5,
9, and 10. They are summarized in Table 1205-1.
Launch date and mission duration were derived.
J. ^. I
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1. Description data for all attached payload elements is based upon MPS
.6-80-286, Vol. II, MEC Payloads Handbook (TRW). All mass and volume
values include a 25% growth factor.
2. Power levels shown are for the largest specimen sizes.
3. Abbreviations used are as follows.
AC	 Acoustic Containers
ASES	 Advanced Solidification Experiment System
BID	 Biological
CFE






HGDS	 High Gradient Directional Solidification
IEF
	 Isolectric Focusing
SCG	 Solution Crystal Growth
SEC	 Stationary Electrophoresis Column
VCG	 Vapor Crystal Growth
4. The source data expresses equipment size in terms of volume rather than
dimensions. In a manned laboratory the equipment would be packaged in
equipment racks, or with dimensions similar to racks. Therefore, to
derive the L by W by H dimensions required for the Payload Element Data
Sheets, rack cross-sections of 2m high by 0.75m deep were assumed. The
rack length was then calculated by: L = 1^  m5 
^I
s r s " -Tt ^	 - j - I
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(QTY) MASS	 VOLUME MASS	 VOLUME
kg	 ms kg	 m
ASES (4) 1512	 2.6 238	 3.8
HGDS (4) 1425	 3.65 875	 3.55
FZ (2) 535	 1.7 440	 2.5
VGC (5) 410	 1.2 240	 1.3
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 1206	 ELEMENT NAME ELECTROPHORESIS FREE-FLYER
ACCOMODATION:	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990*	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE *Last activation shown (1 per year starting in 1986,
total of 5)
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY) for each of 5 spacecraft
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
® TMS/OTV>a1S"Rn ALTERNATE	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE 24
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY ( INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
® NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1995*	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE *Last deactivation shown (1 per year starting in 1991,
total of 5)
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload element has orbit transfer propulsion
1. and 5. Station operations
2.Free flyers will be serviced at Space Station at 180 day intervals.
Logistics modules will be exchanged using an RMS-type manipulator.
The support bus will have propellant replenished and repair (if
required) will be by module replacement.
No EVA is planned for servicing.
EVA may be required for contingency repair work
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Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 1206	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Electroporesis Free-Flyer
Reference Documents.
1. "System Requirements for Baseline Materials Processing in Space Payloads
(System Requirements Document)", Document No. SP81-MSFC-2535, June
1981. Prepared by Teledyne Brown Engineering.
2. "Fairchild Leasecraft System", briefing presented on 11 Nov. 1982 at GDC
(Document No. GDC 20-003).
Narrative:
This payload consists of an Electrophoresis Operations in Space (EOS)
production plant coupled to a Leasecraft support bus. The production plant
will consist of Factory and Resupply modules.
The EOS Resupply Module (EOS-RM) provides a means of transporting new
materials (up) and product (down). The EOS Factory Module (EOS-FM) remains on
orbit with the support bus for periods of 5 years with the EOS-RMs being
exchanged at 6-month intervals.
The Leasecraft bus has an augmented power subsystem capable of continuously
supplying 3500 watts to the EOS production plant.
Mass properties for the EOS Free-Flyer are given in Table 1206-1.
Equipment characteristics for the FOS production plant were obtained from Ref
1, Sections 4.3 and 5.3.
Leasecraft characteristics were obtained from Ref 2.
i
- - ~ r F,.. J
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Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 1206	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS




Factory Mo dule (l)	5,000.	 2,268.
Resupply Module - Up( 1 )	 5,000.	 2,268.(Resupply Module - Do
	
(4,700)	 (2,1321
Leasecraf t Dry Weigh j Z ^	 6,000.	 2,722.
Total propellants ((	6,000.	 2,722.
(Useable propellants -95%)( 3 )	 (5,700)	 (2,586)
Launch Weight - Fully Loaded	 22,000.	 9,979.
NOTES:
(1) Ref 1, pp 4-15
(2) Ref 2
(3) GDC estimate
Initial EOS launch in 1986 is from MDAC /Fairchild preliminary planning. Five
free-flyers will be launched and supported by the shuttle between 1986 and
1990. Support can be taken over by the Space Station in 1990, or whenever
convenient to phase in.
This payload will be shuttle supported during the initial operating period.
For Space Station supported operaztions, the Leasecraft bus will return the
payload to the station, periodically and the resupply module will be exchanged
by a space station provided RMS.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION
LOCO CODE	 1207	 ELEMENT NAME ELECTROPHORETIC SEPARATION
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED
	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. MRS	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR. INSPECT, ETC.)
0.5	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-









STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/ REMOVAL
OATE(S)
	
INT. MRS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
Q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. Accommodated in - 0400 facility
3. Seven day mission crew tasks: Monitor, control/manipulate, measure/
record, load/unload samples, preserve and store samples. Crew tasks
are not additive to -0400 crew tasks
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
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Payload Element Name: Electrophonetic Separation
Reference Documents:
1.	 University of Arizona, Biophysics Technology Laboratory, User Fac* Sheet
Narr'--ti ve:
The data was primarily from Ref 1. The objective is the purification of
biomaterials using elec trophonetic purification methods complimentary to those
developed by MDAC. Association of this payload element with accommodating
payload (GDCD 0400) was developed through visit to General Dynamics.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 1208	 ELEMENT NAME CRYSTAL GROWTH
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1992	 INT. HRS
	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
® NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL






6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. are accommodated in -0400 facility
3. Operations of this 6.5 day mission are accounted for in -0400
i.











Payload Element Name: Crystal Growth
Reference Documents:
1.	 Micro Graving Research Associates, User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
The data was primarily from Ref 1. The mission objective is to produce very
high quality gallium arsenide and other electronic crystals in space. MRA
currently has a JEA in final stages of coordination at NASA headquarters.
The relationship of this payload element with accommodating payload (GDCD
1202), was derived from association of payload objectives and requirements.
Mission date, crew level/skill, and crew time were derived.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE	 1209	 ELEMENT NAME METAL CLUSTER & CRYSTAL GROWTH
ACCOMOOATION: 	 C ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TIMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS `£R SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
_HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/ REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. are accommodated in -0400 facility.
3. This is a 15 day mission. Crew tasks are: monitoring, control/
manipulation, measurement/record, load/unload samples, clean
out equipment, unpack and package samples for earth return.
Crew tasks are not additi\e to -0400 crew tasks.
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
2
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Payload Element Name: Metal Crystals and Crystal Growth
Reference Documents:
3M Company, User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
The data was from REf 1. The mission objective is to perform metal cluster
chemistry and grow organic and inorganic crystals in a convection-free
envi ronment.
The relationships of this payload element with accommodating payload (GDCD
0400) was derived based on association of objectives and requirements.
Mission date, crew level/skill, and crew time were derived.
n
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	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
	GOCD CODE 1210	 ELEMENTNAME ENZYME PRODUCTION AND SEPARATTON
	ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMEN AND CHECKOUT)
	
OATE(S) 1990 	INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
Z SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED
0 NOT APPLICABLE
STATION HRS PER SERVICE
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
M'
3. STATION OPERAi ILAALSUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
2	
`9S PER DAY (INTERNAL)









STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	







EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. are accommodated in 
-0400 facility
3. This is a 4 day mission. Crew tasks are: monitoring, measurement/
recording, load/unload samples, preserve and store samples. unpack












Payload Element Name: Enzyme Production and Separation
Reference Documents:
1.	 A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
The data was primarily from Ref 1. The mission involves fermentation of
microorganism producing a useful enzyme andior separation of enzyme
constituents from broth. The association of this payload element with
accommodating payload (GDCD 0400) was derived bi,: a on association of payload
objectives and requirements.
Mission date, crew level/skill,  and crew time were derived.
16
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 1211	 ELEMENT NAME SILICON CRYSTALS
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATEM 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE




q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONALSUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT. ETC.)
8	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. are accommodated in -0400 facility
3. 20 day mission; 20 samples processed. Crew tasks: monitoring, control/
manipulation, measurement/recording, load/unload samples in furnace,
clean equipment, unpack and package products for earth return. Crew
tasks are not additive to -0400.
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Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 1211	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Silicon Crystals
Reference Documents:
1.	 Monsanto Company, User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
The data was primarily from Ref 1. The experiment proposes to produce 25 to
50 millimeter dislocation-free silicon crystal ingots with uniform homegeneous
properties both with respect to dopant distributions and to micro-defect
incorporation. The growth method would be floating zone possibly in a mirror
furnace.
The association with accommodating payload element ( GDCD 0400) was derived
from association of payload objectives and requirements.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 1212	 ELEMENT NAME HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
ACCOMOOATION: 	 Q ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1997	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES




EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3.• STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
_8 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)












EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1997	 INT. HRS.
	
EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. are accommodated in -1205 facility
3. This is a 30 day mission; 30 samples will be processed. Crew tasks:
Monitoring, repair/replacement, load/unload products, clean out
equipment, perform quality control checks. Crew tasks are not
additive to -0400







Volume II, Book 1
Code: GDCD 1212	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	 Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Heat Resistant Alloy Processing
Reference Documents:
1.	 INCO Alloy Products User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
Ob3ective to explore ways of using zero gravity to improve thermal and
corrosion resistance properties of alloys, orbit, mass, power, data, crew size
and hours and special considerations provided by Ref 1. Stated maximum power
level was greater than other estimates. Although it was retained in payload
excellent definition, it is believed to be high and was not used in station
sizing. If such high powers do become required, the modular architectural
will make it possible to satisfy user requirements. Timing, accommodation by
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 1213	 ELEMENT NAME CHEMICAL REACTIONS
ACCOMODATION_	 Q ATTACHED
	
q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION iE.G.. SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
0 NOT APPLICABLE








EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR. INSPECT, ETC.)
0.5 HRS PER OAY (INTERNAL)












EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREA SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/ REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES ( BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5, are accommodated in -0400 facility
3. This is a 7 day mission. Crew tasks are: monitor, control,
manipulate, measure, record, load/unload samples, clean out
equipment, package samples for return to earth. Crew tasks
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Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 1213	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Chemical Reactions
Reference Documents:
1.	 E. I. DuPont de Nemours User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
Objective to determine influence, if arty, of microgravi ty on chemical
relations, orbit, crew involvement, and compatibility considerations provided
in Ref 1. All other data including accommodation by GDCD 0400 were derived.
J^J
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GDCD CODE	 1214	 ELEMENT NAME SPACE ISOTHERMAL FURNACE SYSTEM
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED
	
q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 OAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.5 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED
	
STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.





1990	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. are accommodated in -0400 facility
3. This is a 4 day mission. Crew tasks are:
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Payload Element Name: Space Isothermal Furnace
Reference Documents:
1.	 GTI Corp User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
GTI has a JEA with NASA and was developing a multi-module furnace for
isothermal processing of 220 separate samples at several different
temperatures. Payload element objective, description, orbit, duration, size,
mass, power, acceleration levels, crew size/time, and special considerations
provided by Ref 1. Other data was derived such as crew skill, type and level.
bt
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ID	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT NAME
NO.
	




1302	 Gamma Ray Astronomy
	
1303	 Plants in Controlled Environment Life Support Systems (CELSS)
	
1304	 Controlled Environment Life Support Systems (CELSS)
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 1300	 ELEMENT NAME RADIATION HARDENED COMPt1TER
ACCOMOOATION: 	 $] ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER* q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UPJASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. MRS 4	 EVA MRS 2	 EVA CREW 1
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
MRS PER GAY (INTERNAL)
—







q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG._—
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1995	 INT. HRS. 4	 EVA MRS _2	 EVA CREW 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
*Free flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will require
re-evaluation of all requirements.
1. Installation and initial checkout.
3. This payload element is radiation hardened, general purpose computer
developed and provided by private firm as a resource to Space Station
and users. Assumed to be time shared. Man not required for normal
operations peculiar to this payload element.
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 1300	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Radiation Hardened Computer .
Reference Documents:
1.	 Control Data Corporation, User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
Ref 1 letter showed intent to provide an experiment for a radiation hardened
computer. Control Data also provided the economic portion of the fact sheet.
The mission date was selected consistent with the assumption that the resource
would be required for the earliest Space Station application.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GDCD CODE 1301	 ELEMENT NAME FULL-BODY TELEOPERATOR
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1995	 INT. HRS 24	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
® NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
DATES ► 1999	 INT. HRS. 24	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Initial checkout
3. This payload element provides a portion of the Space Station EVA
function. A specially trained crew member in the pressurized area
controls the operation of a robot outside the station. The EVA
function as described could be used by many payload elements
periodically after it becomes available (est. 1995). Crew hours
for operation are accounted for under payload elements uFing this
equipment. No crew time peculiar to this payload elemen,.
5. Deactivate.
TOTAL EVA HRS 0 J
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 1
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Full-Body Teleoperator
Reference Documents:
1.	 Glob Enterprises, Space Products Division, User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
Ref 1 provides the data for this payload element, including special
considerations. The date was selected consistent with the user desires. The
full-bodied teleoperator would provide the Space Station with a substantial
fraction of EVA functions without crew members leaving the pressurized
volume. Movement systems attached to IVA crewman limbs, head, fingers
directly control a jointed robot outside.
The LXWXH measurements were derived by taking the cube root of Ref 1
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GDCD CODE_ 1302	 ELEMENT NAME GAMMA RAY ASTRONOMY
ACCOMOOATION: 	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., F':PLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q T6j/OTV REaUIREO	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL. SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
-
MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-
MRS PER DAY (EVA)
® NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.











6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
This payload is representative of a class of commercial users interested
in basic research in space.
1. Accommodation is based on capability of GRO (GDCD-0030)
5. Deactivation would occur at next scheduled servicing (1991)
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Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Gamma-Ray Astromony
Reference Documents:
1.	 Bell Labs, User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
Free-flyer accommodation is assumed based on compatibility with Gamma-Ray
Observatory GDCD 0030.
The launch date was derived based on the assumption that the experiment
equipment would be available at the earliest opportunity since balloun flights
are currently being made.
The height dimension is an estimate.
This payload element is assumed to be representative of a class of commercial
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 1303	 ELEMENT NAME	 PLANTS IN CELSS
ACCOMODATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 19
_x_ INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)













EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
S. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(SIi990	INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Activation assumed as part of station OPS
3. Accommodated by GDCO-0341. Added crew time charged to this
payload element for peculiar activities only.
5. Deactivation part of station OPS
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Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Plants in Controlled Environment Life Support Systems
(CELSS)
Reference Documents:
1.	 Texas A&M University, User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
The Ref 1 fact sheet data described two payload elements. The first develops
a facility for supporting algal and plant life. The second (GDCD 1304) uses
the facility in constructing cor,onercial CELSS. Power and weight provided in
the fact sheet primarily applies to the commercial facility.
The 1990 date is extrapolated from fact sheet based similar use in the Space
Stations during the same period.
The Ref to GDCD 0341 accommodation is derived by similarity of
objectives/descriptions.
Crew related data is derived.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCD CODE 1304	 ELEMENT NAME CELSS
ACCOMOOATION: 	 12 ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET- UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEW 1996	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G.. REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES




EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONALSUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED
	













6. NOTES !BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Activation part of station OPS
3. Accommodated by GDCD-034L. This payload element charged only
for additional crew time for peculiar objectives.
5. Deactivation part of station OPS
TOTAL EVA HRS 0
^I.^ w ^ ^ _ s f . / h •T.^ Ty
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Payload Element Name: Controlled Environment Life Support System (CELSS)
Reference Documents:
1.	 Texas A&M University, User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
The Ref 1 fact sheet data described two payload elements. The first develops
a facility for supporting algal and plant life (Ref GDCD 1303). The second
payload element uses the facility in constructing commercial CELSS. LXWXH
data is derived from this cube root of the pressurized volume and applies to
each crew member. The reference to GDCD 0342 accommodation is derived from
similarity of objective/descriptions.
All other data is from Ref 1.
V
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 1305	 ELEMENT NAME COMM- SAT SERVICE/HANDLING
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATE(S) 1992	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
© NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1992	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1, 3 and 5. Accommodation requirements accounted for under
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Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 1305	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Communications Satellite Servicing and Handling
Reference Documents:
1.	 RCA Astro-Electronics, User Fact Sheet
Narrative:
Ref 1 describes two types of user activities.
a. Handling of large communication satellites on orbit
b. New technology experimentation/development for communications
satellites.
GDCD 2504 OTV Payload Handling and GDCD 2505 Payload Servicing and Repair can
accommodate handling requirements of this payload element, while GDCD 1106
Large Deployable Antenna accommodates antenna development objectives.






Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Section 3_._
Discipline Materials & Structures
GDCO
In	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT NAME
NO.
2001 strain and Acoustic Sensors
2002 Spacecraft Materials Technology
2003 Materials and Coatings
2004 Thenaal Shape Control
2005 Dynamics of Flimsy Structures
2006 Active Optics Technology
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1Appendix I
GDCD CODE	 2001	 ELEMENT NAME STRAIN AND ACOUSTIC SENSORS
ACCOMODATION., 	Q ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2 SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 20
q TMSIOTV REOUIREO	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE	 6
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.1 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)








q TMSIOTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.











S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Original placement of sensors part of station OPS
2. Replacement/inspection of sensors 1 day every 6 mos.
3. Operational assurance monitoring
4. Reconfiguration inherent in servicing
5. Sensors not removed from structure - incorporated as
part of basic station.
k
TOTAL EVA H RS 120
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 2
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2001	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Strain and Acoustic Sensors .
Reference Documents:
1.	 Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 Sept 1982, attachment A, p 41
Narrative•
The payload element objective, description, EVA reasons, and special
considerations are based on Ref 1.
All other data is derived.
.... -* -..... w - .. -r.^ T
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Volume II I Book
Code: GDCD 2001	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	 Appendix I
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title: Space Structures Technology
	 Langley Contact: Joseph Heyman
Development
	 MS 499/ X3418
Experiment Title: Spacecraft Strain b Acoustic Emission Sensors
Mission Objectives: Develop technology necessary to examine spacecraft structures
and provide long-term structural verification through
advanced Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE). Test such systems
on early spacecraft missions and improve to meet monitoring
needs.
Mission Description: Advanced acoustic emission sensors designed and built into
the spacecraft structure will be monitored during the mission
by a preprogramed computer. The sensors will be developed
and tested on the ground and will take advantage of our
current RED program output to provide state-of-the-art sensors.
Additional sensors . designed to monitor strain with acoustics
and fiber-optic interferometric sensors which have been
developed at LaRC will be structurally integrated as well.
Benefit:
The life of the Spacestation may very well depend on integrated
ND7 with the structural design and Quantitatively monitoring
material/structural properties during long-term space
environment exposure (environment plus control). Proper monitoring
may both identify problems before they become critical as well
as prevent problems caused by improper control technology.
Justification:	 Need for real Spacestation environment and long duration
tests to evaluate methodology.
Mission Requirements and Capability: Spacestation
Space Station vs. Free Flyer:
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GDCD CODE 2002	 ELEMENT NAME SPACECRAFT MATERIALS TENNOLOGY
ACCOMOOATION:	 (3 ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION IE.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEIS) 1991	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 20
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICF	 5
EVA CREW SIZE 	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.1 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)








q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.









6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN i THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Experimentation starts in 1991. Setup time station OPS
2. 5 hours 2 times a year are allocated for sample placement/retrieval
3. Operational support for examination and measurement
4. Reconfiguration inherent in servicing.
5. Experimentation runs past year 2000.
TOTAL EVA HRS 100
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	 Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation meeting
NASA Hq., 14-15 Sept 1982
Narrative:
Payload element objective, description, EVA reasons and special considerations
are based on Ref 1.
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title:	
-Langley Contact:




To provide a technology data base
in space
for long; term use of advanced materials
Mission Description:
The proposed mission would provide a unique opportunity to develop a
long term space environmental durability data base on advanced
thermal control coatings, adhesives, composites, and polymer films.
Specific experiments would be developed to evaluate the effects of
each exposure parameter, both singly and combined, on the properties
of these materials. Insitu evaluation of properties could be performed.
Benefit:
Long term exposure data is not available, therefore a data base would
be generated that would provide a basis for more efficient space
structure design. The generated data would provide verification for
ongoing materials exposure programs in ground-based facilities.
Justification:
Long term laboratory simulation experiments are expensive and limited
because a complete space environment consisting of extreme ultraviolet,
vacuum, atomic oxygen and thermal cycling cannot be duplicated in the
Earth-b:sed laboratories.
Mission Requirements and Capability:
Space station is required to provide access for specimen removal,
replacement and periodic insitu testing. Power (level TBD) would
be essential. Orbit requirements designed to provide maximum
environmental expooure.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Boo)- 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 2003	 ELEMENT NAME MATFRIAI S ANA rnATTNrr,
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED
	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS






EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 20
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE 	 5
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.1 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)








q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.











G. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Experimentation starts in 1991. Set up time part of Station OPS
2. 5 hours 2 times a year are allocated for sample placement/retrieval
3. Operational support for examination and measurement.
4. Reconfiguration inherent in servicing.
5. Experimentation runs past year 2000
w
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Technology Development Missions, NASA Space Station NAAO Orientation
meeting, NASA Hq., 14-15 Sept 1982, attachment A, p 67
Narrative:
Payload element objective, description, EVA reasons, and special
considerations are based on Ref 1.
All other data is derived.
im
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Volume II, Book
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2003 	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
MATERIALS AND COATING TECHNOLOGY
I. Mission Objective
To provide a technology base for the production of
structural and insulating materials, and optical, thermal, and
absorbing surface coatings capable of sustained performance in
the space environment.
II. Mission Description
Data will be obtained on the effect of given characteristics
of the space environment on critical physical properities of
materials and coatings anticipated for use in future space
projects. Specific areas of investigation include the
degradation of the reflectivity of mirror / antenna metallic
coatings as well as the decrease in the absorbtivity of
low-scatter optical black surfaces when exposed to solar
illumination and solar wind/cosmic ray high energy particle
fluxes. Meteoroid venting of the interstitial spaces of thermal
insulating materials; decreases in the Young's Modulus of
resin - matrix structural composite materials due to cosmic-ray
damage and vacuum effects; and particle contamination of the
thermal-control coatings applied to heat pipes are also
technological concerns. The developed Mission facility will also
have the capbility for investigations in the area of space
polymer chemistry.
III. Benefit
Since the proposed investigation is involved with common
materials and coatings used in varied components of future space
missions, the resulting data will be instrumental In developing
the enabling technology associated with same missions.
IV. Justification
Based on the Rission specifications, it is apparent that the
fundamental requirement for mission operation is long-term
exposure to the particle and radiation fluxes only obtained the
space vacuum environment. A multi-year Mission lifetime will
allow the establishment of time-integrated cumulative effects on
the measured physical parameters. Such a procedure represents a
substantial improvement over the time-accelerated ground-based
testing. Due to the large number of material/coating subsystems
comprising the total mission, manned interaction is needed for
control and data acquistion.
___ . * - - .40. 0 0 - .. -r^ ?^ . - -	
J^
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Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2003 	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
V. Mission Requirements and Capabilites
A) Orbital Parameters- Orbit altitude and inclination angle will
be chosen to allow the requsite solar illumination and
high-energy particle flow rate.
8) Mass, Volume, Operational Envelope- Due to the large
dimensions anticipated for the surface coatings used in future
space projects, the area of the samples investigated in the
proposed 'fission must be on the order of many square meters.
C) Power- The power requirements will depend upon the exact
characteristics of the subsystem technology and measurement
devices employed.
D) Thermal Control- TBD
E) Attitude, Stabilization- Since optical spectrometers of high
positional sensitivity will be utilized in the reflectivity and
absorbtivity measurements, a high degree of stability will be
required of the space station.
F) Viewing- See comment on Orbital Parameters.
G) Environmental Constraints- none.
H,I,J) Data Management, Communications, Crew Timeline, Operations
Schedule, Maintenance, Lifetime- TBD
VI. Space Station vs. Free Flyer
Due to the large physical dimensions, long timescale, and
diverse subsystem experiments requiring manned interaction,
characteristic of this Fission, it can be argued that a Space
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 2004	 ELEMENT NAME THERMAL SHAPE CONTROL
ACCOMOOATION:(X^ ATTACHED
	 (3 FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT ANC) CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1993	 INT. HRS
	
EVA HRS
	 12	 EVA CREW	 2
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
I STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.1
	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)







q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATEIS094 	INT. HRS	 EVA HRS
	 4	 EVA CREW	 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Assembly and checkout of panel
3. Operational support for control and measurement
5. Removal of panels
TOTAL EVA HRS 16
... - s. 'ff- .. T; t •	 -
*71
Code: GDCD 2004
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Thermal Shape Control
Reference Documents.
1.	 Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 Sept 1982
Narrative:
Payload element objective, description, and EVA reasons are based on Ref 1.
All other data is derived.
.. . ~ . 0' -- -s-1 1.
AN
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Code: GDCD 2004	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Mission Title: Spacecraft Control Technology Development
Langley Contact: H. M. Adelman
Experiment Title: Thermal Shape Control Technology
Mission Objectives: Determine the feasibility of controlling shape distortion by
on-board heating.
Mission Description: A large flexible panel will be attached to the 4pace
Ration. Heaters will be mounted to the panel at a number of locations. Sensors
located on the panel will detect deviations from the required shape and trigger
the heaters to generate a temperature distribution in the panel which will offset
the unwanted distortions.
Benefit: Control of distortions by thermal means has these benefits relative to
control by applied forces: Thermal loads are self-equilibrating and their use
avoids possible drift and orientation changes associated with unbalanced forces;
solar heating and on-board generated heat is available to activate the heaters;
the stresses in the panel resulting from the heat loads would be smaller than
those associated with applied forces.
Justification: Verification of the concept of thermal shape control requires a
long duration mission in a low-g environment. Ground tests and Shuttle flight
tests are precluded because of inadequate facilities to simulate precise
conditions of sustained orbital heating and to accommodate the large-sized test
article required.
Mission Requi .
	 nts and Capability: The experiment requires a highly variable
thermal load environment characteristic of low earth orbit with periodic shading
of the panel by the 4pace 4tati on.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION
GOC00013E 2005	 ELEMENTNAME DYNAMICS OF FLIMSY STRUCTURES
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY /ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1994	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS 50	 EVA CREW	 2
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES




EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.1 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.




EVA H RS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/ REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1998	 INT. HRS.
	
_ EVA HRS 8	 EVA CREW 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. 4 years span time includes use by GDCD-2201, 2202, 2203, 2204, 2502
3. Operational support for control and measurement
5. Prepare structure for TMS Deorbit
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Payload Element Name: Dynamics of Flimsy Structures
Reference Documents.
1. Technology Development Missions Space Station NAAO Orientation meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 Sept 1982, attachment A p 40
2. GDC Report CASD-ASP77-017, "SCAFEDS Final Report", Vol. II, Study
Results", 26 May 1978
Narrative:
Payload element flight duration, objective, description, and EVA reasons are
based on Ref 1.
The test structure size of 100 by 20 by 2.5 meters is based on Ref 1. The
structure design is based on SCAFEDS technology and employs graphite composite
tru ses built in space by a Beam Builder machine (Ref 2).
The mass of the Beam Builder, assembly fixtures, etc., is not included in the
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Code: GDCD 2005	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title:	 Langley Contact:
Space Structures Technology Development--
	 B. R. Hanks
Static/Dynamic Testing
Experiment Title:
Dynamizs of Lightly Loaded Structures
Mission Obiectives:
Determine dynamic characteristics of large structural systems for
use in orbital operations where static load requirements are small.
The dynamic stiffness and damping characteristics of structures such
as antenna dishes and manipulator systems which would be non-functional
in 1-G will be studied.
Mission Description:
Candidate structures would be deployed or erected using space station
as stable platform. General size class would be 30-100 m. Dynamic
inputs would be provided and response data measured using space station
as a laboratory. Experiment duration may be one week or more.
Benefit:
Building orbiting space structures of anything other than flimsy
components may be unnecessary provided sufficient confidence in such
components can be developed in flight experiments. Substantial
reductions in launch costs and increases in the utility of large
spacecraft may be realized through the use of ultra-light structures.
Justification:
For stated benefits to accrue, methods of predicting large dynamic
motions and behavior of flimsy structures are needed. The inherent
effects of gravity make any Earth-bound study of such structures
invalid. The sizes required preclude 0-G aircraft flights.
Mission Requirements and Capability:
Requires 0-G test environment for one week or more. Structural sizes
up to 100m involved for up to one week or more. Space station mounted
optical measurement devices are necessary.
;,	 Space Station vs. Free Flyer:
00
R	 Space station provides controlled base from which measurements are
^.	 made. Eliminates need for flight control system which would likely
F	 be difficult or impossible to preclude from adverse effects on
L
experiment. Reduces cost considerably.
s	 V
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCOCODE	 2006	 ELEMENT NAME ACTIVE OPTICS TECHNOLOGY
ACCOMODATION:	 ® ATTACHED
	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1994	 INT. HRS 12	 EVA HRS 24	 EVA CREW 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
2 SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 1Rn DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 5
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE	 2
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE 	 2
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE.
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONNGS.
q TMS/OTV REDUIREO
	




EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATEISI 1996	 INT. HRS. 12	 EVA HRS 24	 EVA CREW	 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES ( BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Assembly of mirror segments/back-up structure, mirror and positional
actuators, secondary mirrior and instruments
2. Replenish cryogens
3. Evaluate mirror surface accuracy, observe long term effects and take
astronomical data
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Payload Element Name: Active Optics Technology
Reference Documents:
1. Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 Sept 1982
2. Astrophysics Long-Term Program, GDC Document No. 10-004N, October 1980
Narrative:
General concept, timing, thermal design, and crew activities from Ref 1.
Orbit parameters, orientation, size, and consumables from Ref 2. Mass derived
from Ref 2 without spacecraft systems. Pointing capability from Ref 2.
All other data derived.
Im
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To provide a technology base for the operation and
construction of-large-aperture segmented mirrors having high
surface accuracy optical figure.
II. Mission Description
The proposed mission will investigate critical technological
issues germane to the use of large multi-segmented active
reflectors in future space projects. Key areas of
experimentation are maintenance of surface figure and segment
orientation through positional accuators and control algorithms;
measurement of optical image quality through wavefront sensing
and laser ranging techniques; deployment, erection, and
mechanical vibration control of the truss support structure for
the primary mirror; and, accurate angular pointing of the antenna
assembly. Since the technological readiness of the assembled
reflector will be confirmed by astronomical observations,
technological issues relating to infrared detectors and
associated cyrogenic engineering; microwave recievers, and
optical fibers will also be addressed.
III. Benefit
Due to the generic nature of the optical technology research
comprising the proposed mission, the results will be applicable
to several types of NASA advanced space projects. Future
high-spatial resolution remote sensing of earth resources and
environmental conditions will require large diameter active
reflectors. An active space-optics technological base will also
be required for high bit-rate microwave communication antennae
used on planetary spacecraft; solar heat collecting mirrors; and
space telescope systems such as LDR, the Large Deployable
Reflector.
IV. Justification
The Active Optics Technology Mission will require a prolonged
time exposure to the space environment. Low gravity conditions
are needed to insure realistic/useful technological data as well
as to investigate capillary confinement techniques used to
contain cyrogenic fluids. In order to demonstrate the lifetime of
positional and accuating active mirror components and to
investigate the time-integrated effects of particle radiation
damage of infrared detectors, the Mission should have a several
year duration. Optical technology concerns specifically related
to the environment of space include the thermal deformation of
the mirror figure due to solar illumination; the effect of solar
wind torques on reflector pointing; and the effect of a vacuum on
J`
IN
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Code: GDCD 2006	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
resin-matrix structural composites. Manned interaction will be
necessary for mission operation in the following areas:
deployment and initial alignment of mirror panels and back-up
structure; control of subsystem experiments; and
development of the astronomical observing program.
V. Mission Requirements and Capabilities
A) Orbital Parameters- Orbit altitude and inclination angle
should be chosen to maximize the potential of the astronomical
observations.
B) Mass, Volume, Operational Envelope- In order to allow
reasonable scaling of the technological data obtained in this
mission, the test mirror should be composed of several panels
each 1-4 meters in diameter.
C) Power- The power requirements are dependent upon the specific
details of the instruments employed.
D) Thermal Control- Thermal insulation on the rear surface of the
mirror panels and a passive sunshield will be used to regulate
the reflector temperature. The space station need not provide
thermal control.
E) Attitude, Stabilization- A high degree of positional stability
will be required in order to make possible accurate wavefront
contour measurements, CCD star tracker testing, laser ranging
technology evaluation, and astronomical observations.
Viewing- see comment on Orbital Parameters
Environmental Constaints- none
H,I) Data Management, Communications, Crew Timeline- TBD
J) Operations Schedule, Maintenance, Lifetime- For the reasons
detailed in section IV, a several year Mission lifetime is
required.
VI. Space Station vs. Free Flyer
Due to the large physical dimensions, long timescale, and
diverse subsystem experiments requiring manned interaction,
characteristic of this Mission, it can be argued that a space
s tation would be the most suitable location for the mission
cperati on.
V
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION Volume II, Book 1
Appendix. )
n
GOCO CODE 2007	 ELEMENT NAME LARGE STRUCTLRES TEGHNni nry
ACCOMOOATiON:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV On
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UPIASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHFCKOUT)
OATE(S) 2002	 INT. HRS	 EVA MRS 1 SQQ	 E1(A CREW 2
q NOT APPLICABLE










EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0 .4	 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-











EVA H RS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/REMOVAL
DATES)	 INT. MRS.	 EVA ;'RS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN i THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1.Platform construction over 3-4 month oeriod.
3. Allocation for testing and evaluation
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Payload Element Name: Large StrucLures Technology
Reference Documents.
1. Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation meeting
NASA Hq., 14-15 Sept 1982
2. NASA Hq. Viewgraph, MT 79-2713(1), 6/11/79
3. Orbital Assembly and Maintenance Study, Final Report, August 1975 Martin
Marietta Report MCR -75-319, Contract No. NASA -14319.
4. GDC Report CASD-ASP77-017, "SCAFEDS Final Report, 	 1 II, Study
Results", 26 May 1978
Narrative:
Payload element objective, description, skill type, specimer considerations,
and nominal length are based on Ref 1.
The EVA time estimate is based on Ref 2 using beam building concept, or Ref 3
using erection concept for shuttle delivered pre-fabricated structure.
All other data is derived. (The originator of the P/L element was contacted.)
The test structure size of 1000 by 200 by 5 meters is based on Ref 1. The
structure design is based on SCAFED§ technology (Ref 4). The mass is scaled
from SCAFEDS technology at 0.5 kg/m4. The Beam Builders and associated
Assembly fixtures are not included in this mass estimate.
k
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LARGE STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENTS
I. Mission Objective
To provide a technology base for the design and analysis of very large
space structures having dimensions larger than are compatible with Space
Shuttle experiments.
II. Mission Description
Assembly and testing of very large space structures will require utilization
of the Space Station as a base for these activities. Maintaining a long
lifetime stable platform for assembly and inertial structural characterization
testing is important for the evolution of large structure technology. A
large facility that can be used for assembly and environmental testing
would be required on the Space Station. This facility would include data
acquistion and analysis capabilities mechanical operations support and
maintenance capabilities, and a supply of goodsand tools to allow modifications
to large structure designs while on-orbit. Complete dynamic testing
capabilities will be required to determine mode shapes, inertial properties,
damping/influence coefficients, and other design parameters necessary to
characterize the stability and dynamics of very large space structures.
III. Benefit
Many future manned and unmanned missions will depend on assembly and
testing of very large space structures enabling new design concepts
for structures having kilometer dimensions.
IV. Justification
The lone duration, low gravity, and stability characteristics of the
Space Station will be an ideal base for the assembly and testing of
very large space structures. The inevitability of the very large space
structures as a basis for future space missions is certain.
V. Mission Requirements & Capabilities
r ^	 A) Orbital Parameters - Low inciinat;on for certain thermal shock
r	
experimental missions during olar eclipse. High inclination for long
term thermal stabilization kno eclipses) during other experimental
missions. High altitude to minimize drag perturbations on large structures.
B) Mass, volume, operational envelope is TBD. Mass of components
,r	 requiring assembly (many thousands of kilograms) could necessitate
multi-shuttle launchs. Volume requirements for materials could also
require multiple launches. Operational envelope could be many kilometers
in dimension requiring some kind of EVA/Teleoperator system.
- .. T;
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C) Power - The power requirements would be in the many kilowatt range
to allow the assembly and testing activities.
D) Thermal Control - No requirements identified
E) Attitude, Stabilization - A stable platform is necessary for
assembly and some testing. Possible isolation from the Space Station
perturbations may be necessary during structural dynamics testing.
This may be accomplished using either a free-flyer concept or a tether.
F) Viewing - No requirements identified.
G) Environmental Constraints - Low g environment free from micro-g
perturbations.
H) Data Management, Communications - A data acquisition and analysis
facility would be required to gather and interpret the structural
assembly and testing experiments in real time. A communications link
would either be hard wired if the structure were attached to the Space
Station (or on a tether), or an RF link would be necessary from a free
flyer to the data facility on the Space Station.
I) Crew Timeline - Payload specialists would be trained to assemble
and test the large structures. Testing coordination between the on-
board data facility and engineering teams on the ground would require
detailed event timelines to assure the adequacy and completeness of the
tests and iterations required.
J) Operations Schedule, Maintenance, Lifetime - TBD
VI. Space Station vs. Free Flyer
If the stability of the Space Station can be controlled precisely
(e.g. TBD) enough, some testing might be possible while attached to
the Station. Some testing will probably require isolation from the
Station either using tether system or a free flyer concept.
'F " .. "j- t J
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GDCD CODE 2101	 ELEMENT NAME LOW-COST MODULAR SOLAR PANELS
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1991	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 6	 EVA CREW	 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL. SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.1 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 	 19
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.	 6
EVA CREW SIZE
	 1
S. OEACTIVATI ON/ REMOVAL
OATE(S)
	




6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1.	 Initial placement of solar panels.
4. Replacement of panels at 6 mo. intervals.
3. Monitoring of panel performance.
5. Panels stay in place past year 2000.
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Technology Development Missions, NAAO Orientation meeting, NASA Hq.,
14-15 Sept 1982
Narrative:
Payload element objective, description and space station accommodations are
from Ref 1. Size, weight, and pointing constraints are based on Ref 1.
All other data is derived. Payload element station supported operations are
assumed to start as early as possible.
The solar panel size of 150 square meters was felt to be more than required
and therefore was reduced to 30 square meters.
:1
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LARGE SPACE POWER SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION
I. Mission Objective
Demonstrate the viability of multi-voltage operational scheme for
large, high power space power system for space platforms.
II. Mission Description
A large solar array segment (sized up to 20 KW) will be assembled in
modular form capable of generating power at various voltages from
200 to 1000 volts. This power will be brought into a collection
system where it will be converted to AC (high frequency) for
transmission to a power distributor system at least 50 m away.
Transmission will be over several lines. Within the power
distributor, the power will be conditioned for users (possibly
120v, 60 cycle).
III. Benefit
The experiment would be an enabling technology experiment,
demonstrating the capability of building modularized space power
systems to hundreds of kilowatts for operation in the space
environment.
IV. Justification
Future space platform missions are projected to require 100 KW and
larger power systems. At these high power levels, the operating
voltages for the power generators must be increased to minimize
harness losses. Operations at elevated voltages results in possible
detrimental interactions with the space plasma environment. Hence,
a compromise between the operating voltage required to minimize
harness losses and voltages to minimize environment losses must be
reached. Such a compromise is the proposed D.C. generation, A.C.
transmission concept. In this system, power is generated in
modularized solar array systems operating at a voltage compatible
with environmental interactions, collected and converted to A.C. for
transmission over the large distances to the electrical load
distribution system.
The proposed experiment would be a verification of design concepts
enabling the construction of larger systems. All of the elements of
this space power system would be incorporated. The operation in the
space plasma environment over extended periods of time would
demonstrate the viability of the system and the unoerstanding of
plasma interaction concepts. Such an experiment could not be run
from the Shuttle due to the system size ano length of time requires
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V. Mission Requirements & Capabilities
A) Orbital Parameters - Operation in equatorial-like environments
at altitudes of 300 to 400km with arbitrary inclination. (Space
platform altitudes)
B) Mass, volume, operational envelope - The proposed experiment
includes an approximately 15kw solar array divided into 3 circuits.
Each of the 5Kw blocks of cells is modularized so that the
operating voltage can be controlled. From the power generator 3
transmission lines (50m long) run to the power distributor. The DC
to AC conversion system will be located at the generator end of the
system. Low frequency, A.C. power would be available at the
distributor end for use of the space platform.
The mass has not been estimated as yet. The area of the array is
about 150 square meters. It is proposed that this system function
in sunlight for at least 6 months to complete the interaction
evaluation. This includes the orbital eclipse shut-downs.
C) Rower - Experiment will provide own power.
0) ?hermal control - Self-contained thermal control subsystem.
E) Attitude, Stabilization - Power generator must be sunlit and
held in nominal normal solar incidence on solar array.
F) Viewing - No shadowing of array by space structure allowed.
G) Environmental Constraints - System must function in space
environment.
H) Data Management, Communications - Output parameters of system
will be monitored. All measurements involving high voltage will be
conditioned to be compatible with existing command and data systems.
I) Crew Timeline - Not applicable
J) Operating Schedule, Maintenance, Lifetime - It is desired to
Lurn on this system and leave on for a minimum of 6 months. Data
will be collected and analyzed. Operational mode changes will be
commanded in as appropriate to obtain desired information. (This
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE 2103	 ELEMENT NAME ION EFFECTS ON LEO POWER SYSTEM
ACCOMODATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION IE.G.. SETUP /ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1992	 INT. MRS	 EVA MRS 5	 EVA CREW 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
2 SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 OAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.1 HRSPER OAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER OAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 120 OAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 2
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
Q NOT APPLICABLE
	




OATE(S) 1993	 INT. MRS	 EVA MRS	 5	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Attach ION engine
3. Monitoring and evaluation of performance
4. Replace ION engine/array - 2 trips
5. Remove ION engine
TOTAL EVA MRS 20
Nominal thrust
per thruster 10 mN
Operating range 5-10 mN
Specific impulse 31000 Ns/kg





per thruster 350 W











Payload Element Name: ION Effects on LEO Power Systems
Reference Documents:
1. Technology Development Missions, NAAO Orientation meeting, NASA Hq.,
14-15 Sept 1982
2. Radio-Frequency ION Thruster Assembly For Orbit Control of Geostationary
Satellites, MBB.
Narrative:
The payload element objective description and altitude are from Ref 1.
The experiment duration from Ref 1 was extended to 1 year to permit a change
in the ION engine package to evaluate effects of a different thurster
p ropel l a nt.
All other data is derived. Weight is estimated for solar array plus 2 ION
thruster units.
The following characteristics and sketch are extracted from Ref 2:
"Electric propulsion system for operational applications. This system
includes two RIT-10 thrusters and all components for engine and neutralizer
operation and control. The thrusters are inclined at 45 degrees to performing
both N/S and E!W orbit control.
Compared with RITA-1, RITA-2 is an improved simplified system, with reduced
telemetry- and telecommand interfaces by a complete automatic operation and
control by microprocessor. Two units are required per satellite to be mounted
on the east and west side panels of the spacecraft:,
266.592-465
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Code: GDCD 2103	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
ION THRUSTER EFFECTS ON LEO POWER SYSTEMS
I. Mission Objectives
To obtain essential knowledge on power systems operating in an ion
thruster generated plasma plume which is needed for design and
development of advanced photovoltaic space power systems with high
power and high voltage.
II. Mission Description
Prototypes of advanced photovoltaic space power systems must be
operated in the vicinity of an ion thruster in order to gain
essential experimental data. This data will be analyzed to yield
basic knowledge about the physical processes and ultimately
verification of analytical models and practical power system designs.
The effects of both natural plasma environment and ion engine
generated plasma environment must be determined. Power losses,
array degradation and electromagnetic interference are of major
concern and must be carefully controlled.Data must be obtained for a
variety of thruster propellants and useful for array type, size and
voltage scaling.
Both plasma and concentrator solar arrays must be analyzed and
tested including the effect of modifications incorporating
mitigation techniques such as insulating and biasing. Operating
constraints such as configuration and spacing from thrusters must be
determined.
The effects to be studied are:
o Pinhole effects at positive potentials, secondary emission
o Sheath processes, non-linear expansion with potentials
o Magnetic field constraints on particle trajectories
o High electric field emission of electrons
o Ultraviolet radiation effects - photoemission
o Fem and wake effects due to spacecraft velocity
o Arc and corona breakdown (avalanche) effects
III. Benefits
High power high voltage missions of the future can not be enabled
O
.jv
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Code: GDCD 2103	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
without knowledge of physical processes involving the interactions of the
electrical power system and the natural and ion engine generated plasma
environment. Protective design techniques will be analyzed, designed,
implemented, tested and developed assuring a high reliability final
design approach that will then be demonstrated.
IV. Justification
The Space Station facility is required for this mission because of:
the large separation distances required between the ion source and
the power system, the operation of large scale, high voltage,
prototype solar arrays and, the high vacuum requirement.
V. Mission Requirements and Capabilities
A) Operation in equatorial-like environments at altitudes of 300 to
400km with arbitrary inclination. (Space platform altitudes)
B) Mass, Volume, Operational Envelope - The mass has not been
estimated as yet. The area of the array is about 150 square
meters. It is proposed that this system function is sunlight for at
least 6 months to complete the interaction evaluation. This
includes the orbital eclipse shut-downs.
C) Power - Experiment will provide own power including power to the
ion thruster.
D) Thermal Control - Self-contained thermal control subsystem.
E) Attitude, Stabilization - Flower generator must be sunlit and
held in nominal normal solar incidence on solar array. During
normal operation, ion thruster shall be pointed opposite to the
direction of travel.
F) Viewing - No shadowing of array by space structure allowed.
G) Environmental Constraints - The power system must operate in the
undisturbed flow of natural space plasma and not in the wake of the
space station. Operation during worst case of the natural plasma
(solar activity, etc.) is desired.
H) Data Management, Communications - Output parameter of system
will be monitored. All measurements involving high voltage will be
conditioned to be compativle with existing command and data systems.
I) Crew Timeline - Not applicable
J) Operations Schedule, Maintenance, Lifetime - It is desired to
turn on this sytems and leave on for a minimum of 6 months. Data
will be collected and analyzed. Operational mode changes will be
commanded in as appropriate to obtain desired information. (This 	 1k
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GDCD CODE 2104	 ELEMENT NAME LARGE SOLAR CONCENTRATOR
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED
	
q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1995	 INT. HRS	 EVAN RS	 g4	 EVA CREW 2
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REWIRED 	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	












6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. EVA required to set up reflector. 2 men, 2=E hour days.
3. EVA required for optical measurements .06 hour per day for year =24 hour total
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Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientaztion
meeting, NASA Hq., 14-15 Sept 1982
Narrative:
Payload element objective description, and EVA reasons are from Ref 1.











TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title: Advanced Energetics Research-I
	
Langley Contact: E. J. Conway
Experiment Title: Deployment and Testing of Large Solar Concentrator
Mission 'Obi ectives: To develop and deploy a large permanent mirror facility
to capture and concentrate AM-0 solar radiation. To accurately establish
the optical• characteristics of this facility through systematic measurements,
and to assess the long-term stability of the optical characteristics of the
mirror.
Mission Description: The mission will provide the facility necessary for
other Advanced Energetics missions. It will require development and deployment
of a large stable concentrating reflector, and will permit assessment of the
stability of ,
 1). reflecting optical coatings and 2) mechanisms for producing
and holding optical quality reflector shapes in the space environment.
Benefit: This facility would be required for other experiments and would be
a test item itself for optical coatings and shape.
Justification: Currently, space solar energy is only used as a power source
with large flat plates of photovoltaic cells. Other conversion schemes
for solar energy (such as solar-pumped lasers, solar-sustained plasmas
and solar thermal engines) have been conceived, but most require solar con-
centration. This . mirror would provide the well-characterized, high-quality
concentrator to the AM-0 environment necessary to properly develop and test
advanced energy concepts.
Mission Requirements and Ca ab i : The facility will require pointing
and trackingto be useful. EVA will be required for deployment and
intensity mapping.
Space Station vs. Free Flyer: A significant effort will be required to
deploy a large high-quality reflector. More effort will be needed to charac-
terize its operation. Thus, it requires man in the set-up loop. Later
it will require man to install, checkout, operatej and repair advanced
experiments. This facility requires a manned spacecraft with a mission
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 2105	 ELEMENT NAME SOLAR PUMPED 1 ASFRC
ACCOMODATION:	 [M ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1996	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 5	 EVA CREW 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPL:NISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 90 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 	 2
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.	 6




INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. EVA required to install lasers.
3. Control and monitoring of laser performance.
4. 2 trips required to changeout lasers
5. Left in place for new experiments. ( - 2106)
TOTAL EVA HRS	 18
JGDC-ASP-83-002
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Payload Element Name: Solar-Pumped Lasers
Reference Documents:
1.	 Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 Sept 1982
Narrative:
The payload element objective, description, EVA reasons, and relation to
earlier mission objectives are from Ref 1. The earlier mission is defined by
GDCD 2104. Since this payload element uses laser elements of GDCD 2104, the
schedule is sequenced.
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Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title: Advanced Energetics Research - II Langley Contact: E. J. Conway
Experiment Title: Test Solar-Pumped Lasers
Mission 'Objectives : To demonstrate, calibrate,and test the operation of a
solar-pumped laser using the AM-0 solar spectrum and to use a.large, high-quality
optical concentrator deployed and characterized as an earlier mission objective.
To provide a realistic comparison of several solar laser types.
Mission Description: The mission will demonstrate for the first time solar- .
pumped lasing using the full solar spectrum (rather than a simulated spectrum).
It will provide for the accurate measurement of solar laser efficiency which.
is spectrum and temperature—dependent and will provide for long-term operation
to assess lasant stability and lasant reconstitution efficiency.
Benefit: Solar-pumped lasers offer potentially revolutionary advances in
space power and propulsion. This will be their first severe space test.
Solar-pumped lasers offer low-maintenance, low-cost solar conversion. Long-
term tests will assess the claim of low maintenence. Several lasants can be
compared.
Justification: Lasers offer very important cost benefits for space pro-
pulsion and may be economical for space electric power, communications, and
space processing. Trial and development of this technology is crucial to
establishing its feasibility and reliability.
Mission Requirements and Capability: The mission will require accurately
repeatable pointing of the concentrator toward the sun and away from it.
Placement of the laser in the calibrated focal region of the concentrator and
attachment to thermal radiators will require EVA. Laser power and temperature
measurements may also require human help.
Space Station vs. Free Flyer: The human involvement required in installing
the laser and making measurements and lasant changes requires a manned
spacecraft. Long—term operation (on the order of weeks or months) requires
a long-duration, manned spacecraft. Also, if the high-quality concentrator
is on the space station, then the laser test must also be on the space station.
_	 O
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 2106	 ELEMENTNAME LASER/ELECTRIC ENERGY CONVERSION
ACCOMOOATION: 	 q ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1996	 INT. HRS _	 EVA riRS 6	 EVA CREW_
(3 NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES




EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETCJ
0?_ HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 150 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.	 2
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG
q NOT APPLICABLE 	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.	 6




INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. EVA required to install power converter (uses laser from 2105)
3. Control and monitoring of converter performance
4. 2 trips required to changeout lasers
5. Most of apparatus required for new experiment.
TOTAL EVA HRS	 18 J`
as
i
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Volume II, Book 1
Code: GDCD 2106
	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
	
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Laser Electrical Energy Conversion
Reference Documents:
1.	 Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 Sept 1982
Narrative:
The payload element objective, description, use of developed
facility/equipment and special considerations are from Ref 1. The earlier
mission is defined by GDCD 2105. Since the payload element uses elements of
GDCD 2105, the schedule is sequenced.
All other data is derived.
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 2	 of 2
Volume II, Book
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2106	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title: Advanced Energetics Research - III Langley Contact: E. J. Conway
Experiment Title: Laser-to-Electric Energy Conversion
Mission •objectives: To characterize-and compare • for space operation the
performance of laser-to-electric power converters, and to demonstrate short-
range laser,-power transmission in space.
Mission Descri tion: Using a solar-pumped laser deployed and characterized
under an earlier mission objective, transmission over the longest spacecraft
dimension will be performed and the intensity pattern at the convertor site
measured. An assessment of convertor performance, efficiency, stability for
long-term operation and resistance to environmental interference or degradation
will be performed for a set of convertors.
Benefit: By flight time, terrestrial R & D will have developed several useful
laser-to-electric power conversion devices. Their efficiency stability and
reliability will require extensive space testing. Their environmental inter-
action and the maturity of the technologies will be assessed and improved as
required.
Justification: The-high cost and limited quantity of electric power in space
has been identified as a limiting factor to expanding space activities.
A change of function, from each spacecraft generating its own power to specialized
central power stations producing and beaming power, could provide much more
available power at reduced costs. R & D to assess these possibilities will
require substahtial space testing.
Mission Requirements and Capability: The major requirements will be periods
of manned interaction, long-term constant power operation of the laser and
recording of data for post-flight study.
Space Station vs. Free Flyer: This program requires man tended operation and
use of calibrated and operational facilities already developed and in place on
the space station from earlier experiments.
eCDC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 2107	 ELEMENT NAME SOLAR-SUSTAINED PLASMAS
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UPIASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATE(S) 1997	 INT. HRS
	
EVA HRS 12	 EVA CREW 2
(0 NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL_ DAYS TOTAL SERVICES
q TMSIOTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
© NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT IAV TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 225 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.	 I
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
q NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER AECONFIG.	 6
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
S. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
DATES) 1998	 INT. HRS. _i EVA MRS 12	 EVA CREW 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. EVA (2 days, 6 hr.; each) required to set up plasma device (uses 2104 concentrator
3. Measurement and evaluation of performance
4. 1 reconfiguration (6 hr) to changeout thrusters
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element tame: Solar-Sustained Plasmas
Reference Documents:
1.	 Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 Sept 1982
Narrative:
The payload element objective, description, use of developed
facility/equipment, special considerations, and skill level, are from Ref 1.
The earlier mission is defined by GDCD 2104. Since the payload element uses
elements of GDCD 2104 the schedule is sequenced.
All other data is derived.
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 2 of 2
Volume II, Book
Appendix I
Code: GOCD 2107	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title: Advanced Energetics Research - V Laegley Contact: E. J. Conway
Experiment Title: Solar-Sustained Plasmas
Mission'Objectives: To demonstrate, . contaiN and ' characterize solar- sustained
plasmas and to operate, assess and refine MHD electric power generation in
space and plasma thruster performance.
Mission Description: Concentrated sunlight will excite a plasma. Characteristics
of the plasma and its containment system will be assessed in terms of theoretical
performance and prior terrestrial tests. After suitable control and under-
standing have been achieved, the plasma will be used in MHD electrical generating
systems to identify their space feasibility and operating constraints. The plasma
will also be assessed as the exhaust medium for thermal plasma thrusters and
for MPD thrusters.
Benefit: The direct use of solar radiation to produce plasmas will enable
smaller, simpler space power and propulsion systems. Plasma devices which
operate at high temperature require , only small radiators to reject waste
heat and thus offer important system and economic advantages for future
applications.
Justification:	 Large amounts of free but low density energy exist in space
intFe o^ oT sunlight. Capture, concentration to useful levels, and control
of this energy is presently accomplished with photovoltaic cells and storage
batteries. Optical concentration of sunlight and the production of high-
temperature and ipnized gases could provide an attractive option for the future,
especially fot near-earth space processing requirements.
Mission Requirements and Capability: 	 Operation and testing of these devices
will require a large, high -quality solar concentrator ( developed and put into
operation during an earlier mission), a high-temperature thermal radiators an
diagnostic equipment both for the plasmas and for device operation.. Control
by on-board scientist will be required.
Space Station vs. Free Flyer: Space station will be required for this program
since the research and testing require human interaction, long term operation,
auxiliary equipment and electric power and a large high-quality mirror (which
was developed under an earlier space station mission).
J^
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE	 2108	 ELEMENT NAME SPACE NUCLEAR REACTOR
ACCOMOOATION:	 Q ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER* q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLYIATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1997	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS 20	 EVA CREW 2
q NOT APPLICABLE








STATION HRS PER SERVICE
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT IAVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.1 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
© NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(SI	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
*Free Flyer accommodation is an alternate mode, and if used will
require re-evaluation of all requirements.
1. EVA required for deployment of reactor and boom, and for attachment to station.
2. Monitoring and evaluation of performance.
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Code: GDCD 2108	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payl oad Element Name: Space Nuclear Reactor
Reference Documents:
1. Los Al amos National Labs Briefing, Oct 1982
2. "Science" Vol 218, 17 Dec 1982 pp 1199-1201
Narrative:
Ref 1 describes a nuclear thermoelectric power source for use in space. The
unit is 10-100 KW with 100 KW as a design point (upper range of 200 W. It
uses heat pipes with no rotating machinery. The control rods (which rotate)
are the only moving parts. It is intended for unmanned applications, but with
appropriate spacing/shielding would be suitable for a manned station. The
following are some technical parameters:
Technology is in development. A major advancement is required for the heat
pipes in materials and for operating temperatures. LANL anticipates 8-9 years
to deployment; NASA estimates 14-15 years. A Space Station would shorten
development time by taking advantage of the long term presence in the space
environment, for example, in heat tube technology.
Mission duration 7 years is from Ref 2, p 1200.
WEIGHT 20.30 KG/KW ELECTRICAL
POWER LEVEL 100 KW
EFFICIENCY 7%
TEMPERATURE 800.900 DEG K
RADIATOR AREA 80 M2
REACTOR 55 CM DIA BY 55 CM LONG
DEPLOYED DISTANCE 25-100M
RADIATION (AT SPACECRAFT, 1012 NVT NEUTRONS
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
coca CODE 2201	 ELEMENT NAME ATT CNTRL-SYSTEM IDENT EXPERMT
ACCOMOOATION:	 E3 ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIV aT'ION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHeCKOUT)
DATES) 1994	 INT. MRS	 6	 EVA MRS 6	 EVA CREW	 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES




EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-
H RS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 90 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.	 3
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG. 4
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.	 4




1995	 INT. HRS. 2	 EVA MRS 7	 EVA CREW	 l
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Reconfig struct from GDCD 2005 for this experiment
3. Characterize structural dynamics for multiple variations
5. Remove experiment peculiar equipment not needed later
TOTAL EVA MRS	 20
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Payload Element Name: Attitude Control - System Identification Experiment
Reference Docent:
1.	 Technology Development Missions, Space Stations NAAO Orientation
meeting, NASA Hq., 14-15 Sept 1982
Narrative:
The payload element objective, description, special considerations, power and
skill level are from Ref 1. Control of crew perturbations is assumed for the
attached mode.
All other data is derived. This payload element uses the structure provided
by GCDC 2005 Dynamics of Flimsy Structures.
 
jf^ --I
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2201	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
ATTITUDE CONTROL - SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION EXPERIMENT
I. Mission Ob Jectives
To validate sensing strategy/mechanization, identification algorithms
and integrated flight control dynamics reconstruction subsystem;
establishing off-line and real-time knowledge of flexible Space Station
and payload dynamics.
II. Mission Description
The experiment will consist of distributed excitation and sensing of
structure and payloads. Sensor outputs will be recorded for off-line
system identification or processed sequentially for on-board identification.
III. Benefit
These experiments will establish in-flight control performance of large
flexible structures. In addition, they will determine vehicle intertia/
CG and mode shapes and frequencies which will assist future design concepts.
IV. Justification
Accurate control of large flexible structures requires a knowledge of
the dynamic characteristics. These experiments are necessary to establish
these charactistics which lead to advance control system concepts for the
large structures.
V. Mission Requirements b Capabilities
A) Orbital Parameters - High enough altitude to prevent drag effects
on structure.
B) Mass, volume, operational envelope - Transporation of large number
of elements ( TBD) to construct an adequately sized structure to characterize
large structure dynamics and control.
C) Power - The power requirements would be on the order of a kilowatt
for the excitation and data acquisition systems.
D) Thermal Control - no requirement
E) Attitude, Stabilization - The experiments must be done in a stable
environment to assure accurate measurements which would not be affected
by Space Station.'
F) Viewing - No requirements
G) Environmental Constraints - low g environment from vibration perturbations.
0p - ^ -W..
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2201	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
H) Data Management, Communications - A data acquisition facility would
be necessary to record and analyze the data. Communications would be by
hard wire link if attached to the Station or RF transmission to the Space
Station if on a free flyer.
I) Crew Timeline - Random crew motion and on-board equipment vibration
must be minimized to achieve clean identification environment. Payload
specialists would be needed for assembly and configuration changes.
J) Operations Schedule, Maintenance, lifetime-TBD
VI. Space Station vs. Free Flyer
If the structural perturbations caused by activities on the Space Station
can be minimized, then the experimental structure can be attached. Other-
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 2202	 ELEMENT NAME ATT CNTRL-ADAPTIVE CNTL EXPERIMENT
ACCOMODATION: 	 ® ATTACHED
	
q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEIS) 1994	 INT. HRS 4	 EVA HRS	 4	 EVA CREW	 1
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
© NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0 .2 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 	 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.	 4
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG. 	 4
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
5. OEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1995	 INT. HRS. 2	 EVA MRS	 2	 EVA CREW	 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Reconfigure structure of GDCD-2005, previously used in GDCD 2201, for
this experiment.
3. Evaluate control approaches for multiple conditions
5. Remove experiment peculiar equipment not needed later
TOTAL EVA HRS 10
VD
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Payload Element Name: Attitude Control - Adaptive Control Experiment
Reference Documents:
1.	 Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation Meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982.
Narrative:
The payload element objective, description, special considerations, power and
skill level are from Ref 1. Control of crew perturbations is assumed for the
attached mode.
All other data is derived. This payload element is assumed to be able to use
the structure provided by earlier experiments (Identified as GDCD 2005 &
2001). Therefore, the schedule is sequenced.
'D
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Code: GDCD 2202	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
ATTITUDE CONTROL - ADAPTIVE CONTROL EXPERIMENT
I. Mission Objectives
To validate performance and stability improvement sensing strategies
and mechanization, control gain update subroutines and reconfiguration
schemes, and adaptive control algorithms.
II. Mission Description
This experiment will evaluate adaptive control algorithms and measurement
hierarchy for an evolving or deploying structure. It will include arti-
culation and reconfiguration of payloads to change system mass properties
and evaluate adaptive control designs.
III. Benefit
It is expected that new concepts in attitude control of large space
structures will require the development of new algorithms as well as
new measures of performance evaluation which will be developed during
these experiments.
IV. Justification
Control of large space structures requires the understanding of new
control algorithms,in parallel, with the development of various struc-
tural configuratiors. The Space Station proyides a unique facility to
develop these control schemes in an unlimited dimensional environment
with zero gravity.
V. Mission Requirements and Capabilities
A) Orbital Parameters - High enough altitude to prevent drag effects
on structure.
B) Mass, volume, operational envelope - Existence of a large structure
as an appendage to the Space Station or as a free flying (or tethered)
vehicle near the station.
C) Power - The power requirements would be on the order of a kilowatt
for the excitation and data acquisition systems.
D) Thermal Control - no requirement
E) Attitude, Stabilization - The experiments must be done in an
environment which is structually isolated from the Space Station to
assure thiit the data is not affected by Station perturbations.
a
	 rfy
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Code: GDCD 2202	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
F) Viewing - no requirements
G) Environmental Constraints - Experiments require a low g environment
with minimum vibrational perturbations from the Space Station.
H) Data Management, Communications - A data acquisition and analysis
system would be necessary to record the data and develop control schemes
in near real time.
I
I) Crew Timeline - Random crew motion and on-board equipment vibration
must be minimized to achieve clean identification environment. In addition,
the paylaod specialists must be able to reconfigure the structure to test
the algorithm sensitivities to changes in the structural configuration.
J) Operations Schedule, Maintenance, Lifetime - TBD
VI. Space Station vs. Free Flyer
If the structural perturbations caused by activities on the Space Station
can be minimized, then the experimental structure can be attached. Other-
wise, a tethered or free flyer configuration must be used.
tp
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GOCO CODE 2203	 ELEMENTNAME ATT CNTL-DISTRIBUTED CNTL EXP.
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UPIASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S)1995	 INT. MRS 4	 EVA MRS 4	 EVA CREW^1
q NOT APPLICABLE




q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
© NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-
H RS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.	 ±
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG. 4
q NOT APPLICABLE
	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.	 4
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
S. OEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
DATES) 1996	 INT. HRS.
	 2	 EVA HRS	 2	 EVA CREW	 1
(: NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN i THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Reconfigure structure of GDCD 2005, previously used in GDCD 2202,
for this experiment
3. Evaluate control approaches













Payload Element Name:Attitude Control - Distributed Control Experiment
Reference Documents:
1.	 Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation Meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982.
Narrative:
The payload element objective, description, special considerations, power, and
skill level are from Ref 1. The station-attached mode is required.
All other data is derived. This payload element is assumed to be able to use
the structure provided by earlier experiments (Identified as GDCD 2005 &
2202). Therefore, the schedule is sequenced.
k
- y
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Appendix I
ATTITUDE CONTROL DISTRIBUTED CONTROL EXPERIMENT
I. Mission ObJectives
To validate hardware, algorithms and systems for active vibration damping,
cooperative payload pointing, modular control, control during deployment,
and precision pointing/stabilization.
II. Mission Description
The experiment consists of multi-point payload vibration/shape sensing with
a sensor attached to Space Station. Distributed actuation along the exper-
imental structure will allow optimal placement of actuators and control
schemes. Articulation and deployment of payloads will assist in further
understanding of control variations as the structural configuration changes.
A controlled coupling would exist at the interface between the structure
and the Space Station.
III. Benefit
This experiment will be the final proof test of control techniques for
various configurations of large space structures taking advantage of the
control algorithms and concepts developed during the "adaptive control
experiments."
IV. Justification
These experiments will validate the accuracy and precision of pointing and
control of large space structures.
V. *Mission Requirements and Capabilities
A) Orbital Parameters - High enough altitude to prevent drag effects
on structure.
B) Mass, volume, operational envelope - Existence of a large structure
as an appendage to the Space Station .
C) Power - The power requirements would be on the order of a kilowatt
for the excitation and data acquisition systems.
D) Thermal Control - no requirement
E) Attitude. Stabilization - The experiments must be done in an
environment which is as structually isolated from the Space Station as
possible while being attached through a sensor.
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 3	 of 3
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2203	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
F) Viewing - no requirements
G) Environmental Constraints - Experiments require a low g environment
with minimum vibrational perturbations from the Space Station.
H) Data Management, Communications - A data acquisition and analysis
system would be necessary to record the data and develop control schemes
in near real time.
I) Crew Timeline - Random crew motion and on-board equipment vibration
must be minimized to achieve clean identification environment. In addition,
the paylaod specialists must be able to reconfigure the structure to test
the algorithm sensitivities to changes in the structural configuration.
J) Operations Schedule, Maintenance. Lifetime - TBD
VI. Space Station vs. Free Flyer
Not applicable
GDC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 2204	 ELEMENTNAME ADV ADAPTIVE CNTL TECHNOLOGY DEMO
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G.. SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1996	 INT. MRS 4	 EVA MRS 4	 EVA CREW 1
NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
MRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOTAPPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 	 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIREO	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG. 4






1997	 INT. HRS. 2	 EVA MRS 9	 EVA CREW 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Reconfigure structure of GDCD 2005, previously used in GDCC 2202
for this demo mission.
3. Evaluate control approaches
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2204	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Advanced Adaptive Control - Technology Demonstration
Reference Documents.
1.	 Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation Meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982.
Narrative:
The payload element objective, description, special considerations, and skill
level are from Ref 1. Station-attached operation is required.
All other data is derived. This payload element is assumed to be able to use
the structure provided by earlier experiments (Identified as GDCD 2005 &
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Appendix I
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title:	 Langley Contact:
Spacecraft Control Technology Development 	 L. W. Taylor, Jr.
Experiment Title:
Advanced Adaptive Control Technology Demonstration
Mission Objectives:
Evaluate adaptive control techniques required by advanced space station
configurations. These adaptive control techniques will include closed-
loop systems identification.
Mission Description:
Advanced adaptive control laws will be provided as selectable alternatives
to operational control laws. Various advanced techniques will be evaluated
with the operational system serving as a backup.
Benef it:
Systems identification and adaptive control technology must continue to
evolve as space stations become more complex and flexible. Advanced
techniques must be validated prior to operational use.
Justification:
Technology supports space station evolution and therefore requires
realistic large flexible structures as a test bed. Ground testing of
this technology is not possible.
Mission Requirements and Capability:
Essentially the same as the operational control system. Expanded or
modified computational capability is anticipated.
Space Station vs. Free Flyer:
Technology applies to multibody, flexible space stations as opposed to
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 2301	 ELEMENT NAME CONTROLLED ACCELEUT ON PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY
ACCOMODATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1994	 INT. MRS 4	 EVA MRS 4	 EVA CREW_
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 90 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 1
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE	 2
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE 	 2
EVA CREW SIZE 	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2 MRS PER OAY (INTERNAL)
-






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
© NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PEP. RECONFIG.
EVA CHEW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/ REMOVAL
OATEW 1994	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 4	 EVA CREW	 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Set up and checkout engine assembly
2. Replenish propellant
3. 2-8 hour runs per 90 day period. 4 total - operate engine and
collect data.
5. Remove engine assembly and package for return.
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Payload Element Name: Controlled Acceleration Propy .lsion Technology
Reference Documents:
1.	 Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation Meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982.
Narrative:
Basic concept, timing, orbit, power, size, mass, and thermal from Ref 1.
Attached mode selected to provide full achievement of objectives and
evaluation of data. Mission not suitable for space Shuttle due to Shuttle
mission characteristics and constraints.
t
J, .• .- 'q1b, I 0 ti Z 1.
.yy
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Volume II, Book
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2301	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
CONTROLLED ACCELERATION PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY
I. Mission ObJective
Determine the feasibility, characteristic, constraints, and
interfaces of propulsion systems required for controlled
acceleration of space systems and correlate the ground and space
characteristics of candidate concepts.
II.Mission Description
Candidate low thrust propulsion concepts will be attached to the
Space Station or associated space system if program objectives so
indicate. The propulsion systems will be operated to determine the
feasibility of and constraints on their use to control accelerations
induced by natural and space system forces and torques. Associated
diagnostics will assess plume characteristics which cannot be
adequately evaluated in ground tests. The performance and lifetime
will be evaluated by the use of flight and post flight inspections
to correlate space and ground results. The specific propulsion
concepts to be evaluated are TBD but will include resisto,jets
operated (1) in several modes which affect their dynamic thrust
characteristics and (2) possibly with various propellants.
III. Benefit
Sustained controlled acceleration environments for space systems are
enabled by low thrust, precisely controlled, propulsion systems.
IV. Justification
Shuttle mission characteristics, priorities, and constraints
preclude its use for the evaluation of acceleration control as well
as the full accomplishment of correlation of space and ground
characteristics. Ground tests are inadequate due to limited
pumping, "wall effects", and the lack of sustained low "g"
availability.
V. Mission Requirements and Capabilities
A) Orbital Parameters - No constraints except altitudes above
those which produce an overall drag of 10-3 "g" or greater.
8) Mass, volume, operational envelope - TBD but the dry mass,
including power will typically less than 2%G. The propellant mass
is dependent on experiment conditions but would be expected to be
less than 201(G. The volume of individual propulsion systems will be
less than 0.1 M3. Operational envelope is TBD.
ftp
J










C) Power - Continuous power during the experiment: Either AC or
DC power is acceptable but DC is desirable. Other interface
requirements are TBD. The magnitude will be greatly dependent on
the experiment but would be about 1.5 KIN if a full SOC (50KW size)
concept were used at 350 KM and correspondingly smaller for smaller
experimental platforms at higher altitudes.
D) Thermal Control- Except for propellant management, there are no
thermal control interface requirements. For non-cryogenic
propellants it is likely that the thermal control will be contained
within the experiment by design. For cryogenic propellants thermal
control requirements are TBD.
E) Attitude, Stabilization - No fundamental constraints except for
(1) a degree of constancy, and/or control, of accelerations on the
Space System during acceleration control phases of the experiment,
and (2) attitudes required to avoid impacts of the plumes from the
propulsion systems.
F) Viewing- No requirements.
G) Environmental Constraints - TBD
H) Data Management, Communication - basic experiment control is
closed loop except for commands to initiate, change state, and
terminate the experiment in planned formats. No real time data
required except as determined to be needed for space system safety.
I) Crew Timelines - Could be impactive if the experiment is on a
manned space system. If crew movements and actions do not affect
the experiment, such as on a free flyer or a loose coupled attached
structure, the impact of the experiment is probably negligible.
J) Operations Schedule, Maintenance, Lifetime - No maintenance
planned. Schedule and lifetime are experiment specific and are TBD.
IV. Space Station VS. Free Flyer
It is likely that uncontrolled accelerations generated on a Space
Station from any source are not acceptable. approaches to avoid
such accelerations are TBD but clearly could include free flyers.
If free flyers were employed the objectives of evaluation of
acceleration control could be achieved without retrieval but full
evaluation of the performance, lifeti.e, and plume interfaces could
not, as post test data are required.
-• - •-- J%-'# / .. -T.K h	 - - Jop
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Appendix i
GDCD CODE 2302	 ELEMENT NAME LASER PROPULSION TEST
ACCOMODATION:	 ® ATTACHED
	
q FREE FLYER	 q OTV UPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATEIS) 1996	 INT. MRS 4	 EVA MRS	 4	 EVA CREW 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 30	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES 5
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE 	 2
i
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE	 2
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.25 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-







q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.--__„
NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
DATE(S) 1996	 INT. MRS.	 EVA MRS	 4	 EVA CREW	 1
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Set up and checkout engine assembly with existing collector
(Ref GDCD 2104 and 2105)
2. Replenish H
3. Total 8 hrs 2 run time per month in two test periods
5. Remove engine assembly and package for return
TOTAL EVA HRS	 18 J, - s - ..r . 'F' Tt P. . - -
+7
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Payload Element Name: Laser Propulsion Test
Reference Documents:
1. Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation Meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982.
2. Performance and Heat Transfer Characteristics of the Laser -Heated
Rocket, NASA 76-1044.
3. Laser Propulsion, NASA TM X-2510
Narrative:
Basic concept and timing from Ref 1. Other data was derived. Man required for
deployment to achieve objectives and assure safety (Ref 1). Ref 2 & 3 used
for background see pp 2, 3.
Characteristics are as follows:
Laser power 50 kW
Eng. thrust 0.73 Kgf
ISP 1000 sec
The following description and figures are extracted from Ref 2.
"In the operation of a laser-heated rocket thruster of the type to be .
discussed in this paper, the laser beam energy would enter the thruster
assembly through a (solid) window, into the energy absorption" chamber (Fig
1). The energy would be absorbed by the propellant via inverse Bremsstrahlung,
resulting in formation of a high-temperature plasma. This propellant or
working fluid flow would consist of a gas (i.e., hydrogen is the prime
candidate because of its low molecular weight) which may or may not contain a
seeding material to enhance plasma radiation absorption. The focused laser
beam would sustain the high-temperature plasma within the chamber. This
plasma, through conduction and radiation, would transfer heat to the remaining
propellant. The high-temperature propellant would then be expanded through a
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title: Advanced Energetics Research - IV Langley Contact: E. J. Conway
Experiment Title: Laser Propulsion Test
Mission 'Objectives: To measure the thrust and specific impulse of one or
more laser propulsion systems, and to assess the adequacy of ground-based
measurements, and to test the life expectancy of a laser engine.
Mission Description: The mission will be the first systems—level test of
laser propulsion in space. It will test thrust and specific impulse as,well
as system characteristics such as steady-state wall temperature, propellant
mass flow rate. A high-power laser, either solar-pumped or electrically
pumped, will be required for this missies, Life tests will be performed.
Benefit: Studies show that laser propulsion offers large cost savings for
OTV's operating in a heavy traffic mode. By the early 1990's, prototype
laser propulsion systems will be developed and tested on the ground. Their
further development will require verification by a space test of the perfor-
mance in test chambers. This mission is designed to test propulsion system
parameters and establish a reliable estimate of benefit.
Justification: Several studies have shown that laser propulsion for OTV
applications could be much less expensive than chemical propulsion. Without
aggresive research, technology development will not be realized.
This mission is designed to demonstrate and advance the state of the art in
laser propulsio.n.,.
Mission Requirements and Capability: An adequate laser power source operating
at the correct optical frequency will be required. Laser pointing and tracking
will not be required since transmission can be over a distance of approximately'
the longest dimension of the space station. Adjustment, control, alignment, and
repair are expected to require manned interaction. Depending upon the magnitude
of the laser thrust, an opposed non-laser engine may be required.
Space Station vs. Free Flyer: These tests will require man for deployment, to
achieve and measure maximum performance and to assure safety for the spacecraft
and the laser propulsion system. Because it requires a high-power laser, either
solar-pumped (requiring the concentrator) or electrically dumped (requiring a
large photovoltaic panel), the resources of a space station will be required.
J
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Discipline Control & Human Factors
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE 2401	 ELEMENT NAME MAN I PULATOR CONTROLS
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 CO FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G.. SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEW 1991	 INT. MRS	 EVA MRS 8	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G.. REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
12 NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.38 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL) 138 hrs/ 365 days









STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
© NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATI ON/ REMOVAL
DATEIS) 1992 	 INT. HRS.	 EVAN RS	 _^ EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
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Payload Element Name: Manipulator Controls Technology
Reference Documents:
1.	 Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation Meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982, Attachment A, p 60.
Narrative:
This payload element implements the experiment objectives described in Ref
Initial experiments are conducted within a Space Station Laboratory using two
3m 1 ong arms.
Later tests will be performed with two 6m long arms attached to a carrier
vehicle such as a TMS. The weight and power estimates shown on the data sheets
are for this latter case. Mass and power estimates are given in Table 2401-1.
The suited man performance equivalence tests will require 8 hours of EVA to
set up the task board and 4 hours of EVA to conduct the test. Table 2401-2
lists sthe man hour utilization for each phase of the experiment.
Table 2401-1. Mass and Power Estimates*
A.	 Internal Tests:
Mass (kg)	 Power (W)
(2) 3m Arms 	 !1,000












*Estimated by Spar Ltd.
ti
t
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Code: GDCD 2401	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Table 2401-2. Manhour UtilizAtion
1. Laboratory^EEx__ptt.^. Manhours
1A. Short
Set up & conduct 8 test runs.
2 crewmen required x 54 hrs each = 108
1B. Suited Man Performance Test
Suit up and conduct taskboard tests




amp- ators To TMS
2 men x4 hrs = 8
2B. Checkout Operation
2 men x2 hrs = 4
2C. Locate Task Board Externally
2 EVA crewme n x 4 hrs = 8 (EVA)
3. External Experiments
3A. 7RS-Fe—rT. Test
2 men x 4 hrs = 8
3B. EVA - Man Perf. Test
1 man EVA 4 hrs = 4 (EVA)
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title: Space Teleoperator Systems Research Langley Contact: A. J. Meintel
Experiment Title: Manipulator Controls Technology
Mission Objectives: 1. Determine the characteristics and limitations of inter-
active and adaptive control technology applied to space teleoperator systems.
2. To develop a quantitative data base with which to compare and predict
task performance with teleoperation and in a space suit.
Mission Description: A lightweight low-inertia dual-arm manipulator system
will be attached to the space station or associated structure. The manipulator
system will be controlled from a teleoperator control station in the space
station, thriugh a computer interface, using both supervisory and direct control
modes.
Initially, the manipulator system will be in a space station laboratory.
Tests within the laboratory will include evaluation of system response-to
validate ground based models, to identify system parameters, and to develop
adaptive control algorithms for zero g operations. Experiments will provide
data on operator restraints, workload, mobility, and response to bilateral forces.
Baseline tests will be conducted to compare task performance using the tele-
operator with performance in a space suit.
In addition to tests within the space station the teleoperator system will
be attached to a carrier vehicle such as TMS to develop the technology and integrated
procedures required for remote operations such as construction, inspection,
materials transfer, and repair.
Benefit: A teleoperation system will perform activities outside the space station
(EVA) over a long time period, over long distances, with precision, without
human risk, and with replinishable electrical power the only consumable. A
teleoperator can capture, transport, orient, and stabilize materials and payloads
needed for EVA operations.
I - .. T_' T-^
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Code: GDCD 2401	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Justification: The Shuttle RMS is the first space teleoperator. It also
illustrates the handicap in development of space teleoperator technology. The
RMS, like all manipulators, is a flexible, coupled, nonlinear system. The
stabilization and control problems are analogous to those of other large space
structures. The RMS can (and had been) mathematically modelled, but because it
is designed for zero g it cannot be tested under lg to validate its characteristics
and dev€:lop control laws that will improve its response and stability. Neutral
buoyancy tests would require structural changes and would have large viscous
effects. A space station would provide the time to systematically validate the
math models and improve the performance based on the true measured characteristics
of a space-based teleoperator system.
Also, many teleoperator systems employ bilateral force
feedback because it gives the operator an indication of the forces exerted on
the manipulator end effector or tool. The RMS is not a force reflecting system
and the aft flight deck has limited space. The space station would have room
for conventional and bilateral controllers, and the effects of forces trans-
mitted to the operator and the restraints required for zero g could be
evaluated.
Mission Requirements and Capabilities:
Mass, volume, operational envelope- All configuration dependent. TBD.
Data management, communication- Outputs of system will be monitored and
some parameters recorded. Onboard data analysis capability desirable.
RF link for TV and command/feedback required for remote teleoperator
control (with TMS or other free-flyer).
Crew Timeline- Crew scheduling will be necessary, but teleoperation
technology studies schedule can be flexible. Operations outside space
station will significantly effect crew timelines.
ys^	 _	 ♦ 0
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 2402	 ELEMENT NAME	 ADVANCED EVA TECHNOLOGY
ACCOMOOATION:	 QQ ATTACHED
	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
















EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
.02 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)











EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/ REMOVAL
OATE(S)	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
® NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. No assembly required
3.	 EVA = 20 times, 2 men for 4 hr. each time
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Payload Element Name: Advanced EVA Technology
Reference Documents:
1. Space Station Technology Readiness by R.F. Carlisle and J.H. Romero.
ASME National Marketing, Phoenix, Arizona, November 1982
2. Space Station Environmental Control and Life Support System. Preliminary
Conceptional Design by C.H. Lin. NASA JSC Doc No. CSD-53-059, JSC-17727,
9/82
3. Military Space Systems Technology Model. AIAA Plan-In-Space System Panel
Report, Alburquerque, N.M. Revised Draft, September. 23, 1982
4. Space Operation Center Systems Analysis. Final Report. Volume II. Boeing
Aerospace Company. NASA Contractor Report 160944 (JSC). July 6, 1982.
Narrative:
Future EVA space activity shows a diversity of work on a continuing basis,
exceeding past work, including space station construction, OTV and satellite
servicing, as well as emergences requiring immediate EVA activity. Improved
EVA equipment, adapted to the new activities, will need to be tested under the
required continuing basis, which will not be possible from periodic space
shuttle-based EVAs.
Planned EVA technology to enhance space work encompasses items such as (see
Ref 1, p 12 and Ref 2, p 86):
Suit construction: 	 Improved mobility
Suit life support system:	 Improved internal pressure (8 psi
vs 4 psi), and atmosphere composition
(02, N2 vs 02 today)
Work tools, maneuvering unit:	 Enhanced mission abilities (powered
vs no power) greater operating dis-
tances with an improved manned
maneuvering unit.
The higher pressure and component gases avoid lengthy pre-breathing (bend
avoidance) required for existing space suits.
1
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Ref 3 lists elapsed time through manufacturing and.test for developing eleven
EVA technology related items; namely:
1. EMU Helmet (3yrs) 6 Hand-Held Power Tool 	 (3 yrs)
2. EMU Gloves (3 yrs) 7. Diagnostic & Checkout (6 yrs)
3. Refueling System (4 yrs) 8. Enhanced Computer (11 yrs)
4. Hand Tools (3 yrs) 9. Rengenerable CO2 (5 yrs)
5. Preb reathe Eliminator (6 yrs) 10. Non Venting Heat Sink (3 yrs)
11. Hi IV MMU (8 yrs)
Ref 3 describes safety aspects related to EVA (p 4-22).










(f) past EVA activities
• Storage of EMU spare parts and tools to be located in the maintenance
area.
• Checkout of EVA equipment, repairs, etc is to be done in the work area
Eva activity level described by NASA in Ref 2, p 7 is:
• Capability of two EVAs simultaneously in early years
• Capability of four Evas simultaneously in later years
• EVA frequency: Two, 2-man sorties/day, 6 days/week for a total
of 24 sorties/week
• Maximum duration of 8 hours/sortie
The Convair mission data for this payload shows an 8-hour/day estimate for the
early years, rather than the 16 hours indicated above.
Table 2402-1 summarizes weight and volume for the space suits. See Ref 3, pp
3-4 for data/suit. Table 1 contains an estimate of suits required to which is
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Existing space suits use a replaceable lithium hydroxide (Li OH) canister (6.5
lb/EVA) to remove CO p	 If the canister use is kept, corresponding weight
(24 sorties/week) = 1900 lb (.849 kg). This is a significant amount relative to
suit weights in Figure 2402-1. A regenerable CO2 for extensive EVAs is one
of the planned items listed previously. For the purpose of weight estimates,
the above assumption of a 30% increase applied in Figure 1 is taken to
approximate the inclusion of any Li OH.
Power requirements in Figure 2402-1 is taken at 30 watts/suit (battery) based
on a phone discussion with Mr. A. Broui l let of Hamilton Standard Company, an
EVA suit manufacturer.
Table 2402-1. Space Suit Data (8 psi, 02 IN2)
Crew	 No. of Wt. Per VoIur. Sum Sum Sum
Year Sizes	 Suits Suit, KG Per Weight, Volume, Power,
* Suit, kg cu.m W
cu.m* ** **
Early 4	 3 104 0.5 406 2.0 100
Later 8	 6 104 0.5 812 4.0 180
* Ref 3, pp 3-48
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GDCD
ID	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT NAME
NO.
2501 Liquid Droplet Radiator
2502 Advanced Control Device
2503 Space Component Lifetime Technology
2504 OTV Payload Handling
2505 Pdyload Servicing and Repair
2506 OTV Propellant Transfer and Storage
2507 OTV Propellant Reliquification
2508 OTV Docking and Berthing
2509 OTV Maintenance
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix 1
GOCO CODE 2501	 ELEMENTNAME LIQUID DROPLET RADIATOR
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY /ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATE(S) 1996	INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 12	 EVA CREW	 2
q NOT APPLICABLE








STATION HRS PER SERVICE
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT ( AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
'	 0.2 HRS PER DAY (INTE9MAL1









STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
S. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
DATE(S) 1997	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS n .-.- EVA CREW 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Deployment of collector, plumbing
3. Monitoring of Performance







TOTAL EVA HRS 20
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Payload Element Name: Liquid Droplet Radiator (LDR).
Reference Documents:
1. Technology Development Missions Space Station NAAO Orientation Meeting
NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982.
2. The Liquid Droplet Radiator - An Ultra Light Heat Rejection System For
Efficient Energy Conversion In Space, A.T. Mattick and A. Hertzberg,
Acta Astronautica Vol. 9 pp 165-172, 1982.
Narrative:
The objective, description and special considerations for this payload element
are from Ref (1) .
The concept sketch for LDR generation and collector are from Ref (2).
The remaining data for this payload element is derived.
Ref (2) identifies unique interfaces, to include:
a. Contamination of spacecraft surfaces and radiation fluid (typical
fluids are tin, tin-lead, oils, etc)
b. Droplet charging from the space station which could effect droplet
trajectory
c. Radiator orientation to insure droplet pattern edge-on to the
sun and integration and coordination of station attitude changes with
droplet collector position.
Methods of generating and collecting the droplets are shown in Figure 2501-1
from Ref (2) and as follows: "The generator is a pressurized plenum with an
army of nozzles to form liquid jets which break up into droplets via surface
tension instability. A vibrator may be used to induce pertubations in the
emerging jets to control droplet size and spacing."
DROPLET












DROPLET GENERATOR	 DF0PUT COLLECTOR
(o)	 W
266.592-469
Figure 2501-1. LDR Components, (a) Generator; (b) Collector
q^l
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LIQUID DROPLET RADIATOR
I. Mission Objective
Demonstration and technical verification of an advanced Liquid
Droplet space radiator concept under acuual operational space
station conditions (zero-gravity, space vacuum, space plasma,
attitude control manuevering perturbation, etc., during long
duration operations). Determine operational characteristics,
r istraints and effects of space station/radiator interface.
II. Mission Description
The candidate liquid droplet radiator systems could be
intergrated/connected to the space station thermal management system
at the heat rejection interface point. The system assembly would be
installed as an auxilliary experimental heat rejection system.
Waste heat load would be supplied by the space station (as an option
a separate heat source could be used) commensurate to the size of
the liquid droplet radiator system. It would operate at actual
space station radiator conditions of inlet and outlet temperature,
zero gravity, vacuum, solar radiation, attitude correction and
maneuvering perturbations and with the interface of space plasma.
Performance would be evaluated for efficiency of waste heat
rejection, response, temperature distribution controllability, flow
rate, potential of loss of working fluid and space station
contamination due to vaporization and manuevering and effect of
space plasma interface on liquid droplet streams trajectory.
Zero-gravity effects on droplet generation, trajectory and
collection efficiency would be determined. Constraint on operation
control and performance will be determined. Performance, failure
modes, and lifetime potential will be evaluated using operational
data to correlate space and ground test data. Mission would require
evaluation under startup, shutdown, full and part load operation. A
typical system configuration is shown on figure 1.
III. Eenefits
Technology verification/demonstration of advanced radiator system
less that 1/4 of the weight of flat plate, tube-fin and hear-pipe
radiator designs. Radiator concept does not require surface
coatings or armor-plate protection. Radiating . area is impervious to
micro meteroid damage. Liquid droplet radiator is suitable for low
temperature (300X) and high temperature (1000() NASA and DOD
applications in KW and MW range. System is deployable, offers
compact stowed configuration and can be designed to survive launch
environment.
IV. Justification
Evaluation/technical verification of a radiator for space
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 3	 of 4
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application requires sustained operation for a long duration under actual
spacecraft operating conditions and space environment of zero-G, solar
radiation, vacuum, space plasma and the spacecraft - steady state, thermal
and manuevering operating modes.
Ground testing lacks sustained zero-G, space plasma and solar
radiation availability and does not adequately simulate structual
forces or manuevering modes. Shuttle mission objectives, limited
mission duration and mission priorities preclude its use for
sustained long duration testing and may also limit the size of the
experiment.
V. Misson Requirements and Capabilities
A) Orbital Parameters - NQ constraints. Would operate at space
station altitude.
B) Mass, Volume, Operational Envelope - TBD. The test radiator
systems should be of specific size, compatible with the space
station to provide design/operational data that can be used for
scaling to a larger system.
C) Power - Ac-DC continuous electric power would be required for
pumping and controls. Other interface requirements are TBD.
Magnitude of power requirements are dependent on the size of the
experiment.
D) Thermal Control - The equipment could be designed for rejection
of a portion of spacecraft heat load. It is unlikely that thermal
control provisions would be required for any of itx components
except instrumentation.
E) Attitude, Stabilization - The system would be designed to
operate within the attitude and stabilization constraints of the
space station. Position control of the liquid droplet steam
collector may be required. It is anticipated that this would be
effected through motorized control.. Method is TBO.
F) Viewing - TBD
G) Environmental Constraints - TBD
H) Data Management, Communication - Experiment control is required
to initiate operation, terminate operation and change operating
level per waste heat rejection demands. Data acquisition is
required for operational control and evaluation.
I) Crew Timeline - TED. Crew resources may be needed for conduct
of experiment at scheduled times.
J) Operations Schedule, Maintenance, Lifetime - No maintenance is
planned. Schedule and lifetime are experiment specific and are TBO.
PGOC-ASP-83-002
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Appendix I
K) Economic or Performance Benefits Achieved Through Use of a Space
Station - A space radiator system is operation with power production
for long durations. The use of a space station for evaluation of
this concept offers the potential of long term testing (not
available with shuttle) needed for scaling.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 2502	 ELEMENT NAME ADVANCED CONTROL DEVICE
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S1 1992 , INT. HRS	 EVA HRS 1 2	 EYA CREW 2
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REDUIREO 	 STATION HP.S PER SERVICE
© NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
0.2 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 360 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
q NOT APPLICABLE
	




OATE(S) 1994	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS 12	 EVA CREW	 ?
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Assembly and attachment
3. Monitoring and recording
5. Removal and repackaging
TOTAL EVA HRS	 36
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Payload Element Name: Advanced Control Device
Reference Documents:
1.	 Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation Meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982.
Narrative:
Payload element objective, description, accommodation mode, and relationship
to large structural payload element (GDCD 2005) taken from Ref 1.
All other data derived.
OF F0v ^^ r^' i	 GDC-ASP-83-002
	






TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title:	 Langley Contact:




Advanced Control Device Technology Demonstration
Mission Objectives:
Evaluate momentum storage control devices (e.g., third generation
control moment gyros (CMG's), second generation magnetically suspended
momentum rids (AMCD ' s)) required by advanced space station configurations.
Mission Description:
Advanced control devices will be provided as selectable alternatives to
operational control devices. Various advanced devices will be evaluated
with the operational system serving as a backup.
Benefit:
Control device technology must continue to evolve as space stations
become more complex. Advanced devices can be qualified in space using
the operational system to insure safety.
Justification:
Technology supports space station evolution and therefore requires the
space station environment for realistic dynamic testing and long duration
life testing.
Mission Requirements and Capability:
Essentially the same as the operational control devices. Expanded
software is anticipated for the dual hardware interfaces.
Space Station vs. Free Flyer:
Validation on the vehicle of intended application is desirable. Life
testing could be accomplished on a free flyer; dynamic control testing
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 2503	 ELEMENTNAME SPACE COMPONENT LIFETIME
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G.. SET-UPIASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATEW 1990	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR. INSPECT. ETC.)
-.2 
	 HRS PER GAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL 180 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS. 19
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG._
q NOT APPLICA3LE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG. 	 8










o. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Set up part of station OPS
3. Monitoring and recording
4. 2 EVA's per year over 10 year period
5. Set-up/removal part of configuration charge
TOTAL EVA HRS 152
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Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Payload Element Name: Space Component Lifetime Technology
Reference Documents:
1.	 Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation Meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982.
Narrative:
Payload element objective, description, accommodation mode, and duration taken
from Ref 1.
Number of components and all other data derived.
I
a
.,^ - ^ - _ it • r
GDC-ASP-83-002 Page 2 of 3
Volume II, Book
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2503	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
SPACE COMPONENT LIFETIME TECHNOLOGY
1. Mission Objective
To provide a technology base for the development of diverse
hardware components for which a multi-year operational lifetime
under space conditions is specified.
II. Mission Description
The propsed mission would characterise the performance
lifetime of critical components selected form varied space
technologies. Components requiring evaluation in the space
environment include primary propulsion systems; solar cell and
chemical battery power units; space qualified solid film
lubricants; laser and conventional spin gyros; and microwave
amplifier cathodes.
III. Benefit
The proposed technology evaluation of spaceborne power units,
propulsion systems, and navigational devices will have direct
applicability to NASA deep planetary missions. In general, the
component lifetime demonstrations achieved through the proposed
Mission would increase the probability for sucess of advanced
space projects.
IV. Justification
It is clear from the definition of the Mission objectives
that the requiste component technology investigation can only
occur on a long duration space laboratory. For proper solar cell
technology evaluation, both the orbital solar illumination and
high energy particle flux are required. In additon to conversion
efficiency, a major technological tradeoff between silicon and
gallium arsnide solar cells is the ability to withstand radiation
damage.	 In order to perform the in situ annealing and repair of
degraded solar cells, a manned presence is required.
V. Mission Requirements and Capabilities
A) Orbital Parameters- The Mission orbit should insure the
• ^quisite photon and high energy particle flux.
8) Mass, Volume, and Operational Envelope- TBD
C) Power- Instrument specfic.
JI
GDC-ASP-83-002 	 Page 3	 of 3
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2503	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
D) Thermal Control- TBD
E) Attitude, Stabilization- Verification and measurement of
gryoscopic performance requires high space station angular
stability.
F) Viewing - See comment A) above.
G) Environmental Constraints- none.
H,I) Data Management, Communications, Crew Lifetime- TBD
J -) Operations Schedule, Maintenance, Lifetime- The components to
be tested have nominal space lifetimes between five and ten
years.
VI. Space Station vs. Free Flyer
Although a detailed trade-off analysis is required it should
be pointed out that the critical Mission specifications are
characteristic of anticipated space station performance.
AM, I ,V -.. zr r -
	 J:
GDC-ASP-83-002
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 2504	 ELEMENT NAME OTV PAYLOAD HANDLING
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1992	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REDUIREO	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT ( AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
£ HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL) for 30 days
2 HRS PER DAY (EVA)









STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA H RS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATIONIREMOVAL
DATES) 1992	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY OESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Original set up part of station operations
3. Inside/outside activity for 30 day period
5. Removal part of station operation
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Appendix I
Payload Element Name: OTV Payload Handling
Reference Documents:
1. Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation Meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982.
2. Definition of Technology Development Mission for Early Space Station,
Orbit Transfer Vehicle Servicing, General Dynamics Convair Division, NAS
8-35039.
Narrative:
This payload element is based in part on Ref 1 entitled "OTV Servicing
Technology", and on data developed in Ref 2.
The service enclosure is equipped with a docking boom that contains a
motorized carriage at one end and a RMS at the opposite end. Prior to
attaching the payload, the service enclosure is moved toward the Space Station
and the simulated OTV is rotated 90 degrees. The simulated payload is
retrieved from the Space Station holding fixture by moving the docking boom
along the length of the service enclosure and attaching the docking boom RMS
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 2505	 ELEMENT NAME	 PAYLOAD SERVICING AND REPAIR
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET•UPIASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATE(S) 1992	INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE




q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL-SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
1 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL) for 90 days
2.2 HRS PER DAY (EVA)
	






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
0 NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL




S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Original set ups part of station operations
3. Inside/outside activity for 90 day period
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Payload Element Name: Playload Servicing and Repair.
Reference Documents:
1. Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation Meeting,
NASA Hq, 14-15 September 1982
2. Definition Of Technology Development Mission For Early Space Station,
Orbit Transfer Vehicle Servicing, General Dynamics Convair Division, NAS
8-35-39
Narrative:
This payload element is based in part on Ref 1 entitled ""Satellite Servicing
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE	 2506	 ELEMENT NAME OTV PROPELLANT TRANSFER AND STORAGE
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SETUP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1991	INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2 SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED
® NOT APPLICABLE
STATION HRS PER SF3VICE
EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONALSUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
1	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
HRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIREO 	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1991	 INT. HRS.
	
EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. are considered station operations
3. This is a 30 day mission
TOTAL EVA HRS	 0
-*Am
4
GDC-ASP-83-002	 Page 1	 of 2
Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2506	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: OTV Propellant Transfer and Storage
Reference Documents:
1. Technology Development Mission, Space Station WAAO Study Orientation
Meeting, NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982
2. Definition of Technology Development Missions for Early Space Station,
Orbit Transfer Vehicle Servicing, General Dynamics Convair Division, NAS
8-35039
Narrative:
This payload element is based in part on Ref 1 entitled OTV Servicing
Technology and on data developed in Ref 2.
The propellant transfer module consists of one spherical receiver tank, one
cylindrical supply tank with spherical bulkheads, an open truss support
structure, transfer lines, shuttle interface plumbing (fill, drain, vent,
dump), and a helium supply system for dump and transfer. Each tank has an
acquisition system and multi-layer insulation. Both tanks are supported from
the truss structure which in turn interfaces with the Shuttle longeron and
keel fittings. The support truss also has berthing systems on the forward and
aft ends and on one side. The aft end attaches to the space station, the
forward end attaches to beams delivered on a subsequent flight and the side
interfaces with the propellant conservation (liquefaction) module. The
transfer module also includes data control and interface electronics and a
td drazine system for filling and discharging the ACS bottles.
Equipment W1 (lb)
Receiver tank 95
Receiver tank acquisition system 65
Receiver tank MU 25
Supply tank 170
Supply tank acquisition system 130
Supply tank MU 108
Transfer lines 182




Shuttle interface lines 162
-. -I
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Hydrazine supply system	 200
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE 2507	 ELEMENTNAME OTV PROPEL LANT LIQUEFAC_T_ION
ACCOMOOATION: 	 ® ATTACHED
	 O FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT ANO CHECKOUT)
DATE(S) 1991	 INT. MRS	 EVA MRS	 _ EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2 SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
© NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
1	 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
MRS PER DAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
S. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1991	 INT. HRS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1, and 5. are considered station operations
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2507	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: OTV Propellant Liquefaction
Reference Documents:
1. Technology Development Mission, Space Station NAAO Study Orientation
Meeting, NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982
2. Definition of Technology Development Missions for Early Space Station,
Orbit Transfer Vehicle Servicing, General Dynamics Convair Division, NAS
8-35039
3. Investigation of Gas Liquefiers For Space Operation, AF Aero-Propulsion
Laboratory Aeronautical Syst. Div., Airforce Syst. Command Wright -
Patterson AFB, Ohio. Prepared by Malaker Lab. Inc. High Bridge, N,J. ,
J.G. Daunt et al. 1968
4. Handbook of External Refrigeration Syst, for Long Term Aero Storage, LMSC
Sunnyvale, CA 1971.
Narrative:
This payload element is based in part on Ref 1 entitled OTV Servicing
Technology and on data developed in Ref 2. Refrigeration requirements are
derived based on Ref 3 and 4.
The propellant liquefaction module is a multi-sided box-type package
containing refrigeration equipment, electrical systems, instrumentation,
controls, and disconnect systems for attaching to the transfer module. The
module also has a radiator package strapped on the aft end, which is attached
to the Space Station structure. The Space Station incorporates plumbing
between the radiator attachment and the transfer module.
The propellant liquefaction module is supported from a truss cradle that in
turn interfaces with the Shuttle keel and longeron fittings. The module is
located at the forward end of the shuttle payload bay, which is within the
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	Code: GDCD 	2507	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
_r•'1
Equipment Wt (lb)
Support cradle 500(stays with shuttle) i#
Module body structure 200
Disconnect systems 105
+•*y/int




equipment 600 A^ MEUOIKE
NOW
/NI^MA11011 ume 	 ontrols
25
025 =8 TO TRANIM
Radiators 450 --
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Code: CDCO 2507	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Space Heater Transfer To The Supply And
Receiver Tanks
Ptinn1 V TA ► IV
VOLUME: 485 ft3	 84"V.^L 8 -
WEIGHT OF LH2 (5% ULLAGE): 2027 LB	 90
SURFACE:
Surface of sphere = 4,rr2 - 47r 3.52 = 153.86 ft2
Surface of straight section - DrL = 	 164.85
318.7-1 f+2
	
0.16 BTU 318.71 f t2 	BTU
HEAT LEAK	 = 51.0
hr ft2	 hr
HEAT FLUX = 0.16 BTU	
From experimental results
Tir	 using the 87" tank
BOIL OFF RATE = 51 BTU	 lb	 = 0.27 lb = 6.48 lb
h r	 192 BTU	 Tr	 d ay
LAYERS OF MLI = 45 Radiation Shields
RECEIVER TANK
VOLUME: 180 ft3	 84"
WEIGHT OF LH2 (5% ULLAGE): 752 lb
SURFACE: 153.86 f t2
BTU
HEAT LEAK: (0.16) 153.86 = 24.6
FF
BOIL OFF: 24.6 = 013 lb = 3.12 lb
T F	 hr 	 -day
°t n
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Refrigeration Requirements
(Stirling or Bra y ton Cycle)
WATTS OF REFRIGERATION NEEDED FOR RELIQUEFACTION OF i LB/DAY OF HYDROGEN =
2.37 WATTS (Ref 3).
COOLING NEEDED TO RELIQUEFY THE BOILOFF FROM THE SUPPLY & RECEIVER TANK:
0.27 l b/hr + 0.13 l b/hr = 0.40 l b/hr = 9.6 l b/day
THE COOLING NEEDED TO RELIQUEFY 0.4 lb/hr:
(9.6 lb/day) 2.37	 W	 = 22.75W
1 b d any
75W-hr =
RELIQUEFICATION RATE IS 22.	 56.88 W-hr
0. 4 lb	 lb
NOMINAL COOLING DESIRED:
SUPPLY TANK + RECEIVER TANK
51.0 BTU + 24.6 BTU = 	 BTU
Fi —r 	 1-i r	 T6-
IN WATTS = 75.6 x 0.2930 = 24W
DESIGN COOLING 10% MARGIN = 22W
NOMINAL COOLING TEMP. 20K
COOLING RANGE 17-23K
COEF OF PERFORMANCE COP
ASSUME MAX TEMP T h = 300K
Tc = 20K
Q RE FR .	 Tc
nTnT	
-Th--Tc—carnot
COP =	 20 = 0.071
300-26
THE POWER INPUT FOIE RELIQUEFACTION	 24 = 338W"771
k
V
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Code: GDCD 2507	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
SPEC. WEIGHT = 2 LB/WATT (Ref 4)
TOTAL REFR. WEIGHT = 676 lb
SPEC. VOLUME: 70 m3/WATT
REFRIG. VOLUME: 23660 in 3/WATT = 13.7 ft3
WASTE HEAT RADIATOR: =z 200 ft3
POWER SUPPLY: PHOTOVOLTAIC AREA ON SPACE STATION OR ERECTABLE PANEL TYPE
CONFIGURATION
COOL DOWN OF THE REFRIGERATOR
Cool down time of a refrigerator, where the mass is relatively high and where
intermittent operation is desirable, can be an important consideration. For
the intermittant operation case all heat exchanger elements and fluid cooling
systems must be cooled down to operating conditions prior to efficient
propellant refrigeration.
COEFFICIENT OF PERFORMANCE (COP)
1. The COP decreases substantially as the unit becomes smaller - higher heat
leaks, components more difficult to fabricate - unfavorable area to
volume ratios - fictional losses higher.
2. The COP is so low because there are so many components involved - heat -
source - heat sink, mechanical refrigeration and mechanical work source.
Refrigerater has a compressor, expander, and motor. These components
contribute to the COP.
s
, , , . - .011.. r , .. --j— t.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 2508	 ELEMENT NAME OTV DOCKING AND BERTHING
ACCOMOOATION:	 ® ATTACHED
	
q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)











q TMS/OTO REQUIRED	 STATION MRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
2	 MRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
-







q TMs/OTV REQUIRED 	 STATION MRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA MRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. 0 EA CTI V ATI ON/ REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1991	 INT. HRS.	 EVA MRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY OESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1, and 5. are considered station operations.
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Payload Element Name: OTV Docking & Berthing
Reference Documents:
1. Technology Development Mission, Space Station NAAO Study Orientation
Meeting, NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982
2. Definition of Technology Development Missions for Early Space Station,
Orbit Transfer, Vehicle Servicing, General Dynamics Convair Division, NAS
8-35039
Narrative:
This payload element is based in part on Ref 1 entitled OTV Servicing
Technology and data developed in Ref 2.
The simulated OTV and two truss frames are supported in the Shuttle payload
bay. The OTV is attached to the two truss frames by means of berthing arms and
the entire package (frames & OTV) is deployed from the shuttle and attached to
the propellant transfer module. The truss frames also have an open "cherry
picker" type device mounted on powered carriages for retraining the astronauts.
The modules shown can be removed from the simulated OTV for maintenance
Technology Development Mission. The berthing interface is at the aft end of
the core module.
The module sizes were selected to be representative of actual sizes for an OTV
in order to. devel op the capability to handle this type of equipment in space.
The berthing enclosure is positioned at the end of the truss beams away from
the space station and the docking boom is rotated 90 degrees to the berthing
enclosure. This provides a docking target removed from adjacent structures.
Docking tests are performed using a TMS equipped with an adapter. The
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Holding fixtures (motorized) 	 415
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ACS module
Spherical bottle with acquisition





attachment system & electrical
disconnects
Con module
An open box truss for ON
modules, berthing & payload,
including fluid & electrical
disconnects
Tank module
Spherical dummy tank with
support truss, attachment latches
& disconnects
Engine module
Dummy engine package with
tharst cone, attachment system,
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Appendix I
GOCO CODE 2509	 ELEMENT NAME OTV Maintenance
ACCOMOOATION:	 []ATTACHED 
	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET -UP/ASSEMBLY /ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1992	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REaUIREO	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)
8.33 HRS PER OAY (EVA)
q NOT APPLICABLE
4. RECONFIGURATION
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
L1^C NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. OEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATHS) 1992	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5, are considered station operations.
3. This is a 30 day mission; inside/outside operations are engine
and tank changeout on simulated OTV development tasks.
	
TOTAL EVA H;S	 250
-r P I. -- — .	 -	
) 
-
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Appendix I
Payload Element Name: OTV Maintenance
Reference Documents:
1. Technology Development Missions, space Station NAAO Study Orientation
Meeting, NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982.
2. Definition of Technology Development Missions for Early Space Station,
Orbit Transfer Vehicle Servicing, General Dynamics Convair Division, NAS
8-35039.
Narrative:
This payload element is based in part on Ref 1 entitled OTV Servicing
Technology and on data developed in Ref 2.
Two service examples are shown with an aerobrake attached to the simulated
OTV. The first example is an engine module changeout. The engine module is
equipped with an open truss cage, which attaches to the aerobrake through a
series of structural disconnects. The change out is accomplished by latching
the aerobrake to the truss beams; ( view A-A); attaching the service enclosure
RMS to a holding fixture on the space station. The reverse of this procedure
is used to install the new engine module.
The second example shows a propellant tank module change out. This requires
rotating the OTV 180 degrees so that the tank module is within reach of the
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
GDCD CODE 2510	 ELEMENT NAME TETHER DYNAMICS TECHNOLOGY
ACCOMODATION:	 ® ATTACHED
	
q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES) 1995	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE






q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
3	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)









STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE
	
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
5. DEACTIVATION/REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1995	 INT. HRS.	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
S. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. and 5. Times for activation and deactivation are included in
experimental operations
3. Duration of experiment is 3 days for deploy, monitor, control,
retrieve subsatellites. Free-flying experimental subsatellites
(RPVor TMS) are interconnected on tether cable





Payload Element Name: Tether Dynamics
"Utilization of the External Tanks of the Space Transportation System"
Draft report (8 Oct. 1982) on a workshop held at the University of
California, San Diego, La Jollla, CA, 23-27 August 1982. (See sections
and III and Appendix II.)
Columbo, Guiseppe, "A Straightforward Use of the Shuttle E.T." Enclosure
to letter from Dr. Colombo to Professor J.R. Arnold, Space Institute,
University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, Ca 92037, dated March 1982.
Gatland, Kenneth, "Manned Spacecraft" pp
card 67-22617.
Bekey, Ivan, "Architectural Options for Space Stations in the Context of
the Space Infrastructure". Office of Space Flight, NASA Headquarters,
Washington, D.C.
Modi, V. J. and Chang-Fu, Geng, "On the Control of the Space Shuttle
Based Tethered Systems," Acta Astronautica, Vol. 9, No. 6-7, pp 437-443,
1982.
Mi sra, A. K., and Modi, V. J., "Deployment and Retrieval of a
Subsatellite Connected by a Tether to the Space Shuttle", AIAA/AAS
Astrodynamics Conference, Danvers, Mass. Paper No. AIAA-80-1693 (1980).
Rupp, C. C, "A Tether Tension Control Law for Tethered Subsatellites
Deployed Along Local Vertical" NASA TMX-64963 (1975)
"Tethered Subsatellite
Kulla, P., "Dynamics of Tethered Satellites," Proc. Symp. on Dynamics
Control of Non-Rigid Spacecraft, Frascate, Italy, pp 349-354 (1976)
Kallaghan, P. N., et al "Study of the Dynamics of a Tethered Satellite
System (Skyhook)", Final Report, Contract NAS8-32199, Smithsonian
Institution, Astro/Physical Observatory, Cambridge, Mass. (1978)
Modi, V. J. and Mistra, A. K., "On the Deployment Dynamics of Tether
Connected Two-Body Systems", Acta Astronautica 6, 1183-1197 (1979)
Misra, A. K. and Modi, V. J., "A General Dynamical Model for the Space
Shuttle Based Tethered Subsatellite System', Adv. Astronaut. Sci. 40,
537-557 (1979)






13. Bainumm P.M. and Kumar, V. K., "Optimum Control of the
Shuttle-Tethered-Subsatellite System", 30th Congress of the IAF, Munich,
FRG, Paper No. 79-190 (1979)
14. Kane, Thomas R. and Levinson, David A., "Deployment of a Cable-Supported
Payload From an Orbiting Spacecraft", J. Spacecraft, Vol. 14, No. 7, July
1977.
15. U.S. Patent 4,097,010 (27 June 1978), "Satellite Connected by Means of a
Long Tether to a Powered Spacecraft", Guiseppe Colombo and Mario D.
Grassi.
16. U.S. Patent 3, 532,298 (6 Oct. 1970), "Method for Deploying and
Stabilizing Orbiting Structures", Charles T. Swet.
17. Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation Meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 September 1982.
Narrative:
A tether system consists of two orbiting bodies connected by a flexible cable.
The combined phenomena of gravity gradient and, centrifugal and Coriolis
accelerations, make it possible to maneuver such a system in ways that nay be
useful in space operations. In particular, it is possible to interchange the
positions of a pair of satellites, in high and low circular orbits,
respectively, with little or no expenditure of propellant or mechanical
energy. Angular momentum and energy of the system are conserved by values for
the individual bodies are traded.
A tether scheme was patented by Swet in 1970 (Ref 16) and another by Colombo
in 1978 (Ref 15). Since then, Dr. Colombo, and several others have studied the
subject and made a number of specific proposals for operational applications -
Refs 1 through 14. These range from bodies of a few 100 kg mass to the manned
Shuttle Orbiter tethered to one or more of its external tanks (ETs). Cable
lengths of 100 km have been suggested.
Preliminary tether tests were made during the Gemini program - see Ref 3 -
and NASA has a contract, Tethered Subsatellite System (TSS), with
Martin/Marietta and Aeritalia to deralop hardware for experiments from a
Shuttle Orbiter scheduled to fly in about two years time. This will involve an
approximately 500 kg subsatellite with a 20 km cable to study electrodynamic
effects. A later experiment is planned with a 100 km tether that will tow the
subsatellite in the upper atmosphere.
-.	
.• . - on.f 1 ,.. Tt T,	 - -
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Operations that involve one or more ETs tethered to the Orbiter are described
in Ref 1 and 2. These include plans to have the Orbiter dock with the lower
end of a tether, suspended from the tank i.n a high orbit, and then to rotate
the system so as to interchange the orbits. Alternatively, the system could be
stabilized with the Orbiter tethered immediately below the ET and an elevator
could climb up or down the cables to carry propellant or payloads to higher
orbit.
While such schemes do not violate any of the fundamental laws of physics, and
behavior can in principle be predicted by analysis; feasibility should be
demonstrated before attempting such operations with a manned Shuttle Orbiter.
It is suggested that this could be done effectively and economically from an
orbiting Space Station by making use of two Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPVs)
as outlined below.
B. TETHER MANEUVERING EXPERIMENT
Mard tether systems have been proposed by Dr. colombo and others. Among them
are schemes designed to accomplish the following tasks:
a. Raise or lower the Shuttle Orbiter to a different orbit by interchanging
it with an ET previously placed in the different orbit.
b. Provide an elevator system that crawls up and down the cable between the
Orbiter and ET.
c. Provide artificial gravity by spinning up the tether system.
Feasibility must be demonstrated before applying such ideas to a manned
Shuttle Orbiter. It is suggested that this could be done effectively and
economically from an orbiting Space Station, making use of two RPVs as
outlined in the following paragraphs.
Rendezvous and Dock
Before considering useful tasks it is important to assure ability to
rendezvous and dock with a tether system. The first RPV (RPVI ) will be
launched from the Space Station and use its own propulsion, guidance and
control system to achieve a circular orbit about 20 km higher ( or lower).  I t
will carry as payload a winch and tether cable. A docking and homing device
will be lowered by the cable to a height about 1 km above the Space Station.
ob
PER
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The RPV/cable combination will have an orbital period that is slightly
different from that of the Space Station, and on a subsequent orbit the second
RPV (RPV2), carrying a docking device and an elevator, will be launched. This
will then rendezvous and dock with the cable unit. Since the cable unit is not
in free orbit by itself, it will be impossible for the RPV to achieve
unpowered formation flight with the cable unit. Thus, the best that the
chasing RPV can do is to make use of an orbit that approaches the cable unit
and that momentarily provides zero relative velocity at one instant. In
practice, RPV2 will have to use controlled thrusting to stationkeep with the
cable unit while making the docking connection. This is the principal feature
in which this type of docking differs from other free orbit docking events
that have been accomplished previously.
In the attached sketches the tether system has been shown at an orbit above
the Space Station and slightly ahead. For 20 km difference the tether will
slip back about 1 /30 per orbit when station is at 200 -300 km.
Interchange Orbits
When docking is complete, system should be observed for several orbits and
rate of decay of oscillations (if any) should be noted. The interchange
experiment can be initialized two different ways, one by "pumping" and the
other by thrusting. Both should be tried to compare relative merits.
After residual oscillations from the docking transient have been observed
sufficiently the cable should be partially retracted to increase angular
velocity till the system "slips" over "top dead center". Cable "pumping"
should then be initiated, with appropriate time phasing, to reduce
oscillations.
When system has stabilized in the inverted position RPV2 should apply
sufficient thrust to just "flip" the system over again, and when it has been
reinverted a second thrust impulse will stabilize it again.
GDC-ASP-83-002 Page 5 of 10
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Energy dissipation and propellant usage for the two procedures should be
compared as well as relative operational advantages and problems. These in
turn should be compared with propellant that would have been required to
perform the same maneuver by means of Hohmann transfer.
For this experiment, each RPV must be designed (with ballast if necessary) so
that its principal axis of maximum moment of inertia is perpendicular to the
plane of rotation. In addition the cable attachment point to each module
should be offset from the module centroid in the direction of the cable length
by about 10 or 20% of the maximum radius of gyration of the module. These two
requirements are needed to assure a stable dynamic system that will not
require continuous active control during the maneuver.
Spin for Artificial Gravity
RPV1 should apply an in-plane tangential thrust with sufficient magnitude to
produce a definite spin rate. Radial acceleration (artificial gravity) should
be measured as well as oscillations of the individual RPV modules relative to
a reference frame that rotates smoothly with the tether system. Again it is
mandatory that the principal axis of maximum moment of inertia of each module
be perpendicular to the spin axis, and the cable attachment points be offset
from each module centroid as required for the interchange experiment.
Spin should then be stopped with cable in the vertical position by means of a
thrust impulse from one of the modules.
Payload Transfer Along the Cable (Elevator)
One of the RPV units, say RPV2, should carry a payload consisting of an
"elevator" unit that is capable of climbing the cable. This unit must be
designed to have its principal axis of maximum moment of inertia perpendicular
to the orbital plane, and that of minimum moment of inertia in the direction
of orbital motion. However, it should be supported from the cable at two
points, which span its centroid. These requirements are needed to assure a
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When the tether system is stabilized vertically the, elevator should start to
climb along the cable. Oscillations of each module and the elevator should be
monitored as well as the power required for the climb. The pitch, roll, and
yaw attitude angles of the elevator should also be monitored.
As the elevator climbs the cable, the system moment of inertia will decrease
and angular momentum will be conserved if no thrusting torques are applied.
The tether system will, therefore, start to pitch relative to the vertical as
the elevator climbs. As the angular velocity increases, the resulting
oscillatory amplitude can be predicted. When the prediction reaches a
pre-arra nged val ue, say 20 degrees, the climb rate of the elevator should be
stopped and the system allowed to pass through its maximum amplitude angle,
and when it reverses direction, the elevator should be started climbing
again. At this time the gravity gradient torque will offset the effect of
conservation of angular momentum thus reducing the oscillation. This
procedure should be used on successive cycles of system oscillation to keep
the system from spinning up. The phasing should be reversed when the elevator
gets above the system centroid.
Retraction of Tether System
When the elevator has been secured to RPVI and the system stabilized
vertically, RPVI should begin reeling in the cable. As in the case of the
elevator, conservation of angular momentum will cause the system to spin up.
A procedure similar to that used with the elevator should be used to negate
the rotation. As the cable becomes short, difficulty may be encountered
without application of rocket thrust torque. However, one of the major
features of tether systems centers around the ability to maneuver with little
or no expenditure of propellant. For this reason development of efficient and
effective operational means of retracting the system is of high priority.
Return to Space Station
When the cable has been retracted fully, the two RPVs can be docked together
and flown back to the Space Station as a single unit using conventional rocket
transfer and control procedures. Alternatively the cable could be
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Operation Duration (Hrs) *Qg(deg)
Unstow and countdown 6 Hrs
Launch RPVI and circularize in orbit 1 Orbit 6.0
20-22 km above and 10-12 degrees ahead
of Space Station
Launch RPV2 and circularize in orbit 1 Orbit 7.5
1/2 km above and 10-12 degrees ahead
of Space Station
Check orbits and lower tether from RP Vl 1 Orbit 9.0
RPVI dock with end of cable 1 Orbit 10.5 11.0
Coast, observe oscillations and stability. 6 Orbits 12.0 10.7
Adjust amplitude by cylically changing
cable length (pumping)
Retract cable a small	 fraction of its 2 Orbits 21.0 9.0
length to increase angular velocity and
interchange ends
Re-extend cable and "pump" to stabilize 4 Orbits 24.0 8.5
after interchange
Thrust with RPV2 to reinterchange 1 Orbi t 29.9 7.3
positions
Thrust with RPV2 to remove angular 2 Orbits 31.4 7.1
velocity and stabilize
Thrust RPV2 to spin up.
	
Coast and observe 6 Orbits 34.4 6.5
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Operation Duration (Hrs) * A6(deg)
Thrust RPV2 to stop spin and stabilize 3 Orbits 43.4 4.8
Raise elevator from RPV2 to RPVI 4 Orbits 47.9 4.0
Dock elevator with RPVI and stabilize 1 Orbit 53.9 2.8
Retract cable and dock RPVs together 6 Orbits 55.4 2.5
Return to Space Station and Dock 2 Orbits 64.4 0.8
Restow 6 firs 67.4 0.3
Terminate mission 73.4
* 09 angl a (degrees) by which tether leads station
..J
, -s - - in., f - .. -r -	 - -
P"
^	 1
I	 ~t	 ; I
Coast and continue
"pumping"
Stabilize Thrust RPV2 to
re-interchanqe positions











Transfer to point above
& ahead of Suace Station










with end of cable
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GOCO CODE	 2601	 ELEMENT NAME LIGHT WEIGHT CRYO HEAT PIPES
ACCOMOOATION:
	 ATTACHED	 q FREE FLYER	 q OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 1992	 INT. HRS 2	 EVA HRS	 8	 EVA CREW 2
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 7 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES	 if;
q TMS/OTV REQUIREO	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE	 4
q NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE	 4
EVA CREW SIZE	 1
3. STATION OPERATIONAL-SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
1.6 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)






5. OEACTIVATI ON/ REMOVAL
OATE(S) 1992	 INT. HRS.
STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE
EVA HRS
	 8	 EVA CREW 2
TOTAL RECONFIGS.
q NOT APPLICABLE
6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Unpackage and set-up heat pipe experiment and radiator. Checkout
instrumentation, heaters.
2. Initial change of working fluids. 36 tests total @ 1/wk, 3 different working
fluids. ;tan would assist in returning working fluid to accumulator.
3. Initialize test and monitor internal pressure, temperatures heat inputs.
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2601	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
Payload Element Name: Lightweight Cryo Heat Pipes.
Reference Documents:
1. Technology Development Missions, Space Station NAAO Orientation meeting,
NASA Hq., 14-15 Sept 1982
2. AIAA-80-0212, Performance Testing of a Hydrogen Heat Pipe, 18th AIAA
Aerospace Sciences meeting, Pasadena, CA, J. Acario and R. Kosson,
Grumman Aerospace Corp, Bethpage, NY, 14-16 Jan 1980
3. AIAA-80-0211, State of the Art on Cryogenic Heat Pipes, 18th AIAA
Aerospace Sciences meeting, Pasadena, CA, R.C. Plager and A. Basiuulius,
14-16 Jan 1980
4. The International Heat Pipe Experiment, 2nd International Heat Pipe
Conference 1976, R. McIntosh, S. 011endorph, A. Sherman, NASA GSFC and
W. Harwell Grumman Aerospace
Nar rat i ve:
The Heat Pipes of various diameters (1-10-in, diameters) would be made of
extruded aluminum meticuously cleaned and charged with clean dry N2 on the
ground. On-orbit the pipes would be charged with the working fluid (nitrogen,
hydrogen, oxygen) at various pressures.
Power is for instrumentation e.g., pressing transducers, temperature
thermocouples) and for calibrated electrical heat input.
Approximately 100 measurement points x 2 samples per second x 8 bits provide
the basis for the data rate at 2 kbps. The overall concept of the experiment
is from Ref 1. Derived characteristics are from Ref 2, 3, and 4.
Working fluid is based on peripheral wall grooves 0.78-in. diameter per
Ref 2. Three working fluid, 7 pipe sizes between 1-in. and 10-in. diameter
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Appendix I
Code: GDCD 2601	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
A vacuum pump would be required to capture working fluid in the accumulator
prior to change of working fluid.
Pinch-off of the tubes uses a heated tool applied locally to a special
stainless steel nozzle.
The instrumentation layout for the heat pipe is described from Ref 2. "A total of
10 thermocouples, each positioned at the 3 o'clock orientation, were used on
the heat pipe proper; four each on both the evaporator and condenser sections,
and two on the transport section. Two thermocouples were located on the heat
pipe charge tube so that the heat transfer from the reservoir could be
measured. Two more thermocouples monitored the reservoir temperature to
ensure that it was always slightly warmer than the evaporator. A trace heater
was attached to the reservoir so that any liquiu trapped in it could be
vaporized and returned to the heat pipe."
1k
i)
-	 . • . AW 0 i- .. -N- . to	 -
GDC-ASP-83-002 Page 3 of 3
Volume II, Book
Appendix I
Code. GDCD 2601	 PAYLOAD ELEMENT SYNTHESIS
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MISSION DESCRIPTION
Mission Title: Space Manufacturing
	 Langley Contact: Charles J. Camarda
and Processing Technology Development
Experiment Title: Fabrication of Lightweight Cryogenic Heat Pipes
Mission Objectives: Develop the technology necessary to manufacture and
process heat pipes using cryogenic working fluids (e.g., hydrogen, nitrogen,
oxygen etc.) in a zero-9 environment.
Mission Description: The purpose of the mission is to investigate fabrication
methods for manufacturing various types of large lightweight cryogenic heat
pipes. Toward this end, several types of working fluids, heat-pipe
configurations, fabrication techniques and cleaning and processing procedures
should be investigated. Types of heat-pipe configurations might vary from a
simple cylindrical configuration to more complex designs such as a flat plate
sandwich panel or a variable conductance heat pipe. Fabrication techniques
such as diffusion bonding or welding could be investigated together with
cleaning, fluid charging, and sealing procedures. Several heat pipes will be
fabricated and tested in space and their performance recorded. Earth testing
will be impossible since the designs will be ultralightweight and not capable
of containing the high internal pressures of the cryogenic working fluids at
ambient temperature.
Benefit: Heat pipes may play a very large role in space as radiators for
space stations or satellites or possibly in the design of thermally inert
distortion free structures such as large space antennas or optical systems
such as lasers or telescopes. Most of the above applications will require
heat pipes using cryogenic working fluids whose structural design will be
dominated by the very high internal pressures of the cryogenic fluids at room
temperature. Manufacture of these heat pipes in space would result in large
savings in mass.
Justification: The fabrication of large ultralightweight cryogenic heat pipes
(approximately 50 ft.) will require extended use of a large, low temperature
environment afforded by the space station. Also, the need for human
interaction is necessary in the fabrication as well as the testing aspects of
the experiment since ground testing is not feasible.
Mission Requirements and Capability: Low temperature cryogenic area necessary
for fabricating heat pipes 50 feet or longer. Power necessary for welding or
diffusion bonding and for testing and data collection should be at normal
levels.
Space Station vs. Free Flyer: The proposed experiment needs continued human
interaction during the fabrication and test processes. It is not conceivable
that fabrication be done on a free flyer because of the complexity of
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume II, Book 1
Appendix I
GDCD CODE 4000	 ELEMENT NAME MANNED GEO SORTIE CAPSULE
ACCOMOOATION: 	 q ATTACHED	 ® FREE FLYER	 ® OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
DATES)^.9" INT. HRS
	
EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
[J NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/ RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL 360 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMS/OTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
12 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)









STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER RECONFIG.
EVA CREW SIZE









6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. Initial launch date, one flight per year for 6 years.
2. Service required between missions. Service location (LEO vs Earth) is TBD
3. 2 man crew for P/L handling and P/L checkout (sortie capsule is manned
when launched from LEO
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rap oaa tiemenz Name: Manned Geosynchro nous Sortie Capsule
Reference Documents:
1. Discussions with JSC, 2 Feb 1983
2. Nominal Mission Model, Rev. 6, MSFC PSO1, 9/30/82
Narrative:
The data for this payload element is based on Ref 1 using a stretched Centaur
or equivalent upper stage.
The launch data is from Ref 2.
Crew data and mission duration are derived. assuming payload handling at LEO
is required. Payload handling on return from GEO is assumed to be routine
station operations. The checkout concept assumes an automatic system
controlled and monitored by station crew. Top off of Sortie Capsule fuel
cells or upper stage cryogenics may be required.
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PAYLOAD ELEMENT OPERATIONS DESCRIPTION 	 Volume 11, Book 1
Appendix I
LOCO CODE 4001	 ELEMENT NAME MANNED GEO SUPPORT MODULE
ACCOMODATION: 	 q ATTACHED
	 ® FREE FLYER	 ® OTV OPS
1. STATION ACTIVATION (E.G., SET-UP/ASSEMBLY/ATTACHMENT AND CHECKOUT)
OATE(S) 2002	 INT. HRS	 EVA HRS	 EVA CREW
q NOT APPLICABLE
2. SERVICE (E.G., REPLENISH/RESUPPLY)
INTERVAL	 DAYS	 TOTAL SERVICES
q TMSIOTV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER SERVICE
® NOT APPLICABLE	 EVA HRS PER SERVICE
EVA CREW SIZE
3. STATION OPERATIONAL-SUPPORT (AVG. TIME FOR MONITOR, INSPECT, ETC.)
12	 HRS PER DAY (INTERNAL)






q TMS40TV REQUIRED	 STATION HRS PER RECONFIG.











6. NOTES (BRIEFLY DESCRIBE TASKS IN 1 THROUGH 5 ABOVE)
1. 1 flight required
3. 2 man crew for P/L handling, and checkout. Support module
launched unmanned.
5. Payload remains at GEO orbit.
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Payload Element Name: Manned Geosynchronous Support Module
Reference Documents:
1. Discussions with JSC, 2 Feb 1983.
2. Nominal Mission Model, Rev. 6, MSFC PSO1, 9/30/82
Narrative:
The data for this payload element is based on Ref 1 using a stretched Centaur,
or equivalent, upper stage.
The launch data is from Ref 2.
Crew data and mission duration are derived assuming payload handling at LEO is
required. The checkout concept assumes an automated system controlled and
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The Space Station User Brochure and Fact Sheet have been developed by General
Dynamics Convair Division in support of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's Study on the Space Station Needs, Attributes, and Architect-
ural Options (Contract NASW 3682). The brochure has been provided to a select
group of organizations that qualify for consideration as potential Space Sta-
tion users.
There were two purposes for this brochure. First, to present potential user
organizations with vital information regarding the scientific and industrial
opportunities that a Space Station might preseiit. Second, to offer potential
users an opportunity to become directly involve: in NASA's Space Station pro-
gram. The brochure details the potential technological and economic benefits
of a manned Space Station, while also offering a concise summary of America's
current and planned space activities. The accompanying User Fact Sheet allows
potential users to influence Space Station program planning by identifying
economic planning factors as well as areas of insterest in Space Station pro-
visions.
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The Space Station User Brochure has been developed by General
Dynamics Convair Division in support of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's current Study on Space Station Needs, Attributes,
and Architectural Options. The brochure has been provided to a select
group of organizations that qualify for consideration as potential Space
Station users.
There are two purposes for this brochure. First, we want to present
potential user organizations with vital information regarding the scientific
and industrial opportunities that a Space Station might present. Second,
we want to offer potential users an opportunity to become directly
involved in NASA's Space Station program. The brochure details the
potential technological and economic benefits of a manned Space Station,
while also offering a concise summary of America's current and planned
space activities. The accompanying User Fact Sheet allows potential users
to influence Space Station program planning by identifying areas of
interest in Space Station provisions.
General Dynamics encourages all potential users to read the Space
Station User Brochure and to return the completed Fact Sheets to General
Dynamics Convair Division as early as is practical. This represents an
excellent opportunity for all interested organizations to participate in and
shape the development of an important new program.
Prepared by
SPACE STATION PROJECT
GENERAL DYNAMICS CONVAIR DIVISION
P.O. Box 80847
San Diego, California 92138
MR. OTTO STEINBRONN Mail Zone 21-9530





The development of a manned Space Station will
provide many opportunities for new and improved
uses of space. In scientific research and applica-
tions, the establishment of a permanent human
presence in space will improve our ability to carry
out, interpret, and modify a broad variety of ex-
periments, particularly in the fife sciences. The
Space Station will also provide new opportunities
for commercial use of space, notably in such areas
as materials processing and space transportation.
This section describes some of the significant op-
portunities that may develop in these areas over the
next several years.
SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
By providing a base for continuous research and
applications activities of unlimited duration, the
Space Station will open up opportunities for scien-
tific investigation previously unavailable. The
Space Shuttle, particularly when used with the
European-built Spacelab, will support hundreds of
independent scientific activities over the next
decade, but is limited in effectiveness by its size and
its maximum stay-time in orbit.
Using a modular design, a Space Station could
be expanded indefinitely to support simultaneously
A number of large scientific instruments, which
could be flown in the Shuttle only one at a time.
Whereas the Shuttle can remain in orbit for a max-
imum of only seven days (slightly longer with
modifications to the orbiter power supply) a Space
Station could support space science and applica-
tions experiments of many months or even years
duration.
With less stringent limitations on experiment
size and duration, the Space Station will provide
unique opportunities and cost benefits to re-
searchers in such fields as earth and space observa-
tion and space processing R&D. Large telescopes
and other such instruments could be attached
directly to the Space Station, or could be supported
on co-orbiting, free -flying platforms within easy
access to the Space Station crew. The ability to
modify and repair experimental facilities on short
notice will be another key advantage of using a
Space Station for space science and applications.
In the area of applications, the Space Station
will provide opportunities to improve earth obser-
vation instrumentation and to enhance remote
sensing by adding human monitoring capabilities.
Applications of remote sensing include such en-
vironmental observations as air quality monitor-
ing, detection of ocean currents, and weather
prediction. (Earth resource monitoring, the other
primary remote sensing activity, is discussed in
"Commercial Utilization," below.) The presence
of humans in space will help to ensure that local
changes in the earth 's environment can be picked
up by remote sensing instruments, and will also
provide an in-space capability for handling data
and correcting technical problems.
Important benefits of the Space Station for
science and applications will be realized in the field
of life sciences. The Space Station will permit
research on the long-term effects of the space en-
vironment on humans and other living systems. far
surpassing the capabilities of the Shuttle and the
now-extinct Skylab. By combining the ability to
repair or modify life sciences experiments on a mo-
ment's notice with this capability for long -duration
observation and experimentation, the Space Sta-
tion will provide great new opportunities for:
• Improving the health and performance of
humans living and working in space.
• Increasing our understanding of life processes
both in space and on Earth.
• Understanding the origin, evolution, nature,
and distribution of life in the Universe.
In the more distant future, the Space Station could
play a role in such scientific and applications
endeavors as the collection and processing of non-
terrestrial materials (e.g., lunar ore ► on an ex-
perimental scale, and the staging of unmanned and
manned interplanetary (or even intergalactic) mis-
sions. By the time the Space Station exhausts its
utility to the scientific community, missions such as
these might seem primitive.
COMMERCIAL UTILIZATION
As a vital step in the direction of space in-
dustrialization, the Space Station will create sig-
nificant and varied opportunities for commercial
use of space. [Year-term business opportunities in




space and flight support operations could generate
several billions of dollars in revenue annually by
the middle of the next decade, while such long-term
activities as extra-terrestrial mining and space con-
struction provide the potential for virtually
limitless industrial growth in space.
Several large companies have already taken
steps to capitalize on the commercial potential of
materials processing in space (MPS). McDonnell
Douglas Astronautics Co. and Ortho Pharmaceu-
tical Co. (a subsidiary of Johnson and Johnson)
have committed tens of millions of dollars to a
Joint Endeavor with NASA aimed at commercial-
scale electrophoretic separation of high-value phar-
maceuticals in space. The properties of zero gravity
are expected to create opportunities for the pro-
duction of other valuable materials in space, such
as gallium-arsenide, a crystal used in semiconduc-
tors, which could have a profound impact on the
electronics industry. NASA's Materials Processing
in Space Office has been working with private in-
dustry for over five years to identify commercially
viable MPS opportunities, and arrangements such
as NASA's Joint-Endeavor program are being used
to encourage the use of the Space Shuttle for MPS.
By providing more power and greater produc-
tion time than the Space Shuttle, the Space Station
will permit the production of much greater quan-
rities of materials than would be possible on the
Shuttle, opening up new opportunities for com-
mercial MPS. The element of manned presence will
aid in the improvement and creation of new pro-
cesses, further enhancing the prospects for com-
mercial space processing.
As a staging base for high-energy upper
stages, the Space Station may open up commercial
opportunities in space transportation that could
impact the evolution of the entire space com-
munications industry. Initial studies have indicated
that a reusable orbital transfer vehicle (OTV) based
at a Space Station could deliver payloads to geo-
synchronous orbit more cheaply than any other
available means. Based on traffic models project-
ing launches of some five hundred communications
satellites over the next twenty years, the market for
OTV launch services could exceed S20 billion
within the communications industry alone.
The reduction of launch costs could in turn
stimulate the development of larger and more
capable communications satellites, creating oppor-
tunities both on Earth for advanced communica-
tions equipment (e.g., "wristwatch" telephones),
and in space for satellite servicing. OTV operations
could also represent an attractive business oppor-
tunity in the launch of non-communications pay-
loads, such as scientific instruments, to high or in-
terplanetary orbits.
Another area of potential commercial involve-
ment in Space Station operations is in remote sens-
ing. Earth resource observations can be used to
detect geological minerals, petroleum, or to moni-
tor development of crops, water resources, and
timber. As in the area of environmental observa-
tions (discussed in "Science and Applications"
above), a manned Space Station will provide
opportunities to increase the operational effec-
tiveness and reliability of these remote sensing
systems.
The Space Station could create other business
opportunities in the intermediate- and long-term in
such areas as use of nonterrestrial materials and
space construction. These technologies could be
used in such activities as the development of large
power systems for provision of energy in space
(and to Earth, if it becomes economically and envi-
ronmentally feasible) and perhaps even the estab-
lishment of permanent human settlements in space.
As a prerequisite to all of these developments, the
Space Station represents a key early investment op-
portunity in the industrialization of space.
SPACE OPERATIONS
Provision of operational support to Space Station
users represents an opportunity for organizations
which are not traditionally space-oriented to be-
come involved in Space Station development and
operation. In addition to OTV flight support
operations (see "Commercial Utilization), Space
Station users will require data handling, utilities
such as power, environmental management (i.e.,
food, water, waste disposal, etc), and other sup-
port. Development and provision of the techno-
logical and economic means of providing this sup-
port could become a valuable investment oppor-
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SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES
The Space Shuttle is the key to routine U.S. access
to space. It is the major technological factor that
permits economic emplacement and support of a
permanent manned facility in low earth orbit.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the Shuttle will
fulfill many functions in the overall Space
Transportation System (STS) scenario, and its role
will change with time. Initially, delivery of low
earth orbit (LEO) spacecraft, geosynchronous or-
bit (GEO) spacecraft with upper stages, and space
sortie payloads will account for almost all of its
missions.
Later, it will add LEO spacecraft servicing and
retrieval. and Space Station delivery and assembly
capabilities. Finally, as the Space Station grows
and evolves into the predominant U.S. space pre-
sence, the Shuttle, which was originally conceived
as a transportation system to provide routine and
economical access to a manned Space Station, will
transition from a mission performance vehicle to
its primary role as a transportation vehicle, allow-
ing the full potential of the Shuttle to be realized.
The Space Station will be a key elemept in
making Shuttle operations more economical and
efficient as it serves as a staging base for transfer-
ring payloads to other orbits. This will relieve the
Shuttle of its on-orbit operational role so that it
can focus on transportation from earth to LEO
and return.
As the scale of Space Station activities ex-
pands, user economic benefits will accrue because
of lower net transportation costs and economy of
scale in providing payload supporting services.
The following sections describe the present
and planned elements of the STS, and discuss the
principles that will lead to more economic opera-
tions in space as these elements evolve in capa-
bilities.
STS SYNOPSIS




























Space Shuttle — Payload elements can be mounted
directly to standardized attachment fittings along
the sides and bottom of the Orbiter's cargo bay.
The payload clearance envelope in the cargo
bay measures 18.3 m (60 ft) :n length and 4.6 in (15
ft) in diameter.
The cargo bay is vented to the exterior am-
bient pressure during flight. The Orbiter supplies
basic services such as power, cooling and data
management. Payloads can be controlled from the
Orbiter ' s aft flight deck or from the ground.
A small amount of payload equipment (e.g., 2
to 4 m3) can be accommodated within the Orbiter
cabin, where limited power, cooling and data
management services are provided.
The choice of location will depend on factors
such as size, the need for manned access, and
whether the equipment requires direct exposure to
space.
The Orbiter carries a crew of at least four for
payload deployment and retrieval missions and as
many as seven for Spacelab flights. In addition to
the Commander and Pilot, one or two Mission
Specialists will be available to operate the remote
manipulator system, docking and berthing devices,
and other Orbiter subsystems and auxiliary equip-
ment. The mission specialists are trained
astronauts and are EVA-capable (extra-vehicular
activity).
Three or four Payload Specialists may be car-
ried who are trained in the operation of specific ex-
periments. The relatively benign Shuttle environ-
ment and shirtsleeve laboratory operations require
a minimum of acclimation by scientists and
engineers.
The Orbiter can launch as much as 29,484 kg
(65,000 lb) of payload equipment into a low in-
clination, low altitude earth orbit. Higher altitudes
and/or inclinations somewhat reduce this launch
capability.
The weight of cargo returned to earth is
limited to 14,514 kg (32,000 lb), due to Orbiter
landing weight constraints.
In the pre-Space Station era, Shuttle missions
will be devoted primarily to deliveries of
autonomous spacecraft to low earth orbit (LEO)
and to deliveries to LEO parking orbit of geosyn-
chronous orbit (GEO) spacecraft with orbit-to-
orbit transfer stages, and earth-escape missions. A
small percentage of the Shuttle flights will be
devoted to Spacelab missions.
To improve laur..: ► factors, many satellite
delivery missions will include two or three satellites
in the cargo manifest (see Figure 2) and some will
also include a palletized science or materials-
processing payload in the cargo bay to take advan-










Figure 2. Multiple small satellites can be launched on
each Shuttle flight.
In the Space Station era, the predominant role
of the Shuttle win be to serve as a logistics vehicle
for the station and station -related operations.
After initial Space Station buildup, the Shuttle's
major functions will be to provide for crew rota-
tion, resupply consumables, deliver equipment and
raw materials to the station, and to return
manufactured products and wastes to earth.
The currently planned four-Orbiter fleet may
have to be expanded to accommodate the increased
earth-to-LEO traffic in the Space Station era.
Spacelab — The array of possible Spacelab con-
figurations (combinations of large or small
modules and/or number of pallet sections) pro-
vides a wide range of payload mass capabilities and
pressurized or unpressurized accommodations (see
Figure 3).
The large module can accommodate up to ap-
proximately 6,000 kg and 20 m3 of payload equip-
ment. Present planning includes about three
Spacelab missions per year after 1983. These mis-
sions are scheduled for a seven -day duration. In-
tensive preflight payload integration and crew
training efforts, and mission timeline controls are
II-5
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-iecessary to make the most out of the short on-
orbit stay time available. Longer-duration (up to
30 days) missions are feasible, but at the expense of
payload weight penalties to account for mission-
dependent consumables and, possibly, a power ex-
tension package.
ETS
Figure 3. Spacelab provides pressurized laboratory and
unpressuri,ed instrument mounting jacilities.
Free Flyers — The Shuttle will deliver to LEO
autonomous, free-flving spacecraft exemplified by
the Space Telescope, Solar Max Satellite, Long
Duiation Exposure Facility (LDEF), Landsat, Ad-
s anced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility, and the Gam-
ma Ray Observatory.
Figure 4 illustrates the Solar Maximum Satel-
lite (SMS) which consists of a Solar Astronomy
payload supported by a Multimission Modular
Spacecraft (MMS).
The MMS has been developed by NASA as a
standard modular spacecraft, that can be used in
both low and high orbits. Within its standard range
of capabiliti:s, it can be adapted to many vaned
payload requirements, eliminating the need for
costly and time-consuming design and develop-
ment activities.
The MMS can accommodate payloads in ex-
cess of 4,536 kg ! 10.000 lb) when launched/retnes-
ed by the Shuttle, can supp ly 800 watts average
power to the payload, and has a basic pointing ac-
curacy of 0.01 degree that can be improved b y two
to three orders of magnitude using a payload
sensor-derived signal.
The MMS is also currently used for the
LANDSAT-D series of earth observations
satellites, and a power-augmented \ersion of the
MMS has been proposed to Support a free-flying
materials processing payload that would manufac-
ture pharmaceutical products in a microgravity en-
vironment.
These spacecraft are also being designed for
periodic on-orbit servicing usin g the Shuttle and
for Shuttle retneval for return to earth for refur-
bishment (see Figure 5).
In the Space Station era, servicin g and refur-
bishment will be possible at a station seniciag
facility if orbit compatibility permits, or if an ap-
propriate st-tion-based propulsive stage is
employed.
Figure I, SMS is a t ypical MMS application that is ser-
viceable on orbit and is retrievable for refurbishment
and reuse.
Figure S. The MMS and its support s ystem permit on-
orbit servicing and retrieval.
6
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Space Platform — One programmatic option
under consideration in the evolution of the STS is
the use of an unmanned, free - flying space platform
that could accommodate a large complement of
science and applications payloads (see Figure 6).
This STS element could provide long mission
durations which are desired by many scientific
observations. It could also provide high power
levels that could permit materials processing in
space to enter a commercial scale of operations.
Addition of manned modules to the Space Plat-
form could be a step in evolving from a ShL..Ie-
tended to an autonomous mini-Space Station.
LAID A ATMOSPHERIC












Figure 6. The Space Platform could accommodate
payloads with a wide range of viewing, microgravity,
and space access requirements.
Space Station — The Space Station will be a man-
ned, permanent orbital facility that will support a
wide variety of U.S. and international space mis-
sions. It will provide space laboratory and
manufacturing facilities, viewing platforms, and
operational support functions.
The station will begin as a small science and
research-oriented facility with a small crew, and
will evolve to a large, multipurpose system with a
crew of a dozen or mere over the time period of in-
terest. Initially, the crew of scientist/astronauts
will be trained to perform Mission and Payload
Specialist duties. Later, Principal Investigators and
other user representatives will be able to conduct
on-orbit Science and Applications research,
material processing, and other activities.
Modular design and delivery/assembly by the
Shuttle will provide flexibility in accommodating
varying user needs. Figure 7 illustrates a represen-
tative evolutionary buildup in the station con-
figuration and its mission capabilities.
In the initial buildup phase, users may share
laboratory facilities for R&D investigations, while
in the advanced stage the facility capabilities can
expand to meet user needs; e.g., dedicated
manufacturing or processing facilities, space-based
OTV propellant resupply and servicing, and launch
support for GEO payloads.
Ultimately, two or more Space Stations will be
needed by the U.S. to accommodate user re-
quirements for viewing vantage, laboratory and
manufacturing facilities in space, electrical power,
and other resources.
INITML PHASE
"!	 • Multidiscipline laboratory
iV^	 • R&D experiments: e.g., proof of
phenomena or proof of concept
• Soler, stellar, earth viewing
OPERATIONAL PHASE
• Additional power, laboratories,
habitability
• Operational support for LEO free
flyers: service, repair, update
• Process development
• Pilot plant production
ADVANCED PHASE
• Additional power, laborstones,
habitability
• Operational support for LEO free
flyers: deploy, retrieve, service,
repair, update
• Operational support to launch
GEO payloads:
– Assembly and checkout
– Spscs-based OTVs
• Space construction support
• Dedicated full-scale production
facilities: i.e.. commercialization
Figure 7. Evolutionary growth in station capabilities




The initial facility will be placed in a low.
altitude orbit, with an orbit inclination in the range
of 28 .5 to 57 degrees. The lower-inclination orbit
would allow the Shuttle to deliver its full 29,484 kg
payload, and would provide an efficient waypoint
for launching payloads and OTVs to GEO.
The higher-inclination orbits would provide
some additional earth viewing opportunities, but at
the expense of payload delivery capability. Later,
smaller facilities can be emplaced in polar orbit to
provide optimum viewing opportunities for solar
physics and earth observations.
As the Space Station evolves during the 1990s,
the expanded level of commercial and operational
activities will generate a diversified flow of equip-
ment, consumabies, and products between the sta-
tion and earth. This diversity will enable the Shut-
tle operator to plan cargo manifests to obtain near-
ly 100476 load factors, thus minimizing the cost per
kilogram transportation costs. Figure 8 indicates
this diversity of Shuttle cargo in the Space Station
era.
For laboratory and manufacturing facilities,
the delivery of equipped modules to orbit and at-
tachment to the station for long periods will
significantly reduce the mass flow to and from or-
bit since only raw materials, manufactured pro-
ducts, and periodic replacement equipment must
oe transported, rather than the entire facility (as in
the case of Spacelab). This long-term emplacement
of modules could reduce the mass flow for a typical
space-manufactured product to tens of kilograms
rather than thousands.
Orbit Transfer Vehicles — The majority of
autonomous spacecraft to be launched to LEO by
the Shuttle will operate at GEO. In the early years,
they will be transferred from the LEO parking or-
bit into a transfer ellipse by propulsive stages such
as the payload assist module (PAM-A and -D), or
will be placed in GEO by the inertial upper stage
(IUS).
In the later years, this orbit-to-orbit transfer
function will be performed by high -energy pro-
pulsive stages that can carry larger payloads or can
emplace multiple payloads. Initially, the OTV will
be carried to LEO along with its pstyload(s). The
Space Station will have no role in these launches.
But, as station support capabilities gro g , the op-














Figure 8. The diversity of cargo in the Space Station era
results in more efficient Shuttle utilization.
portunity will be available to use the station as a
launching base for these GEO payloads. This will
permit much larger spacecraft to be assembled and
checked out in LEO and then transferred to GEO
using a station-based, reusable OTV. This capabili-
ty could also enable the buildup and launch of ad-
vanced interplanetary probes and sample return
missions.
Support Facilities — Applicable STS support
elements include launch complexes and Shuttle and
cargo ground processing facilities at Kennedy
Space Center (KSC) and Vandenberg Air Force
Base ( VAFB), and the communications and data-
handling network. The Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS) will provide near-con-
tinuous, real -time communications links between
the Space Station and users on the ground. Other
terrestrial and satellite links will tie in to ground
control and data analysis stations internationally.
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STS PAYLOAD ACCOMMODATIONS
Throughout the 19M and 1990s, the Space
Transportation System will be evolving in capa-
bilities as previously described. This section pro-
vides quantified ranges of values of mission sup-
port and payload accommodation capabilities of
STS elements, beginning with the Shuttle and ex-
tending to the Space Station.
Table 1 is a !ummary of the resources avail-
able to payloads. The values shown include
estimated ranges for strawman Space Station con-
figurations.
All STS elements will be supported by the
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS), which will enable data transfer to the
earth at rates of 50 kbps continuously and up to
300 kbps when a single-access channel is available.
Table 1. STS element payload accommodation capabilities will evoltie through several growth stages.
MESON"
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Crew capability 1 or 2 1 to 4 0 1 to 4 4 to 8 >8
Volume (m3)
(Pressurized) 2 to 4 17 0 25 50 > 50
(Unpressurized) 304 80 500 400 1,000 >1,000
Weight (kg) 29,000 8,000 to 15,000 8,000 to 10.000 to >20,000
9.000 10,000 20,000
Microgravity (gt 10.3 10.3 10.8 to 10.7 10.4 to 10-8 10.4 to 10 .8 10.4	to 10.8
Orbital access (km) 100 to 1100 185 to 555 370 to 555 390 to 450 390 to 450 390 to 450
(deg ind) 28.5 to 104 28.5 to 104 28.5 to 104 28.5 29.5 to 104 28.5 to 104






SPACE SHUTTLE & SPACE STATION FINANCIAL DATA
Users of the Space Shuttle and other elements of
the Space Transportation System (STS) are re-
quired to pay NASA for these services in accor-
dance with reimbursement guidelines established
by NASA's Office of Space Transportation Opera-
tions. NASA 's current STS pricing policy is sum-
marized in the following paragraphs (All prices in
1982 dollars).
REGULAR FLIGHTS
For standard missions to low earth orbit (with
cargo space shared among two or more users), each
Shuttle user is charged according to the fraction of
available Orbiter cargo bay space his payload occu-
pies. Charges are calculated as follows:
S" L
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The dedicated price is the charge a user would
pay for use of the entire Orbiter cargo bay, and is
presently set at $70.8 million. A user with a charge
factor of 0.10 would be charged 0.10 x 570.8
million = S7.08 million. NASA has established a
minimum load factor of 0.05 (charge factor =
0.067).
SPECIAL FLIGHTS
Shuttle users with flexible launch dates, very small
payloads, or other special characteristics can take
advantage of special pricing considerations, which
include:
• Standby Basis — Users who can prepare
payloads on short notice and who have flexible
launch dates can fly on a standby basis at a
200% discount. At least 60 days advance notice
is provided by NASA.
Small Self-Contained Payloads ( Getaway
Specials) — Users with very small scientific
research and development payloads can have
their experiments flown in the cargo bay in
special NASA-supplied canisters at relatively
low cost. Three types of accommodations are
available:
arw ww
W110100 vd	 t MN
91 0.14 $18,820
45 0.07 s 9.310
27 0.07 S 5.588
Mid-Deck Lockers — A limited number of
small storage lockers in the Orbiter mid-deck
crew compartment are available for payloads
that do not require vacuum or large amounts of
power. Each locker has 0.057m 3 volume and
27.3 kg weight capacity; large lockers (with
twice the weight and volume capacity) are also
available. Prices for mid-deck lockers have not
yet been established.
NASA-Subsid ized Flights - Companies with
research and development experiments related
to materials processing in space ( MPS) and
aimed at eventual commercialization, can
negotiate with NASA for Joint - Endeavor
Agreements (JEA). Under terms of a JEA.
NASA can provide the industrial JEA partici-
pant with flight time on the Space Shuttle (or
other elements of the STS) and use of NASA
ground facilities in exchange for nonmonetary
considerations; e.g., use of samples. There is
no established limit to the value of NASA sup-
port available to users through JEAs and Joint
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HIGH-ENERGY ORBITS
Users requiring payload launches to high (e.g., geosynchronous) orbits
can use upper-stage boosters launched from the Orbiter cargo bay.
The approximate costs ar.d capabilities of upper stage services are:
01111111101	 @WAW am 11160"M	 Tow
r A	 ^	 tail ( ^ twl	 tM
Deft Payb4tl Assist 11088
	 GEO-bal	 or	 0.21	 14.9 8.8 1.2
	 22.7
Module (PAM-D)
Atlas-Cw fair Payload 2.000	 OEO-O nafar	 0.38	 24.8 8.8 3.9	 37.5
ANW Module (PAM•A)
IroortW Upper Stapa (IUS) 	 2,270	 dEO	 1	 70.8	 55	 10	 135.8
SPACE STATION COSTS
As a possible future STS element, the Space Sta-
tion could offer potentially significant economic
benefits to users with long -duration or high-energy
missions. The cost per man-day of crew labor on-
board a Space Station has been estimated at about
S133,0008 . Other cost bases, such as dollars per
kilowatt -hour for electrical service, are TBD.
' Dwnj, SOC System Analysts Study Er<tention,
Vol. /, Exec. Summary, p. 7.
Launch of high-energy missions for a Space
Station could be highly cost-effective. Using a
reusable OTV based at a Space Station, an IUS-
class (2.270 kg) payload might be delivered to
geosynchronous orbit for as little as $40 million,
less than one -third the cost of using the Shuttle-
IUS combination.
Exploration of other Space Station uses is ex-












SPACE STATION USER FACT SHEET
PROrRITAU DAM
You are requeded to clea¢ly idstrMy any MfommMon in ft es 1W shees that you consider to be pro
p ukuy. Gsnaal Dyna mi s Conant MUM agrees Mat it w1u use the I=w reasonable Odom to protect
torch iM*xmaaon as a» uttrd to protect fb own Proprietary Irdo:m mom Drckmm of such lntorm ition
shall be resbkftd to Moss W tvfduak who are directly pm%ciparttrg in the data coordination and inter•
charge ettocer<
G NMLALL M M F&A=ON
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The fad shoot is divided into three sections. The first "Economic Factors" is quite general in nature and
addresses investment considerations and potential bens of a Space Station as they apply to in-
dustrial oroanizatioriL The next two sections which discm Planning Factors and Technical Parameters,
are somewhat more detailed and are oriented toward capturing data on currently planned space ac-
tivities or to providing a basis for developing such payload planning data.
Please keep in mind that we are interested In your concepts and ideas (as well as specific data, if
available) and that we Maly understand that you may not be able to answer many of the detailed
planning or technical questions. Answer as many Inquiries as you can at this time, and return the Fact
Sheet to General Dynamics. The format organization and contents are designed to minimize the time
required to answer the questions and to recognize the engineering and scheduling uncertainties in-
herent in long-range plarurinq We plan to follow up your efforts with future contacts. during which we
may be able to offer amidanco and work together in further developing Space Station user planning
data
To the majority of idqui m you can respond by simply checking the applicable answer. However:
where more detailed information is available, space has been provided to enter such data For your
convenience, provisions are made for you to use either English or Sf units
The data that you provide to General Dynamics will be used for Space Station program pkmning
purposes only This is an inWal informal stop that will help shape the evolutionary design of the Space
Trarisportation System MST particularly the Space Station Later as your support requirements and user
beneth are defied in greater detail, you will have the opportunity to formalize your participation
through the STS Customer Services Office at NASA Headquarters
Potential user technical requirements data described in these Fad Sheets should be limited to only
those resources or services that are required by the user provided equipment at the interface with
elements of the Space Transportation System Requirements internal to the user equipment should not
be described herein For purposes of these data sheft the terms "experiment". 'product", or ,process"
have been used Interchangeably to indicate the generic function provided by the user equipment
In addition to potential users, this Fad Sheet also addresses inquiries to organizations that may be
Interested in Space Station-related business opportunities for providing services (such as power or data
management support) to Space Station users
Your organization may be Interested in more than one use of space facilities. A separate set of Fact
Sheets should be prepared for each different product process, experiment or operation that has
significantly different requirements (An extra set of Fact 	 is provided for your convenience.)
MA=G 2a=CTIONS
When completed please return this questionnaire
to
General Dynamics Convafr Divtrion
Space Station Project hC 21.9530
PO. Box WW








The followtrtg questions are designed to provide a
general indication of the economWArAhatrial value
of a Space Station tot commercial users
NASA ReladonWbV
L Please check your company's level of direct





2 How would you assess you interest in exploring






L Please indicate what you would consider to be
the greatest acceptable investment horizon (before
realizing dollar returns) in a Space Station-reiated
business venture.
q over 20 years
O 15 to 20 years
O 10 to 15 years
q 5 to 10 years
q Less than 5 years
C unknown
2 Please indicate the greatest level of dollar com-
-mitiment you could envision your company mak-
ing toward Space Station utilization.
• over $100 million
• S10 to 100 million
• Sl to 10 mutton
• less than $1 million
q unknown
NOTES
3 Please indicate how you would characterize the
level of risk involved in your company's potential






4 Please indicate how you would rate the
significance
 
of the following barriers to investment
in a Space Station?
Gwait Moewake UM9 trnlcn nm
CL investment level	 q 	 _
b. investment horizon	 C
c technical risk	 Z
d legal problems	 C _ q
e. uncertainty regardinggovt commitments	 q 	 ..
5. Please indicate how you would rate the poten
tial ice of the following incentives to
Space Station investment?
Gnat Wodwals Lm& unknown
a. reduced space trans-
portation coats C C	 u	 _
b. competitive pressure C C	 C
c govt-sponsored R&D C C	 C	 C
d govt loll support
(e.g. no-monetary cost
Shuttle flights) C q 	 q 	 q
e. govt tax or other
economic incenrives C C	 0	 q








L How would you chUoftM the pohntlal at the
Space Station to reduce the COW or irMasar the 60





2 In your edbnadon, what would be the appiow
Unale not annual dollar value to you company at
o	 to a Space Station?
O over $100 moon
O $10 to 100 minion
q $1 to 10 mWbn
q im em $1 mWion
q unknown
a what is your pwceptlon at the potential in-






4 Pleam explain any other econornic tacton that











The following questions will provide an initial overview of how your organization 's uses of space
resources could evolve during development of space-related products/services. For each specific
space-related program you are considering or have under way, please check the appropriate col-
umns) based on your current understanding of the phases of your product development cycle and
the STS and its attributes and opportunities For example if the Space Shuttle could be used for
demonstration of your product/procau and for pilot commercialimtion check (r) columns B and C for
item L
OPERATMAL CAPABIIlT11+S
For which activity phase(s) does your organization
mitiVale...
L Ustmg the Space Shuttle?
2 Using the Space Shuttle with Spacelab?
3 Needing an unnunmed Space Platform?
4 Needing a manned Space Station?
a Needing mosned scienMa/astro wub7
6. launschirg payloads to high (eg. geasyn.
chronous) orbitr?
7 launching payloads over 2270 kg to high ortW
tl Retrieving and/or repairing odAtal satellites?
9.AmwrdAhg large systems in space?
10.Using non-terrestrial materials (eq. lunar ore)7
^O+	 O1+
PHASES












Which activity phase (s) do you...
11 Engage in presently?	 u
12 Expect to be engaged in by 1985?	 12
l3. Expect to be engaged in by 1990? 	 13
14 Expect to be engaged in by 1995? 	 14
15. Expect to be engaged in by 20000	 15
U the availability of a Space Station might significantly change your currently planned uses of space
facilities it will be necessary to complete an additional set of Fact Sheets - one for your current pro-
gram and one to show antldpated requirements U your program is modified or expanded to make use
of a Space Station Also, S it appears that different activity phases of your product development cycle
will have significantly different requirements. or if you have a number of independent products, then








OF P00 ^'UALI; Y
GDC-ASP-83-002
I& Please provide an overview of your anticipated use of the STS (e g, for full-scale commercialization
udrrg the Space Station describe the total duration. length of production run. time between n=
lec}
17. If your organization is primarily interested as a provider of supporting services to Space Station users(04;- power: data m snagernent habitability logWal plscns describe the function(s) to be provid-
ed as well as significant equipment performance capabilities Then answer any applicable clues•
tions in the nest sec tion that address Technical Paranetem
Desedptlon d ftrncbon L/Mrvices to bs provided
18.The S75 includes upper stages that provide a range of delivery capabilities for geosynchronous
orbit payload& The Payload Assisi: Module - Delta Class (PAM DI for example is delivered by the
Shuttle to low earth orbit and provides spin capability up to 100 rpm and geosynchronous transfer
orbit placement for spacecraft weighing up to L088 kg (2,400 ]b} The Payload Assist Module - Atlas
Centaur class (PAM•A) provides spin capability up to 65 rpm and can place space-mW weighing up
to 2000 kg (4400 lb) in geosynchronous transfer orbit The Inertial Upper Stage (NS) can place
211'0 kg (5000 lb) spacecraft in GEO. The Shuttle-delivered Centaur F will be able to place single or
multiple spacecraft up to 91 m (30 ft) long mid weighing up to 6 350 kg (14000 lb) in GEO. Centaur
G has Capabilities for placing spacecraft up to 122 m (40 ft) long and weighing up to 4808 kg(10.600 lb) in GEO. If your organization is primarily interested in communications satellites or other
geosynchronous orbit payloads. please briefly describe the spacecraft weight or other character s-
tics, trorafer orbit or geosynchronous orbit placement requirements any space operations support
needed from the Space Station or Orbiter (eg checkout. EVA) and also the expected launch
schedule. Then answer any applicable questions in the next section that address Technical
Parameter&
Description of satellite and operations support required
Using the following barometer for reference. please provide a numerical (1.10) answer to Auestions 19
and 20.
0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10




19. To what degree has the possible availability of a manned Space Station influenced your com-
pany's planning for the next 20 years?
20. After receiving the User Brochure, to what degree do you expect the possible availability of a










Shuttle/Spacelab and Space Station/Pladorm mis-
sions will typically be flown at allOWes ranging
between 250 and 470 km (135 to 254 nmij and at in-
clinations ranging from 285 to 104 degrees. Stan-
dard inclinations are 285 and 57 degrees.
Please indicate below the orbit parameters
(altitude and inclination) or range of parameters
compatible with your experiment
q Any orbit is acceptable.





Should opportunities become available for orbits at
Inclinations or altitudes different from your desired
orbit would your experiment objective permit use
of other orbits? Please indicate below acceptable
orbit parameters or range of parameters.




q Special orbits eg. elliptical orbit — explain in
"Notes"
2 Nit MM Duration
On standard Spacelab flights, the Orbiter will re-
main aloft tot 7 days. This duration can be extend-
ed to 30 days it the necessary provisions are add-
ed The Space Station/Platiorm (with periodic
resupply) can provide an unlimited mission dura-
tion. Please check (r) the mission duration re-
quired to achieve the desired objectives of your ex•
pedment
NOTES
q less than 4 days	 q 5 to 7 days
q 8 to 15 days q 16 to 30 days
q 30 to 60 days q 60 to 90 days
q 90 to 180 days q 180 to 365 days
O 1 to 2 yeah q 2 to 5 years
q greater than 5 years
Estimate mission duration it possible:
PHYSICAL CRARACTEMSTICS
L Weight
Keeping in mind the Shuttle capabilities for
payload delivery, please check (r) the estimated
weight of user provided equipment (include con•
sumables, if applicable}
q less than 30 kg
q 30 to 100 kq (220 lb)
q 100 to 300 kg (660 lb)
q 300 to 1000 kq (2205 lb)
q L000 to 3,000 kg (645 lb)
q 3.000 to 5,000 ' g (1LO25 lb)
q 5,000 to 14515 kg (32A00 lb)
q 14515 to 29,485 kg (65,000 lb)
q greater than 29,485 kq — explain in "Notes"
Estimate weight It possible:
kq, or	 lb
2 Equipment Locution
The Shuttie/Spacelab and Space Station/Platform
provide equipment mounting provisions in pres-
surized and unpressurized locations. Please indi
cats the type of mounting provisions you desire,
q pressurized location
q unpressurized location










It you indicated a desire for a pressurized location,
please estimate the volume of pressurized equip-
ment
Volume	 m3, or	 ft3
4 Equipment Size (unpreaurised)
The overall clearance envelope in the Orbiter
cargo bay measures 19.3 m (60 ft) in length and 46
m (15 ft) in diameter. If you Indicated a desire for
unpressurized equipment location, please check
(r) the estimated length of your experiment equip-
ment as packaged for Shuttle launch and
mounted to a special support structure located in
the cargo bay. (The support structure will generally
reduce the cargo bay size available to the user
equipment)
q less than 2 m (46 ft)




Estimate length if passible,
m, or	 it
Estimate width if passible,
m, or	 tt
& Sclentitic Airlock
The Spacelab or Space Station can carry a sden-
tiflc airlock capable of extending experiments into
space and retracting them Instruments using the
airlock can receive services provided by the
Spacelab or Space Station
A scientific airlocks
q is not needed by this experiment
q is needed by this experiment
q may be needed by this experiment
NOTES
6. Optical Window
A high-quality optical window that provides view-
ing access to earth. deep space, and the sun can
be made available to the user.
A highquality optical window.
q is not needed by this experiment
q Is needed by this experiment
q may be needed by this experiment
q Special physical characteristics or installation
constraints - explain in "Notes..
L Elefticai Power
Depending on the configuration of Spacelab ele-
ments the Orbiter can provide up to approximate-
ly 5 kW continuously to users. Without Spacelab, the
available power increases to 7 kW. A typical Space
Station/Platform could supply 10 to 40 kW or more.
depending on the evolutionary phase. Please
check (r) the estimated average power re-
quirements for operating your equipment
q none
q less than 100 watts
q 100 to 500 watts




q 10 to 20 kW
q 20 to 40 kW
q greater than 40 kW - explain in "Notes"
Estimate power, U possibleh
watts










The Orbiter or Space Station/Platform ccn provide
pointing at any desired inertial local vertical,
earth-fixed or orbital object target
Does your experiment require instrument pouting?
q No q Yes
if no. skit to Question Q





• geomagnetic field lines
• orbital object targets
q nadir
• specific earth targets
• swath across earth
• other - explain in 'Notes"
I Rq)6z 20W Pointing
It experiment pointing and stabilization require-
ments exceed STS capabilities. the Instrument must
be installed on an Experiment Pointing Mount
(M4 Several types of NASA provided mounts will
be available. or the experiment itself may include
a pointing and stabilization =rpability.
Please complete the following statement
Pointing will be provided by.
• the experiment
• a NASA-provided EPM
q unknown
4 Pointing Accur=7
Please check.(.-) the pointing accuracy range re-
quired by your instrmment at the interface (express-
ed as mmdmum allowable error}
q unknown
O greater than 2 degrees
q 2 to Ob degree
q OS to Ol degree
q 360 to 60 arc sec
C 60 to 10 arc sec
q 10 to1=sec
q less than 1 arc sec
Or, estimate pointing accuracy requirement if pos-
sible, _	 arc sec
S Pointing Stability
Please check (.-) the pointing stability range re.
quired by your instrument at the interface (ex-
pressed as maximum allowable error}
q greater than 360 arc sec
C 360 to 20 arc sec
C 20 to 1 arc sec
C 1 to 01 arc sec
0 less than 01 ar_ sec
Or, estimate stability requirement 9 possible:
arc sec
Please 11st any other important pointing accuracy







6. Real-Time C0mmunUXM0n Coverape
Communications contacts between the Orbiter or
Space Station/Plattorm and around control stations
(via the '1YacldnQ and Data Relay Satellite System)
are dictated by orbit parameters and Orbiter aM-
tude. Real-time communications will be possible for
90% to 95%
 of the time. For normal operation of this
experiment real-time communication with the
ground,
q is needed
q may be needed
O is not needed
7.Data Mama ment/Communicadons
Do you need any of the following data manage-
ment/communication functions from the STS.
q digital tape recording
q analog tape recording
q display/keyboard






O caution and warning
q other services — explain in 'Notes"
O no data management services required
a Dada Rates
It your experiment needs real time communica
tion, please estimate, it possible, the data rate re-
quirements
q downlink, digital rate 	 bps
q uplink, digital rate 	 bps
Other resource requirements q — explain in
"Notes"
L Acceleration Level
Depending on orbit altitude, background accelera-
tion levels caused by atmospheric drag on the Or-
biter or Space Station/Platform will vary between
approximately 104
 and 1048.
Please check (r) the maximum allowable
background acceleration level for your experi-
ment
O 10.48	 q 10-5g
q lOdg	 q 10-7g
q 10'
O any of the above
O other — explain in 'Notes"
Attitude maneuvering crew activity and sub-
system operations will induce acceleration tran-
sients in the range of 10 .2 to 1048 for the Orbiter and
104 to 104g for typical Space Stations. Typical un-
manned Space Platforms will induce lower ac-
celeration transients. These transients can be
avoided for finite time periods by controlling crew
activity and subsystem operations (Le. tin, Alining to
avoid conflicting operations)
Please check (r) the maximum allowable ac-
celeration transient level for your experiment in the
on-orbit configuration, e.g. unpackaged or
deployed
O 10'Zg	 q 10 3`g	 q 10.4g
O 
10 :2
 O 10-6g	 q 10-7g
q less than 10-7g
• any of the above.
• Other — explain in 'Notes".
It your experiment requires a specific controlled
gravity level (Le. artificial g) or range of levels,











As orbital altitude Increases, the atmospheric pres-
sure surrounding the Orbiter and within the cargo
bay or around the Space Station /Platform will of
course, decrease.
Doss your experiment require exposure to the
space environment (e.g. externally mounted or in
an airlock)?
q Yes ONO
If no, continue to the next auestloa
It exposure to the space environment Is required
Please check (r) the maximum atmospheric
pressure allowable. (The approximate correspon-
ding altitude is also given)
O 5 x 105 N/m2 at 250 km
(3.8 x 10.7 Torr) (135 nmi)
q 2.5 x 10.5 N/m2 at 287 km(L9 x 10 .7 Ton) (155 nmi)
O 1 x 105 N/m2 at 342 km
(7.6 x 10 .8 Torr) (185 nmi)
q 5 x 105 N/m2 at 390 km
(3.8 x 10'5 Torn) (210 nmi)
q 2.5 x 10-6 N/m2 at 440 km
(1.9 x 10.8 Torr) (236 nmi)
q 1 x 105 N/m2 at 512 km
(76 x 10.9 Torr) (276 nml)
q any of the above
O other -explain in 'Notes"
Other environmental requirements q - explain
in 'Notes,.
z Ceetataminalloetz tieMtltt^/aesecahoe^
Experiments can be influenced by environments
produced by the Orbiter or Space Station/Platform
or by other experiments. On the other hand ex-
periments can produce conditions that might in-
fluence other experiments it emitted Please review
the list below and check (r) those factors that
would adversely affect your instrument or experi-












no q 	 maybe C	 yes C
Emit
no O	 maybe C	 yes C
c Radioactivity,
Sensitive
no q 	 maybe C	 yes q
Emit
no q 	 maybe q 	 yes q
d Electromagnetic Fields (RFC
Sensitive
no q 	 maybe q 	 yes O
Ei :pit
1W O	 maybe C	 yes C
e. Magnetic Fields,
Sensitive
no q 	 maybe q 	 yes C
Emit












CS"/SEpnMMMZNT CONTROL	 l Eupeta=nt Control
L Crew Time
The Orbiter can provide one to four Payload
Specialists to conduct ex per menta Each Payload
Specialist can devote about 8 to 10 hours per day to
conducting experiments. The Space Station can
provide a manned presence for essentially un-
11rrWed periods of I to 8 or more crewmen depend-
ing on the evolutionary phase. Remembering that
crew time may be needed for tasks such as activa-
tion monitorira controlling, equipment stowage.
and results analysis. please check (r) the esti-
mated average crew hours per day wed by
your experiment
q none
O less than 0.3 hr/day
q 1 to 2 hr/day
q 2 to 4 hr/day
q 4 to 8 hr/day
q 8 to 16 hr/day
q 16 to 32 hr/day
q 32 to 64 hr/day
q 64 hr/day
or, earnate crew time if possible,	 hr/day
q Special crew requirements — explain in
.,N0tes„
1 Crew Tkaining
STS crewmembea can be provided by NASA and
given specialised training for operation of the
experiment equipment, or suitably trained repre-
sentatives can be provided by the user. Please
check (r) the appropriate crew training methods)
and indicate number of crew members required
q crewmerriber(s) not required
q NASA-provided crewmember(s) 	 No.
required




Experiment operations can be controlled on-board.
or by digital commands issued from the ground
Please check (r) the applicable methods)
q by on-board crew
O by on-board computer
q by digital command trom ground
q no control required
Experiment operations can vary trom simple to
highly complex. Pleau check (r) as applicable.
q experiment requires only 'bn/ot *
commands.
q experiment requires preprogrammed control
q experiment requires manned real-time ac-
t" control
q other unique control requirements — explain
in 'Notes".
4 Ettftu"biculcm AcdvW s (EVA)
The Orbiter or Space Station piovides the systems
and personnel needed to pertorm manual tasks
outside the pressurised work area
EVA can be used for operation of equipment,
deployment positioning, and retraction of booms
cargo transfer, etc.
Please check (r) one.
q EVA is not needed for the normal operation
of this experiment.
q EVA is needed for the normal operation of
this experiment
q EVA may be needed for normal operation of
this equipment












The STS could otter a wide variety of space opera-
tions functions for users or the functlom could be
provided by your equipment Do you anticipate
UM of or would you provide any of the following
typical Mncftw
	
Construction use q 	 provide q
Assembly	 use Cl	 provide q
Alignment	 use O	 provide O




Checkout	 use q 	 provide O
Deploy	 use CO	 provide a
Retrieve	 use Cl	 provide O
Dock
	 use a	 provide q
Propellant




Space operation huscdonz may be needed q,
provided O
Space operation functions are not needed a
not provided 0
q other space operations — explain in 'Notes..
11 you indicated use of or provision of any space
operations functions briefly describe the char-
acteristics or limitations in 'Notes" (*a. type/size or
frequency of instrument servicing or maintenance,
the propellant type (Hy 02, NA, elo) or propellant
quantity handled or stored, the type/ size or fre-
quency of items to be deployed or retrieved)
NOTM
Do you anticipate the need to resupply materials or
expendables 8r return samples/producM
Resupply
no O maybe q y« O
Return to Earth
no O maybe q yes q
It logWlc support is anticipated please describe the
nature of support in terms of item type, weight
volume, and frequency in 'Notes".
on In on	 ' SUPPORT
L StOrMe
Do you require storage provisions for raw materials
or finished products, Mrn, etc?
no O
	
maybe q 	 yes a
If storage is needed please describe storage re-
quirement&
Do you require special protection/control from the
STS? (eg. refrigeration. light protection)
no q 	 maybe O yes O
If protection is needed please describe protection
requirements
Does your experiment involve We specimens?
no q 	 maybe qr	 yes q
It We specimens are involved please describe sup-
port requirements











Do You antidpaM any Of the tollowing potential













L R=eattmm Campa	 /P1*cMMT
1s Your ert of such a nature that It would
be destroble to be conducted in Isolation from
maruned presence?
no O maybe O yes O
Would isolation trom other equipment be
desirable? (eq, use d a free fiver)
no O	 maybe O	 yes CO
Please describe special Isolation requirement&
NOTES
Would sharing a general-purpose facility be an ac-
ceptable for your experiment?
(eq. consider propnietory process. security, etc) .
no O
	
maybe O Yes O
Special accommodation considerations O - ex-
plain in "Notts"
MAMrs DUTRDCTi0M
When completed please return this questionnaire
to
Genen d Dynamics COMM DivWon
Space Station Project Mal 21.9530
P.O. BOX Kw
San Diego, CA 91336
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